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on
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“Luck” is Great, But most of life is “Hardwork”

Global Empire Events works under the tagline “Breakthrough to Excellence” & started with a vision to recognize 

Individual profiles & start-ups who have excelled in the field of Entrepreneurship & Education.

Global Empire Events has created a Bridge between Businesses & Opportunities, through a platform like Icons of 

Asia.

ICONS OF ASIA witnessed Entrepreneurs, Start-ups, Innovators & Educators, who were full of ideas, knowledge, 

experience & wisdom.

Global Empire Events is a Parent Company & has 5 brands to recognize individuals from different walks of life.

Ÿ Icons of Asia which focuses on ideas & innovators from the Education & Entrepreneurial Sector.

Ÿ Global Business Icons with a Tagline “Think Big” aligns with the idea to Uplift Start-ups at National & 

International level, with the next upcoming event of GBI in DUBAI 2022 it has become a talk of the 

Entrepreneurial Segment.

Ÿ Woman Leaders Forum with the Tagline “Power is not Given you have to take it” WLF will be focusing on 

highlighting & recognizing Woman Entrepreneurs, educators & social workers

Ÿ Leaders of Bharat "कल का भ�व�य" it is a development advocacy platform that brings stories of Indian 

Leaders & change makers to the world and raises a voice on various pressing issues like climate change, 

education, poverty, healthcare, etc. It is a platform that celebrates the lives of the people creating an impact in 

such spheres.

Ÿ Asia Talent Awards - An International Talent Competition That Recognizes Music, Film, Dance, Child 

Prodigies in the Entertainment Industry.

With our upcoming events happening in United Kingdom, DUBAI & INDIA, we look forward to work with a community of 

Leaders.

GLOBAL EMPIRE EVENTS – “Breakthrough to Excellence”

Adv. Udaiveer Singh Bindra
Managing Director, Global Empire Events & BizNation TV
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Lord Diljit Singh Rana, Baron Rana, Member of the 

Order of the British Empire (MBE) is a British politician 

and member of the House of Lords. In June 2004, he 

was created a life peer as Baron Rana, of Malone in the 

County of Antrim.

Very little is known about his personal life, He was born on 20 

September 1938 in Sanghol, Punjab, India and is the eldest of three 

brothers and two sisters. Lord Rana left Punjab in 1963 for England. Starting from scratch in Belfast in 

Northern Ireland, Rana worked hard to build a 60-million pounds business empire dealing in restaurants, 

hotels and trading.

Despite over 25 bombings at some of his establishments during the sectarian violence in Northern Ireland in 

the 1980s, Lord Rana remained resilient and steadfast to the trouble-torn region and ended up as a 

successful and highly respected businessman in the United Kingdom. He even facilitated peace initiatives in 

Northern Ireland.

Appointed Honorary Consul General of India in Northern Ireland, Lord Rana is also the president of the 

Global Organisation of People of Indian Origin.

Mr. Tony Blair, Prime Minister, United Kingdom decorated Lord Diljit Rana with the prestigious position, 

Member House of Lords, UK in 2004 for his highly dedicated services in the regeneration of Belfast, Northern 

Ireland.

He is a successful property developer, hotelier and president of the Northern Ireland Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry. He is also director of Andras House.

Through his accomplishments and success in United Kingdom, he has given back to the society and his 

motherland by setting up educational institutes.  

Lord Rana has set up a charitable trust of Rs. 50 million for a school and a college named under Cordia Group 

of Institutes, in his native village Sanghol, near Chandigarh, India. The new college has collaborative links 

with the University of Ulster in Northern Ireland. The university conferred an honorary doctorate on Load 

Rana who lead a delegation of academics from the university to India to explore educational partnerships and 

help develop university links between India and Northern Ireland.

Lord Rana has received an Honorary Degrees by Queen's University, The University of Ulster in Belfast, 

Northern Ireland and Bengal Engineering and Science University in West Bengal.

Lord Rana himself states that he has protected a lot of heritage buildings in Belfast.

Lord Diljit Singh Rana
Member of the Parliament of

The House of Lords United Kingdom
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Mr. K.L. Ganju a businessman by profession became the Consul 
General (Hy.) of the Union of Comoros in the year 2005. The gazette 

thnotification for his appointment was issued by Govt. of India on 10  
January, 2005. Mr. Ganju at the initial stage of his life had to abandon his 

education to standby his father at the time of crises in the family. But he was 
determined to make a mark in his life. At the age of 19 years he stated a small 

business which grew steadily. He continued his struggle and achieved his 
desired goals. He married Dr. Gurdeep Kaur and started living happily. He has two 

daughters. After giving good education to them, he got them married. Right from the 
beginning of his life he was devoted towards helping the under-privileged, he continued to 

g i v e education to the poor children and helping getting married the daughters of the poor families. Apart 
from this, he was instrumental in collecting funds for the Indian Spinal Injury Center which is today one of the best Spinal Injuries Hospital in 
India. For this effort, he collaborated with Maj. H.P.S. Ahluwalia (the Everest Hero). But the zeal to do something special continued. In the year 
2004 he was offered to become the Consul General (Hy.) of the Union of Comoros in India. Initially he declined this offer, but ultimately due to 
some good friends he agreed to take the responsibility. After assuming the charge of the Consul General (Hy.) he realized that this is the best 
way to help the needy people wherever they are and also promote good bilateral relations between India and Union of Comoros. He 
established Embassy like Hony. Consulate in New Delhi and started working. He realized that there is no traffic of people from Union of 
Comoros to India either for education, medical treatment or business. He used his skill to convince the people and Govt. of the Union of 
Comoros to send their patients for medical treatment to India which has good medical facilities available at a reasonable prize. He also 
convinced the students of Union of Comoros to come to India for education. Though Union of Comoros is a francophone country still students 
came to India, learnt English and thereafter completed their graduation, post-graduation and also some of them did doctorate. The biggest 
satisfaction which came to Mr. Ganju was when serious patients started coming to India for treatment. During the course of their treatment it 
gave Mr. Ganju opportunity to serve them, help them at the time of need. This also includes, sometimes, giving family blood to the patients at 
the time of operation. This action of Mr. Ganju became talk of the town in the diplomatic community in Delhi and people in Comoros. This 
service of Mr. Ganju continued and is still on. 
Having achieved to serve the people of Comoros, Mr. Ganju also played an important role in promoting bilateral relations between India and 
Union of Comoros. Today the bilateral relations between the two countries are its best. 
Mr. Ganju is proud of his achievements and in the process he published a book titled “The Golden Decade 2005-15, My life as Hony. Consul 
General”. During the printing of the book, the comments Mr. Ganju received from dignitaries including Hon'ble President of the Union of 
Comoros are remarkable and satisfying. Some of the comments are mentioned below:
Hon'ble President of the Union of Comoros wrote I quote “So I am glad to say that during this decade, thanks to the tireless efforts of Mr. Ganju, 
there has been much improvement in Indo-Comorian relations, whether in terms of high level visits, economic interaction or people to people 
contact.” Unquote
Hon'ble Foreign Minister of the Union of Comoros wrote I quote “Talking about his experience as Honorary Consul General of the Union of the 
Comoros is an important contribution that I greet with respect. It is a testimony and teaching. Diplomat by heart, Mr. Ganju will always surprise 
us and amaze us. His journey is a life lesson. His life, he devoted to others. My country is proud to count on a man with great human qualities, a 
man of great talent who knows how to open himself to others.” Unquote
Hon'ble Mr. Idriss Raoua Quedraogo, Ambassador of Burkina Faso in India wrote I quote “His achievement as Hony. Consul General is like a 
pilgrimage, where he has invested a lot of dedication, selfless service, humility and fraternity to deepen the concept of Diplomacy. As a young 
envoy of Africa, I feel very proud and honored to have crossed paths with Mr. K.L. Ganju.” Unquote.
There are many other messages which were received from different Ambassadors, High Commissioners, Dr. G.V.G. Krishnamurty, Former 
Election Commissioner of India and other dignitaries.
For this extraordinary humanitarian work through diplomacy and also developing excellent bilateral relations between India and Comoros, Mr. 
Ganju was awarded two highest civilian decorations by the Hon'ble President of Union of Comoros.
1. “Order of the Green Crescent of Comoros” – Officer Grade
2. “Order of the Green Crescent of Comoros” and was raised to the level of “COMMANDER”. This is the highest civilian decoration of the Union 
of Comoros.
Apart from the above Mr. Ganju has received the following awards: 

th1. Gusi Peace Prize, citation of which is signed by the Hon'ble President of Philippines. He is the 7  Indian to receive this award.
2. Pride of India leadership award from Kent, United Kingdom. 
3. “Gold Medal” by Amity International University, Noida.
Apart from the above he has received many other National and International Awards. 

Mr. K.L. Ganju, O.C.V.C. (CDR.)
Consul General (Hy.)

Advisor to the Foreign Minister
Union of Comoros

President: Hony. Consular Corps Diplomatique – India
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Dr. Neeraj A Sharma born in New Delhi (India), 

comes from a simple joint family background. He is a 

second generation Entrepreneur. He holds his Masters 

in Foreign Trade and Post Graduation in Management 

from the Indian Institute of Management Kozhikode (IIM K ). 

He has also been awarded a Doctorate of Honors in Business 

Management. Dr. Sharma is a well known Strategist and has been in the 

fore front of Establishing Diplomatic relations to enhance value  addition for Business Houses. He is a 

Specialist is Mentoring Start  ups in various domains and has a fan following for the business turn arounds 

that he does. He specializes in Brand creation, process simplification & simplified Top Management 

Operations, Long & Medium term business Strategy, Financial Management, New market Developments 

and Entrepreneur Vision Advisory.He manages various businesses in his personal capacity in the field of 

Technology, Automobiles, Real Estate, Consumer Electronics, Biodegradable products, Food products & 

Higher Education. He is also on the board of advisors of many Educational Institutions and Companies as 

well. Dr. Neeraj has been awarded “Rashtriya Udyog Ratan Award” by the Economic Development Forum.He 

is an active supporter of Non-Governmental Organisations and Charitable Organisations like Home for the 

Aged (Little Sisters of the poor), Missionaries of Charities belonging to Mother Teresa's Home) & Cheshire's 

Home for the handicapped girls.In 2019, he was appointed the Honorary Consul General of the Republic of 

Palau to India. It is a Position where-in he has been appointed under the Exequatur issued by the Honourable 

President of the Republic of India & The Honourable President of the Republic of Palau , a rare nomination 

given to privileged few.Despite his Professional and Social duties he is an amazing Sportsperson and 

continues to inspire the younger generation by his Athletism . He has won many distinguished medals and 

awards in the field of Cricket , Track & Field Events, Badminton and Football. And has had the honor of being 

trained by Shri. VR Beedu ( Dronacharya Award Winner 2018) He is constantly working towards enhancing 

bilateral trade and relations not only between India and Palau but also between India and various other 

countries , and has been propagating focus on building business based on Technology and Made in India 

products and also is consciously making an effort to mentor young Global Millennials into Niche 

Entrepreneurs with an out of the box strategy .

Mr. Neeraj A. Sharma
Honorary Consul General of the

Republic of Palau to India
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Advocate Govind Bali, the Managing Partner of Fastrack legal solutions has at a very young age of 25 started 

represented his Indian clients at the United Nations. He has recently appealed against a sanction by UNOPS against 

an Indian vendor, The United Nations Office for Project Services is an operational arm of the United Nations, dedicated  

to implementing projects for the United Nations System, international financial institutions, governments and other 

partners around the world UNOPS implements more than $2 billion worth of peace and security, humanitarian and 

development projects for its partners every year, operating in more than 80 countries. Its activities have ranged from 

managing the construction of schools in Afghanistan, to building shelters in Haiti, to procuring ambulances to support 

the Ebola response in Liberia.

The appeal has been put forth to the VRC that is the Vendor review committee of the UNOPS which is the one of the 

operational arms of the United nations, Adv Govind Bali has taken up the International trade doctrine and doctrines of 

common law to get the sanction against his clients revoked.

He is one of the youngest Indian attorneys to represent an Indian client at the UNOPS and his firm fastrack legal 

solutions Aims to provide justice for all. A venture by Govind Bali, Fastrack Legal Solutions is the Law firm with its Pan  

India services believes in speedy justice for all along with the belief that Law should be there to entitle every one of its 

rights. Situated at Gurgaon Sector 55 in Haryana, Fastrack Legal Solutions is a one stop shop offering a wide array of 

legal services related with intellectual property rights, patents, trademarks, copyrights, criminal law, bail matters, 

family law, arbitration mediation and many more fields at Qualitative and affordable cost with Fastrack and prompt 

legal services to protect the interests of the clients through well qualified, enthusiastic and highly qualified 

professionals. Govind with team Fastrack commit professionally and ethically with a result-oriented approach and 

work towards the mission to provide quick and fool proof legal solution to all legal issues at an affordable cost.

Adv. GOVIND BALI
one of the youngest Indian Lawyer to take up
cases for His clients At United Nations
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Human rights are moral principles or norms for certain standards of human behaviour and are regularly protected in municipal 

and international law.

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act 

towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood. HRAI is based on the philosophy of HUMAN RIGHTS. "Vasudhav Kutumbakum" 

(The whole world is family)" All human beings are born equal and free. The only permissible discrimination amongst the people of 

the world is for the purpose of geographical identification. Human rights are properly understood and interpreted all over the 

world. They are foreign to no culture and native to all nations. It is the universality of Human rights that gives them their strength 

and endorses them with the power to cross any border, climb any wall, defy any force. All human beings are born equal and free. 

The only permissible discrimination amongst the people of the world is for the purpose of geographical identification. Human 

rights are properly understood and interpreted all over the world. They are foreign to no culture and native to all nations. Human 

rights are rights inherent to all human beings, regardless of gender, nationality, place of residency, sex, ethnicity, religion, color or 

and other categorization. Thus, human rights are non-discriminatory, meaning that all human beings are entitled to them and 

cannot be excluded from them. Of course, while all human beings are entitled to human rights, not all human beings experience 

them equally throughout the world. Many governments and individuals ignore human rights and grossly exploit other human 

beings. There are a variety of human rights, including:

Ÿ Civil rights (such as the rights to life, liberty and security),

Ÿ Political rights (like rights to the protection of the law and equality before the law),

Ÿ Economic rights (including rights to work, to own property and to receive equal pay),

Ÿ Social rights (like rights to education and consenting marriages),

Ÿ Cultural rights (including the right to freely participate in their cultural community), and

Ÿ Collective rights (like the right to self-determination). 

A National Level Human Rights Organisation (NGO) has been setup on 10th March 1999, with the objects to create mass 

awareness of Human Rights & Protection from atrocities & torture to Common People under the title " Bhartiya Manavadhikar 

Association" (Human Rights Association of India) duly registered under Indian Societies Act 1860 bearing Registration No. S-

47264-03. Needless to mention that the concept of Human Rights is very new to the public due to late enactment of "Protection of 

Human Rights Act 1993" by the Government of India. i.e. after a gap of 46 years of its independence. Obviously it requires deep 

concern and massive efforts in the matter being increasing and alarming situation of tortures in the country.

We, however with the help of large team of our office bearers, delegates & members, are day by day achieving our goal through 

effective efforts, still the expertised knowledge, guidance and update techniques are required from the pioneer offices like that of 

yours in the flield of Human Rights Protection.

HUMAN RIGHTS
 ~ Anurag Chandravanshi
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Monica Baldawa is a young and dynamic woman who was brought up in a background where she finds women working with 

men. Her grandmother managed a restaurant with her grandfather, and her mother handled her father's business. Monica 

Baldawa draws extensive experience in both career counseling and private coaching to help students navigate a variety of 

today's challenging career concerns. When students experience severe life stressors in their careers, it is not uncommon for 

their lives to unravel. 

Monica understands that no single strategy is right for everyone, so she has been trained in a variety of approaches. Her great 

passion is bringing ease to the lives of the young generation when it comes to career guidance.

She finished her CA course at the age of 22 and moved to Jaysingpur after two years of work experience in Pune. Her 

enthusiasm for teaching led her to establish a teaching academy. At the initial stage she started with 6 students,and now 

approximately 100 students receive accounting and math courses.

She holds a Diploma in Information Systems Audit. She has completed her M. Com from Pune University and now she is certified 

for Global Career Counselor by Univariety and the University of California, Los Angeles Extension. Also, she is a Certified Career 

Counselor for International Studies.

Currently working as a Career Counselor and Founder of Choice Careers, she is also an active partner of Lahoti Kasat & Co, a 

Pune-based CA firm. She also works with Financial Planning Academy in Mumbai, where she guides students for international 

courses such as CMA, ACCA, CFP, and CPA. She has been the founder of Posiview Commerce Academy in Jaysingpur and a 7-

year teaching veteran. She has spent over these years helping students choose, change, and advance their careers.

As a career consultant, counselor, and educator, Monica works with students and organizations in all aspects of career planning 

and career management. Recognized as an expert on career and workplace issues, she has also received India's top 50 

inspiring women Award for providing educational services in small towns.

She has received the Bhartiya Gyan Ratna Award as Dynamic teacher of the year. She has Conducted some free career 

counseling seminars for needy students in small towns and delivered lectures and workshops for schools.  Some of her Students 

scored 100/100 in accountancy and stood first on the Maharashtra board. Her students have had 100% results till now.

Gone are the days when it was thought that sending girls to school was needless.The importance of girls' education is 

paramount. In today's world, women compete with men in every aspect of life.It is an undeniable fact that girls' education has the 

potential to transform society. 

To make this come true she has started Ujwall Kanya foundation for girls education and employment. Through which she is 

making collective efforts to ensure that girls get the required opportunities to learn. She is also providing free and affordable 

education to needy girls and trying to make them independent. As She Always says live life to make a difference

CA MONIKA BALDAWA
Career Counseling & Private Coaching for
Professional Courses
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VISION

To inspire healthier communities by connecting people to healthiest real food that is priced consumer friendly.

MISSION

To enable development opportunities by empowering young people to create a positive impact across the world.

FEATURES OF CAFÉ CULTURE

Ÿ Manufacturing of Premium Natural Gelato Ice creams.

Ÿ Serving Burger, Pizza, Fried chicken, Milk Shakes, Pasta, Maggie, Sandwiches,

Ÿ Brownies, Softy ice creams, Coffee and Rolls from our own production house.

Ÿ Freshly available stuff no frozen stocks.

Ÿ Everything is run by the chairman friends who all are Engineering Graduates.

Ÿ We render more than 100 items on the menu lists every day.

YOU refresh @ Café Culture; Café Culture will freshen up YOU!

CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE
Dear Everyone,

Hope you all are doing amazing... Well what is the most important thing in life while considering present situation…? Well I have 

realized something thoughtful & that one thing I would like to share with you all, that is the guts to have Courage which we have to 

strongly register in our minds. Why the word courage… in the sense most of the people in the world have lost their dreams due to 

lack of courage.

Well Courage is in all of us in many layers in our mind and body ,but we hardly recognize that and we lose to respond, well we 

should have the courage to speak our minds, we should have the courage to project ourselves just the way we are but majority of 

us fail to do so and this has become a disease now a day’s due to lack of happiness, lack of peacefulness, Name every single 

thing whether it’s in inefficiency at work, business, college & school,, lack efficiency leads to lack of courage.

If we want to achieve in life, then we need to have a courageous soul , if we want to become successful, rich or score well or rank 

higher, even for Starting a new business and to reach higher summits in career we need courage.

We all have courage deep inside our souls but it's the fear of what others will think is killing everyone and remember there will 

always be such people to mock us and pull us down and when we are moving to the next phase of life such people will always be 

there to criticize us.

Remember they will even try to hurt us emotionally and humiliate us too but we shall win our own sweet spots if we make up our 

mind and it will be aimed every single day in our life and we should have the courage to break all these invisible walls of prison in 

mind that what others will think about us and show up to the world that what we can achieve, and to be number1, one

needs to do what other 99 aren’t doing and that’s very much important in the world of ruthless competition to slay our goals and to 

achieve our aim.

So All CCIANS we have the courage to deal with all the difficulties to slay our aims , well are you with us to support 

the courageous Café Culture.

CAFÉ CULTURE
 ~ Anurag Chandravanshi
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COGNITREX CONSULTANTS
Driving Analytics through on ground market research
and intelligence in Asia

With Cognitrex Consultants, an incredible brand in his own right, Manas Ranjan Rout leads the sustainable and high-performing Market Research, Market Intelligence & Strategy Consulting space. Boasting 
insights on market and competition through its unique, innovative & time-tested methodology of market Intelligence & competitive intelligence, Cognitrex offers comprehensive trailblazing marketing 
research solutions in health care and related segments.
Headquartered in Gurgaon, India, Cognitrex grew to reach a team size of 45 today that was five during inception. At present, the firm is working across various functions including: 
Ÿ Market assessment, Competitive intelligence and market intelligence

Ÿ Company profile, Brand Profile, Division Profile, Customer/Consumer Profile, Organization/Institute Profile
Ÿ Key Opinion Leader (KOL) perceptions:

Ÿ Usage and attitude, Brand perception, Molecule perception, Pricing perception, Indication perception and segmentation
Ÿ Market entry strategy:

Ÿ Mode of entry, Site selection and identification, Partner identification, Distributor Identification, Support for Regulatory filings
Ÿ Salesforce Benchmarking, Pipeline tracking, Brand Share Tracking, Regulatory Dynamic, Win-loss deal assessment

THE MAN BEHIND THE IDEA 
The man at the helm, Manas Ranjan is in the key positions of Founder & Director with excellent work experience in sales, marketing, and strategies; working in different renowned brands like Glenmark 
Pharmaceuticals, Novo Nordisk, Torrent Pharma, and Strategic Analysis INC. His years of expertise provide him an edge to add more clients across the spectrum of the healthcare industry. And he leverages 
these proficiencies to nurture businesses in India.
 The fierce, forward-looking, visionary, Manas Ranjan has left no stone unturned to take the Cognitrex to a higher altitude. Deep Industry Knowledge and understanding of the ecosystem are the two major 
factors. Besides his continued acquisition of knowledge and the right understanding of customers' needs are the key parts of his leadership.
Talking about the motivation behind the inception, the visionary apprised – “The foundation of Cognitrex was taken in 2015 with the prime focus on Pharmaceutical companies to carry out market 
research which includes Market Assessment, Market Intelligence & Competitive Intelligence, Clinicians Perceptions, Salesforce Benchmarking, Pipeline Tracking, Win-loss deal assessment, etc. as Manas 
Ranjan is from the same ground. He was aware of the fact that the competition in the category of market research was intense in India and you need to offer something new with value-added service were 
pharmaceutical, medical device, and medical equipment companies are struggling to get that piece of information.” 
Further Manas Ranjan added, “During my 14-year journey in the job, I had identified a few gaps in pharmaceutical, medical device and medical equipment industry; market intelligence and competitive 
intelligence was one of them. The marketers were struggling to get intelligence on the Market, Brand, SBUs, and Therapy area. We as a company started approaching to the pharmaceutical companies 
initially for market intelligence &competitive intelligence service. But it was not a piece of cake. The biggest hurdles we faced is about the authenticity and accuracy of the information. To get a hold on this we 
started creating a panel of doctors and channel partners which includes distributors and retailers.” 

DEALING WITH THE UNPREDICTED PANDEMIC 
When COVID-19 started, the firm lost a few assured businesses due to uncertainty. Later, the requirement of market intelligence has improved post covid and each of the companies wants to know how the 
competition is placed in terms of changing market dynamics. Digitalization is one place that changed the entire process of Industry starting from consultation (Telemedicine) to promotion. In fact, Covid 19 
has created multifold opportunities for them The demand for market and competitive intelligence has increased by double fold.

THE BUSINESS EXPANSION 
As the business grew, Cognitrex created different Business units. In 2018, the market research work was divided into two divisions. One is Cognitrex Lifesciences, focusing on Pharma, Biopharma, OTC, 
etc. and the second one is Cognitrex Medeq, focusing on Medical Devices, Medical Equipment, Surgical, etc. 
After one year in 2019, it launched 3 Business Units. 

st
Ÿ Cognitrex Events: It is focused on Continuous Medical Events, Advisory Board and Workshops. With this initiative, Cognitrex became the 1  company to offer hospital-based CMEs where they offer 

360-degree services, help the pharmaceutical company to facilitate their entire advisory board meetings, and created Workshops for Pharma and Medical Device companies through collaboration with 
each other to minimize the cost.

nd
Ÿ Cognitrex Government Biz: The 2  one is Cognitrex Government Biz. it was started in collaboration with Pharma, Medical Device & Medical equipment Companies to work as Liaisoning Company to 

facilitate government business
rd

Ÿ Cognitrex Licensing: This is the 3  Business unit that helped Pharmaceutical companies to collaborate with MNCs through their innovative patent products throughout the licensing partnership. 
Cognitrex facilitates the entire work.

Ÿ In 2020, Cognitrex launched Cognitrex Health Technologies. Due to Covid, there is a digital transformation that took place in the pharma industry. Cognitrex started offering SEO services to pharma, 
OTC companies. Now, the firm is in the process to discuss with other MNCs for collaboration for digital integration in healthcare.

FEATHERS IN THE CAP
Here is the list of awards and accords Cognitrex has achieved recently: 
Ÿ 2020: Leading Healthcare Market Research and Market Intelligence Company in India by BrandVoltz as Part of their Icon India Business Award
Ÿ 2020: Emerging Healthcare Market Research and Market Intelligence Company in India in Leadership ICON AWARD 2020 by BRAND OPUS INDIA
Ÿ 2020: India's Top Market Research Startup 2020 by CEO Insights Magazine
Ÿ 2021: Best Company in Pharmaceutical Market Research, Market Intelligence, and Strategy Consulting in India by BrandVoltz as Part of their Icon India Business Award
Ÿ 2021: Outstanding Pharmaceutical Market Research, Market Research, Market Intelligence & Strategy Consulting Company by BlindWink India as part of their India ICON Award
Ÿ 2022: India's Most Innovative Market Intelligence, Market Research Company in Life science Industry by BlindWink India as part of their India ICON Award
Ÿ 2020: ManasRanjan Rout was awarded by Brand Opus as Part of their Achievers ICON Awards -2020 as Young Dynamic Healthpreneur For Empowering Healthcare & Pharmaceutical Industry
Ÿ 2020: Abinash Sahoo was awarded Emerging Leader in Pharmaceutical Market Research and Analytics by Brand Opus as Part of their Achievers ICON Awards -2020

COGNITREX 'S FUTURE OUTLOOK 
Cognitrex is on the way to launching multiple syndicated reports by using the digital dashboard route which includes doctors profiling, salesforce benchmarking, hospital profiling, and pipeline tracking. The 

stfirm is planning to enter the education segment in 2022 namely Cognitrex Academy. Cognitrex would be one of the 1  companies to introduce Pharma Career Counselling and Skill development programs for 
pharma and healthcare aspirants.
In collaboration with NPAFInc, Cognitrex will focus more on different digital integration programs for clinicians, channel partners, etc using 4k satellite data transmission that will allow the clients to use multi-
channel and muti country data transmission for business expansion and promotion.

A PIECE OF ADVICE 
The entrepreneurs should be ready to bite the bullets of failure and they should have high patience. Moreover, they should continuously learn about evolving dynamics of the industry to acquire knowledge on 
the Industry Ecosystem and customer demand, which will help them strategize to acquire the business.

KEY OFFICIALS 
Ila Rout: Co-Founder & Director
Designated as the Director at Cognitrex, Ila Rout is another Director. She has experience of more than 12 years of. She worked in companies like HCL, Targus Technologies, and SHCIL. Having a strong 
background in Business Development, Client Interface, and Operation Management she is responsible for the management of Operations, HR, and Finance in Cognitrex Consultants.
Abinash Sahoo: Vice President, Nitish Kumar: Practice Head, Kaamil Makhija: Practice Head
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EDUCATION

 College: Late N.P.W. Sainiki Vidyalya Lakhani Bhandara

    Institute of Creative Excellence (Balaji Telefilm Mumbai)

    Honorary Doctorate Global Peace University (Specialized in Acting and Drama)

AWARD

 Starlife Mr Asia International 2019-20 (Model of the year)

 Icon of Asia 2022 (Best Model of the Year)

Dr Abhijeet K Ramteke he is from Nagpur (Maharashtra) is also an actor and model. Abhijeet has done many fashion 

shows: Starlife Mr India 2018, Mr & Miss Maharashtra 2019, he has won Starlife Mr Asia International 2020, winner 

model of the year 2019-20. His music video “Mujhme hai tu” was released on Ultra Bollywood. He’s trained actor from 

Institute of Creative Excellence which is the part of Balaji Telefilms Production Mumbai.

He has now started his own film production in Nagpur (Abhi Film Production). Dr. Abhijeet Ramteke wants to support 

people for whom acting and modelling is dream. Abhijeet has a dream since childhood to become an actor model. He 

used to participate in dancing and acting from his college.

Dr. ABHIJEET K RAMTEKE
Actor, Model & Film Director

Starlife Mr Asia international 2019-20 winner
Model of the year
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Our organization Sardana Education Consultancy Pvt Ltd has been providing admission to the intrested students from all over 

India for medical education I.e MBBS for the last 10 years, in Russia. 

We got them not only to admit but to take care during whole study period. During supervision we arrange for food and logging 

there. 

We are proud to say that the Students sent by us are not only a good doctor but also providing medical services to the renowned 

government and private hospitals of the country.

Over the past 10 years more than 1000+ students from our organization have been established in the society after getting the 

degree of MBBS and are known for better treatment. 

Our organization has been the object since the beginning that all those students of the state get the benefits of this, due to the 

tough competition of NEET and the absence of the admission due to fewer seats in India Medical Colleges. While honoring their 

feelings. We do our best to free them  from this frustration and get medical education at a lower cost abroad Because of our 

continuous Services, quality  honesty, hard work and appreciation from students, our institution is at the top today. 

The institution has been honored many times in the country and abroad, thanks to the services rendered by Dr Pranav Sardana 

and these achievements. Faith is our capital and our institution is great opportunity from you, probability is infinite you fly  we are 

with you.

Dr PRANAV SARDANA
Director, Sardana Education Consultancy Pvt. Ltd.
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 If optimism, intense hard work, dedication, passion and kindness had any one word equivalent, it would be Dr. Pushpendra Pratap Singh. 

Having an in-depth knowledge of Logistics industry with 22+ year work experience in various assignments made 

Dr. Singh an eminent name in Shipping & Logistics Industry. He is presently working as Country Head in a Latin American Based 

Multinational – Asia Shipping International Transport Pvt. Ltd.

In his long career, he has made remarkable strides in field of Pharma, White goods, 

Retail goods, Sanitary ware, Paper & Pulp industry. In his endeavor of Industrial 

growth, he carved niche in automotive sector. Having grass root level understanding, 

he has visited to pline Industrial houses wherein he successfully delivered various 

conferences, seminars, group discussions and workshops on "Just in Time" production 

control system for their logistics and supply chain. Formulated numerous ways & ideas 

to strategically reduce shipment life span with various cost effective measures by 

scheduling production, balancing product demand with plant capacity and availability 

of inputs.

His natural positive approach captivated a strong International Partner network leading 

to company businesses grow manifold. He also has a profound knowledge of risk 

assessment in complex environment as circumstances are ever changing being 

logistics dynamic in nature.

Has an aptitude to handle matters discretely and confidentially with Strong emotional 

intelligence and people skills. Mr. Singh designed and implemented various staff 

trainings including DGR Courses and developed highly motivated staff team optimally 

utilizing their skills. To name a few feather in cap Industrial Houses – Honda Group, 

Subros, Sumitomo Group, Toyota, Motherson Group, TATA Group, Jaquar India Ltd., 

JKGroup, U-Flex Group, Haier, Carrier Aircon are amongst the top notch business 

houses.

He is associated with various institutions for social welfare to encourage corporate volunteers 

network and supporting CSR initiatives 

for better prospects. 

He aspires to train and guide Industrial / 

Business Houses to restructure, align 

and develop their supply chain in a 

manner that transforms their logistics 

division to a delightful experience. 

He has been conferred with Hon'ble Doctorate Degree in Shipping & Logistics from "World Peace 

Institute of United Nations" which is approved by Government of India. This achievement has 

added another feather in his crown.

Dr. PUSHPENDRA PRATAP SINGH
Strong Intellectual Leader, Analyst &

International Network Development
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Dr SAURABHI DHANWALA
Physiotherapist and Naturopathist

She is dedicated to serve and help the patients to care and cure their health issues related to Physiotherapy and body pain and digestive problems, Her formal 
educational qualifications are BPT, MPT (Neuro), DNYS, CCH (1yr), CHM (Thailand (1yr)
She has been inherited with her ancestral knowledge through her forefathers and developed special techniques to cure patients by fusion of modern science and 
ancestral knowledge
She is also known as lady with Magical Hands who heals her patients with physical ailments as well as encourages them to be mentally fit and rejuvenate their lives 
towards better living
She has cured the patients which were almost impossible to be cured by the normal practices in the world and the same was done using natural methods and 
motivation with Positive attitude Dr Surabhi and her team members.
She has a proven track record of recovering patients without any operations who were advised for surgeries for Knee Replacement, Hip Replacement, Frozen 
Shoulders, Nerve Root Compression etc.
She has many success stories on recovering patients from digestive tract problems, diabetes, hypertension, metabolic system disorder, Prolepses, Joint stiffness 
and dislocation, paralysis etc.
Also she is creating records of recovering patients from Retino Pigmentosa, Diabetic Neuropathy, and Peripheral Neuropathy etc.
Dr Surabhi is successfully running her Clinical Care and therapy centers at Pune (Maharashtra , India)  And Dehradun (Uttarakhand, India)
Following ailments are regularly treated by herself and her team :-
Cervical Spondylitis, Frozen Shoulder, Tennis Elbow, Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, Parkinson's Disease, Facial Paralysis, Children with Cerebral palsy, 
Degeneration, Nerve Root Compression, Sciatica, Disc Slip, Rheumatoid arthritis, Osteoarthritis, Paralysis, Back Pain, Foot Drop, Flat Foot, Heel Pain, Pre And 
Post operation cases, General Health Training, Bursitis, Strains, Sprains, Diabetes, Fractures, Respiratory problems ,  Retino Pigmentosa, Diabetic Neuropathy, 
Peripheral NeuroPathy etc.
Her General Treatment methods includes:-
Mobilisation (Soft Tissue), Manipulation, Hot & Cold Therapy, Therapeutic Massage, Hydrotherapy, Exercises, Trigger Point Releasing, Cupping, Relaxation 
Techniques & Meditation, Wat Pho Techniques (Thai), taping,
Her Special designed methods of treatments for which is known as Lady With Magical Hands :-
Dr. Surabhi Sachin Dhanwala has designed Lymphatic and NeuroMuscular massage therapy to release lymph nodes, trigger point stiffness of muscles, the 
patients can see the results in single sitting with self designed methods She is using different techniques of Indian, Thai and Chinese and other  therapies,
She Follows simple Steps of conducting treatments as below:-
Ÿ Identifying trigger point of pain
Ÿ Identifying restriction on the movements of joints
Ÿ Releasing stiffness of trigger point with various above mentioned  Techniques, after that we are giving various active and passive exercises.
Ÿ The result can be seen in the first session
Key (USP):- The key (USP) of her treatment is her accurate diagnosis of the stiff portion or the pain area trigger point can be diagnosed by her easily in single 
manual touch without any help of machineries its inherited in her since 5 generations of her family, which is fusioned with modern techniques for which She is 
passionate about learning new therapies globally and using them for benefits of the curing patients
Future guidelines for patients After treatment :-
She listen their lifestyle carefully We guide them properly the reason where their lifestyle impact their body function We train them for proper exercise therapy We 
give them postural training We train them for breathing techniques that helps to release the stiffness of the muscles Diet Consultancy, we provide Diet consultation 
(specially for avoiding gastric food and acidic food ).
She has received many Awards  and recognition and appreciation to name few as below:-
Ÿ Bhartiya Seva Ratna award was given to her by Global Scholars Foundation
Ÿ Bharat Bhushan Sanmaan was given to her by NAHF
Ÿ Agarwal Samaj Pune felicitated with Super Achiever award
Ÿ Times and trends academy, Pune felicitated her on International Women's Day
Ÿ Sathi Hath Badhana trust has invited  her as key guest speaker
Ÿ Rotary club of Pune Erandwane invited her as key guest speaker offline as well online
Ÿ She has successfully organised Physio Udaan conference at New Delhi
And many more.
Her Patients Include: She has successfully treated Honorable Former President of India Mrs Pratibhatai Patil She has also successfully treated many ministers 
and celebrities, IAS and IPS officers, International players, HNIs Etc.
Under privileged patients, Toddlers, Teenagers, Youngsters, Senior Citizens
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Dr V .V Manjula has done Masters in Physiotherapy (Sports n Musculoskeletal) from DRNTRUHS , 

Fellowship in medical cosmetology from University of Greifswald, Germany; completed Doctorate in 

Physical therapy (DPT) from University of Montana ; PhD in Healthcare Management from IIC University of 

Technology, Cambodia.; SWITZERLAND . She has 16+ yrs of experience in Physiotherapy field . CEO and 

Founder of Varanaa's

Health care Research and Training organization LLP .

She has achieved 3 world records for her innovative concept of "Comprehensive approach in conservative 

management of Obesity - non- surgical" in the categories of : "first of its kind" n "highest" number of Obesity 

patients treated in a single clinic in 5yrs 6months...she have been awarded with many national n 

International awards including Honorary Phd from Swahili university, PANAMA...she had been a keynote 

speaker in many national n International conferences n presented her Research paper in IMRF journals and 

conference held in Collaboration with Malaya university in Malaysia.

#wicci

She is the President of Health and Fitness Council, WICCI, Andhra Pradesh, India. She had been the Jury member for #Stevieawards for 

two consecutive Conferences. She has been Member of many premium Physical Therapy Associations such as, International member of 

#APTA , Fellow of Royal Society for Public Health #FRSPH and Member of American College of Health care Executives(#ACHE).I'm Miss 

Andhra Beautiful eyes- 2004, Mrs.Amaravathi 2018, 2nd Runner up of IAWA Mrs.India- 2019 , Mrs.India Intellectual - 2019, Super Queen of 

Universe- 2020, Popular Queen of Universe- 2020, Mrs South East Asia 2022 & Mrs Universe (finalist) to be held this year 2022. As a part of 

her Philanthropic activities, she is associated with few NGOs and she work for Women empowerment, against domestic violence, Cancer 

awareness campaigns, Physical and Mental health awareness, organ donation awareness etc.

RE- bounce  International

Founder Director:   Dr.  VV Manjula  Kumari

Award  Category: Best Education  Startup  Of The  Year 2022

RE- bounce The only Educator which was capable enough to create a bench mark by organising one of the biggest learning conclave in the 

healthcare industry.

Under it's umbrella, RE- bounce - 2021 Was organized, , which is One of the biggest and the longest 

international webinar marathon. It was 50+ hours of continuous online Healthcare and Physical 

Therapy recent approaches and business skills learning Conclave with 100+ Legendary 

international and national Speakers and experts from 25+ countries across the globe, held on 15th 

and 16th May 2021. Their were Around 500 participants from across the globe with On an average of 

200 participants present consistently online to learn while the conclave was running non stop online. 

Today RE- bounce has its own app with it exclusive live video online learning portal. RE- bounce has 

organised 5 education campaigns including workshops to educate students and professionals in the 

healthcare industry.

Dr. VV MANJULA KUMARI
CEO, Varnaa’s Health Care Research & Training Organization LLP

Award Categor: Dynamic CEO of the year 2022
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Dr HIMANSHU TIWARI
CEO 69 Fitness Street

 Entrepreneur of theAward Category:
year Service Business 2022

Dr. Himanshu Tiwari is a Sports injury expert & a Fitness Mastery Coach with a mission to make the world aware and align 

towards Health & Fitness and bring a revolution in the Fitness Industry

Dr. Himanshu Tiwari Is a qualified Chiropractor, Sport Rehabilitation Expert and Strength & Conditioning Coach, With a 

distinguished career specialized in the recovery and performance enhance management of athletes certified and recognised 

from, FIFA, US, Spain, Europe & Chille. He is also an International member to Royal Society of Physical Health & International 

member American Physical Therapy Association, Healthcare and Fitness partner for FTV (sopa)

Dr. Himanshu was awarded by Rastriya Chikitsa Samman Puraskar In 2020 , Euntreprenur of the year 2020, Euntreprenur of the 

year 2021With more than 13 years of experience, Dr. Himanshu has been working with more than 2000 athletes around the 

world including professional and eminent athletes, professional teams and clubs, and several organizations including corporate 

and civil clients.

Besides his passion for fitness training and returning athletes back to their Improved levels of activity Post injury , he Also pays 

special attention to practice New and innovative techniques of manual and exercises therapy protocals on clients as well to help 

them achieve their toughest Physical levels and high performance gains without disturbing their busy schedule.

Himanshu is an acknowledged and well- known public speaker with 5 international research articles under his name. He is also 

invited by many institutions and academies to spread his knowledge based on the latest researches and protocols.
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 Badarpur, Delhi-based company, Healthoxy Private Limited, empowers customers with genuine and reliable medical equipment and 

healthcare services. The aim of this prominent and reputed establishment is to become the one-stop destination for serving customers, both 

local and from other parts of Delhi, with premium nursing services amongst others. 

In the present day, the hustle and bustle in our daily lives often lead us to ignore the most important aspect of our lives, i.e., taking good care 

of not only ourselves but also our loved ones. But the limitation of time and tiresome work schedules can overpower the necessity of it all. 

However, premium and affordable nursing services offered by new-generating healthcare companies such as Healthoxy Private Limited 

have become key to a better and wholesome living. 

Healthoxy Private Limited is one of the leading premium healthcare, especially nursing companies operating in Badarpur and other parts of 

Delhi. As a top player in the Nurse Bureaus category in Delhi, the company has been offering some highly beneficial products and services 

since its establishment in 2012. Headed by the Directors, Monendra Chaudhary and Nagendra Chaudhary, the company seems to have a 

long way to go from here. 

The main objective of this company is to help its customers find the right medical aid and healthcare services. They do so, by offering some 

pioneer medical equipment and healthcare facilities at home. From offering the best nursing staff at home to the best physiotherapist at 

home, they cover all kinds of nurse bureau services. 

Companies such as Healthoxy Private Limited value the life and hard-earned money of their customers. That is a major reason why they aim 

to offer medical products and services to guide their needful customers in the right direction. 

In this era of rising competitiveness and high prices, almost all medical facilities or healthcare companies claim to offer trustworthy services. 

This makes it a huge task for all the needful customers to find the right professional healthcare services. This is when some well-established 

and reputed healthcare companies such as Healthoxy Private Limited can make a difference. 

The ISO 45001:2018 certified company offers tons of nursing and medical services to its customers at home. They offer all kinds of medical 

equipment, home nursing staff, home paramedical staff, home attendant, home Physiotherapists, home Dr. visits, and more. 

Over the course of its journey, Healthoxy Private Limited has established a firm foothold in its industry. The belief that customer satisfaction 

is as much a necessity as delivering quality products and services has helped them garner thousands of customers, which continues to grow 

day by day. 

Healthoxy Private Limited occupies a prominent location in Badarpur. Commuting to this location is an incredibly effortless task for all the 

locals because of the various modes of transport readily available over there. Thus, making it convenient for all the first-time visitors to reach 

their location. 

In the near future, the company plans to expand its lines of products and services and cater to a large client base. Some services offered by 

them include 24 hours home nursing services, home nursing services for bedridden, home nursing services for cancer patients, and home 

nursing services for brain stroke patients amongst others. 

Recently, the Healthoxy Private Limited was felicitated with the Best Healthcare Service Award by famous Indian Actor and Former 

Chairman Of Film and Television Institute Of India, Mr. Anupam Kher in Mumbai. The event took place in Sahara hotel on 8th May 2022. 

Healthoxy Private Limited is additionally awarded for Best Healthcare Service on 28th May 2022, in a event held at Hotel Radisson Blu, 

Dwarka, Delhi. The award was presented by Mr NEERAJ A. SHARMA, Honorary Consul General of Republic of PALAU to INDIA. 

Reach out to Healthoxy Private Limited using the contact details mentioned below. 

Website: www.healthoxys.com 

Contact Number: 1800-121-3600, 8800-5155-49 

Email ID: info@healthoxys.in 

HEALTHOXY PRIVATE LIMITED
Provides Premium Home Nursing Services

in Badarpur & Delhi
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AJAY KUMAR SAINI
B.Sc. Ag. (Hons.)
Gangoh, Distt. Saharanpur
Uttar Pradesh (India)

President - Jyoti Gramodyog Sansthan (Regd.), Gangoh, Saharanpur (U.P.) ( Beekeeping Training Center.)

Life Member- National Bee-Board Ministry of Agri. and Farmers Welfare, Govt. of India.

Director- NARRCO Multi State Cooperative Society, Noida.

Ajay Kumar Saini born in a farmer's family, started beekeeping in the year 1990, while studying in the second year. Manufactures 

Honey, Wax, Royal Jelly, Bee Venom and Bee Propolis.

Ÿ Own honey production direct from 4000 bee hives.

Ÿ More then 1,00,000 kgs of honey extracted in a year from our 4000 bee hives.

Ÿ Manufacturer of all beekeeping equipments. 

Ÿ Beekeeping training institute under National Bee Board (Govt. of India).

Ÿ Honey processing plant with capacity of 20,000 kg per day.

Ÿ Bee wax sheet manufacturing unit.

Ÿ Exporter of honey and bee products.

Presently More then 4000 honey bee hives managed by us, through with more then 15 floral honey (Litchi honey, Jamun 

honey, Ajwain honey, Acacia honey, Tulsi Honey, Sweet Neem honey, coriander honey, multi floral honey, Sounf honey, 

Mustard honey, Sunflower honey and many more..)  are extracted from the different regions of India. Mainly from Jammu and 

Kashmir to Madhya Pradesh. We extract honey only from super chambers of bee hive through scientific natural process.  

We believe and deal in quality production. Mainly 70% of total honey production in India is of mustard honey. Which is also known 

as creamy honey and set honey in different countries. Because it's natural crystallization process.          

Along honey we also produce high value products from the beehives like- Bee pollen – super food, Bee venom, Royal Jelly – 

Best Food of world, propolis, bee wax etc. 

In the year 1992 under the TRISEM scheme of the Rural Development Department, Uttar Pradesh Government, rural youth 

were trained in beekeeping and got established in employment.

Since 1994, the selected Beekeeping Training Center is being operated by the Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare, 

Government of India, in which about 18,000 farmers and beekeepers across the country were given training in beekeeping by 

our institute, through scientific method and got established in employment.

Selected as Bee breeder by the National Bee Board Govt. of India.

In the year 2008 honored with the Governor's Award by the Governor of Uttar Pradesh, His Excellency Shri T.V.Rajeshwar ji, for 

Best Bee Breeder

In the year 2008 the officers of Nagaland states were trained in beekeeping by our institute and helped in the establishment of 

the Nagaland Bee-Keeping and Honey Mission.

In the year 2021 Honored with Uttarakhand Icon Award 2021, by  Shri Satpal Maharaj ji (Tourism and Cultural Minister- 

Uttarakhand State)

In the year 2022 Honoured with outstanding and excellent work in the field of Beekeeping for more then 30 years by Honourable 

Governor of Uttarakhand. Lt. Gen. Shri Gurmit Singh Ji. 
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Ankur Sharan is young & dynamic Supply Chain Professional, well known name in the Logistics Industry. He is currently handling 

Supply Chain of India's leading News Print Agency "Hindustan Times". He is having 15 years of rich experience in Manufacturing 

and Supply Chain Industry from Automotive Industry, FMCG, Print Media Industry & Shipping Line.

He has done MBA In International Business and pursued Certification Program in Supply Chain Management from the 

prestigious IIT Delhi & IIFT, Delhi. He holds multiple certifications in different domains like Export Import Management, Audit 

program.

He is active member of CSR Forum of India. He has visited & connected over 100 of manufacturing factories, like Maruti, Tata, 

Mahindra, Indian Railways, JCB, Escorts, Export/ Import Oriented Industries, Sea Ports, ICD's respectively to understand the 

best manufacturing, Logistics & Supply Chain Functions, process optimization.

Apart of his regular work profile, he is Socialprenure by nature and working on Work Life Balance, as COVID has given a 

beautiful learning to mankind - "We all need to jointly work on our Immunity and Humanity for sustainable development."

He is proud recipient of “World Book of Records, from London”. He is also awarded by various institutions like Adminstration 

Department of Faridabad, Haryana Police, Haryana Urban Development Authority, Chief Judiciary Megistrate, National Human 

Welfare Council & over dozon of other awards for his initiatives towards empowering youth, Environmental Projects & 

Awareness Campaign with Govt. of India.

He has been part of various institutions & Advisory board like Global Confederation of NGOs, Global Youth Peace Committee, 

Haryana Road Safety Council.

He is a well-known speaker & host, be it on Professional level or social welfare, he is empowering various institutions, NGOs & 

Volunteers for creating healthy India CSR Network, brand building, industry-specific supply chain and has been invited & part of 

projects thru his ecosystem with various institutions in India including IIT Delhi, Indian Institute of Foreign Trade, IIM, DU, SRCC, 

IIIT Pune, IMS Ghaziabad, Manav Rachna & few top Schools of Delhi NCR like DPS, Dev Samaj, DAV Police Public School, 

Manaskriti, Jihva - as a guest speaker, Workshops organiser or event judge.

Due to his vibrant profile, Ankur holds a strong professional and social network of people. His network is his Net-worth.

ankur.supplychain@gmail.com

ANKUR SHARAN
Public Speaker, Volunteer and Project Manager

in Delhi, India
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Dr C.H.M.M. PRASADA RAO
M. Pharma., Ph.D.

Dr. Chennu MM Prasada Rao is working as Professor and head in the Department of Pharmaceutical chemistry at Raffles 

university, Japanese zone, Neemrana He had completed Ph.D in Pharmaceutical Sciences from JNTU Kakinada, Kakinada, in 

the year 2017, M. Pharm from Annamalai University in the year 2008 B. Pharmacy from ANU in the year 2006, having more than 

14 Years of teaching experience in academic and research activities. He has published more than 52 publications in Scopus, 

PubMed, UGC approved and indexed National and international journals and having the two industrials MOU with the innovative 

informatics, Hyderabad, and Atlantis Phytotech Hyderabad, and presented ten research oral and poster presentations into 

National and international conferences. He is the life member of various professional bodies like Association of Pharmaceutical 

Teachers of India(APTI), Society of Pharmaceutical Education & Research (SPER), Association of Ayurvedic Professionals of 

North America, International Association of Engineers (IAENG) Society of Bioinformatics , Institute of Research Engineers and 

Doctors . He has coauthor for four practical eBooks related to the pharmacy and having 5 patents as author and coauthor in the 

synthesis of novel substituted benzimidazole derivatives. Author for book named as foundation of science, nano biotechnology 

and its medical applications published by scientific international publishing house New Delhi. he has received an appreciation 

certificate from AP Government for NSS activities conducted in the year 2013-15. he awarded as best researcher award from the 

1st International Research Awards on SCIENCE, HEALTH AND ENGINEERING conducted by ScienceFather held on 11-12, 

January 2020, Chennai, India. based on the research conducted in the field of Science, Health & Engineering, and Received 

Global Teacher Role Model Award-2020 from MVLA Trust organised online Zoom meeting held on 5 Oct-2020. Under his 

guideship 25 students completed their Pharmacy as per the JNTU-K university. Under his guidance five students doing their 

Ph.D. programme in field of analytical method development and validation of formulations using hyphenated techniques in 

biological fluids and novel formulation method development and evaluation of the drugs using novel drug delivery system. He 

has given guest lectures, act as co-chairperson and evaluator for oral and poster presentations in national and international 

conferences and seminars.    His area of interest in green synthesis of drug molecules, microwave assisted synthesis of drugs 

and their biological screening, designing and  analysis of small organic molecules and molecular docking studies, Method Insilco

development and validation of drugs and formulations using modern analytical techniques. 

Contact No:+91-9958550074

Email ID: chennuprasad12@gmail.com, chennuprasad@gmail.com

Google scholar link:  https://scholar.google.com/citations?hl=en&user=Uho6-

Research Gate link: https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Chennu-Rao/research

Orchid ID:  https://orcid.org/0000-0001-6483-5830
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Sharma Deepak (India) has been felicitated by being Enthroned to Chair position of the HOD PHYSICS by the DAYAL CAREER 

INSTITUTE , SIKAR (23 MARCH 2013).. He has pursued a specialized program in MECHANICAL ENGINEERIG on 

HARDNESS AND TOUGHNESS OF METARIALS.

He is heading as HOD, Dean (PHYSICS) and Director at  INSTITUTE. He is providing the physics skills in so easy DAYAL

manners so that every single student can come out from fear of physics.His in-depth analysis and views appear frequently on 

results of students in neet and in other exams. 

Sharma sir is invited to deliver lectures, chair technical sessions and deliver keynote address at conferences on various aspects 

of physics. His interests are to develop new and easy skills for students to teach them more efficiently.

He is a gifted researcher & an excellent speaker. He has organized national conferences & chaired technical sessions, 

presented papers & participated in over 194 conferences, india. He is invited member on scientific committees of national 

conferences/associations & observer to research projects.

He is also actively involved with the activities of Angad foundation towards collaborations, expansion of educational and 

charitable activities & government projects. He is also Co-coordinator for Eminent Lecture Series at institutions under 

Foundation.

Deepak sir has had the honour to deliver Guest of Honour / Chief Guest / Plenary Keynote Address at over 168 national / 

Government Forums.

He is a Role model for everyone that how can we come out from our bad situations by having peaceful mind.

SHARMA DEEPAK
HOD Physics, Dyal Career Institute
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DINESH PARTAP SINGH
Co Founder & COO
FOXGLOVE CONNNECT PVT LTD

 Foxglove Connect Pvt Ltd is an IT Telcom company which focused on different type of web based customized Solutions and proving them 

best communication platform which make them more effective, time saving and cost effective operational Efficiency. The young company 

Foxglove Connect started in 2018 has rendering the best in class communication platform such as Enterprise Messaging, Cloud Telephony 

and other customised solutions related to the industry verticals. Foxglove 's services are cost effective, reliable and transparent and these 

makes more and more assurance to the clients for the best services and reach them at their deemed goal. Foxglove participation in all 

across the industry vertical is always a remarkable. 

Dinesh Pratap Singh 

Co Founder & COO 

Foxglove Connect Pvt Ltd 

An Astute Business leader with more than 15 Years of Rich experience in Sale and marketing turned into Entrepreneur then Technopreneur. 

Being the young dynamic we understand the value of innovation within the DNA of Mobile Communication we developed our in house 

platform for Enterprise Messaging and Cloud Telephony and other Mobile Communication tools like CSAT Customer Satisfaction Survey 

tool though which customers can track their Customer Satisfaction in the moment with real time response and powerful report, identify 

unhappy customers, take action and prevent them from churning and second Customer Experience Tool though which a voice commands 

to receive and interpret directives with Voice AI based technology, system can interact and respond to human questions in natural language 

(NLP) and last but not the least product Emergency Cloud Operator – With ECC make your premises more safe & secure for everyone and 

it can help to manage the panic & reduce casualties in case of any emergency. 

In my corporate avatar, I held a leadership position in Strategy, Sales and Marketing in telecom industry and has Mart as a core member of 

their team and areas of expertise include Operations & Procurement, Development of new Product and Management. 

In our initial days of Technopreneurship I faced many challenges Like Criticsm and rejection but these made me more stronger than 

applauses and praises. Reaching the first mile stone of getting first 1000 clients was the biggest challenge but very patiently I waited to add 

each one by one in my clientele. The enthusiasm that I have during that time when I got paid each time still give me goosebumps. I got my 

initial clientele from Linkedin and other platforms after that client referrals and word of mouth proposed from client built my reputation which 

increase the member of customers and by continuing the process we stable in the market and make valuable face in the industry. 

As we all know that we all have been slowly coming out of an unprecedented time that the world witness and experienced with the 

emergence of the pandemic unleashed by COVID 19. The pandemic has forced organization around the world to revisit the need for 

digitization and reconsider their it strategy. Technology Driven companies who have been focusing on innovation and have been on the 

cutting edge of technology can now expert faster recovery and rapid growth. Better commination and collaboration tool AI based technology 

organization across the industry recover faster. Working with a similar belief and approach is one of dynamic communication and solution 

provider Foxglove Connect Pvt Ltd. is grow more and helping business achieve and cost effective operational Efficiency. 

Leadership is majorly about understanding the people and motivating them to first understand how their work is impacting other people's 

lives and how they can influence humanity to take it to the next level. We majorly focused on building a great product which can solve other 

people 's problem and while doing that we are having a good time. It is not just about work but it is a part of our lives which we invest in 

creasing meaningful solution for other people. 

Thanks a lot for being with me and patiently reading. 

Dinesh Pratap Singh "a name is enough" 
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MUSIC with Meaning 

GAURAV RANA SUKHIJA, Founder, MB Broadcast, Boogle Bollywood has come a long way in fulfilling his passionate 

dreams of 'Media'. So, come what may, in every breath he takes - and - in each and every step he makes, he carves a niche for 

himself in his professional career, thus, ruling-the-roost in the business of Entertainment (Films & Music Industry) in Punjabi & 

Hindi languages. 

“'If 'Music' is a form of 'Art' governing 'Fine Arts' then it's language limits no boundaries”.  

“We have a dream. And, it's a very-dream to dream, to see the broad-day-light shine on Us with some more bright-light in each 

and every single day of Our lives”.   

Interestingly, having spent 10-long-years in 'Media' in his area of specialisation 'Entertainment, he has worked as a full-time 

Correspondent onboard the national daily 'Dainik Bhaskar'during 2007.

Soon then, he started-off his own Event Management & Promotions Company, wherein, it took on Films Casting, Artiste 

Management Production, Direction, Events Organising, Movies Promotions, and more… as well as even operated as Line 

Production for number of Movies. 

Later, he moved to Mumbai and he put in over 5 years of hard-work in Bollywood. 

During 2015, he started his own Music Company 'Mannan Music Entertainment and worked on 400 Music Videos of various 

Artistes in Hindi & Punjabi and its Record Label catalogue incorporated onboard a repertoire of Artistes from different genres 

around 50+ including national and international. 

In the same 2015, he started his Digital Distribution Company, 'Mannan International' and onboarded over 100+ Music Label. 

In 2016, he launched 'Mannan International Motion Pictures and fetched onboard about 20 + Film rights amongst Hindi, Punjabi, 

Tamil, Telugu, Bengal, and Marathi. 
stIn 2017, he launched 'Boogle Bollywood' – a 24x7 Music Channel – as India's 1  Digital Music & Entertainment Network – and 

now he has onboard four (4) Channels – 'Boogle Boogle' (national-international). 'Krishnavani' (devotional), 'Wah Punjabi', and 

'Haryanivi Hits' (originals).  

And, then onwards… to him there was no looking back as far as his creative works concerned.

Outstandingly, as a Media personnel and an Entrepreneur, Mr. Gaurav Rana Sukhija has made history in the business of 

Entertainment, for his assistance as the first creative personnel in the Country to launch a linear channel onto a recognised OTT 

Platform. 

On the other hand, he has been successful in launching Haryanvi Hits' HD Music Channel amidst Covid-19 pandemic when no 

other channels existed which dedicated for Haryanvi dialect and its people.    

And, as time passes by, “We wish to introduce more-and-more newer creations and move on a step ahead with the newest”, for 

we always believe in the new-thing-in”.  

GAURAV RANA SUKHIJA
Founder, MB Broadcast, Boogle Bollywood
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HARSHIT GUPTA
Mentor to more than 2000 startups

For some, imparting knowledge may come naturally. That's why we have philosophers. But for some, years of building experience and adept 

learning allows one to become a leader that guides and advises protégés into creating something meaningful yet responsible.

Ergo, when it comes to seizing real world knowledge, young entrepreneurs often find themselves on the lookout for mentors that are eager 

and scholarly enough to offer deep knowledge and constructive criticism.

This sentiment is shared by Harshit Gupta, who once, like many, sought fruitful mentorship in order to create a business empire of his own, 

something he is undoubtedly proud of. Known to mentor more than 2000 startups and work with 500+ brands, including the likes of BMW, 

Deloitte, and Amazon, Gupta has now been selected for the Acharya/Business Mentor of the Year by the renowned 'Icons of Asia 2022.'

Harshit Gupta is the chairman of the TEX Group of Companies, a corporation that wants to make it easier for young entrepreneurs to build 

their startups and ever-so-enthralling ventures. From business consultancy services to offering its own EdTech platform, Gupta has made 

sure to provide limitless learning to budding entrepreneurs.

Hailing from a wholesome background of delightful sweets, he became interested in launching his own business after watching his father 

successfully own and operate one of the most distinguished sweet retail outlets, 'Raj Kishore's,' in Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh.

Mr. Gupta became eager to launch his own business with a clear motive in mind; to provide high-end dignified yet affordable solutions that 

would yield impressive capabilities to young entrepreneurs in launching successful businesses of their own.

Mr. Gupta set forth in the industry following the launch of TexTRAH Technologies, an R&D based digital consultancy that offers digital 

marketing, SEO optimisation, website development, and more. He later founded the E-Learning platform 'TexALPHA', offering trendy and 

innovative skills to enthusiastic learners via instructors renowned in their specific industries.

Charged by the success of his first ventures, the business acumen then went on to launch TexENIGMA, the A.I. Research and Development 

unit of TexTRAH Technologies that would later convert into a full time consulting firm. Soon after, Mr. Gupta also added TexINSIGNIA, a 

partnership program for business development, to its ever-expanding Tex Group of Companies.

All of Mr. Gupta's ventures have not-so-subtly focused on providing the best possible solutions for problems that an entrepreneur faces from 

time to time. On his own, though, he has taken on the task to offer free mentorship to fresh start-ups to help realise their full potential in their 

endeavours.

While it's not easy to navigate through nuances of a professional life, choosing a wise mentor can benefit in ways unimaginable. From strong 

communication skills to increased self-confidence to building highly-valuable connections, a mentor can guide, advise, and teach their 

mentees towards a common goal of career advancement and professional development.

“Harshit's mentorship has been very effective to me. I was able to figure out my vision and mission, and structurize my business accordingly. 

I also have more clarity over my next three months' business strategy, and I am looking forward to more mentorship sessions with him.”

- Akash, a student at IIT BHU and Founder of Candid Communication

Through his esteemed free mentorship program, Harshit Gupta has not only helped his mentees in identifying and achieving career goals 

but has also strongly supported them in business consultation, financial advisory, product acceleration, revenue maximisation, and more.

Apart from getting selected as the Business Mentor of the year by 'Icons of Asia,' Mr. Gupta was also one of the experts at the E-Summit held 

at the IIT Bhubaneswar and received a certificate of appreciation from The Early Bird's Club for providing his mentorship insights to aspiring 

entrepreneurs. In addition, he is also on the board of the organisation as a Club-preneur.

“Creating VALUE ONCE can not give you any result, CONSISTENCY on the other hand is the key to SUCCESS!”

-Harshit Gupta
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“You have two ways to live; become workaholic or alcoholic.” He chose the first one. Hriday Agrawal, a high school student 

dedicated to scientific research, started his journey in his early years of school. He was a bright student who used to be curious 

and hard working. This made him tough enough to fight every situation of life from an early age. He reached his first milestone in 

2016, when he was given the responsibility of school Head Boy. This responsibility was heavy enough for him getting tired and 

scolded. But perseverance was in this behavior, thus he didn't give up. 

Then the journey was always uphill. He got into various intra and interschool competitions, which provided him a threshold to 

eject to the real world. He gained real world experience by attending conferences and competitions where he focused more on 

building connections. This habit led him to the research field and provided him with real world scientific research experience. 

Getting comfortable in one place stops your growth….

Following this statement, he was always ready to have challenges and grow in any field. In 2021, he, along with his partner, 

started a startup to help students with skill development with a quality teacher; Skill Portal. As of now, Skill Portal has helped 12 

students and also received a special mention recognition at Global Schoolpreneur Summit 2022. Today, Skill Portal is 

progressing even more. With day by day improvement and quality. With the expanding era of the internet, Skill Portal has 

reached both Nepal and India. 

With all this, he is recognized as Global Leader Empowering Z by the Early Steps Academy and 150 Changemakers of India for 

contributing to UN SDGs. He also presented a model of wireless electricity in the Expo- Sciences Asia 2022 Dubai, where he was 

honored with a medal. 

He always follows one principle that all of us responsibility towards our birthplace, growth place and workplace. 

HRIDAY AGRAWAL
High School Student dedicated to scientific research
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JACOB MATHEW
Successful Passionpreneur

Jacob Mathew is a successful passionpreneur who turned his passions into attractive business models and has emerged as one of the leading 

change makers in the industry today. He is the founder & Director of Lead Kairos Pvt Ltd, a conglomerate of Kairos Institute , Kairos 

Consultancy and Kairos Talk. He has made his mark in the field of training, marketing, brand building, Celebrity Interviewing and in the short 

span of his career he has amassed in depth experience as Motivational Speaker & Success Coach. He has excellent Oration skills, hosted 

various shows and programmes in the popular Malayalam television channel and has conducted workshops and camps for youth at various 

colleges in the state. He has had ample opportunities to exhibit his acquired skills with his presentations at various National and International 

Conferences. His continous hardwork & ability to innovate in all his endevours has helped Kairos institute in  achieving  Best Aviation and 

Logistics academy Award in 2019, Training And Excellence Award in 2020,  Gandhian Sevana Puraskaram For The Best Institute By Mahatma 

Gandhi Memorial National Centre For Education And Research in 2021. He has also authored a book on “Time Management”.Jacob Mathew is 

a successful passionpreneur who turned his passions into attractive business models and has emerged as one of the leading change makers in 

the industry today. He is the founder & Director of Lead Kairos Pvt Ltd, a conglomerate of Kairos Institute , Kairos Consultancy and Kairos Talk. 

He has made his mark in the field of training, marketing, brand building, Celebrity Interviewing and in the short span of his career he has 

amassed in depth experience as Motivational Speaker & Success Coach. He has excellent Oration skills, hosted various shows and 

programmes in the popular Malayalam television channel and has conducted workshops and camps for youth at various colleges in the state. 

He has had ample opportunities to exhibit his acquired skills with his presentations at various National and International Conferences. His 

continous hardwork & ability to innovate in all his endevours has helped Kairos institute in  achieving  Best Aviation and Logistics academy 

Award in 2019, Training And Excellence Award in 2020,  Gandhian Sevana Puraskaram For The Best Institute By Mahatma Gandhi Memorial 

National Centre For Education And Research in 2021. He has also authored a book on “Time Management”.

Jacob Mathew and his team has introduced gamification and VR into job oriented courses like aviation and logistics. 

Jacob Mathew is a successful passionpreneur who turned his passions into attractive business models and has emerged as one of the leading 

change makers in the industry today. He is the founder & Director of Lead Kairos Pvt Ltd, a conglomerate of Kairos Institute , Kairos 

Consultancy and Kairos Talk. He has made his mark in the field of training, marketing, brand building, Celebrity Interviewing and in the short 

span of his career he has amassed in depth experience as Motivational Speaker & Success Coach. He has excellent Oration skills, hosted 

various shows and programmes in the popular Malayalam television channel and has conducted workshops and camps for youth at various 

colleges in the state. He has had ample opportunities to exhibit his acquired skills with his presentations at various National and International 

Conferences. His continous hardwork & ability to innovate in all his endevours has helped Kairos institute in  achieving  Best Aviation and 

Logistics academy Award in 2019, Training And Excellence Award in 2020,  Gandhian Sevana Puraskaram For The Best Institute By Mahatma 

Gandhi Memorial National Centre For Education And Research in 2021. He has also authored a book on “Time Management”.Jacob Mathew is 

a successful passionpreneur who turned his passions into attractive business models and has emerged as one of the leading change makers in 

the industry today. He is the founder & Director of Lead Kairos Pvt Ltd, a conglomerate of Kairos Institute , Kairos Consultancy and Kairos Talk. 

He has made his mark in the field of training, marketing, brand building, Celebrity Interviewing and in the short span of his career he has 

amassed in depth experience as Motivational Speaker & Success Coach. He has excellent Oration skills, hosted various shows and 

programmes in the popular Malayalam television channel and has conducted workshops and camps for youth at various colleges in the state. 

He has had ample opportunities to exhibit his acquired skills with his presentations at various National and International Conferences. His 

continous hardwork & ability to innovate in all his endevours has helped Kairos institute in  achieving  Best Aviation and Logistics academy 

Award in 2019, Training And Excellence Award in 2020,  Gandhian Sevana Puraskaram For The Best Institute By Mahatma Gandhi Memorial 

National Centre For Education And Research in 2021. He has also authored a book on “Time Management”.

Jacob Mathew and his team has introduced gamification and VR into job oriented courses like aviation and logistics. 
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Lalramchuan Zela has over 14 years of experience, spread across project conceptualization, project management and 

communications.

He Graduated from Patkai Christian College. In 2007 he attended an Intensive Perspective course at California, In 2009 he 

attended a social work studies in IGO, Chiangmai. He took a mentorship for 7 years in Business management under Mr Wong lee, a 

successful Entrepreneur from Singapore 

He participated two times as Entrepreneur under Dept. of Industries, Government of Mizoram at IITF, New Delhi (India International 

Trade Fair)

In 2006 he was awarded as Social activist of the year by NETV People's choice award in Guwahati,  In 2014 he was awarded as 

National Youth Award by Govt. of India; the first person to receive among the Mizo's.  In 2015 he was awarded 'Young Achiever's 

Award by Lelte Weekly Magazine. In 2017 Aug 9-12, he was also invited at Summer Youth Assembly at United Nation, New York 

representing from India but he could not attend due to family issue   

He was working in Garo Hills, Meghalaya for 2 years at a Mining Company leading large project to the tune of INR 10 Crores 

Since 2006 he joined Mission Foundation Movement as Coordinator, he led the organisation in various areas like Skill 

Development, Women Empowerment, Livelihood, Promotion of Entrepreneurship, Nursing school, Pharmacy College, HIV Aids, 

Rural Development, Covid Vaccination Programme,  Consultancy services etc.

On 2015, he led Health Project under Embassy of Japan, New Delhi Project worth 72,307 US Dollar as the first initiative for 

Government of Japan focusing on Look East Policy which was very successful providing community health to the Khamrang 

Villages. He spend 2 years with JICA (Japan International Cooperation Agency) as State Coordinator for Basic health research.    

He has been associated with various International and National organisations and Government Department such as Wonglee, 

Singapore, USAid, Rhema USA, FHI, PwC (PricewaterhouseCoopers), Delloite, HSBC Bank, Embassy of Japan, Japan 

Foundation, NERLP- World Bank Project, NEC (North Eastern Council), Ministry of DoNER,  Ministry of Women and Child,  

Ministry of Tribal Affairs,  Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship, MoRD, Ministry of Tourism, MYC,

UD& PA Dept, Social welfare Dept,  NABARD etc 

During Mautam tam in 2007 he raised more than 30lakh fund from abroad and distributed food – Rice, dal etc to 1500 families 

mostly in southern parts of Mizoram

During Covid19 Pandemic – the organisation trained 350 frontline warrior under PMKVY3.0 with supported by Ministry of Skill 

development & Entrepreneurship, GoI, Aizawl DC and LESDE Dept. Trainee's are work in various covid care centre's in Aizawl. 

Currently,  He is a Member of Mizoram State Level & Entrepreneurship Development Mission, Govt of Mizoram

The organisation work with USAid & Ministry of Health and Family welfare for Covid vaccination programme for marginalized 

sections of society

He has the ability to steer the team towards optimum outcomes by creating a result-oriented environment without compromising 

the values and program quality and also to build the team with a win-win attitude

He is now leading MFM with 23 different Project from Central Government, State Government and   Foreign agencies with a budget 

of 20 crore of current financial year (2021 - 22 )

LALRAMUCHAN ZELA
14 years of Experience in Project Conceptualization

Project Management & Communications
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Dr M.L. DOGRA
Theatre Director & Multitalented theatre Artist
Founder: Bhartiya Lok Sangeet Kala Sansthan
Jammu

My Father and my Uncle was the renowned Phakh , Singers ( Gattar)  of Jammu Region. Due to My Folk Singer (Gattar,Yogies ))Family .I Under the inspiration of Gurus Sh. B.L.Shah,Theatre Director and Writer Sahatik Acadmee Awardee ,UP 
.GurunRanjitSingh,Kathak,Satrya and Manipuri dance, Guru Sh. H.L Kundoo,Dance Director Kathak Bharat Nayam,Kathakali . I traveled on foot in the interior villages of many states of India and meet Pandit. Gurus and dancers, in Nam Ghars 
.Music Institutions, Folk Troupes for research of Folk Music(Folk Tales ,Stages and Dances of India and collected the collection for in  Various Productions  on burning subjects. 
Occupatio:-Theater Director, Lyricist Poet,Play writer, Dancer,Singer,Stage Decorator presently Chairperson of prestigious  BhartiyaLokSangeet Kala Sansthan Jammu.
BhartiyaLokSangeet Kala Sansthan ,Jammu founded  by M.L.Dogra  , is the one of the Classical and Folk Music Institute in Jammu and Kashmir  ( Affiliated with world renowned Bhat KhandeSangitVidya Pith Lucknow (Lucknow GharanaEsttd. -
1926) and RashtryaSakshartaAbhiyan (Free Computer Education - ) Every Year 100 Students learning Folk Music and Dance  (i.e.Orphans ,OBC, Schedule Caste .Gujjaars and backerwals).Every year  Dogra presenting more  than 120 Shows  
Cultural programes like Dance Drama  ,Dances , Dramas ,Street Theatre ,Folk Festivals etc. to promote the Traditional Culture of Jammu and Kashmir and other states. and conducting training and examination up to Visard (B.Musice) level 
.classical and folk music of Bhat  KhandeSangeetVidyapith The Institute is also registered with Song and Drama Division. Aids Control Society ,Academy of Art Culture and Languages and Registrar of Society ,J&K Government. More than 100 
Students trained by Sh. M.L.Dogra , in Folk Music and Dance working with Education institutions and  cultural troupes for promotion of  folk music and awareness programs with the various departments .At present More than 250 artistes working  
under the guidance of  M.L.Dogra ,Chairman and participating state and National level festivals and Talent Hunts. .
M.L.Dogra is credited for being the youngest theatre  Producer director of India who has participated over more than  One hundred National Festivals  Like KumbhMela'sHaridwar ,,Allahbad.,Lucknow Festival ,LadakahFestival,LehSindhu Festival 
Hemis ,Navratra Festival Katra,Minjra the MelaChamba,Kulu Festival, Himachal Festival Shimla ,SudhMah Dev Festival ,Jammu Festival ,SurajKund Festival , Delhi Trade Fair  NauchandiFestival AutumnFestivalNainital,Holi Festival 
AlmoraPithorahgarh Dehradun,Bihu FestivalGauhati in the country. Sh. Dogra is the first Theatre Director .who started on stage Traditional Standing and Sitting Holi's of Kamaauni and Garhwali in Kamuaun ,Gharwal in 1984  and Produced Dance 
Drama “Rang Dari Deo” based on Khari ,Bethi  and Mahila Hories and Sawangsand presented in various big towns of Kamaun ,Gharwal, Uttar Pardeshand Jammu and Kashmir. 

stDogra also written Produced .directedstaged  1 Folk Theatre based  Dance Drama “'MAA SHERAN WALI ' ( Renowned story of MaaVaishno DeviTrikuta Hills Jammu) Mega Production in 1997  at Katra in coordination with Mata Vaishno Devi which 
was approved by the Cultural Committee,Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine Board ,,Katra and J&K Tourism Department .The Dance Drama “MaaSheranWali depict the Story of Holy Cave  MaaVaishno Devi  ' opens with the Song of LateGhulam Mohd, 

“JotanJagdian “ Folk Theatre forms including  “ Jaarian ' (played with Dhole,Dhali ,Lotta by the local Precisionists  .It starts with the introduction of traditional instruments of Jammu featuring 'King', 'Narsingha', 'Flute', 'Sarangi' and 'Dogra 
Dhol,Nagara Tasha ,ShankhSawarmanadal etc. '.This is followed by the rarest singing traditions of Dogras like Jarian'Karkan', Bhakhan', 'Geetru',Bhajans and other folk forms of India..Dogra beautifully conceptualized and presented in one single 

show  featuring 85 top performers and more than 100 shows all over India till  date.
His outstanding Dance Dramas Productions staged like 'Doli' ' MaaSheranWali  'Kathoti  Main Ganga “ and 'Rang Dari Deo”  Nai Chetna “ Beti Bachao Beti Padao,Tum Chandan Main Pani and written morethan 500 songs on various themes in 
Dogri Punjabi and Hindi lanaguages. And presented during the prestigious performances  He also composed 150 Comptrary dances based on traditional Music of North India Credited for bringing Dogri, Kamuani,Gharwali,UP ,Punjabi  theatre to 
the National limelight, he has been highly instrumental in creating a new cultural renaissance in the State of Jammu and Kashmir and other states Sh. Dogra also Started Jammu Talent Hunt Festivals Like  “Jammu Got Talent “ and “Talashe Hunner” 
and organized more than 100 Folk Music workshops /Camaps for students free Computer Institute for Orphans backwards.Every year Dogra presenting more than 120 Cultural Shows(Folk Festivals,Nukkads,Skits etc. to promote the Traditional 
Culture of Jammu and Kashmir and other states in coordination with other NGOS ,Cultural Troupes and Govt. Departments.
Dogra is alsoDesigning and constructing  Tableaux every year for Govt. Departments on the various themes of Govt.Program and policies ( ie. Save Girl Child,DrugAbuse,SochBadlo Ge To DeshBaadleGa,during State Level Republic day 
celebrations in coordination with the NRHM,Department of Drug Control  ,J&K Govt. and CCDU (PHE) with cultural items and directing and compositing cultural items for mega cultural functions of Education and Youth services.,   on  various 
themes and highly appreciated and honored by the Govt. for outstanding presentation.Dogra also organized Sound and Light Programs on various themes.
M.L.Dogra is also first person ,achieved and preserve the Cultural Heritage of India. He planned and written Dance Drama “Rang Dari Deo” in 1984   (Based Standing. Sitting, Mehla Holies of Kumaonand U,P.Horiees) and started  first series of 
Cultural Festivals in Uttar Pardesh and Honored by the President Yug Munch and Hon 'ble Chief Minister of UttarchalNityaNandSawami   at Dehradun and Now at present Yug Munch running this tradition every year .Dogra also started Folk Musical 
series in J&K and presented till 75 Dance dramas and 78 Nukkad  Plays ,which were covered by the Doordarshan ,Radio and Press.  
I am the first person in J&K to promote the cultural Heritage of India who Planned and Started Navratafestival (National Level) First time At Katra ,J&K, in the year 1997,after presenting Dance Drama on “Mata Vaishno Devi” in coordination with 
Cultural Committee Katra , Tourism Department and Sri Mata Vaishno Devi Shrine Board and I was honored by dignitaries for this best production  in. J&K Region. 
Recently during 2019  to promote  the Dogri Language  of Jammu & Kahmir  , Sh. M.L.Dogra  written, Produced & Directed  Dogri  Musical Play “Raja Mandlik” & presented on dated 17-8-2019, at Abhinav Theatre Jammu which was  ingurated by 
Sh. Jugal Kishore sharma, Member of parliament  along with Sh.Chander Mohan Gupta Mayor of Jammu Musical Corporation and other  Dignitaries .
Experience: -
He Started His carrier in the Field in Directorate of Field Publicity Govt. of India ,As Field Publicity Assistant and Trained Students for Cultural Functions  in various  Schools in coordination with the Distt. Youth Welfare officers in 1971to1981 and 

nd1982 joined Producer,Regional Director  on 22  April,1982.,and retired on August,2008.Sh. Dogra  learn the Direction of Dance Dramas from Guru Harinder Lai Kundoo famous Kathak,KathlaIi, Bharat Natyam Dancer of Sri Ram Kala Kendra and 
he played so many rolein various Dance Dramas with  world famous dancer Uma Sharma specially Ram Charitmanas .      
Sh. Dogra also learn the Dance ,Drama from renowned multi talent Producer Director  
Sh. Satya Narayn, Sarang who learn  music from Guru Aman Ali Khan and Amant Khan.
Sh. Dogra written and Directed Dance Dramas Like "Doli; "SheranWali". TunChandan
Main 	 Pani. "Rang Dari Deyo" Ram Lila, lav- Kush and hundred of Dances and songsin Dogri .PunjabiHindi on various Evils of Society and the same were highly appreciated VVIP,VIP and General public. 
Sh. Dogra also organized  “PagYatra from Khar-Khar Kala(Village of Shaheed Bhagat) to JallianWalaBagh ,Amritsar in 1995 with 200 artistes..
Sh.Dogra also Directed Dance Dramas (Doli) on Girl Child Marriage and presented at Delhi National “CUTURALBonanza Festival“at Delhi and received best  Award from the Hand s of Hon'ble Health Minister .Smt. Mira Kumar  for best production 
during 1995.
Sh. Dogra written Two Books one "PreetLari" in Dogri and Dance Dramas MaaSheranWali- and Doli in Hindi and PreetLaari in DogriLanguae  which was approved by and Financially sported by the Academy of Art and Culture of J&K Govt.Published 
in the Year 2010- 2011.The Books were released by Sh.ShivKumar,Padam Vibhushan,Awardee  and Sh. Raman Bhalla,Minister of Culture ,J&K Government
Sh. Dogra also written Dance Drama “ TumChaden Main Pani " on Untouchability On the Biography of  “Sant Ravi Das Ji “ and presented more than 100 shows in various states of India.
At present  since Aug. 2008 I He is Running Folk and Music ,Dance Institute (Affiliated with world renowned Bhat 	 KhandeSangitVidya Pith (Lucknow Gharana) and providing Music Education(ISO 9001:2008 certified organization) up to 
graduation level in Classical vocal ,Guitar .Sitar. Tabla and folk 	 Instruments like Sarangi, Dhole, Dholak.Ek Tara and Folk Dances of India (ISO 9001:2008) At 	 present More than one hundred students reading in this institute.
Sh. Dogra written and  recorded Two Dogri Songs  Cassettes  and CD  and donated to the public for promotion of Dogri culture and language..
Award and Rewards.:-
M.L.DOGRA was conferred with the various prestige Awards for his outstanding contribution to the growth and development of Indian folk Music and dance:-
All India Cultural Bonanza Award -95 Best Award of “Doli” Dance Drama ,by Health Minister Govt. of India , Mrs.Mira Kumar . 
Best Cultural Award of Folk Dances of India from Dr. Farooq Abdulah then Chief Minister J&K Government at BSF Festival Jammu – 1995 (Rs.10,000/-)
Best Rally and Cultural organizer Award by the Youth and Sports-1981
Best “ MaaSheranWali “  presentation Award at Katra by (Navratra Festival Committee) from ShChamanlal Gupta, Fomer  Minister of Civil Aviation In 1997. 
Best Production Rang Dari Deo award by MelaCommittees ,Nainital in 2003 
Best Production Rang Dari Deo award by Mela Committees Almora in 2004
Harmukh Ganga Award -2010 by AMPCC, Delhi for Music Contribution from Prof. VedKumariGhai, Inter National Scholar .
IndraprsthaKashyap Award -2010 for Music Contribution  byIndraprastha Ki Baat Channel. 
Awarded best  Folk Theatre performance award by Sanskar Bharti 2011. 
Best Production award by printer association from the hand of Dy. Chief . Minister J&K Sh.Tara Chand  Ji  in 2011. 
Best Theatre cooperation award from Sh. P.S.Wazeer .MLC. orgnised by Pooja Kala Munch-2011
Best Folk Music and dance Award  (during  Award Public Information Campaign -2013 at Reasi (presented by Div. Com. Jammu.)
Best contribution Award Talents Hunts (Jammu Got Talent and Talash-e-Hunner) 2013-14 by Hon'ble  Health Minister Sh. Shyam Lal Ji.
Best Folk Music dance contribution by Doordarshan Artistes Association-2015
Best Contribution Cultural Award (Tableaux) SochBadloge To DeshBadlega by Director,CCDU-2015.
Best Contribution (VIJAY Malla Award-) by Harmony Culture foundation  & Radio MejKashir. 2016
Best Folk Music and Dance contribution Award by Bhartiya Kala Sangam -2017
Life time Achievement Award by  NamiDogri Sanstha-2017.
Excellent Performance  Award of Presentation  “Maa Sheranwali” During  Navratra Festival katra 2019 by  Regional Outreach bureau  & Department of Tourism  Jammu & Kashmir &  Shri Mata  Vaishno devi  Shrine Board Katra .  
Rakshtriy Samaj Seva Ratna Awards 2021 by NAHF/TGHRF. 
Interviews:-Sh.Dogra was also interviewed by the Doordarshan , Press ,Radio many times regarding mass media expert of most effected  interpersonal communication through Traditional Music and broadcast and telecast by  Radio and 
Doordarshan .
Profession :-	  Poet dogri& Languages 
 Play writer (musical Plays  & skits )
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Nagaraju Mundrai is an architect turned entrepreneur practicing in Hyderabad under the name liquid space architecture & 

design pvt.ltd , with a specialisation in work place interiors  - he currently heads business development& Innovation for the 

company – as a founder of the firm Nagaraju believes innovation and sustainable approach while designing , with a keen interest 

in design and eye for detail he continuously upgrades his knowledge and skill , enjoys travel , sketching and photography which 

helps him balance the creative learning – with almost 20 years of experience in the in the industry

An alumni of school of planning and architecture Hyderabad , completed his bachelors in architecture with a university gold 

medal and moved to Bangalore in the initial days of career and worked under a few reputed firms in Bangalore Before his foray 

into entrepreneurship which started with 3 people and built a company of  25 people over the last 12 years and works on different 

spectrums like workplace interiors , high end residential , retail , boutique projects , during his journey he has mentored a lot of 

people and worked with some really talented group of people who helped him grow in his career, building a renown firm was not 

an easy task and took about 10 years to reach where it is and believes there is more to achieve and build as an organisation and 

also as a professional . Always believed in young talent and employs quote a few of them

Passionate about building innovative solutions and problem solving – considers mentoring as a way of learning as there is a lot of 

exchange in views, actively involves in industry events and participates whenever time permits

A Registered member of COA & IIA ( Telangana chapter )

Recognition & Awards :

*Professional excellence in high performance work place solutions in 2018 - CE Worldwide

*Professional excellence in project leadership in 2019 - CE Worldwide

*Best project - Architecture & SME projects 2019 - INFHRA

*Innovation in Architecture & Design Consulting for Liquid Space at ELDROK - 2021

*Professional excellence in sustainable design - CE Worldwide 2021

*Best Project Architecture - 2nd Runner up - INFHRA held in Hyderabad Feb 2022

*Outstanding Leadership Award - Realty 2.0 held in Dubai - March 2022 (Contribution to the field of real Estate & Construction)

NAGARAJU MUNDRAI
Architect turned Entrepreneur
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NAGESHWAR NATH SHUKLA
Business & Life Coach Consultant

Nageshwar Nath Shukla is a name among millions who is admired as a Business and Life coach, consultant, international 

motivational speaker, and strategic planner; assisting students, business owners, and employees as well. 

He upbeats his prospects with confidence as he strongly believes in the team's success based on an environment that fosters 

respect and team accountability. 

He belongs to Hyderabad and comes from an IT background, still, he was hell-bent on making it to the direct selling industry. 

He has always held his place among the top students since his teenage years and has had over 180 instances of various public 

speaking competitions and because of that, getting mentioned in the media because of his extraordinary achievements was 

something he had experienced several times before. 

He is also the CEO & Founder Of NS International and has worked on 125 projects, and conducted more than 950 

seminars worldwide and is a mentor of 15 groups in India and Dubai. 

He began his work in the diamond city Surat and from there he spread his empire around the globe. 

The young lad also recently received the BHARTIYA GYAN RATNA AWARD for the Best Motivational Speaker and Life Coach of 

the year, 2022. 

Being highly skilled in Leadership and Business Development training, he became the Youngest and Fastest achiever around 

the globe of a leading corporate company, namely, Enagic, Japan. 

He is currently leading 18000+ associates in about 28 different countries. 

Mr. Shukla has surely achieved a lot at a young age because of his strong and positive mindset and his success is celebrated 

today, but his journey was as challenging as any other. 

But he endured and surpassed all his challenges with only one firm thought and that is "Winners are not those who never fail, but 

those who never quit." 

He channeled this mantra into an indomitable structured practice. 

And because of that he along with his team created the World Record of more than 140+ achievers in his group within just 3 

years. 

He gained more respect during the 2020 Covid Pandemic Situation when he took the responsibility for his group as a leader and 

decided to start a Virtual Training Program called "Super30days" for 30 days. 

Since then he has trained over 6000+ new Distributors within 6 months. 

He made the work a bit easy for his team by training them hard. 

As, he believes that it is very important to train your team to be responsible, fearless, and committed, and at the same time 

creating a duplicable system, which is self-automated in execution. 

By putting his heart, mind, and soul into even the smallest acts, and by taking every difficulty as a challenge and converting it into 

an opportunity, he gained success. 

"Vision without integrity is not mission; its manipulation, so let's work together for a healthy, wealthy, and blissful world", he says. 
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 Mr. Pavitro Bera, son of a Self-Made Entrepreneur, Proud Mom, Brother to a Sweet Sister and a Partner to an Empowering Wife. 

An employee turned Software Engineer, now a Jewellery Entrepreneur. 

As a child, he always had a profound passion for technology. With age, the fascination grew and landed him to pursue different 

studies upon computer science. 

Growing up watching his father, who started his business with zero money, was a hard phase, and due to poor financial 

condition, he use to work as computer technician to earn his pocket money. 

His obsession with technology convinced his parents to pursue his higher studies from Swinburne University, Australia in 2018. 

He had earned a Bachelor Degree in Information technology and also holds a CCNA and Microsoft Certification from Australia. 

Now his life at Australia is an inspiring story, where he had to worked at different odd job profiles to pay his bills. From being a 

waiter, bartender, shop manager, to a cook and the list goes on and finally leading to the corporate world of IT (Information 

Technology). Started as web developer then network engineer and finally being a Serial Entrepreneur. The journey took him to 

various countries like Singapore, Australia and UAE. 

His entrepreneurial journey starts back in Australia where he joined hands with a Lebanese Partner to open up a Mobile 

Repairing Centre called I-Express Repair. 

After coming back to India in 2014, he started a Software Development Company which worked primarily for Australian and 

Canadian Clients. His passion for entrepreneurship grew more and he soon started another new start-up with his school friend in 

online space. His journey provided him, the privilege to meet great entrepreneurs and influencers around the world like T. Harv 

Eker, Tony Robbins, Ravi Talreja, Justin Teoh and many more. 

Later in 2016, he joined hands with his father to give a new direction to his family business and BERA Jewels LLP was born. He 

had worked a long way to organize people and introduce digital system to them. There were no team management and 

everything was working in traditional methods with no system of work. Today it operates on modern technology and is an ideal 

example of organized Jewellery Manufacturing Company serving clients PAN India along with exports to USA and UAE. The 

company has been successfully completed more than 88000+ Custom Jewellery projects with 50+ Clients Pan India. The 

company holds 3 decades of Trust, Integrity and Perfection. He took the company's revenue to multi fold in just 5 years. 

Apart from this, he is a trained venture capitalist and keeps seeking new start-ups to invest. He got selected for start-up 

competition like TechStars' global competition fighting against COVID-19, 2020. 

He can contribute an array of aptitudes which he has developed over the years of experience working with varied industries 

majorly into Information Technology Services Domain and Jewellery Domain. He has a proven record of consistent 

performance, acting as a catalyst for any business venture and responsible for the growth of that organization by leading 

business development team and client servicing. He is recognized as a proactive, electrifying and creative individual who will 

make a positive contribution to any team and business. 

PAVITRO BERA
Self-Made Entrepreneur
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PONPANDI KANIRAJAN
Anandha Agriculture Solutions

“Agriculture is the highly protable business, if we do it in a perfect way’’
- Anandha Agricultural Solutions

HISTORY:
Anandha Agricultural Solutions was established in May 2017, by Mr.Ponpandi Kanirajan who is basically from a farmer family.  At 2017 
he was having around 20 yrs of corporate working experience. In 2015 itself he was very much interested to enter into the agriculture 
industry. Based on this induction he was working with a Fertilizer Company for 1 ½ Yrs . During his experience he decided to make a 
new trendset in agricultural industry. So finally he established Anandha Agricultural Solutions at May 2017 successfully. 

Anandha Agricultural Solutions providing all type of agricultural services and needs under one roof.

VISION:

Ÿ By 2025 - operations with 300 menpower (started with 2 menpower and currently running with 60 menpower).

Ÿ By 2030 - will be as a Public Limited Company , which will serve for the nation on Organic Green revolution.

MISSION:

Ÿ Having well experienced Technical team and Plantation team.

Ÿ International standard Organic inputs.

Ÿ Top quality saplings supply

Ÿ Service area .. across South India, and moving toward PAN India.

TYPES OF SERVICES:

Ÿ Agricultural consulting. 7. Drip Irrigation.

Ÿ New Farm Creation. 8. Geological Survey.

Ÿ Integrated Farming. 9. Fencing.

Ÿ Farm Management. 10. Farm House Building (civil).

Ÿ Nursery. 11. Other Support Services ( Duck well , Bore well, etc).

Ÿ Bio Fertilizer.

ENDORSEMENT:

Ÿ Registered with TENMA (Tamilnadu Essential Plant Nurients, Bio And Oganic Products Manufacturers And

Ÿ Marketers Association)

Ÿ Registered with EDII Periyakulam (Tamil Nadu Agricultural University)Registered With AN ISO 9001:2015 CERTIFIED 
COMPANY.

Ÿ In Assiociate with licensed nursery producer of Casuarina junghuhniana from IFGTB- Institute of Forest

Ÿ Genetics and Tree Breeding.

ADDRESS:

ANANDHA AGRICULTURAL SOLUTIONS

2/627-A, Diamond Colony, Bypass Road, Next To FCI Godown, Thoothukudi, Tamil Nadu, India.

Pincode - 628008

Mail :- info@anandhaagri.com

Website :- www.anandhaagri.com

90423 90453, 9659555577
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It's hard not to take pictures when you are from this place where mountains & clouds frequently have a kiss, I am Prasanth Pillai 

from Kotagiri, The Nilgiris.

I started as a young boy in the hills trying to figure out the best of me, yes I do climb the hill of my life to satisfy my passion & to 

develop my entrepreneurship.

I always believe that today's beautiful moments are tomorrow's beautiful memories. Time waits for none, but time can be 

captured & frozen in to beautiful moments. I always had it in me from taking photos with my first camera to all the way here.

It has been an exciting & off course not an easy journey, I kept my heads up & moved away from my home town in search of my 

passion all alone with my camera from the age of 16 to 24. Still I am excited about photography as the same way I used to be 

when I was at 16. The deeper I dive, the more I learn & commit myself towards my passion.

In order to achieve my goal of becoming an entrepreneur I had to start n number of business venture. To reach this place without 

any background I went through lot of competition, struggles etc.

The main thing which held in me to push me up to this stage was my dad, he is my role model, I just wanted to prove myself as a 

good son & a successive person in life. That is the way it carried on me through this way till here.

I wish all success for my fellow people who wants to be successful one day.

Love what you do & don't expect the return.

Dream big, keep your head up & face the world with smile so that I can capture some beautiful faces. I would like to see some new 

young entrepreneur to achieve in their life like me.

PRASANTH PILLAI
Self-Made Entrepreneur
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PREM RAINA
MD, Hot Springs

Innovating tourism through activism, Hot Springs MD Prem Raina

The belief in the maxim - 'You are the master of your destiny', gets stronger when one meets Hotel Hot Springs MD Prem Raina - 

an entrepreneur who has carved his own niche despite the odds.

He is consistently innovating tourism through activism to promote tourism in his area.

Prem Rain's rise was however not achieved overnight.

His introduction to the hospitality industry started at a very tender age when his family started renting out their home to those 

visiting Tattapani in Mandi district for hot spring sulphur water baths for the professed therapeutic benefits. 

Prem Raina recalls that their first client took a room for Rs 15.

His business efforts started when at the suggestion of his brother Hem Dass, he started selling Coca Cola bottles brought from 

the adjoining village, on the banks of the River Satluj.

There was not even a single shop for the people, who visited for the hot sulphur spring baths.

Even though it was a business started with just Rs 100, it has come a long way in shaping his life as a successful entrepreneur.

Today he owns two hotels at Tattapani, promoting wellness tourism through Ayurveda and aqua healing. He is also promoting 

adventure tourism activity in the area.

Having taken up the challenge to redefine tourism in the area, he and his family have been instrumental in restoring the hot 

sulphur water springs at a time when the river banks of the area, with hot water springs, had got submerged in 800 MW Kol Dam 

reservoir in 2015.

A firm believer in taking adversity in his stride, his business model is to solve the problem and persuade the needs of the people to 

achieve success.

Behind, every successful man is a woman and this turned out true with the all-out support of his wife Angela Monterosso and his 

family members who have been with him at every step.

The turning point in his life came after he met her in Itlay.

After they got married, both decided to pay back to the native land by evolving a mechanism to uphold its significance by 

maintaining the pure elements of nature so as it appeals to something unique.

So they came up with their brainchild, Hotel Hot Spring (Therme and Spa) in 2010, to translate their dream to turn the place into 

one of the most sought after destinations in this region.

Besides, expanding water rafting activities, to promote still water adventure activity in the area, he has recently started jet skiing 

after he became the first individual in Himachal to get the official certification and licence to start jet skiing activity on 11 April 

2022. 

“Now my mission is to promote Tattapani, as a capital for Ayurveda and Yoga in Himachal, just like Rishikesh as a capital of Yoga 

in the world,” he said.
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Greynomad, a person who spends their life travelling.

We are here so you can have a lifetime of hassle-free travels. We specialize at the most sought-after sporting events of the world. Olympics, 
Wimbledon, ICC Cricket World cup or the FIFAs. I started Greynomad once I realized that the greatest thing money can buy is the privilege of 
experiencing the beauty of different nations. The world has too much beauty to offer and lucky are the ones who can travel to see it all. Safari with 
the wild lions through the jungles of Maasai Mara or the mesmerizing view of the Northern Lights from Tromso, Norway, a city based in the heart of 
the aurora zone. Sand duning at sunset in the red deserts of Arab Emirates, swimming with the dolphins in Male, Maldives or hot air ballooning in 
Cappadocia, Turkey. 

The onset of the pandemic washed away many big plans we had for the years lost, however giving up was never an option. This company is my 
brainchild, built out of sheer passion and therefore I kept on the spirit of positivity and hope. Now that the world is back at airports again we look 
forward to many more itineraries being planned.

We are now anticipating what can be the most awaited sporting event in years, due to the lack of activities during the pandemic. The FIFA World 
Cup, Qatar 2022. Greynomad has in offer tickets and packages for the tournament to be held in November – December 2022.  

Our motto is “ journey is the destination” and we believe our success is simply a token of appreciation for our journey. The recognition for our little 
but mighty impact to the world of travel. For changing thousands of lives, for showing the world what true happiness feels like when you discover 
new cultures, lands, gastronomy and civilizations.

Greynomad started with nothing but a dream. A dream that starts when you read about ancient civilizations of Egypt and learned of queen 
Cleopatra and her missing tomb. The wish for people to experience the world beyond a travel book.

When we started our journey, we had nothing but one client who bought tickets to the Wimbledon finals, on our very first day. Roger Federer vs 
Rafael Nadal. You can only imagine how that went. Cut to five years later, we make the dreams of hundreds of individuals come true and take the 
most prominent of corporates for their group trips to Russia for the FIFA Football World cup, London for the ICC Cricket World cup, Egypt, Dubai, 
Tashkent, Mauritius and the list goes on. 

No empire can ever be built alone. Therefore, I'd like to thank my pillars of strength. My family for their undying support and belief in me. My trusted 
family here at Greynomad who have worked endlessly to meet the needs of clients day in and day out. My vendors, suppliers, the airlines that I work 
with, hotels, staff and everyone who has made this journey a little bit smoother. Our well-wishers, the one who are heard and the silent ones too. 
Most importantly our clients who trust us to give them the greatest experiences and an unforgettable journey. 

We are honored to be affiliated to the biggest names of the trade.  FCB Barcelona/FCB Escola, La Liga, UEFA, Champions League, World Cup 
2019, NASA, Premier League, Manchester United, MOTOGP, Wimbledon etc. We know that this association comes with a lot of responsibilities 
and we look forward to upholding those as best as we can.

The most fun trips are taking school groups on what is most often their first trips abroad without family. To watch them grow, be independent and 
learn to work as a team is mind-blowing. 

We have single handed-ly organised  tours for students from renowned schools Pan India for a soccer program at FCB Barcelona's youth school 
also known as FCB Escola. 60+ children part took in this program from 7 different schools, pan India.

A similar program was conducted in association with Manchester City Football Club & Lord's Cricket Ground in England. These packages 
include, certified world class sports training by certified coaches. All meals and accommodations in a sports complex. A full body check-up and 
nutritional meal plans according to results. Flights and visas, 24/7 chaperons and 1 day of sightseeing.

Greynomad under my supervision has also conducted many Tours to NASA with children attending a camp at the NASA base in Orlando, Florida. 
An experience only a handful of people can boast about. Visiting the Kennedy Space Centre, blasting chills of the Niagara Falls or the lights and 
chaos of Times Square, New York. 

We have had a phenomenal journey thus far and it was nothing short of a dream come true to see Greynomad achieve everything in such a short 
span. From receiving the India Travel Awards for the best Sports Tourism Company in the year 2018, to surviving the pandemic with such zeal 
to now winning the Entrepreneur of the Year in Service Business award by the Icons of Asia in 2022, only goes to show that hard work never 
goes unrewarded. 

We thank everyone for the recognition. This journey has only begun and we know it will be a good one. 

RAUNAK JANA
Founder & CEO, Greynomad
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SANGE TSERING
Founder Holiday Scout

Sange Tsering is a household name in the tourism industry in the region and was quite young when he started. At 15, he 

was an apprentice at his uncle's travel agency. Having studied tourism in Delhi, he returned back home and started the 

now ubiquitous Holiday Scout, a travel agency that is one of its kind in the region.

Acknowledging his immense contribution towards the tourism 

sector in Arunachal Pradesh, the State Government conferred 

him the Arunachal Explorer Award. Tagged as a pillar of East 

and West Himalaya by the NGO Care Himalaya, Tsering was 

bestowed with the coveted Care Himalaya Annual Award for 

his outstanding achievement in fostering Himalaya and for his 

work in sustainable responsible tourism in Bhutan. Tsering was also awarded with NorthEast Hero (Tourism) by CM of 

Meghalaya and Bhaichung Bhutia.

In an article entitled 50 People to know in the Himalayas, the 7th Anniversary Edition of Condé Nast Traveller India 

featured Tsering for exploring new and sustainable ways of sharing the wonders of Northeast India with the world.

Having initiated projects like painting schools in remote rural schools to installing solar water heaters at Old age homes 

to launching a drive to provide quality winter wear to the less fortunate strata of the society, he is always at the forefront 

when it comes to giving back to the society. He has also adopted young children from the villages and is making sure 

they get the best education. He is working hard to create employment opportunities for many people by connecting 

them to the tourism sector. He aims to preserve the culture and the ecology of our corner of the Himalayas for 

generations to come.
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My belief system as an Entrepreneur is in 3P's,” To become a successful entrepreneur you should have Patience, Persistence and Passion to achieve something in your life and then have 
the courage to follow your heart and intuition”.

First of all Alhamdulillah I have been nominated and selected as Icons of Asia award for the Best Entrepreneur of the year 2022 , thanks to the Jury Team, Global Empire Events Company 
and respected Chief Guest for this wonderful opportunity.

Let me introduce myself, this is Shaikh Yasin Abdul Rashid, who came from a very humble and mediocre family where my Father was a Junior Clerk and mother a housewife. I'm the third 
child in my family along with two elder brothers and a sister after me.  We all siblings are married and well settled in our own respective walks of life. Fortunately parents teach us good 
values, principles and culture to grow up as good human beings.  I'm a first generation entrepreneur in my family and the first person to travel abroad for post-graduation in management 
studies in the UK.  I'm blessed with a wonderful wife (A dedicated housewife (Anna Purna) who takes care of Home Dept.)  And three beautiful kids studying in different standards. My first 

thdaughter named Ayesha is preparing for the Medical Exams called NEET, Son Salman for SYJC in Science stream and cutest daughter named Afiya in 9  Standard now.  I want to make 
my children good human beings first and then best citizens of this great country.

I pursued my MBA from University of Wales, Cardiff in the United Kingdom specialization in Marketing.  And I have been privileged to work with leading MNC's such as Dell Computers, 
Nokia Corporations and Apple in different senior management positions in Gulf countries especially in Dubai and the State of Qatar. During my stint as Senior Business Management 
Position, I have insightful exposures to various international locations such as Abu-Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, London, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Hong Kong, China, Macau, Kenya, 
Kuwait, Bahrain, Sultanate of Oman, Saudi Arabia, State of Qatar and United Arab Emirates. It's my privilege to work with Senior Management Positions in leading Multinational 
Companies. I have been in the corporate world for more than 24 years internationally. During these days I came to know International business culture, behaviours, and social ethics of 
different communities and other practices of International Business Communities. These long experiences and expertise I just wanted to utilize with my own countrymen in India to develop 
their dream business and become more and more successful and help to grow our Indian economy and create more leaders and entrepreneurs across PAN India. It's the right time for me 
to give back something to my country and community that I have been blessed by Allah. By keeping in my mind and to continue my passion in business Coaching, Consultation and 
Training I have established my own firm in the year of 2020 as “SY-Business Consultancy”.

 SY-Business Consultancy provides consultations on different areas to the clients staying competitive in a globalized ecosystem of Businesses like start-ups, Entrepreneurs, Industrialists, 
Manufacturers, Traders, Passionprenuers, Solopreneurs, drawing on the expert aid, assistance, suggestions, and expertise of outsourced. I'm providing valuable inputs on building 
effective Processes, Systems, Strategies, Execution Plan, Building a right team, Time Management to take business to the next level in these competitive edge. Acting as External 
advisors such as SY Business Consultancy can help  businesses scale up, reduce overheads, increase profit margins, and become more productive and efficient. These advantages can 
result from integrating and streamlining workflows and strategic projects in novel ways, and by implementing new solutions to solve common and uncommon – business “pain points, 
burning business problems and touch points to provide precise solutions.

My Area of Expertise as Business Coach, Consultant and Trainer as follows,

Strategic Business Consultation, Management Consultation, HR Solutions, Financial Consultation, Business Solutions, New Business Ideas, Franchise Consultation,  Business Model in 
any Industry , Project Report, Brand Development  and many more.

My belief system as an Entrepreneur is in 3P's,” To become a successful entrepreneur you should have Patience, Persistence and Passion to achieve something in your life and then have 
the courage to follow your heart and intuition”.

First of all Alhamdulillah I have been nominated and selected as Icons of Asia award for the Best Entrepreneur of the year 2022 , thanks to the Jury Team, Global Empire Events Company 
and respected Chief Guest for this wonderful opportunity.

Let me introduce myself, this is Shaikh Yasin Abdul Rashid, who came from a very humble and mediocre family where my Father was a Junior Clerk and mother a housewife. I'm the third 
child in my family along with two elder brothers and a sister after me.  We all siblings are married and well settled in our own respective walks of life. Fortunately parents teach us good 
values, principles and culture to grow up as good human beings.  I'm a first generation entrepreneur in my family and the first person to travel abroad for post-graduation in management 
studies in the UK.  I'm blessed with a wonderful wife (A dedicated housewife (Anna Purna) who takes care of Home Dept.)  And three beautiful kids studying in different standards. My first 

thdaughter named Ayesha is preparing for the Medical Exams called NEET, Son Salman for SYJC in Science stream and cutest daughter named Afiya in 9  Standard now.  I want to make 
my children good human beings first and then best citizens of this great country.

I pursued my MBA from University of Wales, Cardiff in the United Kingdom specialization in Marketing.  And I have been privileged to work with leading MNC's such as Dell Computers, 
Nokia Corporations and Apple in different senior management positions in Gulf countries especially in Dubai and the State of Qatar. During my stint as Senior Business Management 
Position, I have insightful exposures to various international locations such as Abu-Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, London, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Hong Kong, China, Macau, Kenya, 
Kuwait, Bahrain, Sultanate of Oman, Saudi Arabia, State of Qatar and United Arab Emirates. It's my privilege to work with Senior Management Positions in leading Multinational 
Companies. I have been in the corporate world for more than 24 years internationally. During these days I came to know International business culture, behaviours, and social ethics of 
different communities and other practices of International Business Communities. These long experiences and expertise I just wanted to utilize with my own countrymen in India to develop 
their dream business and become more and more successful and help to grow our Indian economy and create more leaders and entrepreneurs across PAN India. It's the right time for me 
to give back something to my country and community that I have been blessed by Allah. By keeping in my mind and to continue my passion in business Coaching, Consultation and 
Training I have established my own firm in the year of 2020 as “SY-Business Consultancy”.

SY-Business Consultancy provides consultations on different areas to the clients staying competitive in a globalized ecosystem of Businesses like start-ups, Entrepreneurs, Industrialists, 
Manufacturers, Traders, Passionprenuers, Solopreneurs, drawing on the expert aid, assistance, suggestions, and expertise of outsourced. I'm providing valuable inputs on building 
effective Processes, Systems, Strategies, Execution Plan, Building a right team, Time Management to take business to the next level in these competitive edge. Acting as External 
advisors such as SY Business Consultancy can help  businesses scale up, reduce overheads, increase profit margins, and become more productive and efficient. These advantages can 
result from integrating and streamlining workflows and strategic projects in novel ways, and by implementing new solutions to solve common and uncommon – business “pain points, 
burning business problems and touch points to provide precise solutions.

My Area of Expertise as Business Coach, Consultant and Trainer as follows,

Strategic Business Consultation, Management Consultation, HR Solutions, Financial Consultation, Business Solutions, New Business Ideas, Franchise Consultation,  Business Model in 
any Industry , Project Report, Brand Development  and many more.

SHAIKH YASIN ABDUL RASHID
Business Coach, Consultant & Trainer
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SHRIKANT BHASKAR
Founder of Direct Selling Comopany

Mr. Shrikant Bhaskar says that all the changes that have happened in his life so far are the result of direct selling business. He is 

also the founder and core member of a Direct selling Company since 2018.

His vision and mission was to give such a platform to exceptionally talented people out of ordinary level and aimless living life for 

social upliftment which could take them to the highest peak of DIRECT SELLING along with good health and prosperity.

Today there are many people to whom they give training, they educate. Today, under his guidance, in the last 3 years, many 

people are getting prosperity by climbing the chariot of success and they believe that this process will build a prosperous India 

going forward. For this, he adopted a different culture and training program so that even an ordinary person can achieve 

extraordinary success in direct selling. They believe that to achieve extraordinary success in any field, it is very important to take 

education and motivate people.

The last few years have seen the lives of many direct sellers life change completely. Only a few lamps can be lit with the flame of a 

match, but if we talk about lighting a lamp with a lamp, then this series is never stop.

They have full faith that this cycle will continue like this and the life will keep changing like this and the direct selling industry will 

also continue to grow.

This is the message of Mr.Shrikant Bhaskar that it is not only a business but a discipline. Which if learned diligently and done with 

morality, then no one can stop you from being successful.
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YEC- Yehweh Event Captures 

YEC studios was first started in the name of PMJ as small village studio. In 2011 the studio was taken over by Shyam Gobi. The 

studios remained as the freelancing job as the owner was perusing his diploma in EEE. He was interested in the camera sector 

so he also worked as camera mechanic as part-time. In 2014, He started to help many final year students for their project. The 

main motto of these projects remained to be "skill based and useful”. He started to implement many different advanced methods 

for each project. At that time he was perusing both his studies and camera 

oriented jobs. In 2018, he joined in Samsung company as drive test engineer. 

Because of his interest in camera, he also worked part-time in Nikon as camera 

mechanic. After 2018, he quit his job and started camera and photography as full-

time job. Now he wanted to do best photography as well as encouraging others to 

do the same in their own interested field. He gathered people who are really 

interested and gave them an opportunity to showcase their skill.

YEC also has an unique blog and this is completely helps to understand the 

concepts of core contents to school/college syllabus (inkpenstudious)Hence, 

he changed their company name as YEC studious (i.e., studious - Spending a 

lot of time studying or reading .)

They not only excels in unique photography but also helps many entrepreneurs. 

They also have advanced knowledge of many technologies to help students in their projects.

YEC-studious are innovative and always thinks out of the box and never fail to bring new methods and create business 

opportunities among youngsters. Their main moto is to bring more youngsters into Entrepreneur, financial independent person, 

get awareness about practical life knowledge.

They are masters in generating new micro business without affecting present workers.

In pandemic they brought up with new techniques about business plan.

Their contribute towards development of education in rural and urban areas were high.

They have done a project on Green Electricity in IIT Bubvanashver.

They conducted almost 12 science camps for village children.

SHYAM GOBI
CEO YEC Studios
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SUNNY PATEL
President, Sabarmati University

Sunny Patel, President of Sabarmati University is also into multiple businesses & sectors like infrastructure, oil & gas 

sector,mining sector, entertainment, etc. Sabarmati university was entitled an esteemed status of state private university in 

2009. The university provides an array of certificates, diplomas, graduate, post graduate and PHD programmes to boast a 

legacy of rich Indian education, culture and artistic skills among future civilizations of India and abroad. Sabarmati University is 

Gujarat's first state dual mode private university with prime focus dedicated to nurture skill and interdisciplinary education. 

Sunny Patel has got experience of 15+ years in businesses. He is a passionate and enthusiastic person always open to grabbing 

opportunities. At an early age, he started as an entrepreneur, initially in Rasson Energy India Pvt. Ltd. which is into the oil & 

mining sector, where he is the director of the company. Rasson Energy India Pvt. Ltd. was established in the year 1984 at 

Ahmedabad (Gujarat,India) with the vision “to be a major player in the EPC and turnkey projects by continuously upgrading their 

capability and quality improvement services through the innovation of scientific and technical knowledge”. The prime objective of 

Rasson Energy is to offer high quality, sustainable solutions in a cost-effective, environment-friendly manner and safety-

conscious services for the oil & gas, power, marine, mining, fabrications and turnkey projects. Augustus Entertainment is into 

movie production, events like concerts, navratri organising- which is the longest dance festival of India, etc. Sunny Patel is a 

movie producer as well. Devex Petroleum Private Limited is a Private incorporated on 12 August 2013, where Sunny Patel is the 

director of the company. It is classified as Non-govt company and is registered at Registrar of Companies, Ahmedabad. This 

class includes oil and gas field service activities provided on a fee or contract basis, including: directional drilling,spudding in, 

derrick building, repairing and dismantling,cementing oil and gas well casings, pumping wells and other service activities. Sunny 

Patel is also the founder & CEO of Rasson Infra. Infra is set up into multiple cities of India like Ahmedabad,Baroda, Rajkot, 

Anand, Surat, Mumbai, etc. Sunny Patel, being a techno passionate, is also the founder of BarEx, which is a startup digital 

platform for barter exchange into goods, services and assets.The vision of the company is to spread across cities, states, nations 

and internationally. 
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Dr Surendra patel is re-owned name in medical field. He is an experience of more than 10 years in this field. he has 

completed his post graduate in MD-anasthesia and Fellowship in critical caree medicine (FNB). He is a member of Indian 

Society of critical care medicine, indian society of anaesthesia, European Society of critical care medicine and ECMO 

society of India. Presently I am doing fellowship in extracarporial membrane oxygenation, the advance therapy in disease 

treatment.

Before starting Mishika Super Speciality Hospital, he worked in many reputed institutions like RTIICS Kolkata. In year 2020, 

he started beded critical care unit to fulfill his vision of providing affordable and quality critical care to low socioeconomic 

strata of people with a vision to deliver world class health services. Dr Surendra Patel has established the Mishika Super 

Speciality Hospital in Kanpur.

Dr. Surendra Patel is indeed a great visionary and his productive contributions have pioneered in introducing luxurious 

critical services for the first time in Kanpur. their services include Obstetrics & Gynaecology, Anesthetics, general & 

Laparoscopic Surgery, Nutrition & Dietic, Physiotherapy, Dental, Neuro Surgery, Onco Surgery etc.

Some of the key factors of Mishika Super Speciality Hospital through which Dr. Surendra Patel make sure to meet the 

needs and expectations of every patient, by adopting a patient first approach, he guides his expert and trained 

professionals to follow the same. They appreciate and encourage openness, honesty and accountability in every 

interaction with their patients, caregivers as well as co-workers.

Dr. Surendra Patel has maintained proper balance in both his personal and professional life. On one hand he is great and 

loving father and on the other hand, he is a brilliant mentor and influencer for his staff and team. He always guides people to 

work with a full kick-start without stepping out foot down in terms of both personal and professional responsibilities.

Dr SURENDRA PATEL
Founder Mishika Super Speciality Hospital
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SWATHIQ RAHIM
Savebox Bidding App

The best solution is to break your fears or problems into a series of smaller steps.  SAVEBOX is the latest bidding app in 

India , offers the best deals on a daily basis.  can be purchased at the best discounts.  From 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.

It starts with One rupee

Mr. Swathiq Rahim was started Savebox Bidding App , two years ago In Kerala. Within a few days of its launch, Savebox 

had become the go-to Trend app in the market. SAVEBOX Digital app is a way for people to Bid win call products from a 

variety Of Gadgets, electronics, home appliances, and kitchen appliances.  At one point,  Savebox was bidding thousands 

of rupees.  It also offers discounts on acrylic fertilizers. 

As a result,  Gokul Suresh gopi and Aju Varghese's cinematic  spoof ad went viral in social media and On the third day, one 

million people saw this ad .  

In 2019, Savebox opened a new bidding agency with a E commerce Portal .The new trend in business has also benefited 

the subcontractors, who are well versed in the field.  After Savebox bid systems were fully developed by the IA 

professionals of the world.  SAVEBOX having Art galleries, 200+ Live Bid Stores in various places in kerala .

Savebox honoured with Emergic Startup award and also Mr.Swathiq  Rahim Honoured as Dynamic Entrepreneur Of 2021 

by Govt.of Kerala Metro MSME Award 2021
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Tushar Jeevraj Khairnar is a Young India Entrepreneur, Co-Founder, and CEO of T.J.ENTERPRISES.A man with vision and 

ambitious started his primitives in Jalgaon, Maharastra, India. T. J. ENTERPRISES  started its operations in April 2017 with the 

main goal to manufacture the All Types of LED lightning products and it has all the latest technologies, facilities for quality control 

and to provide an extraordinary and world class products. The founder of the company is an Electronics Engineer and has 

veteran of electronic circuit Design during his Engineering study. Today T. J. ENTERPRISES provides world-class LED 

Lightning Products that create a cost-effective, secured and resilient system thus contributing to environmental sustainability. 

Mr. Tushar is on a journey to make India green-powered along with providing employment opportunities to the backbone of the 

country i.e. “VOCAL FOR LOCAL”. He and his company focus on empowering the women in the rural areas who can contribute 

to building a strong nation. It was while preparing for his engineering studies that he realised that his life is not for Job has some 

other plans for him and he registered her first company, The T.J. ENTERPRISES during third year of engineering. Coming from a 

humble background, Mr. Tushar completed His Graduation From K.K.WAGH College of Engineering, Nashik. 

T.J.ENTERPRISES is recognised by Startup India, Udyam, MSME India & is ISO:9001:2015, CE, RoHS Compliant, GMP, ISO 

14001:2015, OHSAS 18001:2007, BIS certified. Also, the company got approved on Government E-marketplace (GEM) by the 

Government of India. With a Hardworking team and Mr. Tushar's vision, the company bagged back to back huge amount of 

Government Work Orders for its commendable work and par excellence in their Work specifically LED Lightning Products Like 

LED Street Light, highmast, solar light installations.

Mr. Tushar comes from a family that always believed in simple living and high thinking. These values were his strength during the 

times of his part of the struggle. A time period of his life was spent in his village. According to him, Honesty and patience are the 

two keys to success as they can solve any problem that comes in your way. Under His leadership, The T.J.ENTERPRISES aims 

to be the global leader while sustaining the culture of trust, respect, ethics, values, collaboration and performance to achieve the 

long term goals of savings the earth through sustainable renewable energy solutions.

His work does not conclude here. Awareness is the key when you are bringing a new technology that is the future of the world. 

T.J.ENTERPRISES is installing LED Lightning Products in both residential and commercial sectors and also educating the 

masses about the long term benefits of it. They are on mission to create awareness about saving energy bills through Installing 

LED Products. Mr. Tushar has always believed in the power of youth and their determination to bring more significant changes in 

their own lives as well as to their nation. He built an efficient team of vibrant youngsters who are taking forward the mission and 

vision of the T.J.ENTERPRISES which is the shared goal of growing  together. And it is the hard work and zeal of the team that 

T.J.ENTERPRISES has grabbed its Good Brand Name i.e. “Dreamlux™” on multiple Online Ecommerce platforms. A part of the 

mission is also to contribute to India's Development by supporting the initiatives of the Government of India like “Make in India”, 

“Vocal For Local” and “Atmanirbhar bharat”. Mr. Tushar wants to put up his bit through infrastructure development of superior 

quality which is very well mirrored in his work. And his Aim to give Employment to 200+ women in their infrastructure.

If you don't build your dream someone will hire you to help build their's  - Tony Gaskins 

TUSHAR JEEVRAJ KUMAR
Co-Founder & CEO T.J. Enterprises
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VIJAY PRAKASH
A Visionary Wealth Coach

Vijay Prakash is the Co-founder and Director of GVD Wealth Professional Pvt. Ltd. by profession. The company is based in Bangalore, Karnataka, India. 

He is a man with diverse qualities and copious ideas. Alongside his position as a co-founder and director, he has also attained success in different fields in 

accordance with his potential. 

Vijay Prakash is the co-author of an informative book, named SLUMDOG INVESTOR - CRACK THE CODE OF MONEY MAKING IN 9 EASY STEPS - 

currently Amazon's #1 Bestseller. 	 The book contains multiple positive reviews, proclaiming that the book 'changes a person's approach & attitude 

to a higher flight of positivity'. The book delineates the nine primary steps to investing your money correctly. He firmly believes that anyone can build a 

complex system of investment, but it only takes a genius to simplify the system in a way that enables users to interact with it. This belief is backed by 16 

years of practice in trading, which involved assimilating various theories, approaches, and concepts. 

Furthermore, he is one of the two creators of 5MMPT System, abbreviation for 5-minute millionaire Professional Trader. This system is curated primarily to 

guide common people through the entire process of trading. It aids individuals to understand trading and learn essential features of the same. It was 

Prakash's goal to enable all individuals to trade the stock markets with the help of this very system. 

FIVE LESSONS FOR NEW BEES IN STOCK MARKET

Ÿ Think Risk First – Before Profit thinks about risk management. When you are trading in the stock market never ever take more than 11% risk. 

When you are investing using a systematic investment plan and keep investing in blue-chip stock without worrying about a crash or downturn. 

But as you approach your retirement use the concept of rebalancing and move your money from equity to debt or FD.

Ÿ Build a mindset of Professional Trader & Investor: Famous author of the book Robert Kiyosaki says anything with you do without knowledge is 

gambling so it's very important to gain knowledge about trading or investing. The easiest way to do that is to find a mentor. A mentor Is someone 

who goes the path knows the path and then shows the path. Read books on mindset such as Think and Grow Rich, Magic of Thinking Big, and 

Power of subconscious mind but to learn to trade and invest you have to find a Mentor.

Ÿ Preserve Your Precious Capital: Capital in the stock market is just like a wicket in cricket the moment you lose your wicket in cricket you can't 

score runs similarly When you lose your capital you won't be able to trade and invest in the stock market. Warren Buffet says there are just two 

rules of capital management: Number One: Never Lose your Capital Number Two: Never Forget the First Rule Capital Preservation is more 

important than capital appreciation.

Ÿ Follow 70I+20T Rule: The Rule 70I+30T means if you are saving 100 Rupees a month Invest 70 Rupees and put 30 rupees for trading. Trading is 

used for generating income and investing is used for long-term wealth building. You Goal shouldn't be taking small profits from the stock market 

but your goal should be to 2x and 3x your money. When you are investing you should expect a return of 10-12% from the market when you are 

trading keep a goal of growing your capital by 2% a month which will compound to 24-30% a year.

Ÿ Use a System: People fail systems work: Emotion is one of the most important things to handle in the stock market. GREED, FEAR, and HOPE 

are emotions that will destroy your wealth in the stock market therefore use a system that is back-tested and which has repeatable and 

reproducible results. Test your trade using the paper trading system before you put real money in the stock market.

In his nearly two decades of dedicated experience, he has inspired over twenty-five thousand people through his live seminars, workshops, videos, and 

online courses to become professional traders. Moreover, he has been awarded various awards; including Financial Literacy Ambassador and Influencer 

of the year by MS -Talks India, Innovative Stock Market Educator by Franchisebatao , Best Stock Market Strategist by Entrepreneur Forum  of India, and 

Crore Club Award by ILH Academy. Needless to say, all the aforementioned recognitions only speak for his sheer intelligence and knowledge about 

trading. 

Prakash's mission is to influence and impact over 100,000 people throughout his life via online programs, courses, and workshops. He says, 'In your life, 

you will not make the money you want but the money you deserve because the market pays you for the skills that you attain'. The statement roughly 

translates to the fact that an individual's skills are his best asset - an asset that the market significantly values. To make the money one wants, he must 

polish his skills to elevate the money he deserves. 
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“Education is the most powerful tool for the  development of a country.”

 Education is the most affordable path for any one to live a prosperous life with his family. Being an alumnus of IIT 

Roorkee and  despite of clearing many government jobs competitive exams like IES, RITES, GPSC-AE  I followed my 

passion of teaching and started a new venture i.e.,   on the journey of providing affordable ONLINE ENGINEERING

and quality education to each and every corner of the country.

In the past few years, I have been blessed to be mentor more than 45000 students to help them in the journey of 

achieving success. Till now, I can proudly say that we managed to mentor thousands of students who have cleared 

government job exams or went abroad for higher education.

As said, learning is a continuous process, which guiding aspirant, I also learned in the journey that clearing a 

competitive exam in the current modern world not only require deep knowledge of the subject but it is more a game of 

attitude, persistence and hard-work.  Telling myself founder of Online Engineering is a lie I didn't find it rather it helped 

me in finding many new paths in my life. Online Engineering helped me more in finding new modern techniques to 

make the education and knowledge reach even the remotest part of the country.

There are countless benefits that are brought about by education, primarily regarding the quality of an individual's life 

and the ease of fulfillment of personal ambitions. To reach that level, one needs to invest a lot of effort, which will pay off 

quite handsomely.Educated persons are harder to manipulate, which is conducive to the development of a more 

responsible society with fewer conflicts.

There is no better investment than an investment in knowledge. Modern society is aware of this; this is why education 

and the proper schooling of children is among today's top priorities. From an early age, children are preparing to 

become full-fledged members of society. The quality of education is one of the main reasons why the United States is 

still the country that provides the richest possibilities for personal development. I dream to see my country, my India to 

grow faster with this most powerful tool- Education.

Vishal Bhatt

Founder- Online Engineering

VISHAL BHATT
Founder, Online Engineering
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YUVARAJ
Marvice Media Pvt. Ltd.

At 25, Yuvaraj GS the man behind, Marvice Media Pvt Ltd set up a leading group of four sector of brands onscreens , 

Worxforu, Conxyou, uvcart . Established in india, 2017 and in united kingdom, 2020 to deliver a variety of  services and 

to cater the market need of upcoming and  established entrepreneurs to enrich their product and  service availability to 

the customers in a digital platforms.

Navigating with a consultative-driven approach to building an end-to-end technology solution, they are guided by the 

technical digital experience. They are driven by a focus on usability and  digital service & Custom Software 

Development along with the deep-rooted expertise in AI & ML technologies.

Harness state-of-the-art technologies and processes that maximize customer's  business productivity and create the 

platform for eventual true business success.  Pursue innovation for and within our core industry verticals and in line  

with our mission to provide quality solutions to our clients.

Having worked with distinct clients across verticals such as publishing, education, automobile, health & 

pharmaceutical, , retail, logistics, . Marvice can leverage cross-industry insights to create innovative fintech real estate

solutions for an increasingly demanding digital audience. They also have accumulated experience working 

extensively with start-ups.  
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Ms. Anita Pritam is currently working as Assistant Professor at Odisha University of Technology and Research (OUTR- Formerly 

CET), Bhubaneswar. She has more than 15 years of teaching experience in many well-known institutes like KIIT university, CV 

Raman Global University, etc. Ms. A Pritam is well known for her dedication towards her work and her leadership qualities which 

inspires her students as well as her colleagues to never loose hope and always strive for success in both academic and personal 

life.

Ms. Pritam holds both her bachelors' and masters' degree from Kalinga Institute of Industrial Technology (KIIT), Bhubaneswar 

and have recently submitted her PhD thesis under College of Engineering and Technology (CET), Bhubaneswar. She is also 

involved in research work and have 6 patents under her name in the field of mechanical engineering, physics, and civil 

engineering. Ms. A Pritam have published 11 papers in renowned journals such as Springer, Elsevier, etc., and have co-authored 

a book named “BIOMASS AS RENEWABLE SOURCE OF ENERGY”.

As a child, Ms. A Pritam was always inclined towards studies and have been awarded with many scholarships. Recently she has 

received “TEACHING AND RESEARCH EXCELLENCE” award under Pride of India awards-2022.

Along with these many academic achievements and rewards, she also has a very acute interest in sketching, singing as well as 

doing social services. She is also an active participant in serving an NGO which works on blood donation and providing blood to 

the needy ill patients. For her service to people, she has been given a title of “STATE LEADER” by the NGO. 

At last, but not the least, Ms. Anita Pritam is very passionate about research and teaching. She always thinks of new ways to re-

invent qualities in herself which can help her become more efficient in her work, so that she can also inspire her students, help 

them to grow and have a bright career ahead.

ANITA PRITAM
Assistant Professor at Odisha University
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CHESHTA SHARMA
Indian Institute of Patent & Trademark

Encouraging Innovative Ideas, Patenting And Technology Commercialisation, The Indian Institute of Patent and Trademark (IIPTA) Is Here To Bring Awareness and 
Development In The Forefront
Educational options have become far more diverse in the last two decades. Digitalization also has made learning accessible to many parts of society that were previously left 
deserted of their educational rights. Indian Institute of Patent and Trademark (IIPTA) is an educational company with a background in science, pharma, biotech, and healthcare. It is 
involved in training, workshops, consultations, flagship programs, and many career options for students' growth and knowledge. 
Founded in 2012 by Cheshta Sharma and Kirtiman Sharma, IIPTA has trained over 5 lakh students and professionals in science, pharma, biotech, and healthcare. It has also 
successfully conducted 100+ national and international workshops in patenting. Moreover, companies have generated jobs in the IP workforce by working with healthcare, pharma, 
and IP. 
Recently, on World IP Days on 26th April 2022, the Indian Institute of Patent and Trademark (IIPTA) gathered around IP influencers from 9 different countries to organise an 
international event. In short, they have been engaged in consultations with pharma, biotech and healthcare companies in finding innovative ideas, patenting and technology 
commercialisation. 
Goals & Prospect Of The Indian Institute of Patent and Trademark
Indian Institute of Patent and Trademark (IIPTA) is determined to spreading awareness and deliver knowledge for Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) patents, trademarks, copyrights, 
designs etc. In addition, they are keen on preparing a workforce for the industry. This has given them the purpose of training biotech, pharma, healthcare students and professionals 
and lawyers for handling IP matters. 
The company has steadily been conducting various awareness workshops and camps for universities. They have a vision of helping innovators and inventors understand the power 
of IP, which has a significant monetisation role. Every business needs to know the value of its intellectual assets. Indian Institute of Patent and Trademark (IIPTA) attempts to provide 
knowledge and understanding by bringing together IP Influencers across the globe. 
A Peek Into The Services Provided By Indian Institute of Patent and Trademark (IIPTA)
As mentioned before, IIPTA has many projects and propaganda that they wish to obtain. Surely enough, they have come quite far. Indian Institute of Patent and Trademark has 
different services, starting with their training programs. They have been training students who want to begin careers in patents and IPR.
Secondly, they are also involved in providing flagship programs, namely JOPAT (Job Oriented Patent Analyst Training Program). Their IP involvement has also led to conducting 
PATKEY (Indian Patent Agent Examination). The Indian Institute of Patent and Trademark (IIPTA) has also organised workshops. These are practical workshops in universities and 
colleges all around India. 
Patent and Technology consulting in pharma and biotech is also one of their perks, along with Research Reports on technology trends, drug expiration, and Freedom to operate 
technology in global markets. Indian Institute of Patent and Trademark (IIPTA) has also been linked to publishing India's first IP magazine, “ IP and Business”. IIPTA has two offices, 
one situated in Delhi and one in Mumbai. 
Key Executives Of The Indian Institute of Patent and Trademark (IIPTA)
The company was founded by two friends who turned into business and life partners, Kirtiman Sharma and Cheshta Sharma. Cheshta Sharma is a B.Tech graduate holding a degree 
in Biotechnology. After this, she pursued IPR, qualifying  Indian Patent Agent Exam. She also attended a Technology Management Program at Harvard Business School. 
Bringing her knowledge into the Legal Education and Consulting speciality in the patents and technology industry, Cheshta and Kritiman developed the Indian Institute of Patent and 
Trademark. Their understanding of the industry and hard work allowed IIPTA ( Indian Institute Of Patent and Trademark) to become India's No.1 institute in IPR.
The Success Of The Indian Institute of Patent and Trademark (IIPTA)
The Indian Institute of Patent and Trademark (IIPTA) is concerned with developing a unique combination of science and law to make its services more relevant to customer demands 
and the overall market needs. In addition, they have a significantly higher aim towards organising the means for global coverage of consultation across multiple countries. 
However, the firm's success story is much more diverse. The Indian Institute of Patent and Trademark (IIPTA) has been listed by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) 
as an active participant in IP awareness. 
Very recently, on 26th April 2022, to be precise, the Indian Institute of Patent and Trademark (IIPTA) organised an international event with global IP influencers representing India. It 
was a massive success, with countries like the US, Kenya, Bangladesh, Qatar, Lebanon, Brazil, China, and Canada; actively partaking in the event. 
The Indian Institute of Patent and Trademark (IIPTA) can further be recognised from the country's numerous features in national newspapers. Topmost newspapers like Times of 
India, Amar Ujjala, Danik Bhaskar, Danik Jagran and more have taken their time to acknowledge the contribution of IIPTA and their ongoing efforts in the industry. Their fundamental 
value in achieving this success has been to always push for quality services over quantity. 
IIPTA- What's Instore For The Company Five-Year Down The Line?
In modern India, businesses are gradually acknowledging the need for an understanding of Intellectual Assets. As India progresses as a nation, it holds immense potential for 
becoming the hub of innovation. Currently,  India is number 1 in the pharma sector. This has increased the scope of patent awareness, education and services at a promising rate. 
India has also recorded more domestic patent applications than international ones for the first time, a 50% increase in an overall patent filing. In addition, the strengthening of the 
Government-sponsored Intellectual Property Regime (IPR) to boost the innovation ecosystem has clocked a 5X increase in patent grants. 
On top of it, the 'Make in India' campaign has added more flare to the matter. This has resulted in speculations of increased demand for patent professionals, technology collaboration 
etc. Lastly, the 'Startup India' campaign has added a cherry to the icing, leading to increased patent filings in India and the US.
Challenges Encountered By The Team Of Indian Institute of Patent and Trademark (IIPTA)
The most challenging task that the Indian Institute of Patent and Trademark (IIPTA) has dealt with is probably hiring of right people on the team. They have always believed and 
witnessed that even a limited employee base consisting of the right minds can significantly impact. Even when the workforce is less in number, the right people can still pull through, 
unlike a massive employee list with no organised or skilful employee base that can do the job fruitfully. 
The Indian Institute of Patent and Trademark (IIPTA) had a clear road map with this realisation. They intended to reach international markets in US and Europe with IP awareness and 
consulting and has this listed among their plans for the future. 
The Indian Institute of Patent and Trademark (IIPTA) was a dream of Cheshta and Kritiman that was made true by their sheer hard work and perseverance. Cheshta Sharma also 
advises upcoming entrepreneurs to keep working on their dreams. She added, “Don't let others tell you. You always know what is best for you”. Everybody has to hustle their way up in 
this big industry, and the idea is to always keep moving, primarily through the failures. 
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AVON CONSTRUCTIONS was founded in 2004, a Bangalore based builders and developers. Our vision is to emerge as a 

global infrastructure development leader, through a sustained and all-around quality development of the projects we handle. At 

AVON CONSTRUCTIONS we truly believe that a home is built only once, and you need the best of the resources and provide the 

best satisfaction and experience for clients, Companies out there usually exploit people at absurd charges which in turn tends to 

poor customer satisfaction and poor delivery of the services. Having experienced all these services, I, Namratha, Managing 

Director, set out to start AVON CONSTRUCTIONS, trying to fill the void faced by many of the customers. Innately being 

passionate about designs, and architecture and also having experienced the hardships one faces while constructing a home, I 

set out to provide the best. I truly believe in the quote "The sole reason we should be in business is to make life less difficult for our 

clients" and every day we strive to live by it. Even today I spend a lot of time talking to customers face to face, clearing their 

doubts. Our mission is to cater to all the needs of our customers and provide them with the best of our quality services. We never 

compromise on the quality irrespective of the price range. We work for customers' satisfaction. Talk our services, ranging from 

construction, design, interior designs, structural engineering consultants, and landscaping; We do it all. We are the one-stop 

destination for all your construction needs. We have satisfied over 145 clients, and completed over 277 projects in more than 20 

locations. If anything, our work speaks for us and we are committed to providing the best possible experience for our customers. 

NAMRATHA
Avon Constructions
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PAYAL RAO
Life coach, counsellor, manifestation coach,
Healer, Psychic and Tarot reader

Im the founder and ceo of theclairvoyantjourney .

I named my organization as theclairvoyantjourney because it represents my whole journey of becoming a tarot reader and 

psychic , i still remember when i started reading tarot because i wanted to find out if 

it is real and since then i never stopped i have done reading and healings for 7000+ 

clients in this journey of 5 years being a professional tarot reader, psychic and 

healer, being a healer and psychologist at the same time helps me to bring most 

genuine and practical solutions to my clients .

Since when i was 5 years old i always wanted to help people , i wanted to heal them 

and I'm grateful that universe choosed me for the same . Im blessed to guide people 

across the globe .

I love teaching tarot reading and healings i have around 500+ students. I teach 

ethical spells , tarot card reading , candle wax reading, wicca magic , lama fera and 

past life readings , I've been practicing these since 2017 .

Back in 2018 i was guided to start teaching, so i did.

Most of the money from our organization goes to stray dogs and orphans kids, or people who cant afford to feed themselves 

and take care of their needs.

My parents always supported me and motivated me to keep working on this .

Also we offer the most genuine and affordable services, i try to give my best, because i know healing is important. If we 

don't heal from pur past traumas , we can never feel happy and free . Every human deserves to be happy and free. I also 

put insight on manifestation and Law of attraction , Law of attraction teaches us a lot , it teaches us how we can make our 

life better by making little changes in our lifestyle.

I've been teaching people to manifest their desired life , it makes me so happy to see my clients manifesting their desired 

life

I want to make people realise that it's very easy to get your desired things it'll take bare minimum changes and some efforts.

Being a wiccan priestess , i can definitely say , wicca is the most powerful magick to manipulate the energies and things , it 

makes our lives very easy , it makes easy to heal broken bonds and things . 

With the help of magick we healer's are bringing our old culture back , thousands years ago our ancestors used magick to 

find better ways to deal with things

And now , after ages , healers are bringing the same culture back. 

I just want to thank my parents mr. Vinod Rao and  Santosh Rao to support me throughout my journey of becoming a 

clairvoyant , my brother Rahul rao is my bestfriend and best motivator , my whole strength came from him . Im really grateful 

to have a family like this. 

I'm genuinely grateful to get the opportunity to receive an award from Iconsofaisa .
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Now a days it is very difficult to maintain a good healthy eating habits while we are all leading a busy life. 

However, it is not impossible when a Dietitian like Rinki Biswas Singh is with you as a reputed consultant 

Dietitian Rinki Biswas (M.sc in food & Nut) is a well known clinical Dietitian in Kolkata & owner of dietitian 

Rinki's wellness with more than nine years of experience from various multispeciality hospitals & clinics. 

Meanwhile she had already served more than 8000+ clients not only all over in India but internationally across 

+12 countries also. If you do follow her Facebook page Dietitian Rinki's wellness you can see her client's 

transformation histories along with reviews. All of her clients are overwhelmed through the good works, 

guidance of her by getting a super results actually. She believes diet means not 

boring , monotonous & tasteless food. She provides delicious & tasty diet 

recipes cooked & made within very short time. Added to it, by her diet plan & 

guidance Diabetes, Gastric, Obesity, Pancreatic problem, PCOD, Thyroid 

patients are keeping themselves fit without further medication based on totally 

home based staple foods.In north Kolkata she has six chambers & online diet consultations are also available 

locally & Globally moreover, many women who were trying to conceive but failed due to overweight are 

reaching their goals by reducing weight through proper diet plan. As a consultant clinical dietitian she always 

get opportunity to serve people for their betterment, create meal plans according their medical complications 

& lifestyle that help them meet & exceed their goals. Her clients call her “Magician” mam because her many 

clients who had to take a lot of medicines for their so many medical complications, so many lifestyle disorder 

like diabetes, Pcod, Thyroid, Fatty liver, High cholesterol & Obesity etc. after getting a healthy diet consultation 

from her they are at present leading healthy medication free life. Her future vision is to reach more people to 

promote effective nutrition education. Make awareness among people that a good food habit can give a ideal 

dream weight, reduce medical expenses & always keep us confident & glamorous.

RINKI BISWAS SINGH
Dietitian
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SHIVANI ALGIWALE
Educator & Facilitator

I'm an 'educator & facilitator' by profession and a social worker for animals' welfare. As an educator, I have worked with renowned 

institutions and esteemed online platform- Vedantu. With my deep roots in Bhopal (M.P.), I owe my academic strength to St. 

Theresa's Girls' School, Shri Satya Sai College and Christ College those have instilled deep rooted values in me. I'm indebted to 

Rabindranath Tagore University for sharpening my academics as I'm pursuing a doctorate in English Language & 

Communication. With an experience of influencing thousands of lives in past 9 years, I look forward to impact thousand more 

lives in near future.

My journey to success has been elated with ups & downs. But my strong conviction not only made me confident to overcome 

whatever comes in my way but made me believe in myself. My sheer willingness to learn new things is unstoppable which makes 

me try and engross into new things. I believe in adapting to the circumstances breaking all the barriers yet staying true to myself.

PROFESSIONAL JOURNEY: The pandemic has taught us a lot and even made the virtual platforms and use of AR Technology 

as the new normal. Being curious to discover new things and a bit tech savvy in nature, I introduced the use of AR Technology in 

my city. I created few videos with AR and uploaded it on my YouTube Channel so that educators are benefitted with the same. My 

channel flooded with subscribers and my phone was full of texts and calls. It was even in newspapers. This method was taught to 

everyone who called and texted me. All were benefitted by it, most importantly the students- who got information along with 

creativity. It bridged the gap between the offline and online mode.  

ACHIEVEMENTS: 

Ÿ Women Empowerment Achievement Awards (WEEA 2020) under the head 'Excellence in Primary Teaching'.

Ÿ Forever Star India Awards (FSIA 2020) under the head 'The Real Super Woman'; Category: Teacher.

Ÿ Global Teaching Excellence Award (GTEA 2020) under the head 'Contribution to Education Community'.

CONCLUSION: My aim in life is to help and empower as many lives as possible. I feel if any suffering could be put to any use or 

purpose, it's worth it. If I can make a difference in even a single life, it might not be sometime for me but it'd be everything for that 

life. 'Sometimes life seems to be as dark as abyss but always remember coal becomes a diamond only when it is able to sustain 

immense pressure, and it shines as bright as a star even in the dark.'

Robert Frost has rightly said,

“The woods are lovely, dark and deep,

But I have promises to keep,

And miles to go before I sleep,

And miles to go before I sleep.”

“WORK HARD IN SILENCE; LET SUCCESS MAKE THE NOISE”
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Sangita Deb is the Chief designer and cofounder of Brillianer. She is known for her unique and innovative Jewelry design. 

Sangita mixes various elements to create the perfect showpiece, that dazzles and shines over the ramp. Bye education, she is 

an MBA in Information Systems but by heart, she is a designer. Since she was a little kid, designing and painting had been a part 

of her. She grew upfilling up her scrapbook with designs inspired by nature and architecture. But as she grew up, those were kept 

untouched in the cupboard. 

She was totally indulged in working as an Information system manager when her husband who is the owner of the Jewelry 

Manufacturing factory asked her to help out with some jewelry design. It was the day when she rediscovered her passion for 

jewelry designing. Her weekend visits to the factory, Bera Jewels, Ahmedabad gave her the perfect environment to nurture. She 

spent hours in the production unit to understand the process, calculation, measurement, practicality, and technicalities of 

making a fine jewelry piece. 

To get formal guidance with designing, in 2019 she did her Jewelry design graduation from the Gemological Institute of America. 

It was the start of her design career. Her design was selected and she got the opportunity to represent India at the International 

Jewelry competition held in Italy, in 2019. After that, she participated in various design competitions worldwide, including GJS-

Thailand, The Artisan – India, Ebda'a Award – UAE, IF Design Award – New York, and more. She also jeweled up many 

celebrities and Bureaucrats. She designs for private clients, Retail chains, and NRI all around the globe. She is currently 

associated with Designers of India and participated in the Gems and Jewelry competition in Bangkok. 

She is also a Graduate Jewelry Professional from GIA and worked closely with Bera Jewels as a chief designer. Later, she co-

founded the designer jewelry brand, Brillianer, in 2022 with an aim to increase the reach of designer jewelry. Her designs speaks 

your personality and eye catches everyone as you wear them. She is an IS manager who is a Jewelry designer and also an 

entrepreneur.

SANGITA DEB
Chief Designer & Cofounder Brillainer
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SABIYA MAJEED
Founder Start Smiths Consultancy LLP

 StartSmiths Consultancy LLP is a team of highly professional CA, CS, Lawyers who driving towards integration of technology 

with traditional practices to cater the need of MSMEs in the fast moving and cost effective world. We render range of online as 

well as offline services for businesses running in UT of J&K like Company Incorporation, GST Registration, ISO certification, 

Import Export Code, MSME Registration, Trademark, Copyright, Patent, Tax Return filing, do accounting, legal and financial 

compliance(s). 

As Indian economy is moving towards internet era with electrifying pace & digital devices are becoming a core tool for every 

business, StartSmiths makes it simple for every businessman to sort out their legal, tax and financial things and get it done within 

minimal time bound in a cost effective manner. 

StartSmiths Consultancy is one of the fastest-growing business consultancy in the UT of J&K. We have relationships with more 

than 500 leading business houses and offer dozens of services to our clients. 

We are fastest growing company in our category in 2021-22. 

At StartSmiths we believe in consistent and visible growth. Our vision is to not only leave the positive marks on customers' heart 

but also do our best to let our Clients benefit most by bringing a cut above technologies and the business growth strategies. 

We chart path to our destination through our strategic vision. As much as we do not believe in reinventing the wheel but at the 

same time we encourage creativity and new developments at every level. 

Sabiya Majeed, Founder, serves as the Managing Partner of StartSmiths Consultancy LLP. She oversees all the business 

segments with a macro outlook and a focus on infusing efficiency, new technology, service development, growth, and 

expansion. Before kick-starting her entrepreneurial journey, she has worked in diverse industries like automation, simulation, 

and optimization of software in IT industry. Sabiya believes in the concept of a work-life balance and encourages the associates 

to establish this harmony between their personal and professional life. She has an ear for good conversations and good ideas. 

As a founder, she very much believes in trusting the employees with given assignments, and that along with many other major 

factors has brought StartSmiths from an office with five employees to over 60 at present. 
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UMMEED is an philanthropy social organisation and having name in Guinness Books of World Records and Limca Books of 

Records. UMMEED was formed in 2004 to fill vacuum in the area of Homeless and Migrants in the state of Uttar Pradesh. It is the 

fruitful outcome of an endeavor of a few social activists, professionals and other like-minded citizens. What started off as a small 

organization for Homeless and Migrants to provide them shelter in the City of Nawabs, Lucknow, has today blossomed into a full-

fledged institution providing shelter, bringing into its realm a wide range of services that cater to a population beyond the borders 

of Uttar Pradesh. UMMEED having its international office presence in Dubai and in Auckland. Ummeed run an international 

educational exchange programme in 14 different countries of the world. 

The growth of UMMEED has been spurred by the realization of the needs of the Homeless which includes Migrants, Destitute, 

Persons with mental disorders and Persons involved in Beggary. Apart from that Ummeed is an active believer in the importance 

of children's education and development. We have been giving free education in our Ummeed Shikshalay to children belonging 

to the beggar's community and financially weak families. We have been successful in getting many children admission into govt. 

schools and in private schools as well.

UMMEED's Mission “is to bring the services of government, Institutions as well as individuals into a platform and build an 

atmosphere, where every marginalized, vulnerable and needy can enjoy the services of them”.

UMMEED's Vision is “Every citizen should work for each other”.

UMMEED's Objective is “to bring all the services of the society into one stand and create a platform to provide better health and 

education facilities to the deprived with the participation and support of society and also make environment clean and secure for 

every Human Being”.  

UMMEED has made the GUINNESSWORLD RECORD and LIMCA BOOK of RECORDS for the longest 1005.7-meter 

Awareness Red Ribbon on 6th May2012 at Butchery Ground, Cantonment, Lucknow with the participation of ten thousand 

children from different schools and from poor slums, who are specially disabled and infected with HIV Aids. This record was 

made to spread the awareness of zero discrimination in the society towards HIV/AIDS infected & affected children.

UMMEED
Philanthropy & Social Organization
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BHARAT SHRIMALLI
Managing Director, Grow

A results driven, self-motivated and resourceful managing director with a proven ability to develop and strengthen management teams in order to maximize 

company profitability and efficiency. Experienced leading and growing all sectors of a business to make it a dynamic and progressive organization. 

Possessing excellent communication skills and able to establish sustainable and profitable relationships with customers, suppliers and stakeholders across 

the world. Now looking for a new and challenging managerial position, one which will make best use of my existing skills and experience and also further my 

personal and professional development

Work Experience

MANAGING DIRECTOR June 2011 - Present Responsible for the day-to day running of the business with a particular emphasis on sales and business 

development. Making sure that the business continues to grow by way of developing new clients whilst maintaining its existing customer base.

Company Director

Green Agriculture Developer, Green Agro Tech, Grow Better Agri Overseas, Grow Better Agri India, Orbin agriculture 

Industries Corporation (Philippians Manila), NGO

Duties

Identifying, developing and directing the implementation of business strategy, Cultivating the company's reputation in the 

market & with customers & suppliers, Involved in planning & organizing the organization's activities to achieve targets, 

Responsible for the Profit & Loss responsibility for the business, In charge of leading, motivating and developing the 

management team, Liaising with officials of government departments and regulatory bodies, Managing multi-disciplined 

teams and resolving any conflicting priorities, Developing business plans and preparing comprehensive business reports,  

Improving margins and maintaining a high quality service to clients, Reviewing, refining and developing the strategy and 

direction of the company, Building client relationships that result in revenue and profitability growth, Responsible for the 

companies' health and safety and legislative adherence, Creating and maintaining links with other trade and professional 

associations,  Keeping control of business expenditure, ensuring it's within agreed budgets.

Key Skills & Competence

Strong leadership's skills in board governance, new business development. Comprehensive understanding of financial management principles. 

Entrepreneurial with commercial acumen and excellent management skills. A motivated team player who is results driven. Results-oriented with a positive 

outlook and a clear focus on high quality and business profit.

Government Working

National Horticulture Board (ST/SC/OBC Agriculture Project Development), National horticulture Mission (ST/SC/OBC Agriculture Project Development), 

National Scheduled Caste Development Finance Corporation New Delhi (Project of Handloom and Handicraft Scheduled Caste)

Projection

Green house Technology, Net House Technology, Sortex plant, Oil Mill, Processing grain, Exporter

Training Programs

NSFDC (SC Caste Green business Scheme  Andhra Pradesh Bapatala )

Krushi Vignan Kendra Gudamalani Rajasthan(SC/ST/OBE awareness program)  

Krushi Vigyan Kendra Kodinar Gijarat    (SC/ST/OBE Business awareness program )

Current projection

Project Development, Rajasthan Agri Cluster  FPO  SC/ST/OBC  (50Acer), Gujarat Agri Cluster  FPO  SC/ST/OBC (100 Acer), Contact Farming : 5000 

bigh Groundnuts

Consultant

All type projection and CSR Found Grant and Finance 

Innovation

Digital Agri Market, Auto Irrigation  technology, SC/ST/OBC Bank   
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stAsha Mahila Milk Producer Company Limited was incorporated in Pali, Rajasthan on 21  March 2016 as a Producer Company 

under Part IXA of the Companies Act, 1956 with the financial support of Tata Trust Foundation DHANII (Dairy Health and 

Nutrition Initiative of India), and Technical support from NDDB Dairy Services to provide livelihood to poor rural women by 

Setting up a transparent Milk Procurement System and providing Technical Input Services. 

The Company commenced its business operations from November 2016.

The operational area of the Company is a backward area where people were facing problem 

in livelihood due to lack of industrialisation, a lesser source of self-employment. Most women 

are not educated therefore participation and recognition of women in livelihood is very less. 

Due to lesser source of livelihood people used to migrate for livelihood.

Asha Mahila Milk Producer Company Limited provided an organised transparent platform for 

sale of raw milk and encouraging best animal husbandry practices like artificial insemination, 

use of Chaff Cutter, Silage, Ration Balancing etc. The Company is also working towards women empowerment as wholly owned 

by women farmer members and all producer directors are women. In the Company ownership and management are separated. 

As it is owned by poor tribal rural women and managed by professionals. 

The Company makes timely payment of raw milk purchased to women farmers members through digital mode only. As the 

Company wholly owned by Women farmer members Company gives bonus and dividend apart from the raw milk purchase 

price. 

Currently, around 28,000 farmer women from more than 550 villages are associated with the Company as a member, selling 

Raw-milk, getting benefits from Technical Input Services and became self-dependent. Company issue shares to Members 

deducting money from milk payment. The Company is helping its members to livelihood by providing a transparent mechanism 

to sell raw milk and to create wealth by issuing its shares from milk payment. Recently company launched a new product i.e., 

“Marudhara Ghee”, which is receiving very positive results and reviews from the Market. 

The man behind this success of Asha Mahila Milk Producer Company Limited is Mr. Dharmendra Kumar, Chief Executive and 
th

Director of the Company. Mr. Dharmendra joined the Company on 11  April, 2018 and after his joining the Company achieved a 

tremendous growth in its operations. Mr. Dharmendra Kumar created an environment in the organisation that every employee of 

the Company including himself to the ground level staff of the Company should consider interest of its members on priority and 

this step enhanced the image and reputation of the Company in its working areas, resulting in the tremendous growth in the 

membership of the Company. 

Apart from the business operations of the Company Mr. Dharmendra Kumar is taking care of social responsibility by participating 

and organising many programs of awareness regarding enchantment in production of farmers, including awareness, cure and 

treatment of various diseases of animals.   

DHARMENDRA MALIK
Founder Asha Mahila Milk Producer Company
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ACHARYA Dr VR VEERAMANENI
The Blessed Guru: Vastu Pandit

World's First ISO 10002:2018 Certified, Corporate, Commercial & Industrial Vastu Consultant and Astrologer & 

Numerology expert 

Having a Triple Ph.D. (Chemistry, Vastu Sciences & Astrology)

with 2 Decades of Corporate & Industrial Professional Experience,

3 Decades Vastu & Astrology Practical Experience

Vastu Acharya Dr Venugopal Rao Veeramaneni living in Hyderabad rose to international fame as a most-trusted Vastu and 

Astrology Consultant. The veteran Discovery Scientist with around 45 International publications and patents, eminent 

Numerologist & gemmologist, a triple Doctorate holder in Chemistry, Vastu & Astrology respectively possesses 39 years of 

expertise in Vastu tradition and now heads the Veeramaneni Institute of Vastu Sciences – An Institute for Indian Traditional 

Architecture. The Multi-talented Acharya has a great insight into Vastu and by the 100 Plus awards received he is referred to as 

Vastu Bramha, Vastu Sarvabhouma, Vastu Samrat, Vastu Seva Shiromani etc.

With a Vastu clientele from all the cities, major towns within India and 55 plus countries across the Globe including 500 Plus 

Corporate/Business Clients, Dr Veeramaneni is also an illustrious advisor of Astrology and Gems. He Received critical acclaim 

for the technical ingenuity in Vastu and from International Venues won numerous paramount awards like “Glorious Vastu 

Consultant of India”, “Pride of Asian International Award” “Best Corporate and Commercial Vastu Consultant of India”, and “Best 

Industrial Vastu Consultant of India”. He is the best at offering scientific Vastu Solutions for better living and keen impart this 

glorious knowledge to the enthusiastic Architects, Civil Engineers, and Interior Designers by facilitating seats in his Institute 

located at Hyderabad.        

SPECIALIST: Planning of New Buildings for Residential, Corporate, Commercial and Industry as per Traditional & Advanced 

Vastu Principles and also by considering 5 Elements, 16 Directions, 32 Entrances and 45 Devine Powers.

EXPERT IN : Correcting of Vastu Defects in the Existing Buildings without any physical alternations using Elemental Balance 

Theory and by using Principle of “Right Activities at Right Place”. Provide Best Solutions for Health, Wealth, Relationships & 

Professional Problems. 

MENTOR FOR: Traditional and Scientific Vastu Sciences for Astrologers, Architects, Builders, Civil Engineers, Interior Designer 

and who wants to start Vastu as a Profession (3+1 Days Non-Residential & 6 Days Residential Training Program).

CORPORATE CONSULTANT: Naming for Business, Expert in Business Partnership Compatibility and Help in Designing of 

Business Cards.
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We have pleasure to introduce our newly invented product a Healthcare Medical Device ' A Virus Slayer ' " INSTASHIELD " which is a first of 

its kind CSIR- CCMB approved " Virus Attenuation " technology. The World's first proven technology. InstaShield is a Virus Attenuation 

Electron Device that can disable all kinds of Viruses & Bacterias ( Including the SARS - CoV2) with upto 99.9% Efficacy in an enclosed 

space, in the air and on the surfaces.

InstaShield is a Plug & Play Device without any future meinteinance which produces Hypercharge High Velocity Electrons which interact 

with the Negative seeking S-Proteins of the Corona Family of Viruses. Thus, reducing Infectivity and Preventing Air & Surface borne 

transmission of all kinds of Viruses. This also provides sustained and long term protection against the spread of illness like Influenza , Avian 

Flu, H1N1, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, etc. now and the future. Any indoor space can be made safe upto 5000 Sq Feet with 

InstaShield.

For the purpose of testing, you can use a CFL light or Tubelight or Tester close to the InstaShield device- as it lights up, you know your device 

is working perfectly. The company envisions to develop and deliver World Cass Healthcare Medical Device at reasonable price for higher 

accessibility and affordability by the Common-Man.

Validation & Approvals :

InstaShield has passed 32 different stingent test to get this validations and approvals of eradication of viruses and also Patented the 

Technology. InstaShield has availed approvals from CSIR- CCMB, CDSCO, CE, ISO 13458:2016 certification , etc.,  Besides this the 

product is also registered with : MSME, Make in India, GeM, Green Foundation, Intellectual Property of India, EMTAC LAB, VIMTA 

LABSetc., 

InstaShield Features :

Technology : Electron based technology for disabling all kinds of Viruses ( Including SARS CoV-2) 

Dimensions : Ht : 35.55cm, Width : 17.1 cm

Weight.         : 1.73 Kg per pc.

Installation.  : Portable

Life Cycle.     : 5 Years.

Warranty.       : 1 year - free replacement at your door step only for technical default.

Safety.  

Power Consumption : Below 5 Watts

Material         : Made of Engineering Plastic ABS.

Price.             : MRP Rs 14,994/ per pc all inclusive.

Suitable for. : Any enclosed space upto 5000 Sq Feet like home, office, schools, colleges, banks, conference rooms, marriage functions, 

banquet halls, hotels, hospitals, waiting areas, etc.

For further information on YouTube, Instagram, Google please type : InstaShield.ind 

For visiting website and placing an online order please Click Here.

For any queries or questionnaire please call 

With Best Regards

HITESH PATEL
Founder: Instashield, A Healthcare Medical Device
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Dr MANSI GUPTA
Director, Orlin Dental Clinic

Dr Mansi Gupta, director of Orlin Dental Clinic, New Delhi, is a prosthodontist aesthetic laser dentist . Born in Jain family, 

youngest of three sisters, she was raised in New Delhi, India. Her association with dentistry began with her graduation from 

KLE'S Institute of Dental Sciences, Belgaum, Kartnataka in 1997. She also completed her Masters from the same college in 

Prosthodontics and Crown & Bridge in 2003. She further completed Associate Fellowship in Lasers in 2019,WCLI, USA. She 

has a Fellowship in implants under AAID ( American academy of implant dentistry),Maxi course Asia. She also completed 

Diploma course in Advanced Aesthetics,2018,by Smile India. With over 15years of experience following post graduation, she is 

a team player, enthusiastic contributor to an atmosphere of clinical and intellectual exchange, and driven by the desire to excel. 

She is recognised for her ability to provide high quality work ,both ethically and clinically, with all the latest facilities and 

equipments.She , with her team, perform all kinds of preventive and restorative procedures (for example , filing and root canal 

treatments) , smile designing and dental cosmetic procedures, minor surgical procedures, implants, full mouth rehabilitations, 

extractions ,etc. She excels in Planning and treatment of full mouth rehabilitation and is well versed with direct and indirect 

veneers. Her expertise in performing minor surgical procedures like operculectomy , gingival curettage, crown lengthening, de- 

pigmentation , etc using diode lasers is well known among her peers. Her excellent leadership quality and urge to strive to get the 

best out of her team in a congenial working atmosphere with Good time management is commendable. She motivates , 

supervises, advises and mentor students and try to inculcate the same qualities in them. Mansi is a trained Kathak dancer. She 

loves to travel and feels that travelling is the best education. She is an editor and author to various articles ( published in both 

national and international journals). Her recent book “ Digitisation in Dentistry” was published world-wide. She also has done 

research work in her field and been appreciated world wide. She is also the director in her father's business which deals with 

making tools and dies for automobiles. Her bundle of joy are her three boys, Samarth 12 years, Shaurya 9 years and Sohum 7 

years. A movie buff and an introvert by nature, she loves to talk on varied topics from food to travel. 
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The following are the services and activities conducted by Mohan Meriya, Founder / President of Shreeji Help Center. Many 

services ans activities are carried out by our organization during lockdown. Started a free water and Breakfast services For all 

Police staff, Health Staff, Journalist, Cleaning Workers and other people's of East Kutchh from 3 months. One-time free tiffin for 

police staff and health staff for two months, From last 4 months free medical camps were organised in villages of Gujarat. free 

hospital facility started in Bhachau from last 2 months, started a free medical checkup and free medications for police staff and in 

Government Offices for 3 months. Free distribution of vitamin C tablets, Personally honored more than ten thousand Corona 

warriors.  giving one thousand cash aid to 122 needy patients in Corona, Free Ration kits are given to widows as well as to needy  

peoples, and still this service is going on. and still continues to give free school kits to needy students.  All over Gujarat during the 

lockdown, free medicines were given to patients suffering from diseases like cancer, paralysis, kidney failure, etc., special 

medicines are still being given to special needy patients, for the first time in the history of India we started a self defence coaching 

for girls. In which 100 girls were taking free coaching for 6 months.  More than 500 couples have been given couple watches and 

watches at weddings in different social groups. Try to solve problems faced by villagers and giving guidance to solve there social, 

Economical, Employment issues.  Questions of light, questions of road, etc. The historical majestic poet convened at Bhachau 

on 15th August 2021, the grand program of Sanjaybhai Raval on 27th December 2021, and on the occasion of international 

women's day, first time in Gujarat we started a free coaching for 100 gilrs. Shreeji Help Center Office No.13 Naman Complex 

Opp. nagarpalika Bhachau Kutch Gujarat 370140   HelPline 6355420261 Shreejihelpcenter@gmail.com Website- 

www.shreejihelpcenter.com Application -

 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.app.shreejihelp bank

Account Details Account Holder Name: Shreeji Help Center

Account Type Current

Account Number: 921020046326074

IFSC Code: UTIB0002569

Google Pay no. 6355420261

MERIYA MOHAN
Founder/President: Shreeji Help Center
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RISHI AGRAWAL
Prayagraj

“You can't sit in a rocking chair with a lily in your hand and wait for the Success”.“You have to 

work and sacrifice a great deal”

I Rishi Agrawal, based in Prayagraj, the Kumbh Mela City, a city of holy rivers. I had completed my Intermediate studies from St. 

Joseph's College, Prayagraj, Graduated from Allahabad University and then done my Post Graduation in MBA with distinction 

marks. I was also the Gold Medalist of my college. Since childhood I had a passion to do something for the needy, I remember 

that when I was in class VII in St. Josephs College, a maid of my house came to my mother, requesting for the advance money for 

the tuition fee of her children, then my mother inspired me to teach the maid's children and I started teaching at the age of 12 

years, some more needy children from the slums near-by also joined. In the evening when my friends usually played in the park 

or stadium, I was busy in teaching at that time. After my ICSE class X examination, I started taking home tuitions and till date I 

never ask for any funds from my parents. At the age of 18 years when I had completed my Intermediate, I had opened a Primary 

school for the children in the slums. Now when I have completed 47 years of my life, currently two schools “The Children's Valley 

International School & Bal Seva Ashram" are running with the help of my dedicated staff. My dearest & committed wife Sangeeta 

Agrawal also helps me a lot in my dream project, without her cooperation and helping hand it would not be possible for me to 

achieve my goal. Now we are planning to open more branches in the different parts of the slum areas of the city so as to give my 

maximum contribution to these children. I came to understand that education is the only way to eradicate the Child Labour, and 

with the motivation of my parents I never look back and keep on trying for the same. I am socially connected as an honorary 

secretary in “RKA Sewa Samiti”, also President in “UR foundation” Regular visitor of the Tara Old Age Home. I was awarded with 

number of trophies, certificates and medals for my contribution towards society. Recently “National Right to Information, Human 

Rights and Environment Protection Organization” had awarded me the trophy and a medal for the project on Child Labour 

Eradication, and educating the needy children. Professionally at the age of 22 years, I had started my job as an Education 

Consultant and at the same time offered my services to many Educational Institutions, also worked as the Senior General 

Manager (North) in ZED Carrier Academy, an initiative of ZEE Telefilms (Education Sector). I am serving the elite business sector 

as an Independent Business Consultant (IBC). Presently I am in a job, working as an Administrative Officer in one of the most 

reputed organization popularly known as Maharshi Patanjali Group of Schools in Prayagraj. This educational group is committed 

to holistic & value based education. It is engaged in spreading the light of education to the deprived sections. I have been 

instrumental in promoting the vision & the mission of the institution & won the trust of the school management. I am truly inspired 

by my most respected mentor Dr. Krishna Gupta ji, I had an utter believe in her, since she groomed me and always helps me in 

every aspect of my life whether professional or personal, I am also motivated by Shri Ravindra Kumar Gupta ji, Yashovardhan ji & 

none other than Smt. Rekha Baid Gupta ji and I am also guided by the Principal of the school Smt. Sushmita Kanungo ji. 

I am thankful to the Organizers and the Jury Members of the organization for acknowledging me and my dream, I dedicate this 

most prestigious “LIFE TIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD” to My Parents, Wife, Children, My Family Members, Friends and all my 

well wishers.   
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Prince Chauhan is the founder and CEO of Ybratemedia, a Delhi-based branding, and marketing firm whose purpose is to visually express 

the distinctiveness, voice, and values of brands and businesses. Ybratemedia is in charge of telling a company's brand narrative in an 

engaging and consistent way across numerous channels. Prince, in addition to being an entrepreneur, is a marketing and branding coach 

with extensive expertise and a track record of educating over 500 entrepreneurs and Businessmen across the globe, as well as offering 

digital marketing instruction to over 3000 Indian and international students. He is also a guest faculty for marketing and branding in several B 

schools in India. 

Ybratemedia provides a plethora of services that include Website designing, Search Engine Optimization, Social Media Marketing, Google 

Adwords, Video Marketing, Public relations, E-commerce Marketing, Personal branding, Election campaigning, and many more where 

each service contributes to the marketing mix and aids in the effective development of a brand. Rather than marketing items or services, 

Ybratemedia focuses on telling tales. Ybratemedia is devoted to establishing brands and delivering the greatest results in order to boost the 

company's growth with the help of a team of enthusiastic marketers. Being client-centric in their dealings, the Ybratemedia team takes care 

to listen to and assess the customers' business needs, then implement a successful strategized strategy that not only helps them achieve 

their goals but also changes the way they conduct business. Ybratemedia leaves no stone unturned in its quest to learn everything there is to 

know about the target audience of the business of the clients and convert them into paying customers.

Indeed, a brand's digital presence helps businesses to nurture potential consumers by allowing them to choose and select the finest 

products and services for them. Without a doubt, the internet has turned into the ideal tool because of its worldwide reach, which helps a 

brand stand out in the minds of its clients, and a good brand image distinguishes any business and brand from its competitors. According to 

experts, having a strong brand presence ensures that your company will survive even the most difficult times, and digital marketing is the 

best and most efficient approach to achieve this goal.

Mr. Prince shares his journey in a crux “I was a college dropout when I began my adventure at the age of 19 years old. I worked in a call center 

and a factory, among other places and I founded a business five years ago but had to shut it down due to a partnership dispute. I gradually 

completed my graduation from correspondence Just to make my parents happy. I then worked as a digital marketing manager and a 

marketing manager for a number of multinational corporations. At the same time, I was providing internet marketing and branding training to 

a large number of individuals all over the world. I established my new business a year ago, and I provide marketing, branding, and public 

relations services to my clients. Also, a branding and marketing coach for company owners and entrepreneurs. My firm also handles 

election campaigns for a number of political parties, 

24 years old Prince feels it's all about taking chances in life whereas making money is the simplest task on the planet. However, if you are 

having an influence on people's lives, this is more essential than material items.  He says “I believe that making a difference in people's lives 

is more important than generating money”

Prince is working on a book that will be released in 2022. In addition, he intends to develop a curriculum for aspiring entrepreneurs to assist 

them at no expense in realizing their ideas.  He is already doing a two-month free course for Women entrepreneurs who should be trained in 

marketing and branding so that they may promote their businesses in a more efficient manner.

Prince signs off with his words of wisdom for the aspiring entrepreneurs “I encourage the young aspiring entrepreneurs to be passionate 

about their dream because Passion is the key ingredient that eventually drives you to succeed. And once you are completely dedicated to 

making your business work no matter how hard the process is no blocker remains a blocker. Moreover, in the course of your journey as an 

entrepreneur, there come various situations in life that take a toll on you emotionally, mentally, and physically where at times it becomes 

tough to overcome and that's n    

PRINCE CHAUHAN
Founder & CEO of Ybratemedia
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Dr SAPPTARISHI GHOSH
Corporate Leader turned Technopreneur

Dr. Sapptarishi Ghosh is a 'Corporate Leader' turned 'Technopreneur' cum Professor and Mentor of Entrepreneurship 

&Management. Currently he heads the Department of Innovation & Entrepreneurship of NSHM Knowledge Campus, a 25-year-

old dual campus Higher Education Institution based out of Kolkata and Durgapur. He is also the Founder of D'Solve Ecotech Pvt 

Ltd, a new age biotech start-up aligned to the vision of 'UN Sustainable Development Goals'. The venture is all about responsible 

cleaning and Dr. Ghosh has been awarded by UNCTAD (United Nations) for his contribution towards environmental 

sustainability.

An alumnus of India's premier business school, Indian Institute of Management – Calcutta (IIM-

C), MAHE (Manipal) and TAPMI (Manipal), Dr Ghosh holds a Doctorate in Management Studies 

and an Honorary Doctorate in  social work that has been awarded by WHRPC (An United Nations 

affiliate body) for his contribution to the field of rural and social entrepreneurship in India. 

Additionally, Dr. Ghosh has two PG Diplomas to his credit in General Management and Human 

Resource Management. He also has three master Degrees in Information Technology, 

Psychology and Education. 

Before his foray into entrepreneurship and higher education, he has worked for more than two decades across India and UAE. In 

his corporate avatar, he has held a leadership position in Strategy, Sales and Marketing with Aditya Birla Group and has also 

worked with Wal. Mart as a core member of their India team and had regular interactions with their global leadership. His areas of 

expertise include Retail Operations & Procurement, Mall Development and Management, F&B Management and Real Estate 

Asset Development & Management.

As a child, Dr. S Ghosh was intrigued by the various celestial bodies and forces of nature. A near death experience in Mumbai, 

had him packing his bags, shunning his corporate corner office and moving to the upper Himalayas, to quench his quest for truth 

and spirituality. He had a long and unique experience with various Himalayan Masters, resulting in clarity on his life's purpose 

and that was instrumental in paving the way for his onward journey to set up multiple social entrepreneurship models, 

volunteering mentorship programs andoperating successful business enterprises. 

Dr. Ghosh is passionate about parent andchildcoaching and counselling to build a better and robust new age India. He is a 

certified Career Coach, Parenting Coach and Master Trainer.  Currently, he is working on a handbook on entrepreneurship and 

leadership and storyboard on the Indian knowledge system (IKS) with reference to various occult sciences and yogic practices. 
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EVERYDAY SPICES, a spice brand from Sigma Spice Industries Pvt. Ltd. was established in 1993 in Jorhat, a small town of 

the eastern part of Assam, Everyday Spices was the brain child of three young entrepreneurs – Shankar Prasad Kalwar, Gautam 

Ghosh and Brijmohan Sharma. Started in a small room near the sabji mandi and later it was shifted to the Malpani Complex, 

Kenduguri, Sigma Spice Industries gradually became the household name of every kitchens of North Eastern part of India for its 

uncompromised quality.  

Sigma Spice Industries focused on quality manufacturing and maintained the trust of the customers. Besides competition with 

the bigger brands in the market, the people of Assam loved the product and made Everyday Spices unbeatable in entire North 

East. And thus within 15 to 20 years the brand Everyday Spices became the most trusted brand among the north-eastern states. 

The year 2015 was a milestone for the company. The second unit of factory was established at Assam Small Industries 

Development Corporation's Food Processing Park, Chaygaon, Kamrup. A state of art infrastructure with high quality 

machineries Sigma Spice Industries Pvt. Ltd began to produce higher quality products in a hygienic atmosphere. 

After setting up this unit of factory Sigma Spice Industries Pvt. Ltd started to expand the 

product range. It began to produce all possible spice blends keeping in mind about the 

traditional recipes of each part of India and as well as Continental & Chinese.  Recently 

Sigma Spice Industries Pvt. Ltd has launched table top sprinkler cans.

Procuring the finest quality of raw materials from different parts of India Sigma Spice 

Industries Pvt. Ltd. is building a reputation of exceptional quality with a focus on food 

safety. With it's Superior R&D, experience technical support and outstanding customer service's continuous effort Sigma Spice 

Industries Pvt. Ltd. is now gaining popularity. 

Along with a goal to deliver its consumers the best quality product, Sigma Spice Industries Pvt. Ltd. also intend to generate 

maximum number of employment through the local peoples. They were trained in different fields by some trained technicians to 

develop certain expertise.  

Started with certain spices in powdered form Sigma spice Industries Pvt. Ltd produced Turmeric powder, Cumin Powder, Red 

Chilli Powder and Coriander Powder along with whole spices like 5 foran, methi seed, cumin seed, coriander seed etc. and later 

blended some spice products like Sabji Masala, Meat Masala, Chicken Masala, Sambhar Masala, Kashmiri Mirch, Chat Masala, 
th

Garam Masala, Chole Masala, Fish Masala,KasooriMethi, Musturd Powder, Black pepper powder. Recently celebrating 25  

years the company, Sigma Spice Industries Pvt. Ltd. launches a wide range of products like Pav Bhaji Masala, Chilli Chicken 

Masala, Achaar Masala, Tandoori Masala, ShahiPaneer Masala, Chowmein Masala, PaniPuri Masala, JalJeera, and in 

sprinkler can it offers Chat Masala, Black Pepper powder, Rock Salt, Black Salt and Table salt. 

As ristotole said -ancient Greek philosopher A  Quality is not an act, it is a habit. With the Brand EVERYDAY MASALA Sigma 

Spice Industries Pvt. Ltd. proved that right by acquiring a continuous growth in the market. In the near future the company will set 

a mark in the field of FMCG market for quality & trust.

SHANKAR PRASAD KALWAR
Founder: Sigma Spice industries Pvt. Ltd.
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TARA PRASKASH TIWARI
Corporate Leader turned Technopreneur

Tara Prakash Tiwari is a known industrialist in Ayurveda and wellness Sector. He has contributed immensely over the past two 

decades of his professional career towards serving the Indian Ayurvedic and Wellness Industry.He established Vritika 

Herbotech Private Ltd in 2007 for undertaking activities in manufacturing of Ayurvedic Juices, food and Health Suppliments, 

Neutraceuticals, Cosmetics and Personal Care Products.

Hailed from a family dedicated to Ayurveda, the anicient science of wellbeing of society, Mr. T.P Tiwari obtained the academic 

excellence with Post Graduate degree in Agriculture science and a PG Diploma in Plant Protection. He pursued his career as a 

research scholar at a National Research Centre under Indian Council of Agriculture, Govt of India. His Zeal and Zest of doing 

something extraordinary for the country and millions of citizens, trapped in the clutches of 

diseases, occurred because of excessive use of pesticides and chemical fertilizers, 

turned his path to excell in the health and wellness sector. 

At a time when the industry was at a very nascent stage and full of challenges. Vritika 

Herbotech Pvt Ltd established its roots with an embodiment of his beliefs and 

commitments in the way to serve its clients like Dabur, Baidhynath, Leeford, Mankind, 

Sharmayu and many more other renowned companies in this field.

In the year 2020, when the pendamic COVID 19, affected the health and livelihood of 

billions of people, Mr. T.P Tiwari vision to bridge the gap between wealth and 

unemployabilty established a Direct Marketing company, Dr. Nature Wellness Pvt. Ltd.

Mr. T.P Tiwari believes in offering exceptionally high levels of service quality to customers, which has been his mantra for 

success over the years. He firmly believes in operating on foundations of transparency, ethics, trust & respect.His vision, sharp 

intellect and deep insight have been great assets to the industry and have contributed to the unparalleled pace of growth in the 

health and wellness sector. He has been a guiding light behind developing this industry in the country with an objective to nurture 

competence, talent and proficiency in this field. Mr. T.P.Tiwari has been conferred with numerous prestigious awards for his 

relentless efforts and contribution to the industry, which include Udhyog Ratna Award, Healthcare Excellence Award and 

Business Leader of the Year Award.

Mr. T.P Tiwari also possess a P.G Diploma in the field of Naturopathy and Yoga Sciences.
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Dr Abirami, founder and Cosmetic dermatologist at B16 Clinic, holds her place at the centre of a constantly expanding client 

circle. This circle of trust was built through unflinching dedication, passion and commitment to over eight years of her service. 

She has the natural charm to empower and make her clients feel at ease while establishing a deep bonding with them. Having 

acquired her MBBS and MD, specialising in Dermatology, Venereology & Leprology from Madras Medical College and special 

training in Cosmetology and Dermato Surgery from Stanley Medical College, she is earnestly intent to beautify and improve 

everything for the better. The passionate impulse that prompted her to take cosmetology as her specialisation has lit up people's 

lives while effectively lightening their weaknesses.

She finds solace in aesthetics and constant improvisation when she isn't on her mission of beautifying her clients. And if she isn't 

on these tasks she holds dear to her, you'll find her amidst people with a contagious smile that innervates and invigorates the 

crowd around her with positivity and optimism. Standing firm on her principles, ethics and morality, she continues to exceed the 

expectations of her clients through her exceptional skills and professionality. While being enquired about her experience at B16 

Clinic, a patient replies," I felt inferior and out of place with my skin and had to endure the trauma associated with it. Unlike other 

practitioners, she first addressed my mental state and inspired me to feel empowered and in control before treating the issue. 

She's like a family member you can trust your life with".   Dr Abirami gives great importance to her family life while being 

professionally perfect. An understanding mother and a doting wife, she skillfully manages affairs at home while exuding warmth 

and consideration that endears her to her office staff and co-workers as well. The young doctor continues to gain increasing 

popularity and praise through her selfless services, determination and innovation.

Dr ABIRAMI
Founder & Cosmetic Dermatologist at B16 Clinic
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Dr B BALA KRISHNA
MBBS, MD, DNB, FCCP, PGDCC
Director & Senior Chest Specialist

Dr. B BALA KRISHNA

MBBS, MD, DNB, FCCP, PGDCC

Director & Senior Chest specialist - ADVANCE CHEST AND SLEEP MEDICINE CENTRE RAIPUR, CHHATTISGARH  

Head Of Department :- VY HOSPITAL AND RESEARCH CENTRE, RAIPUR, CHHATTISGARH

LOCATION  - ADVANCE CHEST AND SLEEP MEDICINE CENTRE SHANKAR NAGAR, RAIPUR, CHHATTISGARH

Website :- www.advancechestclinics.com

Introduction:-

With an extensive experience of 14 years, Dr. B BALA KRISHNA is the most trustworthy and recognized doctor in Pulmonology, 

intensive care and sleep medicine. He has established 'ADVANCE CHEST AND SLEEP CENTRE' at Raipur ,Chhattisgarh , and 

established respiratory department and post graduation course at VY Hospital Raipur which is the advanced respiratory set-up 

in CENTRAL INDIA. Dr. B BALA KRISHNA has a vast experience in handling all types of complicated respiratory ailments along 

with other chest related procedures with high success rate. 

He has many awards, honors and fellowships awards under his name in 14 years of his medical experience.

Areas of Interest:- Snoring problem, Childhood asthma, Airway disease.

Areas of Expertise:

COPD,Asthma, Sleep breathing disorder including Snoring, Respiratory Failure, Non-Invasive Ventilation, Advanced 

Bronchoscopy including Endobronchial, Ultrasound Guided Biopsies, Interstitial Lung Diseases, Pulmonary Hypertension, 

Cystic Fibrosis, Respiratory Infections, Including Tuberculosis, Bronchiectasis, Pleural Diseases, Lung Cancer.
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Dr. Bhabani Shankar Prasad Mishra 

(B.Tech, M.Tech, PhD, Post Doctorate (Yonsei University, Seoul, South Korea))

Professor, School of Computer Engineering, Kalinga Institute of Industrial Technology(KIIT) Deemed to be University, 

Odisha, India

Dr. Bhabani Shankar Prasad Mishra, born in Talcher, Odisha, India in 1981. He received the B.Tech. in Computer Science and 

Engineering from Biju Pattanaik Technical University, Odisha in 2003,  M.Tech. degree in Computer Science and Engineering 

from the KIIT University, in 2005,  Ph.D. degree in Computer Science from F. M. University, Balasore, Odisha, India, in 2011 and 

Post Doc in 2013 from Soft Computing Laboratory, Yonsei University, South Korea. Currently he is working as an Professor at 

School of Computer Engineering, KIIT University, Bhubaneswar, Odisha, India. His research interest includes Pattern 

Reorganization, Data Mining, Soft Computing, Big Data and Machine Learning. He has published more than 90 research articles 

in reputed Journal and Conferences, has edited more than seven books of current importance which has published by the 

reputed international publishers like Springer, Elsevier and IGI Global. He has published 15 book chapters of current 

importance.  Under his guidance, 32 M.Tech students have done their thesis and 4 PhD scholars are already been awarded. He 

is currently in the editorial board member of several journals of Springer. Dr. Mishra was the recipient of the Gold Medal and 

Silver Medal during his M.Tech for the best Post Graduate in the University. He has received Research Achievement Award - in 

the field of Computer Science & Engineering by Universal Innovators in 2020. He has achieved Level 5 Certification in 

Management and Leadership by Chartered Institute of Management, London, UK, He is the member of different technical 

bodies ISTE, CSI and IET. His h-index (Google Scholar) is 14 and i-10 index is 18.

Dr BHABANI SHANKAR PRASAD MISHRA

Professor, School of Computer Engineering, KIIT Odisha
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Dr BALA KARTHIKEYAN
Innovative Agriculturist, Educationist & Philanthropist

Born on 25th December 1979 at Paramakudi, Ramanathapuram district, Tamil Nadu. He started his career as Teacher of Tamil as the first language where he did his schooling at A.V.Hr.Sec School. 

Paramakudi, Tamilnadu State. 

He dedicated his early years of his life in serving the students. He had worked for the development of Late Bloomers in each and every class. In those days, he guided Grade 8th Students to Publish journals 

called Enna Thoranangal (Garland of thoughts) and Grade 9th Students Yenkal oor (My Town). He motivated his students as the result so many of them are now entrepreneurs and achievers. 

He is a veteran who comes with more than 19 years of Academic and Administrative experience in various institutions of repute. Graduating his Master degree in Tamil Literature at Thiyagarajar College of 

Arts, Madurai in the year 2000. He did his Bachelor of Education at Institute of Advanced Study in Education, Chennai and got the Best Student Award in 2002. He did his Post Graduate Diploma in 

Journalism and Mass communication at Madurai Kamaraj University in the year 2001. With a vision to develop his own stream of institutions he moved to the Corporate Sector to gain much needed 

Management experience on Institutional Governance for the period of 7 years. 

In addition to that he has completed his bachelor's in Law. During this period he had developed a deep passion for enlighten the community through quality education and developing sustainable agricultural 

models to Elevate Poverty in our country. Now he is perusing advanced research in Tamil as a PhD., Scholar of Madurai Kamaraj University to fulfill his dream. 

Ideals and social responsibilities of Shri Bala.Karthikeyan: 

“Man making and Nation building are the vision of Shri Bala.Karthikeyan.” 

In order to visualize his dream, he has established the following Schools, Colleges and Organizations. 

He has signed Franchise Agreement with Zee Learn Ltd ( A sister concern of Essel Group, Mumbai) to start several Mount Litera Zee Schools (CBSE) as well as 3 Kidzee

Playschools at Madurai, Paramakudi, Sivagangai in Tamilnadu state to promote the students of remote villages in their standard of education in the year 2015 and 2016. 

He serves as a Chairman of the Mount Litera Zee School, (CBSE) Sivagangai and this school is the First Residential Zee School in entire South India out 25 Zee Schools. 

Being the Chairman of Shree Meenakshi Educational Trust, he is establishing a College of Education as there is a dearth of good qualified teachers for imparting education to the children of 21st Century. 

He was the Founder Secretary of Mount Litera Zee School, (CBSE) Paramakudi since it's inception.. 

He was the Director Of Mount Litera Zee school (CBSE), Madurai, Tamilnadu. 

He is also The Chairman of Sri Meenakshi Agro Producer Company Limited, Sivagangai, Tamilnadu which provides the innovation for agriculture. Out of 60acres of farming 2acres of Land has been 

converted into Polyhouse farming. In the Farm house itself he has set up a Cold Storage with the capacity of 6 Metric Tons in a remote village of Sivagangai District to store the agricultural products. 

He is the Managing Director of Sri Karpaga Vinayagar College of Education, Paramakudi, Tamilnadu. The college produces 100 good quality teachers every year for the past 10 years. 

He is the Managing Director of Meera Group of Institutions, Paramakudi, Tamilnadu which provides Catering, Hotel Management, Nursing and Fire safety courses to village students for their Employment 

Opportunity across the Globe. 

He is the Managing Director of Kavinoviyaa Consultancy which helps the upcoming schools to get affiliated with CBSE and to provide quality education for the future generation. 

He is the Managing Director of KPSMK Group of Institutions, Madurai, Tamilnadu which provides Montessori Teachers Training. 

He is the Cluster Director of Education India - The National Forum of school Leaders in Tamil Nadu and Andra Pradesh. 

He is the Honorary President of Sivananda World Peace Ashram, Sivagangai, Tamilnadu. 

Sri Meenakshi Agricultural Equipments Hiring Centre is owned by him to help small farmers to cultivate their farm land with the Modern Agricultural Equipments at a low rental basis. 

National Integration and Social Welfare Activities done by Dr.Bala.Karthikeyan. 

Services for National Integration: 

1. To strengthen our Indian Tamil-Malaysian culture and relationship with the Malaysian Tamil Mandram , an MOU was signed on 16.10.2018 in the presence of its National Chairman Shri S.V.Lingam. 

2. For International Students and Teachers to impart Innovative Learning Teaching Approaches and International Learning Innovations an MOU was signed with ACS Methodist School, Selangor, Malaysia, 

in the presence of Mr. Raman Annamalai, Provincial Director of Education, Malaysia. 

3. He went directly to Malaysia and signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the Midland Malaysian Tamil School on 03.12.2018 for sharing Smart Learning Techniques 

4. As a result of his association with transnational indigenous Tamil organizations, he is working as the Tamil organiser to set up a Tamil Chair at the University of Houston. 

Social upliftment Activities:. 

1. He has donated IT Lab equipments to a Government High school Kalloorani, Sivaganga District. Tamil Nadu. 

2. Every month He is funding 46 children of Madurai Royal Viision Special School,at Madurai . 

3. He is also sponsoring dresses and sweets to more than 100 disabled students on Diwali celebration every year. 

4. In Association with Dept of Horticulture, Tamilnadu and Agricultural Technical and Management Association, a training programme was conducted by him for more then 200 farmers for the Protected 

Cultivation of Cut Flowers on 15.02.2019. This was highly appreciated by the local government authorities. 

5. On 21, September 2019, he conducted a Free Industrial Training camp with the help of Malaysian Tamil Association Women executives and conducted a multi-disciplinary training program for 

Empowering Rural Women. 

6. In order to educate the importance of Agriculture to school students on 18 October 2019, He conducted the paddy replantation festival and won the praise of people across the globe. 

6. He conducted the ceremony on 23.10.2019 to mark the National Rural Women's Day and many rural women were honoured. 

7. Students from Sri Gothavilas Govt aided primary school, Sivagangai, participated in an indoor planitorium programme on 16.11.2019 exclusively funded by him. 

Awards and Rewards of of Shri Bala.Karthikeyan: 

1. Agricultural Products from his Farm was exhibited on 22.05.2018 which was conducted by Dept of Horticulture, Govt of Tamilnadu. This Exhibition was presided by the District Collector. 1000+ farmers 

also exhibited their products in this Exhibition in which his farm products had won Third Prize. 

2. He was awarded as Life Time Achiever in the convention of language and cultural of World Tamilians from the Malaysian Union Health Minister Shri.Subramanian on 01.12.2018 in Malaysia. 

3. He was awarded as Best Educationist in the celebration of Intello Fest 2019 from the Maldives Minister of State for Education Dr.Abdulla Rasheed Ahmed on 07.02.2019 in Tamilnadu, India. 

4. He has been a patron of Humor Club of Madurai founded by Kalaimamani. K.Gnanasampandan and was awarded the Social Reconciliation Award to him on 19.10.2019 in Madurai, India. 

5. He was awarded as an Illustrious Alumnus in the celebration of Alumni Meet from The Management of Thiagarajar College, Madurai, Tamilnadu, India on 17.11.19. 

6. He was awarded as Golden Academician of the year 2020 in the ceremony of INFES-2020 from The International Research Council of Eudoxia Research Centre at Guwahati University, Assam, India on 

23.02.2020. 
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Dr. Manjusha is a 'Corporate Leader' turned 'Technopreneur' who emerged from an academic background in  Biotechnology and 

Biological sciences. Currently, she is serving as an Assistant Professor, at the Department of  Biotechnology, Cochin University 

of Science & Technology, and a woman Entrepreneur, in healthcare research and education focusing on health genomics for 

diagnostics, and therapeutic products. She is the Founder of Radiant Study Centre, Cochin, which is an Education venture. She 

is also the co-Founder of Redify Global Private Limited, a novel biotech start-up aligned to the vision of “Healthcare 2.0: 

Personalized medicine for saving lives”. 

An alumnus of India's premier University, Cochin University of Science and Technology in Kerala, bagged the support of a start-

up incubation centre in RISE CUSAT TECH foundation, in Cochin. Dr. Manjusha holds a Ph. D. in Biotechnology and an MBA in 

Strategic  Management from Surehs Gyan Vihar University, Jaipur. Additionally, Dr. Manjusha has completed three Certification 

courses from the US on Woman Leadership, and strategies to convert challenges into opportunities. She has received a 

prestigious seed grant from the CUSAT TECH foundation, Govt of Kerala, and secured additional Seed funding from Govt of 

India for advancing her start-up goals. Considering her excellence in teaching,  innovation and entrepreneurship. Manjusha was 

awarded Dr, APJ Abdul Kalam Award for Teaching, Research and Social Innovations.

Prior to her foray into entrepreneurship and higher education, she worked for various Universities and Colleges in teaching 

responsibilities. Her areas of expertise include Cancer Research and Drug Development, Genomics and Sustainable 

Environmental development, and the development of innovative diagnostic products in human health and surveillance areas.  

She has written and published several high-impact research papers and Book chapters on Sustainable Environment and 

Biotechnology.

During her school days, she maintained excellent standards in her school being a topper in School,  District, College, and 

University. She was intrigued by the various scientific forces of nature and has a strong urge in empowering the rural 

communities. Her continuous life struggle helped her gain clarity on her life's purpose and was instrumental in paving the way for 

her journey to initiate multiple entrepreneurship ventures, mentor the next generation of leaders, and set up career counseling 

programs. She envisions her career as an entrepreneur, innovator, healthcare visionary, educational counselor, and a 

philanthropist. 

Dr MANJUSHA
Corporate Leader
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Dr PRADEEP KUMAR MALLICK
Associate Professor, KIIT, Odisha

Dr. Pradeep Kumar Mallick

(M.Tech, PhD,Post Doctorate (KNU South Korea))

Associate Professor, School of Computer Enginering, Kalinga Institute of Industrial technology(KIIT) deemed to be 

University, Odisha,India

Dr. Pradeep Kumar Mallick is currently working as Senior Associate Professor in the School of Computer Engineering, Kalinga 

Institute of Industrial Technology (KIIT) Deemed to be University, Odisha, India. He has also served as Professor and Head of the 

Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Vignana Bharathi Institute of Technology, Hyderabad. He has completed his 

Postdoctoral Fellow (PDF) from Kongju National University South Korea, Ph.D. from Siksha Ó' Anusandhan University, M.Tech. 

(CSE) from Biju Patnaik University of Technology (BPUT), and MCA from Fakir Mohan University Balasore, India.. Dr. Mallick is 

a Gold Medalist in his Post Graduate . Dr Mallick has published more than 100 research articles (more than 40 articles indexed in 

Web of Science) in peer reviewed Journals of International repute and Conferences with h-index: 13 (Scopus)/h-index: 17 

(Google Scholar)/ i10-index: 28 (Google Scholar) and Scopus research Citations: 708+, and Google Scholar Citations: 1600+  

etc. He has successfully completed one  sponsored research projects from Baekseok University South Korea entitled “Design 

Considerations for EMI Reduction in Automotive Power Management System,”. Dr Mallick has filed Ten Patent both National 

and International out of which 6  patents have been granted (International )and 4  published(National) . Dr Mallick is the author of 

1 Text Book, 3 reference books and 15 edited books published by the reputed international publishers like University Science 

press, Springer, Elsevier and IGI Global. He has  published 28book chapters in Elsevier ,IGI Global, CRC Press & Springer. Dr 

Mallick is actively engaged in research in the area of Machine Learning, Medical Image Processing,Data Mining and IOT .  He 

has supervised already 25 M.Tech & 01 PhD Thesis. He was the recipient of “Best Teacher Award” from Govt of odisha for 

outstanding contributions in teaching on 2019 in the eve of engineers day and Universal Innovator Leadership Award(UILA-

2020) for Best Contributor in the field of Computer Science and Engineering by Universal Innovators .21-23, February 2020, 

Delhi. Now, he is an editorial member of Korean Convergence Society for SMB. He has also served on numerous organizing 

panels for international conferences and workshops. He is currently editing several books with Springer Nature, Elsevier and 

Routledge & CRC Press. He is also serving as Guest editor for special issues of the journal like Springer Nature and 

Inderscience.
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Name- Dr. Priti Samkit Surana 
Date of Birth - 22 /01 /1976 
Education- M.A. (Sociology), PhD (Sociology), 
Reiki Grand Master (Samriddhi Reiki Foundation), 
DAT (Acupressure Therapist).
Profession - Business & Publications, Reiki Healing & Training .
Social sector - Cow service, Social service and literary service. 
Address- c/o Surana Fashion 15 Nehru Chowk Po. Waraseoni, District-Balaghat (MP) 481331 
Mo.- 9424765259 
E-mail:- pritisamkit@gmail.com antrashabdshakti@gmail.com 
Blog:- priti-deshlahra.blogspot.com (mera mann) 
Website:- antrashabdshakti.com pritisamkit.com 
*Published Books in hindi* 
*Mann Ki Baat (Poetry Collection) 
*Mera mann (Poems Collection) *Drishtikon (Article Collection) 
*Katra-Katra Mera Mann (story collection)  
*Kash kabhi socha hota ! (Satire Poetry Collection) 
*Gadhy lekhan ka mahatv (Article Book) *Vichar Kranti (Special Thoughts Compilation on Hindi) 
*Jograj ji' ka vash vriksh (family introduction) 
*Karma Iktisa (Religious Handbook) 
* Antara Shabdashakti (Institution Introduction) 
*suno! (Baat mere mnn ki,) 
*choti choti baten (Table Calendar) 
*Aapatkaal me srijan(poetry book)
*preet ke geet (poetry book)
*srishti mere anchal me (poetry book)
*Gujarati translation* 
Kash kabhi socha hota ! (By Gujarati Translator-Rakshit Dave 'Maun') 
*Sajha Sanklan* 
Published poem in over 50 sajha sanklan. 
*As Editor* 
Editing and publication of more than 570 small booklets and books in 3 years by Antara-Shabdshakti Prakashan. *'Antar-Shabdakti' monthly web magazine (which is 
also archived in print) 
*Editing of pages of 'Antar-Shabdshakti' poems in Lokjang daily evening newspaper, bhopal.
*From October 1, 2019, the web page of the works of Antara Shabdshakti 'Srijan Shabd Se Shakti Ka' edited and published. 
*Specialized editor in 4 books.
*Special About PRITI* 
*Name included and honored in India Book of Records 2020. 
* Name included and honored in Asia Book of Records 2020. 
* Named and honored in the World Book of Records, London 2020. 
* Name included and respected in OMG Record Book 2020. 
* Name included and honored in Amazing Indians Award 2020.
*Received the 'Be the Change' Award 2021 honor by OMG Records. 
*Received Mahatma Gandhi Darshan Samman 2021. 
*Received Excellence Leadership Award 2021. 
*Our Organization*
*Antar Shabdshakti Sanstha Registration Number (04/21/05/207665/19)* 
*My Acupressure Therapy center*
*Antra Shabdshakti acupressure center was established on 14th jan 2015. 
*My publication*
*Antara Shabdshakti Prakashan was established on 14th March 2018 (Published 630 books from 14 March 2018 to 14 September 2021) 
*My reiki healing & training center* 
*Antra Shabdshakti Reiki healing & training center was established on 14th April 2022.

Dr PRITI SAMKIT SURANA
Reiki Grandmaster (Samriddhi Reiki Foundation)
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Dr R RANGARAJAN
Founder PCTV: A local cable channel

Dr. R. Rangarajan is born and brought up in tamilnadu. His grandfather (late) R.Rangarajan.IAS was deputy secretary to 

government of India and also founder of delhi tamil sangam. DR. R. Rangarajan is the first person in his generation to enter into 

business. He completed his graduation in Madras University, following he started a small concern in the name of Priya 

Computers in tamilnadu by 2008. After a successful run over a decade, he expanded the same with an add-on name PCTV, a 

local cable channel covering 1.5 crores houses around tamilnadu. Now he is concentrating in improving the standard and quality 

to bring out the media channel nation wide. 

His mission is intact and aspires to inspire those youngsters who got the passion to startup a business after completing their 

graduation. 
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This is Dr. Rishabh Verma-Passionate Entrepreneur, Founder and Chief Nutritionist of Nutrillion Health LLP. In early days of his career, he 
did MBA in Business Management. But his interest went into nutrition after he realized that in India there is no authentic source for nutrition 
and health. Nutrition became his passion after seeing that this country is facing major issue of having no authentic services in field of 
nutrition and health. Since then, he decided to read lots of articles, books and researches and know more in nutrition and health. He worked 
very hard to gain knowledge in this nutrition and since then his journey in nutrition started. His journey in nutrition was quite tough but his 
hard work, dedication and love for this profession made everything possible. He received Honorary Doctorate for his work and contribution 
in the nutrition and health field from International Organization along with top Indian government official. He has 5 years of experience in 
nutrition science. In start of the career, he made one female person lose 27.5 kg in 7 months. With this sparklingly start he decided to fully 
dedicate himself in the field of nutrition and health. He has participated in many International Conference on Food and Nutrition such as 
organized by USFN Singapore, participated in International Conference on Nutritional and Environmental Medicine organized by Research 
Institute, Participated in Nutrition Innovators Summit organized by Nutritionist Entrepreneur Program, Participated in Conference on 
Science of Nutrition for enhancing sports performance and fitness organized by Symbiosis Institute of Health Sciences in collaboration with 
Indian Association (Pune Chapter). In the start of the career, he started working with one wellness organization. He is experienced in making 
people lose weight. He was in client counseling, nutrition documents creating and corporate wellness programs. He clients were big 
celebrities, VVIP clients from central government office and many other Nutrition counseling of Clients from various countries like Bhutan, 
Nigeria, USA, Afghanistan, Canada, Singapore and etc. He did counsel to more than 1000 people till and counting more. His skills include 
love to handle tough situations, problem solving mentality, never give up attitude, seeing opportunities in difficult conditions, risk taker, live a 
purpose full life etc.… He always had a vision to start his own work but when he was in wellness organization, he thought if he will stick to one 
organization his reach to change people health and life would be limited so he made his mind to form his own brand Nutrillion. After many 
hard works he made his own company Nutrillion health LLP which was his dream since he entered in the field of nutrition. He was clear with 
his purpose is to serve at least one million people before he dies. He has a goal to make India disease free and medicine free. Nutrillion is all 
about making personalized nutrition on the basis of genetic report and gut microbiome report for every individual. Personalized nutrition is 
very specific in nature. Personalized nutrition is comprehensively associated with individual's factors such as genetic, medical etc. which 
incorporate eating habits and nutritional guidelines as per individual's need. There was very big reason for making own brand Nutrillion as 
there are parallel appliance of diet management under personalized nutrition for patients or who require particular nutritional composition 
like lactating mothers, pregnant woman or old age and to healthy persons for personal health. People with special personal goals as for 
achieving wanted body shape or size, competitive sports and for dealing with preferences, also desire to get benefitted by personalized 
nutrition. With so much advancement he decides to do personalized nutrition on the basis of genetic report and gut microbiome report and 
hence to make nutrition and health very good in this country. He has many national and international credentials which are Diploma in weight 
loss, Genetic Nutrition Specialist-Translational Nutrigenetics and Sports Nutrigenomics, Certification in Personal Fitness Training, Dietary 
Supplementation Expert- Master Level and Master Specialization in Nutrition and Clinical Dietetics- Up level, Sports Nutritionist, Health 
Coach, Qualified Diabetes Educator, Cancer Nutritionist, Vitiligo Treatment Expert with Diet Supplementation, Gut health expert etc.  His 
main philosophy of life- Think Beyond Thinking and Imagine Beyond Imagination. He focuses on the cause and root of concerns as he 
believes that don't solve the issue, just try to know why this issue happened. In Nutrillion health LLP making personalized nutrition on the 
basis of genetic report was on this philosophy that he wanted to focus on the cause and root of anything any person is facing in nutrition and 
health. Personalized nutrition on the basis of genetic report is because its linkage with nutrition is actually the extension in field of health and 
nutrition industry which aims to find, cure and prevent diseases through dietary changes in an individual lifestyle. As it's not hidden from 
anyone today that genes and diet are tightly linked with each other as genetic variation effects body response to foods and hence affect the 
health of genes and hence health of the person. His vision is to bring a revolutionary change in nutrition and health industry with uniqueness 
in work of Nutrillion health LLP and changing person's health for a better living and continuous progress.

Dr RISHABH VERMA
Passionate Entrepreneur, Founder & Chief Nutritionist

of Nutrition Health LLP
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Dr SHANTANU VERMA
MD Paediatrics

Dr Shantanu Verma (MD paediatrics), Fellowship in Neonatology, Post graduate program in paediatric nutrition from Boston 

school of medicine) s/o Dr Anoop Verma was born and brought up in Raipur, Chhattisgarh. From his childhood he aspires to be a 

doctor and serve humanity. 

He joined Swapnil Nursing Home, Raipur in 2020 with aim to focus on neonatal and paediatric critical care with minimal mortality, 

where he also provides free healthcare facility to those who either cannot afford health care facility or who could not take benefit 

of govt schemes. 

Dr Shantanu Verma has published 5 articles by now in various indexed journal and also has his contribution in Pediatric 

association of India textbook of pediatrics in neonatology section in 2022. He also has his name in Golden book of world records 

for “Most people learning the preparation of ORS (oral rehydration solution) at multiple location in which 63959 children from 

multiple school learned the preparation of oral rehydration solution. 

From initial outbreak of COVID-19 he was in front line for treatment of patients providing quality care. 
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Myself Dr Surya haritha sreekumar from Chennai , I have completed B Tech cancer biotechnology, MD Acupuncture and 

therapy, I have done various certified 85+ courses in biotechnology background and medicine background through different 

institute . I had done research works through  many medicinal plants and got it published.  I have placed job in Astellas pharma 

company as Lab Associate technician .i have got honour doctorate in research and acupuncture therapy .

I, done my undergraduate BTECH in B.S Abdur rahman crescent institute of science and technology Chennai , Diploma in 

molecular diagnosis and treatment at Rapture biotech Noida. Doctor in medicine in Acupuncture and therapy in All india institute 

of alternative medicine at  Jodhpur. I have got nominated as young researcher 2022 in IINSC AWARDS.

I have very much interest  in research field to find medicine for various disease with medicinal plants. I have published 5 research 

paper & 1 book chapter in medicinal plants.

My future aim to become women entrepreneur and startup own biotechnology  lab and institute to development the society.

I am very much  thankful to my parents Sreekumar , lathika , and my fiancé Lokesh  who supports me through out my studies and 

works  and make me as achiever. 

Dr SURYA HARITHA SREEKUMAR
Lab Associate Technician in Atellas Pharma
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INNOX BIO PVT LTD
A leading Botanical Company

INNOX BIO PVT LTD is A leading botanical company. It has been working extensively with the farming community to help them 

raise better and healthy crops. Today INNOX BIO reach and impact has crossed geographical boundaries. Through extensive 

research in agricultural fields, the company has developed many successful products and services. This has largely helped 

farmers grow healthy crops and increase their productivity.

INNOX BIO PVT LTD is leading the way with a line of products with stand-alone performance to bring peace of mind to 

distributors and growers. INNOX BIO PVT LTD. do not require special environmental conditions of temperature and humidity for 

activity; have a wide spectrum of control; do not require refrigerated storage; and have prolonged shelf life stability. Additionally, 

products are formulated to adapt to current field application practices and are user-ready and compatible in a tank mix with most 

insecticides, herbicides, foliar fertilizers and an important number of fungicides.

In order to meet the challenge of increasing crop productivity in agriculture, there is an urgent need to implement innovative 

techniques, and advanced farming practices, across the entire agriculture and food chain. We believe in mutual technical 

transfer. We are actively pursuing strong partnerships with public institutions, producers, as well as NGOs in India. At present, 

we are working continuously with reputed agricultural institutes and universities across India.

We are in a business that helps all of humanity and meet its difficult challenges, our main goal is to provide food security to the 

ever-increasing population. We teach millions of growers the best use of available resources through world-class science, 

technology and innovative crop solutions.

Our endeavor is to have an excellent growth plan, our key commitment to addressing the critical challenges facing the world to 

achieve food security. Both our business and the world's food security depend on natural resources, healthy ecosystems and 

happy and prosperous rural communities. This is why we collaborate with our industrial partners, governments, and NGOs to 

support the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals of various governments.

To always innovate and create newer opportunities. We are people-centric and our staff and clients are equally invaluable. To 

create growth opportunities for all aspire to occupy a premium position in the agriculture field.
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Elighted care is a direct selling platform. It was founded by the group of Visionary Leaders. We 

Are working for all people to create good health, wealth and happiness in the country. They 

revolutionized the business model of Direct Selling. It is fully owned and managed by Elighted 

Care Pvt Ltd and it has started in the year of 2021.It has helped thousands of People to get a 

good life by initiating their entrepreneurship

ELIGHTED CARE
A Direct Selling Platform
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YOGESH PANCHAL
Founder & Chairman Pannchal Merrchant Pvt Ltd

PANNCHAL MERRCHANT PVT LTD is a company specialised in Importing and Exporting goods at the global scale. The main 

objective of PANNCHAL MERRCHANT PVT LTD  is to provide the facility of importing and exporting goods or services to all the 

merchants in the vincity who lack the facility required. The idea of having PANNCHAL MERRCHANT PVT LTD  has it Roots in its 

founders Practical Exposure. Yogesh Panchal the founder and chairman of PANNCHAL MERRCHANT PVT. LTD .

 In early stage of his business, he faced difficulty when he tried for Exports because of tremendous Paper Work and Cost 

Involved in his other businesses. It was this when Yogesh Panchal got the idea of facilitating this to all the medium and small 

merchant in and around the city. He believes that sustainable development can be done when all of us grow together joining 

hands.

Mr. Yogesh Panchal is a young and dynamic entrepreneur. He has a proven track record of 21 years of experience in the field of 

domestic & international trade. He is the second-generation entrepreneur, who took the firm from traditional business model to 

world class organisation. He has transformed the way their family business operation into professional work culture. It is his 

visionary approach that PANNCHAL MERRCHANT PVT LTD  is been materialized. At  PANNCHAL MERRCHANT PVT LTD he 

looks after activating new avenues in terms of products, local representatives, technology & countries.

 PANNCHAL MERRCHANT PVT LTD  was formed for two major objectives First was to provide level filed for Export Growth 

increasing the  Indian currency value And solving the problem of Unemployment.

Yes you read it right problems of unemployment, PANNCHAL MERRCHANT PVT LTD has a unique way of solving this as its 

employee only female Members providing them Flexible timings, on and off site working, Work from Home. The main objective 

of PANNCHAL MERRCHANT PVT LTD  Is to see that Along with growing the value of Currency, The value of Merchant by 

increasing their businesses ,It is also important To grow the value of the society as a whole.  As the tagline of PANNCHAL 

MERRCHANT PVT LTD  says sun rises with PMPL yes PANNCHAL MERRCHANT PVT LTD  Dreams and focuses To become 

Sun  in darkness for various people. Today we are serving In Gujarat having Our dreams for PAN India And globally. As his 

founder Yogesh Panchal believes Talent coupled with ethical Approach Is the key to long-term success, Doing Traditional things 

In a innovative way having our root in Tradition Customs And culture With the touch of Modern Feel. This is how Yogesh Panchal 

Believes that it is economics that unites the entire world together.
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Mr. Adipta Majumder is the Founder and CEO of Kahhak Industries Private Limited, a conglomerate company born in the year 

2018 in the City of Joy, Kolkata with the desire to bring world-class quality and unparalleled experience to consumers across all 

verticals. It is a new-age, multi-dimensional company aligned with the ever-evolving spirit of unique vibe to adhere impeccable 

art through various deliverables as portrayed by the apothegm “Precision meets Pride”.

Mr. Majumder is a strong professional with a bachelor's in Statistics from St. Xavier's College (Autonomous), Kolkata, and 

international market exposures from Manchester University and King's College, London. He is a visionary with a demonstrated 

history in the line of consumer goods and services, infrastructure and 

pharmaceuticals. He is experienced in food curation, interior designing, content 

writing, team building, product innovation and leadership. Travels across the 

globe have inspired him to bring in world-class experience in this industry and 

deliver its patrons with an unparalleled experience of quality, consistency and 

exquisity.

He is passionate about various things in life, be it curating watches or food, watching movies or going for a drive. His desire to 

introduce unique, exotic and sapid flavours is handcrafted in the scoops of 'Kahhak Creamery'. An experience of unparalleled 

exquisity to trigger the most memorable senses is collected in our incense label, 'Sniff Incense' which offers to recreate timeless 

essences handed down by nature. His eye for detail and keen interest in designing is manifested by the marvellous décor of our 

fine-dine, 'The Art Of Dumpling' where he hand-picked and curated almost everything with utter precision. He is a true food 

connoisseur, curating 149 types of dumplings, the largest in India. More than anything, he is a true foodie at heart.

'Food is not just eating. It's a mood to experience nostalgia.' Maybe it's a sense of nostalgia that harks back to food-hood, when 

you'd climb from bed, muzzy-eyed and stomach nattering, before digging into a stack of Mother's jam biscuit sandwiches. It's a 

feeling of familiarity, when you hear them out in the commercials of cookie lines.

Culminating on a foodie note, he would say, 'I'm not a Chef. But I'm passionate about food-the ethics of it, preparing it, sharing it 

and undeniably having it.'

ADITYA MAJUMDER
Founder & CEO of Kahhak Industries Private Limited
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ASHUTOSH PADHY
Founder of “One Stop Pitstop”

ART OF AUTOMOBILE CENTER- “One Stop Pitstop”

Located at one of the prime locations between twin cities Bhubaneswar and Cuttack, “One Stop Pitstop” is a one stop destination 

that offers a wide range of car and bike services.

As a pioneer in providing premium auto care services for two and four wheelers, the Pitstop is committed to ensure customer 

satisfaction in terms of punctual deliveries and providing best products. It aims to leave a positive impression and make a 

difference in the industry. 

The state-of-the-art facility offers comprehensive services including steam wash, detailing, automatic dent pulling, infrared paint 

booth, ceramic coating, ppf coating, hydrographics, mechanical work and accessories, seat covers. It also offers customised 

interior and exterior work.

While opening the unit in Trisulia area in the year 2017, little did its founder & CEO 

Ashutosh Padhy know that it will attract such a great amount of response from the 

residents of the twin cities. With a staff strength of 15, the team ensures that every 

service they opt, is done flawlessly with the use of advanced machines and technology. 

One of the most unique and commendable initiatives executed by Mr. Padhy is 

minimising the use of water during the servicing of the vehicles.

“By using steam wash rather than traditional water wash, we set a precedent in minimising water usage and saving close to 1800 

gallons of water every year. We were the first to introduce steam wash in Odisha.,” says Padhy.

One Stop Pitstop serves around 20 cars a day and is planning to extend its services to every district of Odisha and then to other 

states of the country. Certified by the world's leading testing, inspection and certification companies, SGS and TÜV 

RHEINLAND, Pitstop is associated with brands like Wurth, Kärcher, nano 4 life , Onyx, Castrol, and Webasto.

With keen interest in automobile since childhood, Padhy went on to pursue B.Tech in Automobile engineering followed by 

Masters in Automotive systems at Han University of Applied Science in Netherlands. After getting a practical exposure in the 

field, his interest in research field started to develop. Subsequently, he worked for various companies and was engaged in 

research which helped him strike the right balance between research development and system engineering. 

Pitstop focuses on training its staff to provide top-notch services to its customers. As Padhy says , “You dream it, we will fulfill it”, 

the entire unit stands firm on this commitment with high level of dedication, leading the way in providing maximum satisfaction to 

customers.

The Pitstop builds value by maintaining guaranteed customer satisfaction and loyal relationships, and is dedicated to contend to 

all aspects of service, professionalism and fair business conduct with ease.

Padhy and his team have adopted unique mechanized car cleaning concept, a first-of-its-kind, which serves the purpose of the 

fast paced society we live in, where people want their cars cleaned in the shortest possible time by a professional with the help of 

high powered machines. One Stop PitStop promises to make the car clean and the customer happy in just 20 minutes.
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Post the second wave of Covid pandemic, as per the industry experts, the demand for tech-enabled managed workspaces has grown manifold. YoWork 
has been one of the fastest growing co-working operator in central India aiming to expand into other tier-2 cities. Awadhesh Maheshwari, the dynamic 
founder and MD of YoWork foresees this rapid growth in co-working space in smaller towns due to the adoption of the hub-and-spoke model by 
corporates, reverse migration of employees to their hometowns, affordable office rental, a growing startup ecosystem and the availability of talent.
YoWork is a flagship brand of NCG Business Solutions private limited, headquartered in Bhopal (M.P). Yowork is the most premium emerging Co-Working 
Spaces provider in tier 2 cities, inspired and driven by the commitment to provide world-class managed office spaces to its client.
YoWork is aesthetically designed premium corporate co-working office space, equipped with ergonomic furniture to assist clients in performing their best 
at work and its for all types of businesses and professionals in any stage or size. It enables a network of like-minded, creative individuals to Network, 
Collaborate and Grow together.
YoWork strongly believe that co-working is about community building. It's about supporting every entrepreneur or a start-up with not just a space but with 
helping them find the right ecosystems, the guidance, the funding, the mentors and much more, so that the arduous journey becomes less cumbersome 
and more focused.
How YoWork started:
The culture of co-working spaces is booming now more than ever, and in addition to metropolitan cities, tier-II cities are 
jumping on the bandwagon too. This includes Bhopal – the capital of MP which is a key industrial area and upcoming 
smart city.
Looking at the need of world-class offices in tier 2 cities , Yowork was founded by Awadhesh Maheshwari under the 
aegis of his company NCG business solutions private ltd, here in Bhopal with a vision to make it the most preferred 
premium coworking offices in tier 2 cities.
Mission :
YoWork strive to create spaces which are more productive, more creative, more human, more motivated, more collaborative, yet functional and well 
thought through helping the brightest minds to work to their fullest potential.
Vision :
Yowork vision is to support individuals across all ages to explore, create and to enable them by providing right infrastructure, mentorship and ecosystem to 
become the creators of opportunities for social and economic development of India.
USP of yowork :
Office spaces provided by YoWork are also customizable.
YoWork, understand client's requirements and ensure in building their dream workspace. YoWork combine style and functionality to give a worlclass 
workspace! Whether client seeks a customized office floor, one-of-a-kind suite, or an exclusively built workstations , YoWork team meticulously execute 
client's vision to precision. Spacious, airy, productivity optimizing ergonomics designed luxurious spaces , suited to taste are USPs of YoWork.
Perfect office spaces tailored to business goals can be found only in YoWork..
Future plans :
At present , YoWork is operational in 2 prime locations of Bhopal in approx 20000 sqft of space and is having leading corporates clients like Banks , Infra 
companies ,software companies , ITES companies , insurance companies , consultancy firms etc apart from startups.
YoWork is also coming up in 2 more locations in Bhopal ( likely to spread across 10000 sqft ) and has plans to expand to other cities like indore , raipur , 
Jaipur and Lucknow etc in near future
About the founder :
AWADHESH MAHESHWARI , the founder of YoWork is a computer engineer turned serial entrepreneur cum investor who runs diversified businesses in 
sectors like information technology, Infra & real estate , clothing retail and angel investment.
He got his first job in Infosys ( Pune ) just after completing his engineering in computer science but due to some family responsibilities , he had to shift back 
to his hometown Bhopal and then his entrepreneurial journey got started ....he started with BPO in Bhopal and then diversified into BPO training and 
placement services and then in Infra & real estate sector to retail and now in co working and fully furnished office spaces and commercial leasing .
Apart from building premium co working brand , He is also trying hard to change the startup eco system in tier 2 cities by associating with different angel 
investment groups & aggregators sothat startups from tier 2 cities like Bhopal also gets opportunities to receive funding and mentorship to achieve 
success.

AWADHESH MAHESHWARI
Founder & MD of YoWork 
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B.V. MADHUSUDAN SHASTRI
Co-Founder and Marketing Head of SM Designing Solutions

B. V. Madhusudan Shastri, BBM, M.Com S/O Smt. Anuradha & B.R Venkatarama Shastry Co-Founder and Marketing Head of SM Designing Solutions, in Mysuru, 

Karnataka, India. Company which has Head Office located at Maryland, USA. He has been following his interest in Marketing & Business Consulting with 8 years of 

experience. Currently he is a Business Consultant, Team Worker & Active Member for various Organizations. Have worked and working for many projects in India and USA 

and has travelled to many countries and met greatest personalities. He is passionate and dedicated towards Business, Social Work, & Travelling all across.
Marketing and Business Consultant at
Ÿ Business Consultant at Smirohtechnologies LLC., USA.
Ÿ Co-editor of Gnews5 Media - Online Kannada News Portal
Ÿ Secretary of Sri Shankara Pragna Bodavahini.
Ÿ Co-chair of Business forum and Cultural Programs –NAVIKA - North American Vishwa Kannada Association.
Ÿ Member of Mulakanadu Sabha, Mysuru.
Ÿ Member of Sri Samarthana Sandya Suraksha Charitable Trust (R) Mysuru.
Ÿ Member of Akshaya Aahara Foundation, NGO.
Ÿ Marketing Consultant for SN Enterprises
Ÿ Marketing Consultant for Classester Global Network
Ÿ Marketing Consultant for Sadguru Mangalore Stores. Global Clients
Ÿ Global Alliant Inc.- USA
Ÿ US India SME Council – USA
Ÿ Shiva Group of Institutions – Himachal Pradesh, India
Ÿ Jiji Creations - a popular Event Organization in Maryland & Virginia
Ÿ Aquilsys – USA
Ÿ Big East Metals- USA
Ÿ Annamalai University - Chennai, India
Ÿ Singapore Cricket Association- Singapore
Ÿ Kannada Sangha – Singapore
Ÿ NAVIKA – USA
Ÿ Kaveri Kannada Sangha – USA
Ÿ AKKA – USA JSR
Ÿ Siak Ventures Pvt Ltd – Hyderabad, India
Ÿ Acschem – Singapore
The Trading Minds – Davanagere, Karnataka, India We have around 400 Clients across the Global, reached 195 Countries, 5 States, 10 Districts and many more… 

Personalities Met
Ÿ Dr. Rajan Natarajan, CEO & President, Global Alliant Inc .USA, Former Deputy Secretary of State and Commissioner of Transportation, State of Maryland,
Ÿ Hon, K V Kumar, National Chairman Indian Chamber of Commerce Advisor, Office of Public Liaison, The White House USA,
Ÿ Hon. Eric Holcomb, Governor of Indiana, USA,
Ÿ Hon. K V Kumar, National Chairman Indian Chamber of Commerce Advisor, Office of Public Liaison, The White House USA,
Ÿ Hon. Dr. C. N. Ashwath Narayan, Deputy Chief Minister, Government of Karnataka
Ÿ Hon.Elisha B. Pulivarti, President & CEO U S India SME Council Inc.USA
Ÿ Hon.Colonel Nataraj V. Kote, Hotel Industrialist, USA
Ÿ Legend S.P.Balasubramanyam
Ÿ Hon. H. D. Devegowda, Former Prime Minister
Ÿ H.V.S.Krishna Hon.Consul for the Republic of Mali
Ÿ Dr. Chandrashekar Founder-Trustees and Director of RIMSR Chief Technical Advisor, World Bank & the IMF.USA.
Ÿ Dr. Shivarajkumar, Indian Film Actor, Singer & Producer Awards
Ÿ Has received as a Designing Partner Award from National Mando Fest- 2018
Ÿ Has received Appreciation Award from Geetanjali- 4 organised by MARS Entertainment at Bangalore 2019 
Ÿ Greatest opportunity which was received from Annamalai University, Chidambaram and it was an honour to work and complete 226 Worldwide project. 2020 JSR
Honoured with Veda Brahma Shree award and facilitated for the noble works from Brahmana Dharma Sahaya Sabha as VIPRA YUVARATNA at Mysore in 2020
Recognition of Excellence in Information Technology & Winning Karnataka Business Awards 2021 for the category of Best IT Company SM Designing Solutions in Mysore 

from the Karnataka Traders Chamber of Commerce- (KTCC) 2021
Designing Partner Award for Grand Sitar Symphony event organized by MARS Entertainment at Bangalore 2022 Special Thanks & All Credit goes to Shree Shailan, M.K 

Sriranga & Greeshma, Big thanks to our SMDS Team, Clients & Well-wishers who directly & indirectly supports us. Thank you 
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This story is the man, who wants to live a life like a normal way, my life was not a normal life there was a many challenges. My first 

challenge Was study � because my family was very poor on that time. And no any tradition to teach children in our family that's 

why I am the first in our all family who completed his highschool,and graduation also. 

But I dropped C A in final years because my family has no any income resource that time so I thought that I will earn money for 

support my family 

I was only NINTEEN that time, and I started a coaching centre STAR STUDY CIRCLE in LOHAMANDI AGRA 

But I was not earn good money so I was frustrated. And finding new way of life than I shaw a great opportunity to live my dream in 

reality 

That was 2003, and I was 22 only and I became father, and full responsibility of my family i did great work hard and passionate 

work to achieve everything which wants my family 

Slowly Slowly I became a RICH now 

And I have achieved LUXERY CAR, like AUDI & JAGUAR and OUR PERSONAL VILLA in my home town agra, I traveled more 

than 25 countries across the world 

And great this is now I HAVE HUGE TEAM of in millions 

And I have studied more SELF HELF BOOKS now approx 500 books I have read and became Motivation trainer & Life Coach 

now. I motivated lot of of lives now

Now I am just not live god life but lot of people like me living a good life in my team approx 25 people are driving own LUXERY 

CARS now 

So I am very much grateful to god and my gurus and my team 

My saying is 

“If you give tuition to your children you become a GOOD FATHER 

But you are doing extra efforts in your career than you will become A GREAT FATHER” so I wanted a GREAT FATHER ever. 

Follow your dream any how in any condition 

Thanks you all 

DEVENDRA SHARMA 

motivational speaker & life coach

DEVENDRA SHARMA 
Motivational Speaker & Life coach
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FAZLUR RAHMAN
 Founder of F7 O2 Supplies

Your Go-to-Stop for all Oxygen Supplies

The 21st century is the age of millennials – the generation that accentuates more on their priorities than conforming to the 
stereotypical regulations of society. They are no longer attracted to glass facades of fancy workplaces or lured by perks that cost 
them their passion(s). They are looking for much more than that. If you ask them what do they need the most in a company? Well, 
the majority would say 'Culture'. A conducive company culture that promotes employee happiness, performance, and 
productivity is not just a buzzword but a competitive advantage. Speaking of startups with a greater work environment and bigger 
passion, mentioning F7 O2 Supplies is worthwhile.

The company is guided by the thought 'Customers will never love a company until the employees love it first'. This comprehends 
that the key to business success is to create and nurture a great place to work. With the same ethos as its underlying force, the 
company has crafted a positive milieu that plays a critical role in extracting the best out of its people 
and helping them to cement crucial healthcare needs. Thanks to the founders who have steered F7 
O2 in this direction, the company has grown into a premier supplier of medical and oxygen 
equipment in major cities such as Hyderabad, Chennai, Bangalore, Pune, Visakhapatnam, and 
Vijayawada. It took a committed team of people with over a decade of experience to achieve this 
success.

“We are a dedicated company to fulfill the need for oxygen to the patients, healthcare companies, 
and manufacturing industries. Our commitment is to deliver reliable, time-bound delivery services 
right to our client's doorstep. Each piece of equipment we supply is the result of efforts and integration of multiple departments in 
addition to tireless hard work. Our product line is comprised of every department at F7 O2, from marketing to supplying and 
more. The aggregate effort of every employee has enabled us to deliver the product that we once hoped for,” informs Ghulam 
Mohd Fazlullah.

Promising a Unique Product Portfolio

The company was founded a decade ago on the principle of accessible healthcare for all. F7 o2 Supplies was Launched in 2021 
as Separate entity among other entities like F7 Medical Equipment & F7 Digital Media to specialize, prioritize and focus   the 
need of Patients in Health care throughout multiple cities. “Initially, we started with very basic health care equipment. Since then, 
our services and utilities have grown. We are now a house for oxygen cylinders, concentrators, humidifiers, and flow meters 
along with offering services like ICU setup at home, Sleep tests at home, etc.,” mentions Ghulam Mohd Fazlullah (Co-Founder)

We've consciously made efforts to contribute to the healthcare industry, hospitals, and patients because we strongly believe 
health is the greatest of blessing for mankind

    Different products offered by F7 O2 supplies are as follows: oxygen cylinders, concentrators, humidifiers, flow meters, 
cannulas, portable oxygen cylinders, O2 supply for manufacturing industries. It also includes respiratory care, cardiac and 
intensive care, Gynae and Pediatric Care, ICU set up at home, home sleep tests, and basic essentials that patients require. "As 
for our Unique Selling Point, we let our actions speak for themselves. Our services have always been accessible with a 
commitment to provide timebound hassle-free delivery. We do not provide the products without a doctor's prescription, we have 
always maintained the strictest sanity with our products, and have built a reputation of trust and reliability around us,” he 
concludes.
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Gaurav Kumar Bhushan is an emerging talent to make gurugram bulls reach high. 
Gaurav Kumar Bhushan, a Gurgaon-based entrepreneur, runs Gurugram Bulls, A digital marketing firm. Gaurav Kumar Bhushan launched his own 
company at a very young age in 2019 with minimum resources the quote defines him well "success does not see age and number". and they quickly 
offered social media services to a number of well-known clients, propelling their business to the top of its field. have a look at some details about his 
company, achievement, and clients. 

About company 
Gurugram Bulls is a Digital Marketing Agency active Since 2019. Gurugram Bull quickly became India's number one company, providing free Google 
Facebook advertisements to their clients. Gurugram Bulls currently have professionally qualified professionals in their squad who are capable of fulfilling 
consumers' wishes in technology. The Gurugram Bulls' team is also working on a website project called demo.gurugram.me, which will act as a demo 
structure for how a site's complete behavior. 
This webpage will serve as a demonstration. The client will be able to choose their design from a variety of 
samples on the website. This site will serve as a useful demonstration for prospective clients who wish to create a 
website for their own product with samples of designs in a cost-effective manner. This site is easily accessible with 
the hyperlink http://demo.gurugram.me 

Services and Work Culture 
Gurugram Bulls provide complete digital marketing services such as SEO (Search Engine Optimizations), PPC 
(Pay Per Click), Social media marketing, Affiliate marketing, Social media management, campaign management, 
website development, and marketing, and geo-targeting. Gurugram Bulls even ran a Home-Registration 
campaign to promote all social marketing communities, including brand hashtags and page handles. 
Gurugram Bull offers end-to-end services from the ground up, whether you want to establish a small website or a large one, as well as services like affiliate 
marketing and e-commerce. gurugram bull is always concerned about the results while working on the project the team of experts evaluates weekly basis 
growth reports and works according to the latest market trends and latest technology. 
Gurugram bulls establish plans and tactics all the time and work hard to implement them. They work in a straightforward manner rather than complicating 
things so that the client understands everything.

Clients 
Tea Too, TRESemme, Geetanjali Properties, India Bulls Finance, Janjaes Infra, Hero Homes, and Sagar Homes are just a few of the firms Gurugram Bulls 
works with. All of these are well-known brands in their professions. Gurugram Bulls have worked with them in very diverse ways. Where TRESemme si a 
well know hair care product, on the other hand, India Bulls is a master in finance having such a client base that made Gurugramm Bull slightly different from 
others. 
Gururam Bulls maintain a strong portfolio in the field of digital marketing. and have the gratitude of many clients to provide them with more profitable 
services 
About Gaurav Kumar Bhushan 
Gaurav Kumar is a qualified, imaginative, and creative individual and his plan to start his own digital marketing company is the icing on the cake. He has a 
big picture in mind for his goal, and his commitment makes it possible for him to attain it. it was not easy for him to start a business because 2019 when the 
world is facing the deadly pandemic Covid 2019. and many already set businesses were shutting down but his passions and hard work and capability to 
think out of the box made it possible. 

Gaurav Expertise 
He has become a master of digital marketing in a very short period of time. Every day, he believes he should learn something new. Gaurav Kumar has 
participated in over 15 recognized programs, including Google. 
Gaurav Kumar Bhushan of Gurugram Bulls specializes in crypto expertise, having been a part of Health Care Coin, a Russian company that helps fund 
donations to India, and he is also interested in providing services in the DeFi sector, which is an emerging financial technology that helps with the 
management of based on secure distributed ledgers related to that used by cryptocurrencies. 
The system decentralizes authority over money, financial products, and financial services from banks and institutions. Gurugram Bulls is also one of the 
companies that involve and assist in NFT marketing, which is based on the blockchain system, as well as EMA marketing, which is a relatively new 
development. 
It's a well emerging firm and a source that can help companies grow to their full potential in the ways that consumers want, and it has a lot of potential for 
future leads. Gaurav Kumar Bhushan and his path of establishing Gurugram Bulls can teach a lot to today's young entrepreneurs and leaders.

GAURAV KUMAR BHUSHAN
Entrepreneur
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Dr HARSHPREET SINGH TUTEJA
Youngest Healthcare Entrepreneur in Chattisgarh

Dr Harshpreet Singh Tuteja ( M.D Medicine , FRRSDI , Fellowship in Endocrinology ) s/o Sardar Ravindra Pratap singh Tuteja 

born and brought up in Ambikapur is one of the youngest healthcare entrepreuner in 

chhattisgarh who started Sardar Ranjeet Singh Memorial Hospital at the age of 29 . From 

his childhood he is more passionate to become a doctor. He aims to serve poor patients in 

rural area in very affordable and reasonable fees so that poor people can also access better 

and standard healthcare services in rural area. We have been acknowledged as the centre 

of medical excellence. We believe in 'Sarvetra Sukhinah:Santu, Sarve Santu Niramaya:' 

which means 'Let all be blissful, Let all stay healthy'. Our approach and attitude have always 

been with a human touch; which truly reflects the essence of our motto “More than 

Healthcare, Human Care”.

From the initial outbreak of COVID first wave in 2020, SRS HOSPITAL was in frontline for 

the treatment of patients. Around 2000 patients were treated with one of the least mortality rate in city. SRS Hospital has always 

supported Govt. Policy of free treatment of economically weak patients.

Last but not the least he is committed to serve economically and geographically backward poor patients with best and standard 

treatments. 
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Thaianbu Trust profile 
Founder  &  President: Mr. J. Isaac Madan 
Year of Incorporation: 2015 
Year of Registration :2016
Pan No : AADTT5539Q
Organization E-mail : thaianbutrust@gmail.com 
Wesite: www.thaianbutrust.com
Phone: +91 9791727771
Mission Statement 
“Ending poverty through Education.”
Our prime focus is to support the future generation with Education.
“If you give a man a fish, you feed him for a day. If you teach a man to fish, you feed him for a lifetime.”
Vision Statement 
“To inspire and equip masses to reach their divine potential”
We believe that only unity can change destiny of nations, it can kill poverty, hunger injustice and discrimination of all sorts and all human beings can enjoy 
their basic rights like;
 Education
 Health Care Services
 The basic rights of equal gender
Goal & Objectives 
To relieve people who are in conditions of need, hardship or distress as a result of local, national or international disaster or by reason of their social and 
economic circumstances with material and health care.
 BACKGROUND Statement 
Thaianbu Trust is a people based organization endeavoring to shore up people in need; it was formed in 2015 and registered in 2016.
 Medical Assistance 
We as an organization has done many medical camps for those  who are financially weak and school children who could not afford proper medical care.
 Rehabilitation work 
Provided counseling and regular follow up for the children in a school who have disturbing family background and helped the children to concentrate in the 
education.
 Camp Management 
The Medical camp was managed not only through consultation but also provided medicine and test like ECG, ECHO, Thyroid, Blood Sugar etc. Along with 
Medical Team we also provided doctors in unami, ayurvedic treatments.
 Relief Operations 
During the 2015 Floods in Chennai the relief and recue works were done throughout the city of Chennai. People were not only provided with food but also 
were given blankets, dress and basic amenities.
 Rescue works 
During the Vardha Cyclone in Chennai rescue works were done in various parts of Chennai.
 Redemption works 
Post Vardha Cyclone to redeem the city from the disaster where all the tress were destructed, 1000 saplings were distributed to create an awareness in the 
city to grow more tress.
COVID pandemic support activities
During the pandemic we provided our support to hospitals by providing N95 masks for doctors, the police department by providing hand sanitizers, hand 
wash, disinfectant and mask for them, provided groceries for physically challenged families, provided hand sanitizer dispensers for schools. COVID 
awareness message and support for community workers was published by us through newspaper advertisements.
 Statement from President
We are determined to help the society financially and medically by providing more education and health care. To achieve it in a wide scale we are in need of 
support from generous  people who could join hands with us.

J. ISAAC MADAN
Founder & President: Thaianbu Trust 
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J. JAMBUKESWARAN
Co founder JJ Tax

JOURNEY 
I have always been fascinated by the world of accounts during my school time and this started my love and passion for figures. I started my 
journey in the field of accounts and taxation at the age of 17 years, when I joined a CA firm in New Delhi so that I can start earning to pay my 
college fees. Coming from a humble financial background, being financially independent was the moot reason to start working from an early 
age.
After working for 3 years as an Assistant, I continued CA training in the same  firm for 3 years. Passing CA exams was a challenge in itself 
since I had no resources to buy books or pay for classes or tuitions.
Determination to succeed can do wonders and I qualified as a Chartered Accountant in 1994 and started my own practice. The initial decade 
of practice was tough and one had to ensure that every small work was handled diligently to ensure maximum client satisfaction 
In 2004, we shifted office to Gurgaon and things started to improve gradually. The hard work and 
efforts paid off. I was able to employ people, and from working with small and medium sized clients, 
we went on to act as tax consultant to some of the biggest known clients like Ogilvy & Mather, Airtel 
, Ecco Shoes, Methods Apparel ( South Africa ) and Encyclopedia Brittanica.
I have always believed in being a sports person for life. I restarted my cricket journey at the age of 
43 breaking all the societal norms. Being an active cricketer and a vivid reader, I always encourage 
people to stay active, take up sports as hobby and read as much as they can. 
I have always been fascinated by technology and digitalization, and so eventually in Oct 2019 
being the Silver jubilee year of my CA practice, I mooted the idea of a TAX Application for making a 
foray into online tax help for all.
For any Startup, finding like-minded people who support your vision and journey is the most 
important step and I was lucky that few believed in me and my dream of being the best TAX App in 
India in the near future. 
JJTAX was founded in Nov 2019 by me alongwith Leesha Arya, Mehak Malik and Rashi Bajpai. 
With my experience of more than 30 years in Taxation and related areas, combined with the youth and exuberance of the others, we 
managed to put our heads together and work out a tax solution on fingertips for everyone. 
With the invent of Covid in 2020, came the obstacles we didn't expect , however, we didn't let the hardships dent our enthusiasm and 
continued to follow our passion of the digitalization of taxation services. 
After several brainstorming sessions, we managed to roll out the App in May 2020. We worked rigorously on bringing new updates and 
improvements in the App based on our client's feedback. 
JJ Tax is the combined efforts of many who believed in us and worked with us day and night to convert this idea into a reality. JJ Tax comprise 
young minds and female leadership who have paved a way for the future. We work hard and party harder at this place. We welcome 
suggestions and ideas every day and every one working with us feels empowered to step ahead and share their views to bring about a 
positive change. 
We worked passionately and finally within 14 months of JJTAX launch, we got 1 million downloads which gave us a huge boost and 
increased our confidence in it.
The financial challenges in a Startup are tough for all and we also faced several during these testing times. Through sheer hard work and 
perseverance, we managed to swim in troubled waters but kept ourselves afloat during these tough times.
Having a dream is easy, but to convert it into a reality needs determination and a never say die attitude. JJTAX team worked together through 
all these and finally we got our major break in the end of 2021, when we managed to raise Angel investment and carve out a niche amongst 
the emerging Startups of India. 
At present, we are a Team of more than 20 young people who manage to put their heart and soul into the business together to move forward 
towards our dream of being the best TAX App in India. I see myself as a person who has immense faith in my team and trust them to lead us 
into the future.
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Warm Greetings from "Traveler's Mind Private Limited" !!
Further to your telecon with one of our MD's Mr. M Jagadish below is the company profile for your kind perusal.
We feel obliged to introduce our company "Traveler's Mind Private Limited" , established in 2019 as the one stop provider for all leisure 
holiday needs and requirements. We label ourselves as leading, innovative, and highly efficient and look forward to demonstrating 
these qualities at the earliest possible chance .
We would like to form a strategic collaboration with you . Our formal collaboration with you enables us to exchange good business.

Company Overview :-
The primary aim is to provide holiday service to leisure travellers. Our service incorporates the Timeshare concept . Traveler Mind 
Private Limited has a conception of offering comprehensive leisure vacation, recreation and hospitality membership services in India. 
We have now flourished into a provider of member exclusive clubbing hubs, breathtaking holiday destinations, avant-garde fitness/Spa 
centres. In a short span of time we have reached nearly 1220+ standard resorts. We have nearly more than 2000  adequate members +
with us who are regular holiday users.  Traveler's Mind continues to grow and branch out its interests to rise as one of the exponents in 
the holiday industry.
We are pioneers in multiple capacities, it is our vision to emerge as a world leader in the leisure hospitality industry in terms of number 
of properties and size of our member base.
We aim to successfully surpass the benchmarks of the clubbing, holiday, fitness, leisure and entertainment industries, while further 
diversifying into related business segments. 
Supported by strong financial management, impressive customer satisfaction and constant improvement .

Website :-

www.atravelermind.com

h�ps://www.facebook.com/travelersmindbangalore/

Primary Industry :-

Leisure Holiday Facilities

Corporate Office :- 
JPnagar, Bangalore 
AL One No 2, 4th floor, 

100feet road, Jp Nagar 4th phase,

Bangalore- 560076

Branch Offices :-  

Koramangala and Rajajinagar

Our Major Associates :- 

Royal Orchid Groups | Sterlings Holidays | Omega Hotels| Oxygen Groups| Clarksinn Groups| The Ferns Hotels or Resort| TVC (Time 
Vacation Club) Holidays| Club Mahindra | Vijayashree Resorts| Hotel Annamalai|Honeydewwz | Eagle Eye Resort | Vana Valley | Cyrus 
Resort by Tolins Hotel and resorts| Marasa Sarovar Hotels and Resorts | Morpho Hotel and Resorts | Guhantara Resort | The Odyssey 
Retreat...... I Aquarys Hotels and Resorts I

Our Health Club Associates :-

Hopfit
Fitternity

Our Spa Associates :-

Four Fountains 

Spark Spa

M JAGDISH
Managing Director: Traveler’s Mind Private Limited 
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JATIN BATRA
Founder & CEO Designing Brain.com

Jatin Batra: (Founder and CEO of DesigningBrain.com ,Facebook Certified Media Buying Professional and Template Monster Certified Partner)
Jatin Batra is the Founder and CEO of DesigningBrain.com and is also a Facebook Certified Media Buying Professional and Template Monster Certified Partner.
He has worked with top MNCs and 67+ national and international clients. He is always known for his commitment towards his work.
He was born and brought up in Kharkhoda, District Sonipat, a small town in Haryana. He completed his graduation in Computer Application from Maharishi Dayanand 
University Rohtak.
His entrepreneurial journey started in college itself. He used to make coding assignments and sell them in Photostat shops, then shopkeepers would print them and sell 
them to students and coaching institutes.
Usually, a final-year student is worried about his job, but when Jatin was in his final year of BCA, he used to help other students to find jobs.
Jatin thought that if you have knowledge then you will get job easily.
Due to this thinking and his knowledge, he secured simultaneous placements in top MNCs - IBM and Royal Bank of Scotland - even before completing his BCA.
He then decided to join IBM and began his career with IBM as an analyst.
Along with the job, he completed his Master of Computer Application (MCA) degree from Lovely Professional University, Jalandhar.
Apart from job and post graduation, Jatin was trying to learn something new.
One day on 13 October 2014 while working in IBM he ordered a memory card from ebay.in and after few days he got delivery of his memory card order. Then he wondered 
how it was done, whether the product was shipped by eBay.in or by a seller.
At that time not many people knew about this thing, most people only knew that these marketplaces sell their own goods.
To know all this he searched for few days and then spoke to customer support team of ebay and found that this is not ebay product, ebay is just a marketplace, sellers sell 
their products on ebay and other similar marketplace like flipkart and shopclues.
After all this information, now Jatin wanted to learn it all, and started creating seller accounts on all the marketplaces like Flipkart, eBay and ShopClues. Due to lack of 
certain document, seller account could not be created on Flipkart but  successfully created on eBay and ShopClues.
Now Jatin started selling memory cards and pen drives on the ebay.in and shopclues.com with a friend just for learning along with his job.
Because Jatin used to work in the office and at that time we had to do self-delivery, so because of the job he was unable to place the order himself, so he told his friend that I 
will take care of all my online, just you take care for the delivery part.
He then takes the products from Delhi's Karol Bagh and sells them on eBay and ShopClues along with his job. He did this process for 6 months fulfilling several orders then 
he stopped the process and came back to learn more things, because he did it just for the purpose of learning
After working with IBM Gurgaon for 2 years, he joined R1RCM as an Senior Analyst.
There he received many awards and certificates. After that he was promoted to the post of Quality Auditor there.
As a quality auditor, he worked on the transition of the global process to start new project in India office.
Jatin completed his MCA degree while working in R1.
Then one day he came to know about a "WordPress 15th Anniversary Celebration Meetup". He attended that meetup and met a lot of people there and learned about 
WordPress and Digital Marketing.
Since then he started learning and exploring WordPress and Digital Marketing and within a few months, he has completed several freelancing projects for his friends and 
clients.
After that Jatin resigned from R1RCM and switched his career to Digital Marketing. He has worked in the field of digital marketing for many large and small clients and 
companies and is now running his own successful digital marketing company named " ".DesigningBrain.com
Jatin provides the following services in his company

● Press release
● Guest Post for SEO
● Web development
● Social Media Marketing
● Search Engine Marketing (Google/YouTube Ads)
● Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
● Email marketing
● Content marketing
● SMS Marketing

Learning never stops
Jatin is always ready to learn new things.
He is very much impressed by the dialogue "Gyan baat raha hai jha se mile le lo" from the movie 3 Idiots. He believe that learning is never ending and every aspect of our life 
teaches us something.
Want to Contribute
Jatin was born and brought up in a small town in Haryana, he knows that peoples from small towns and villages do not get all the facilities needed to move ahead in life like in 
big cities, so he wants to learn a lot and wants to teach as many people as possible.
He wants to start from his town then move forward to other towns and villages and teach all those who are not getting all the facilities that they need.
He knows that all this is possible only in digital way and very soon he will try to teach them all in digital way.
Jatin wants that the things which he could not get at that time and he had to spend so much time and effort to learn those things, now the people of small villages and towns 
should learn in advance and move forward like the people of big cities and if God so wished they would all move forward together.
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Dr. Kartik Shah. MPT in orthopaedics and Sports physiotherapy went to Canada in 2012 and realized a lot of scope for 

improvement in the Physiotherapy training sector. Since 2017, he started the (R)Evolution of Education by incorporating his 

flagship company In2Canada Educational Services. While in Canada he tried to get his 

own licensing done and faced many hardships to settle. He also was the owner director of 2 

Multispeciality Clinics in Vancouver Canada and owns a clinic in Mumbai India. After 

working in the Physiotherapy sector in both of these amazing countries, Canada and India, 

he realized a lot of new Physios didn't have the right guidance or didn't understand the 

process and made themselves under qualified and under paid with survival jobs. Thus he 

decided that when he gets a chance he will develop a system which streamlines the entire 

process and makes it very easy to prepare for the whole process from their home country. 

As of now he has trained students in all habitable continents of the world and has been instrumental in assisting hundreds of 

Physios to get their licensing and job placement done for Canada. He travels across the globe spreading physiotherapy skills 

and gives back to the country that gave him the most… India. He comes twice a year to India and conducts lectures, workshops 

and info sessions with reputed colleges and universities. He loves teaching globally accepted safe and ethical clinical skills to the 

next generation of physiotherapists. He now is in the process of developing the content for universal physiotherapy training and 

plans to get the whole physiotherapy skills integrated into a easy effective and economical model. His interests are reading 

extensively, being updated with the latest in technology and research. He holds a degree in Masters in Physiotherapy , along 

with clinical Skills assessment and management from University of Michigan and has also done courses from Melbourne 

University for Spinal and Perioheral mobilization's. He can be contacted at +17783851592 for any assistance in Physiotherapy 

and would love to help out the next generation of physiotherapists and enhancing the quality of life.

Dr KARTIK SHAH
Founder in2canada
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KISHOR ANNASAHEB THROAT
Founder of Aadhar Education Society (NGO) 

Name: KISHOR ANNASAHEB THORAT

Contact No: +91 8796824682

Email Id: kaviraj.kishor@gmail.com

''Education plays important role in development of country'' 

A journey of middle class primary teachers son, Kishor Thorat, Founder of ''Aadhar Education Society'' (NGO) was born on 13 Dec 1981, in a village of Ahmednagar district, 

Maharashtra. He has joined his secondary school with Mahatma Gandhi Vidyalaya, Pravaranagar. In his life he has written his first poem in 7th standard and made his first 

milestone in the school and honored as ''Bal-kavi'' It is more than hundreds of poems completed and planned his publication of book. His journey of technical interest has 

started in 8th standard and become a brighter after becoming a mechanical Engineer in the year 2004 from the Padmashree Vikhe Patil Polytechnic, Pravaranagar.
Being born in middle class family, has faced many challenges to complete his education, and at that time decided to reduce the challenges for education to others as he 

experienced in his life. Chandrabhaga, his mother taken a very hard decision by keeping stone on mind & given him in adoption to his uncle at the age of 15 years. Now he is a 

Mechanical engineer and working with a multinational company in Pune from last 16 years.

The passion of his social work has been started in 2013 by establishing a NGO as ''Aadhar Education Society'' which is continuously working for supporting development of 

needy children in rural area of Pune, Nasik and Ahmednagar districts of Maharashtra state.

He has founded'' AADHAR EDUCATION SOCIETY '' with his friends in Pune by taking challenges to serve better for society & taking continuous efforts to support poor child 

education.  Aadhar's moto to ''Educate every Child'' is having clear vision to support needy child from rural area who has discontinued their education in between due to any 

reason. Aadhar has assessed many childrens time to time from the year 2013 in rural area and given extended support for their educational needs. Aadhar is having a strong 

team in Pune to extend their hand for every child need. Followings are the many activities carried out by Aadhar through 'Navi-Pahat' program.
1. Distribution of educational kits like books, notebooks, uniforms for needy child.
2. Distribution of Diwali sweets & groceries to suicide farmer's children.
3. Awards and recognitions for scholar, sports, and other special activities.
4. Distribution of Android tab for online education.
5. Awards & recognitions for parents who have taken extended efforts to educate their child.
6. Awards & recognitions to best teachers who are serving better for future of students.
7. Helping hands for needy students like cycle donation, sewing machine donation for parents and many more.

He is also a leader in his professional career with the current company ''Robertshaw Controls Private Limited'' Pune and is handling a critical function of manufacturing. 
In Covid-19 pandemic situation, there was a critical condition in Pune for shortages of hospitals bed, medicine, oxygen, plasma and many more essentials. He has played very 

good role to mitigate this situation for society like to make availability of bed in emergency, to arrange donor for plasma therapy, blood requirements.  He has played excellent 

role for plasma donation and medicine requirements.
He is always supportive & cooperative to society for many causes apart from the educational field. 

He is always taking part in Cycling to make awareness of environmental cause.

He has done his Organ Donation to Sahyadri hospital, Pune for serving society after his death also. Always taking part in blood donation camps, River cyclothon and in 

company social activities

He is an member of a ''HELP RIDER'S'' which is a NGO in Pune & playing very good role for road accidental peoples to reach at earliest to hospital, this is an great NGO to 

saves peoples life by contributing a critical roles on road, hospital and blood requirements.

For spread social awareness, he has produced his two short films ''Tu+ Mai=Human'' & ''Sawali''

“Tu+Mai=Human'' is an awareness creation amongst the peoples who are fighting against religion, its shows how conflicts can be avoided by everyone.

''Sawali'' is an environmental awareness to save the water to prevent our futures on the earth. 
For his extended support to the society he has received awards as below.

1. State level Award: ''Samajratna''2020-21 from ''Dnyanoday Bahu uddeshiy Sanstha'' Ahmednagar, Maharashtra.

2. National Level Award: ''Adarsh Smajratna Prerna'' 2022 from ''Vijayalakshmi Social Foundation'' Sangola, Maharashtra.

3. National Level ''Pride of Nation'' Pratibha Samman Award 2022 by MVLA trust Mumbai.

4. National Level Award'' Adarsh Samaj Bhushan Prerna Gaurav'' 2022 by Divyakranti Social Foundation, Ratnagiri, Maharashtra.

5. International Award: ''Icons of Asia'' 2022 Contribution to student development from ''Global Empire''.
Behind every successful person there is a great supportive woman. So same he has got support in his social work from his wife Savita.  All his work credit goes to his 

supportive wife Mrs. Savita who is already in educational field.
Aadhar is having a long term plan of to establish a free skill development center for giving opportunities to uneducated, unemployed students which will help to grow nation.
He has a motivation from the great social leaders Padmashree Sindhutai Sapkal, Padmashree Popatrao Pawar, Padmashree Prakash Amate & Padma Bhushan Anna hajare.
By getting awards, motivations from the great social leaders, again responsibilities increased and get a big motivational kick to achieve next milestone for the nation in 

educational field.  
His ambitions ''support extraordinary'' for educational need are going to take big challenges in future for the nation, the concept never implemented the'' School for 

Unemployed'' will take really drastic change in the future of education if he get an support because education is playing important role in development of country, So ''Educate 

Every Child''.

By Kishor Thorat(+91 8796824682)
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Mr. Pawan Parmar was born in Jalor District located in Rajasthan, back in the days situation there was horrible. Jalor was a dry 

place and availability of food and water was rare.

Pawan's father honurable Gopal Parmar was one out of first few persons woh moved out of the village in search of job at the age 

of 14. He struglled hard for years worked at various business gained knowledge and started his first own company in the year 

1998 with the name Rangoli.

Before this he has worked for more than 2 decades in various jobs and tried different business that failed, which gave him a 

enough experience to start a new and successful business.

thMr. Pawan Parmar dropped out after 12  standard at the age of 19 to help his father in business operations. Since then there was 

no looking back. Pawan takes care of all the operations in the business.

At present he is the Managing Director at Rangoli Eps Pvt Ltd. Now Rangoli Group of Industries manufacture Thermocol, Air 

Bubble Film, Stretch Film and School Boards and is one of the most reputed brand in packaging industry. The story of coming out 

of a small village without education and building an empire of four manufacturing plant had many ups and downs but, “when you 

have the will you have the power.”

PAWAN PARMAR
Managing Director at Rangoli Eps Pvt Ltd.
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MOHAN K
Co-Founder & CEO of IppoPay

The Co-Founder & CEO of IppoPay, Mr.Mohan K is a business enthusiast with 14 years of market experience in fintech and  

software technologies. He hails from a fishermen family in a village near Rameshwaram in Tamilnadu. Breaking the shackles 

and challenges in a life of minimal opportunities, Mohan founded “RoamSoft '' a software development company following which 

he stepped into the welcoming world of FinTech having Co-founded “Foloosi 

Technologies' ' based in the UAE. Foloosi grew to see quick investors and the firm now 

ranks in the top 20 fintech startups in the Middle East by Forbes. Being a constant 

reader of the Indian market and its needs, he soon started IppoPay, a Chennai based 

FinTech Venture established in November 2020. IppoPay has had an incredible 

journey in the world of neo banking services for offline/online merchants in TamilNadu, 

majorly those without bank accounts that facilitates Collection and Disbursal of 

payments. Some unique features of the store app are Banking Handle, BuyNow-PayLater, Inbuilt e-POS, DigitalLedger, 

Inventory, Smart Customer Database and a TongueSpecific Portal. IppoPay is on track to build the largest fintech brand with 

dead easy digital payments and banking solutions. With about 60k Indian merchants already using IppoPay's services and with 

a growing count of investors on board, IppoPay has been a promising company in delivering indigenously built payment 

products, the first of its kind from TamilNadu. They have also bagged a few awards and accolades to its name, the 'Chennai City 

Icon Award' from Radio City in Jan 2022 and 'The Best Financial Institution of the Year' from Small businessAwards by 

Franchisee India in April 2022. IppoPay has also been listed one among emerging Indian Startups in multiple magazines like 

Yourstory, BestStartUp.Asia, StartUpPill, Inc42 Media and more. Our focus is to cater to the millions of under/unBanked sectors 

in Bharath helping them in speeding up to digital banking. Mr.Mohan has clearly had an incredible journey in trailblazing his 

community and people, towards growth and achievement. 
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I am Nagesh Shetty Karanataka Complted My Bachelar degree In 2016 and Went To Bangalore 

City For Job And Started Carrier in Jyothy Labs it's A FMCG Company And Worked Smart And 

Got Best Sales Man Award 2017 By Md Sir And Got 2 Promotions And Then 2018 I started Direct 

Selling Industry And Travelled more Than 8 States and Build a Best Trained Team of 50000 

Members Now Successfully Maintaining Team With Best Team Work and Sales Training. I am 

Contesting Best Leadership Award in Network Marketing

NAGESH SHETTY
Network Marketing Leader
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NILESH BHANGE
Founder: Pawsasia.org

 :  Mr. Nilesh Bhanage Name
Tel :  +91 9920777536
Address -  A-18, Savitri Sadan,
                   Dr. Mukharji Road,
                   Near Nehru Ground,  
                   Dombivli (East) 421201
                   Dist. Thane, India.
Memberships & Recognitions:

1. Hony. Animal Welfare Officer – Govt. of India since July 2002 till 2007
(Which authorizes a person to initiate action against cruelty inflicted upon Wildlife & Stray, Pet Animals)

2. Member of Animal Birth Control Committee – Kalyan Dombivli Municipal Corporation.
(Which undertakes Control on Stray animal's population by humane methods within municipal limits) 

3. Hony. Animal Welfare Officer – 'Animal Welfare Board of India' since 1999 also Hony. Animal Welfare Officer from Committee to supervise Animal Laws in Maharashtra, Mumbai 
High Court. 

4. Member of “People for Animals” – India's largest charity for Animal Welfare.
5. Started Animal Welfare work at the age of 18.
6. Founder Trustee of “Plant & Animals Welfare Society” – PAWS, a charity established in Thane Dist. to protect wildlife and provide medical help to stray animals.
7. Nominee for Animal Experimentation Committee in New Bombay
8. Founder Trustee of New Bombay Animal Lovers Association.
9.  Attended “Asia for Animals Conference” in Singapore 2005, Chennai 2007 & Bali 2008, Singapore 2010 representing PAWS. Was speaker at 2010 conference & also conducted 

workshop on 'Working with Volunteers'. Also attended first India for Animals Conference 2011 held in Chennai. 
10. Received Certificate of Recognition from president of PETA, Ms. Ingrid Newkirk in February 2007.
11.  Actively involved with NSS and Social Work during college years. Also received Best Camper award in NSS.
12. 13 years of experience in “Snake rescue & Wildlife rescue” and Rehab.
13. Executive to first Managing committee of 'Federation of Indian Animal Protection Organizations' (FIAPO) on communications & Outreach.
14. Member of PETA India & Maharashtra Pakshimitra.

Achievements & Awards:
1. PAWS appeared in Limca Book of Records as “India's Youngest Animal Rehabilitation Team” in 2005.
2. Conducted successful census of “Captive Elephants of Maharashtra” in year 2006 under PAWS banner. Scientifically studied more then 35 captive elephants from Satara, Sangali, 

Thane, Mumbai, Pune, Aurangabad, Ahmednagar, Solapur etc.
3. PAWS received award from Sushil Kumar Sharma Foundation, Gwaliar for Environment Protection in 2009. 
4. PAWS was selected as 'Non-Profit of the Month' in May 2005 by Karmayog Website for its 'Outstanding service to the society'.
5. PAWS started Thane district's first Ambulance service for animals which were also first service for animals in Kalyan-Dombivli. Today more than 1300 animals are rescued yearly.
6. PAWS helps more than 1200 stray & wild animals, birds and reptiles every year under self leadership.
7. Today PAWS boosts more then 200 active volunteers across district for various activities like fundraising, Rescue, Wildlife Rehabilitation, Publicity and Education & Awareness.
8. PAWS organizes maximum no. of vaccination camps for cattle and helps over 100 cattle every year.
9. PAWS regularly organizes Anti-rabies vaccination camps which covers over 600 stray dogs every year in Thane & Mumbai districts.
10. PAWS provided medical help to over 600 buffalo's caught in Floods during May 2005. PAWS also distributed fodder & carried out flood relief operations. 
11.  PAWS organizes and conducts awareness programs in more than 30 NGOs, schools, educational institutes.
12.  As a founder of PAWS, invited in many schools, colleges, institutions and social organizations to present a speech on wildlife rescue and rehab, animals welfare as well as 

Vegetarianisms.
13. PAWS has celebrity supporters like John Abraham as Patron. Also famous personalities like Maneka Gandhi, Anjoo Mahendroo, Abhay Deol, Ruby Bhatia, Seema Rehmani, Hema 

Malini, Rajiv & Dilnaz Paul, Sandip Soparrkar help and support PAWS.
Personal Information:
Presently working with Worldwide Veterinary Service, UK (WVS) as 'India National Rabies Network Manager' in management category. Supports PAWS on honorary basis. 

thDate of birth – 10  June 1979
E-mail :  nilesh@pawsasia.org
Web sites :
www.pawsasia.org 
http://stopequineabuse.webs.com/ 
www.bancityelephants.webs.com 
http://pawsprojects.webs.com/
www.freewebs.com/pawsproducts
Videos :
http://www.youtube.com/user/PAWSTV1
Face Book :
More then 2900 friends receives updates on animal welfare on Face Book 
http://www.facebook.com/home.php?#/PAWSASIA
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He started his business from small city call “SURAT” now Limpiar Facility Management is having its work area in all over Gujarat 

& Assam.

He is proprietor of Limpiar Facility Management.

Presently he is leading team of 1000+ people & 4 branches within India.

Mr. Ninad Bhatt as the proprietor of Limpiar Facility Management has also won the best Business Entrepreneur Award from 

ISSA Interclean – The Netherlands and Indian Achievers Award.

A Management graduate manages the support system of the Limpiar Facility Management. A Dynamic Visionary with in depth 

knowledge of Facilities Management Industry for the last 21 years. His 

earlier exposure to corporate companies has added wealth of 

expertise in creating an organization with sound fundamentals & 

excellent growth prospects for the organization.

Limpiar Facility Management is one of India's fastest growing ISO 

9001: 2015 certified Facility Management company, established in 

the year 2001 having branches in All over in Gujarat and Assam. With 

strong operational & Professional presence in Surat with a trained, experienced team with Facility Management industrial 

experience, we are committed to adhering to a policy of keeping the environment clear with all latest technology & Machinery, of 

all our business partners. 

At Limpiar, we're committed to providing the highest quality of commercial cleaning available by exceeding the expectations of 

our clients. It is our wish to create and maintain a prosperous and enjoyable environment where performance can thrive; as well 

as their employees and visitors (to their premises or facilities), can feel joy us through continuous improvements in Quality, 

Services and Productivity. We place value on the human aspect of our brand and we base our success on our ability to see our 

clients, not as numbers, prospects or jobs; but as people.

We provide our services to Most Valuable customers among top sectors like Hotels & Restaurants, Industries & Factories, 

MNCs-IT Sectors & BPOs, Manufacturing & Chemical, Food & Beverages, Pharmaceutical, Corporate Sectors, and Homecare 

& Township.

Limpiar Facility Management offers quality cleaning services and value for money. As a well-established, we do more than “just 

clean”.

Our Main Goal & Objective is “To be recognized as one of the Leading Professional Properties and Facility 

Management Company in next 5 years in Facilities Management Industry.”

“To Educate our Clients & To Achieve and Maintain 100% Client Satisfaction”

NINAD N BHATT
Limpiar Facility Management
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ONKAR HASE
India’s Youngest Stock Market Expert

Onkar Hase a 20 years old boy living in Shriampur, Ahmednagar was awarded by India's Youngest Stock Market Expert National 

Record at the age of 18. He is the founder and CEO of OS CAPITALS. He started his own company in 2019. He is awarded by 

India Book Of National Records as India's Youngest Stock Market Expert & Researcher as well as OMG National Book of Record 

holder. This year he is awarded by India's Most Sparkling Star award as the entrepreneur of the year. He is also a world record 

holder and he is awarded as Amazing Indian Personality Award 2021.

He started his trading journey at his early age when he was 15 and gained a handful of experience in the passing years. His deep 

knowledge and research in trading has made him a successful trader & entrepreneur today.

His company is one of India's Leading Stock Market research company. OS CAPITALS provides stock market Services to 

traders & investors. He started his journey when he was 15 years old while he started learning about Stock Market and he read 

many books & also he learned lot of things from traders & investors. He started his own company when he was 19 years old. Now 

the OS CAPITALS turnover is around in Crores per annum. He is an inspiration for many traders & investors.

He learned lot of things in his trading journey that Patience, Dedication and Knowledge were important factors for maximizing 

profits. He made is own strategies from his experience & that unique strategies helped him improve in trading decisions and 

trade management accurately and made him a successful trader. In 2019 he started serving in stock market related services. 

Today, he manage over 5000+ clients all around the India. He is mentor of more than 2000+ students. Today he is idol for young 

generation.
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Praveen Garg, Vice-Chairman & CEO of Golden Group of Companies, headquartered at Foot Hills of Darjeeling, Siliguri (West 

Bengal) comes from a simple Marwari family background. He is a Second generation Entrepreneur. He holds a degree in 

Advanced Program of Strategic Management Business Excellence from Indian Institute of Managment, Lucknow. 

When he joined business, the business was completely unorganized and was run in a tradional manner. Changing from 

Tradional to Corporate Culture was not a easy task from him. The group main business was manufacturing of Plywood and real 

estate business in small manner. After coming in business, he launched a PAN-INDIA 

plywood brand “Golden Ply” which over years has become a great success and known 

name in Plywood Industry. 

Real-Estate business which was runned in a small scale took a great speed and under 

his father's guidance Sri Satya Narayan Agarwal, the Founder Chairman, he was able 

to make Golden Group among top best real estate developers of the Town. His motto is 

to Build Concept not just a simple building. He says as all human beings have different body shape and character same does the 

land too. Each Land has different shape with a unique character features in it. Its the job of we developer to come up with a 

unique concept in the land and can deliver the best of it. He believes in Time and Quality Commitment. He says what we promise, 

we deliver. He belives in vastu and all his projects are vastu approved.

The group launched a project named QUEENSPARK which was the brainchild of Mr Praveen in the year 2018 which was a great 

success and was the game changer of real estate in Siliguri City. The project had a unique concept of Single Floor-Single Flat 

with a 5 Bhk, floor area of 5000 sqft. The project changed the thought process of people of the town for bigger size flat, the result 

can be seen easily as many other developers have launched similar size flats recently.

He is an active supporter of Non Government Organizations and Charitable organizations. He is a active member of YOUNG 

INDIANS, ROUND TABLE INDIA AND INDIAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. He does charity works on regular basis but in 

Silence. He believes in the policy “WHEN YOU DO CHARITY, LEAVE YOUR CAMERA AT HOME”

After his younger brother, Pranav joined business, Mr. Praveen got a supporting hand and they are able to launch various 

projects in one go, all with different unique concept. 

The group has future plans to foray into Educational sector very soon and come up with one of the best residential school in North 

Bengal with best modern infrastructure maintaining the norms of Government.

His vision is to take the brand GOLDEN to its greatest heights and make it the Best Real Estate brand of INDIA.

PRAVEEN GARG
Vice Chairman & CEO of Golden Group of Companies
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PREETAM TENTU
Founder of Syllipsi Engineering Services LLP

Mr. Preetam Tentu has been fascinated with construction when he found soil, sand, iron ore and a chemical composition turns into a 
house.
He has done bachelors in civil engineering and masters in construction management.
Early in the start of his career he has worked in prestigious companies like MES (Military Engineering Services), ECI and phoenix.
His interest in designing and zeal of entrepreneurship pushed him towards inception of SYLLIPSI ENGINEERING SERVIESES LLP 
which mostly concentrated on architectural and interior design and handled prestigious like designing for Warangal central mall, 
interior designing for renowned star hotel MARRIOTT (Fair field vizag) and many more projects from various parts of the country.
Throughout his career, he has consistently maintained high standards in design and his healthy 
management structure enables his colleagues to operate with maximum efficiency and innovation. 
His "eye for detail" has made all his designs excel, which has been appreciated by his clients, 
consultants and builders alike. He has worked with MNC's, government organizations on varied 
projects. He represents architectural innovation, technology and sustainable design.
Every project is given special attention to attain Eco-friendly output that includes each and every 
requirement of the client in a functionally efficient and aesthetically elegant fashion. Consistency in 
performing exceptionally well has carried him this far in maintaining a leadership position in this field.
His triple commitment to the client on quality, cost and time ensures that the clients realize their dreams and aspirations with timeless 
regional forms. He seeks design solutions that are site sensitive and responsive to the surrounding environmental and climatic 
concerns and expressive in its use of materials.
Later as he gained expertise in designing and wanted to execute projects so started a civil company under the name of SYLLIPSI 
INFRA and started under taking civil projects starting with a flyover in Pondicherry 
by collaborating with SR infra. After that STP in Bangalore and many other mid-size 
projects.
Thereafter undertook several projects around the country like Andaman, Raipur, 
borders of Gujrat and many more. In the process he built a core team which can 
function to its full capacity all around the country without any problems.
While the designing company taught him how to excel in planning this company 
made him master of executions and a thoughtful problem solver.
Then came the pandemic, which halted his growth and paused his speed but he hasn`t surrendered . He took a break and studied his 
thought process revalued his expertise.
After rigorous thinking and brain storming, he changed his vision and mission and came up with TVG INFRA by which he can make 
high quality residence for affordable prices. Observing how the budget class people were exploited of their dream of owning a house, 
how many were providing low class construction.
He made his vison as mission by providing top class quality with accurate pricing to bring happiness into people's heart.
“A butterfly has a life cycle of four stages 'EGG','LARVA','CHRYSALIS','BUTTERFLY'”
As the first stage as education Mr. Preetam has a strong academics with bachelors in civil engineering and masters in construction 
management.
As of second Stage he has gained a strong experience from prestigious companies like MES (Military Engineering Services), ECI and 
phoenix.
By establishing Syllipsi he gained vast experience in both planning and execution.
As the most beautiful stage he has started TVG INFRA to make affordable housing more accesble.
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Rahul Sinha (born 09 June 1980) is an Indian activist, educationist, Mentor, Speaker with great personality, and Socialist comes from the rural area 

Village Machwa of District Gopalganj, Bihar.  He is the founder, chairman of Shining Souls (Trust), Smart Move Academy with over a decade of experience 

in social activist and educational development for rural areas of India and for other leading institutions. Shining souls is an NGO which is working all over 

India specially covering North Indian States (Delhi, Uttrakhand, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh & Rajasthan) as well as Smart Move Academy also situated at rural 

area where no-one can expect that convent education is possible or having scope were more than 3000 students are studying. 

Besides education and social activities , Rahul Sinha has contributed to sports, Health, Women Empowerment, Environment. He has also founded Smart 

Market (A Super Market Store Chain) as well as Shining Medicos in healthcare Sector. 

Rahul is working for Enlightening Education specially in rural areas as well as wide range of social activities in sector of Health, Hygiene & Sanitation, 

Women Empowerment, Sports Development Underprivileged people, elderly care and wellness, Environmental Protection, Agricultural Development & 

Livelihood etc.

He has been conferred with more than 20 International, National awards and state awards besides Excillence in community service (Education & Health) 

by Schools by choice, Most Inspiring Personality by Indian Habitat Centre, ILCA 2019 by venus International Foundation, Young Leader Award for 

Unwavering Leadership by IIM Ahmedabad. 

Education

He holds a Master Degree in Business Administration (MBA) from Symbiosis institute of Business Management – SIBM, Pune. Graduated from Institute of 

Management Studies (IMS) Noida. His early education was completed at St. Paul School, Gorakhpur. 

Shining Souls (Trust)

As Chairman of Shining Soul's Trust they started working in Indian states of Delhi, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan and 

Uttarakhand since 2018, focusing on Social development, Alleviating poverty (tribals, dalits, deprived), Health Camps and 

Awareness, Education and Welfare of Women and Children, Sport's Development, Child rights, Welfare of Old Aged Persons, 

Gender Equality, Sanitation and Cleanliness campaign, Water Crisis Management, Emergency responses, Environment 

protection (Conservation of Ayurveda, Medicinal Plants, Herbal Plants) Agriculture and Food security, etc. Our team is 

committed to bring about a change in the present scenario through well-planned and comprehensive programmes in health, 

education, livelihoods and disaster preparedness and response.

Shining Soul's completed Its 3 years with wide range of event's list were successful lot's of events  like Health Camps, Women Empowerment 

programmes, Sport's Development, Environment issues as well as COVID Awareness Programmes etc.

Smart Move Academy

Smart Move Academy Affiliated to the Central Board of Secondary Education was founded in 2010 by Rahul Sinha, in Village Machwa, Distt. Gopalganj in 

the Indian State of Bihar. He envisaged education and empowerment of the youth as a sustainable solution for building a stable society and a progressive 

nation.

Brick by brick, step by step, the school has developed not only in stature and size, but has also gained prominence as a leading center of learning in the 

area.

Today, Smart Move Academy is a home to many students and staff members. A modern fleet of buses, a collection of well-equipped laboratories and an 

array of sports facilities are available for the students. Innovative features are being added to the school periodically. The school has now established 

modern Classrooms, Auditoriums, Specialized Activity Rooms, Green Campus and a plethora of Sports Facilities.

The school motto “Knowledge is Power” is the one that applies not only to its students but, also serves as a reminder to its teachers, supporting staff and 

management to continue working harder, smarter and stronger. The motto also signals our never ending quest to keep exploring, discovering, inventing, 

for that is how we aim to move forward.

Social Media Details

Facebook, Instagram, Youtube : the.rahulsinha

Website : www.therahulsinha.com

Bolgging : the-rahul-sinha

RAHUL SINHA
Indian Activist, Mentor, Speaker
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RAJESH KUMAR RAI
Founder of AGL

Rajesh Kumar Rai, Founder of the online learning platform AGL (Advanced Growth learning) application, is a 22 years old enthusiastic 
personality. He belongs to Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh (India). He recently graduated (B.Sc Hons. Mathematics) from the Rajdhani College 
of Delhi University (D.U.) He is an emerging Entrepreneur. He is the founder of RANGAT: THE FINE ART SOCIETY OF RAJDHANI 
COLLEGE. He is 12 hours non–stop painting record holder in the annual fest of Rajdhani College (DU) and also a National silver medalist 
in KALAKRITI ART FOUNDATION Registered under Gov. of JHARKHAND. 

He has an Online certificate in ECONOMICS AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS from Berlin, Germany. He has been actively 
participating in various social activities and NGOs. He was also joint secretary of NSS RAJHDHANI UNIT 2018-2019. 

Continuous involvement in various social activities motivated me to think about the education sector. 

Story Behind the origin of AGL: The story begins in the early days of the college education of the Founder, Rajesh Kumar Rai. When he 
went outside of Varanasi for his study, during his graduation days, he was thinking to prepare for the prestigious exam conducted by 
Union Public Service Commission (UPSC), and he found that the Coaching fee was unaffordable for him due to poor financial conditions 
and he could not. This inability gave birth to the thought of creating an online platform wherein students can avail themselves of the 
opportunity of making at least strong academic foundations free of cost or at a minimal cost. Along with the ideas of other friends, Naina, 
Tanushree ,Neha Tiwari and Tamanna, the Founder was motivated to develop a platform that can fulfil the needs of students.

Purpose of AGL: The AGL Focuses on ADVANCED GROWTH in Three integrated channels: Strong Academics, Skills and hobbies, Be 
aware of Competitive exams. AGL Platform Provides Strong academic Foundations through live classes from prestigious institutes. 
Educators like IITs, NITs, JNU, BHU, DU. Through offline and online programs, it also organises training programs to promote SKILLS, 
HOBBIES and innovative ideas among the students (especially in rural areas). The hard-working team members of AGL also focus on 
Woman Empowerment all over India. AGL promotes students to create useful and ECO – FRIENDLY materials with the help of domestic 
waste products to enhance their innovative ideas. It also Provides online live Competitive Classes for the students who want to prepare 
for government jobs like SSC, BANKING, RAILWAYS etc. 

About AGL team: Advanced growth learning team has hard-working members who are experts in their fields. 

Today, ICT is playing an important role in the field of education. Education is being delivered through all online platforms. In such a 
situation, the AGL Learning app strives further to improve the access, quality and reliability of education. 

The approach which is followed by AGL is holistic and diverse in nature. Students of all mediums (CBSE, ICSE, UP board and other state 
boards) can avail of the app's benefits free of cost or at a minimal cost. The app also focuses on preparing the students for competitive 
exams. The list of educators and core team members involves Naina (D.U.), Arun Jaisal (B.H.U.), Renu Yadav( D.U.), Meenakshi, 
Kashish (D.U.),Neha Tiwari (D.U.), Meghender (I.I.T.), Maan Singh (IIT BHU), Yuvraj (J.N.U), Akash Yadav, Saurabh (DU), 
Amrita(J.N.U.), Tanushree (D.U.), Partha, Alok(N.I.T.), Abhishek (D.U.), Lubhanshi (D.U.),Nikita Gupta (D.U.), Neelam (D.U.), Shanti 
(D.U.), Prachi (D.U), Sundar (D.U.), Ankit, Deepsikha, Suraj, Rahul, Sonali, Jyoti, Gitika, Divya ,Ranjeet Rai, Ridhi, Indar, Shusmita along 

with Rajesh Rai (the founder and CEO). We are always planning to create a tab on the app as per which awareness sessions 'series can 

be run. It will include teaching sustainability practices, the effect of our activities on the environment and how to minimise it and other such 
aspects pertaining to it in the upcoming months. We are also planning to launch an option for aspiring learners to learn Hindi and Pali 
languages. 

We will be constantly posting updates regarding the progress of our initiatives on our own applications, and users can access the 
information provided on the application in a hassle-free manner. 

Website:

www.agllearning.com 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.agl_learning_app 
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Ravindran Kishore known as R.K is a career counselor, Author and Renowned speaker who focuses on passionate in the belief 

that Education development essential to the growth and success of the nation that wishes to scale and achieve higher levels of 

social profitability. Proven track record in successful institution management and implementations. Aggressive and determined 

to find the strengths and weaknesses of both employees and an institutional culture so as to improve the productivity and 

profitability of an Institution with experience decade.

He was born in Karnataka State, India. Committed to traditional  values and cultures for children to keep connect with their Indian

identity; also recognize the need for a global perspective in life.  Role as an educator is to guide and nurture the next generation 

to establish skills to achieve health, respect, prosperity and fulfilment. I am passionate about students being empowered to 

succeed. As Chairman, I use all tools available to inspire staff, students and community to work together to promote student 

achievement and well-being. I am an avid supporter of effective and innovative professional development that encourage 

teachers and principals to be reflective and to continuously examine our practice to provide quality teaching and learning for 

each student.

At an early age R.K embarked on a search for platform needed in education system, took a role as Chairman to keep up with 

latest trend and research and be an active partner in the institution professional development.

R.K took formal education in Karnataka and a Master's Degree in Karnataka.

For over a 7+ years, R.K has been travelling the world, exchanging his knowledge with people from various backgrounds, 

cultural and profession. Along the way he has met Thinkers, Policy Makers, Professionals, Business delegates and students.

His excellent work of implementation talk touches all area of human existence from practical daily approach to environmental 

consciousness. Highly respected for his lecture, Speech and Workshops.

R.K has inspired people to unlock and their internal awareness.

His lectures at Educational Institutions include theoretical topics on development of student career.

His reunion is to bring awareness of a technical understanding on how hearing should take place, one role as human being and 

how one future can be changed based on our current thinking.

“I believe my role as an educator is to guide and nurture the next generation to establish skills to achieve health, respect, 

Prosperity and fulfilment”

Ravindran Kishore

Chairman

RAVINDRAN KISHORE
Counselor, Author and Renowned Speaker
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LION R.K. BAGGIARAJ
Crypto Expert and Teacher

Lion R.K. Baggiaraj is an ambitious, passionate and people person who has done his under graduation in Psychology.  He is a 

man with robust understanding about the diversity of human experience and focuses on the action, thoughts and feelings of 

people which has always helped him reach such great heights.  He went on pursuing his master's in Business Administration and 

has best analytical, presentation and communication skills.  He is an avid learner who actively seeks out opportunities to 

enhance his knowledge in different fields and has completed certification on Crypto & Blockchain Technology @ IIT, Kanpur.  He 

is a special trainer and motivator in India for Block chain technology.  He believes in the words of Steve Jobs – “Learn continually 

– there is always one more thing to learn” and also recommends the youth to “Earn while you learn!”.  

Lion R.K. Baggiaraj has expertise in diverse industries throughout his corporate life like banking and finance sector, real estate, 

Information Technology, cryptocurrency and blockchain technology.  He started his career as the Head of Sales and Marketing 

and contributed amply with his successful strategies at ABN AMRO and ICICI NRI Services. He has proved his capabilities by 

leading high performing, lead generating and revenue beating sales teams and also proved himself as an efficient branch 

manager at Reliance group.  He also served as the territory manager at State Bank of India eventually stepping foot into real 

estate becoming the sole proprietor of RKB Universal (Housing and Properties) where he shines like a star.  He was appointed 

as the All India General Secretary @ AITDP (All India Transport And Drivers Peravai).  He is a Lion's club member and his civic-

minded nature and willingness to spend his time, energy and resources in service to others is truly remarkable.

Apart from this, his strong leadership skills and out-of-the-box strategic thinking has made him to be a successful Managing 

Director of Motha Viyabari Multitrade Private Limited.  He is an empathetic, patient and creative individual who motivates his 

team and gets things done at ease, hence he has been capable of operating an IT company - Bswin Tec Pvt Ltd. for the last 5 

years and launched branches in India, Dubai, Singapore and Malaysia.

His ultimate dream is to help people attain financial freedom by making the right kind of investments.  He realized that is possible 

like a cake walk when you enter the crypto world.  Keeping this in mind Lion R.K. Baggiaraj has established a new crypto token 

worldwide named WeWin.  He is the CEO and co-founder of WeWin token as well as WeWinTheWorld.  He is at present creating 

new currency for WeWin token which is 100% trustable.  He is constantly putting efforts to make the crypto community members 

feel safe and welcomes you to WeWinTheWorld in order to acquire financial freedom and health with zero worries.    He wishes 

and works towards the goal of - “Every human must live life to the fullest and have no worries about the finances to cover their 

expenses”.  This is surely possible with the emerging crypto world.  
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Diamond is found amidst coal, Shailesh, the founder of S.S Plugman is that sparkling diamond which the coal capital has 

produced. Shailesh was born and brought up in Dhanbad, Jharkhand. He completed his primary and higher education from 

Dhanbad only.

Sailesh was preparing for CA but due to some financial problems he left the preparation of CA and moved to the country's capital 

Delhi and started a job at an electricals equipment manufacturing company where he met his GURU's Rajendra Singh and Avtar 

Singh, from them he learned about all the basic of the electrical equipment's manufacturing and after working for few years in 

country's capital he decided to move to his native place the coal capital of India where he invented a special kind of plug that has 

the capacity to bear high voltage . It does not get burnt due to high voltage and thus reducing the cost and effort to replace such 

plugs from time to time . This will also help a lot in reducing waste. He worked on generating employment in Bihar and 

Jharkhand.He especially focused on the empowerment of women that's why he is providing training to the women and started a 

platform to provide employment at the doorstep of the women and make them financially independent, till now he has trained 7 

women. Initially, he started from a fund of 10 lacs and he faced many ups and downs in his life but he faced all of them with his 

strong determination and with the help of his beloved Mrs. Deepa saw. She supported him through his ups and downs. She 

always motivated him and acted as a pillar of strength for him. She was instrumental in making him believe that patience will pay 

off someday. As there is saying that behind every successful man there is women. This proverb suits best for Shailesh. 

In 2018 he was awarded first position in the Start-up India program and awarded a sum of Rs. 75,000.

White labelling and export of electrical goods are his pilot project and his aim is to provide employment to women and 

unemployed graduates in the Dhanbad and its adjoining area and later on expand it to the whole Jharkhand and Bihar. He is 

working on the Work from Home model in which he will provide raw material to the women at their doorstep after the training and 

they will provide money on the basis of the number of finished products assembled successfully. This model. will enhance the 

confidence of women and boost their self-respect. There are a total 55 wards in Dhanbad district and his aim is to provide 

employment to at least 100 people from each ward.

"You are defeated only when you accept the defeat." This message was given by Shailesh to all those who want to start 

something of their own.

SHAILESH
Founder of S.S Plugman
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SHIV DAYAL CHOUDHARY
Successful Businessman

About the Founder

I am Shiv Dayal Choudhary born on August 14, 1989, born and bought up in Ajmer. I have completed my Schooling at St. Stephen's Senior 
Secondary School, Ajmer, and Bachelor of Commerce from Samrat Prithviraj Chauhan Government College, Ajmer. I have engaged in my 
family business since 2014 and started dealing in Pharma industries, Ayurvedic and Homeopathic medicine, and supplying to all over India. 
In 2018 I diversified my business activity and started a new field in electronics with the name of Laxminaraian Sunderlal Mercantile Pvt Ltd 
registered under the companies act 1956. 

We have been the Super Stockists of various brands such as Toreto, Zebronics, Mcop, Infinix, Firebolt, Syska, Zavia, Foxin, Cellecore, 
Mafe, and AXL, amongst others. and started the brand by the name of Jajot registered and trademarked in 2021. Jajot deals in electronics 
such as LED TV, Coolers, AC, Mixer Grinder, Clothes iron, Geyser, electric kettles, LED lights, blowers, heaters, Induction, Tower Fans, etc. 
We already have 10 stores in Rajasthan and we are planning to expand all over India we have more than 650 plus Presence Across Nation 
service centers all over India. 

We have a tie-up with financial solution providers such as Bajaj Finance, HDB Financial Services, and IDFC. We also have ISO and CE 
certifications which indicate that the products meet the requirements for being relevant to our concept, moreover also focusing on trust. We 
are working on introducing many new products in the market such as Inverter, Mobile Accessories, earphones, 
neckbands, watches, TWS, Keypad Mobiles, Fans, DTH, Dish Antenna, CCTV 
camera, projectors, WIFI, sensor LED lights, Rechargeable & Solar-driven fans, Mist-
fans, Gas-Heaters, Microwaves, Refrigerators, Washing Machines, Tower speakers, 
Home Theatres and computer-related electronic products such as Keyboards, 
Mouses, Monitors, CPUs and other IT Peripherals of relevance. 

We use the best technologies and experts for our brands, not only that, but the 
maximum materials used in manufacturing the products are Indian which makes the brand 
produce a complete Indian-scenario-relevant product and helps in generating more and more employment locally and nationally. We have 
been key advocates of helping grow society.

We are working with sustainable resources, creating balances between human labour & technologies, and working on becoming an 
integrated organization with other services as well we do not want to be a product selling company we are working on sharing the technology, 
trends, feelings, and trying to make a permanent relationship with our customers and on that, we are majorly working on customer 
satisfaction so that the consumer never felt like being ignored we are just a few clicks away from reaching our consumers, we are working 
rapidly on our digital timeline so that we will improve the consumer experience by offering more channels, so you can easily reach us on any 
social media platform and our official website, an organization without the set of values and discipline is nothing more than a clump. 

A genuine consumer expects an organization to lead with their values and so we have focused a lot on our core values, which include 
Integrity, Honesty, Trust, Accountability, Diversity, Innovation, and Simplicity, amongst others. These values help us in creating a healthy and 
progressive environment. 

The recent Covid 19 pandemic has changed, or more like evolved the shopping landscape so vividly, that an average user tries to buy a 
brand they wish for, by visiting their digital platforms, as compared to physical stores. We are working on automated chatbots as well so that 
a consumer can ask any query related to the product or services 24x7. 

We are stressing better operations, and streamlining workflows with SOPs across the various departments. Additionally, we are working on 
a quick resolution methodology, and more proactive support and this is the reason why Jajot is constantly working on improving the 
customer experience. 

We understand that customer loyalty is not just a short-term process, but also a long-term understanding relationship between the 
customers and the brand. 

Jajot, as a brand, is working constantly on customer loyalty, and customer satisfaction, and soon, we are also planning to start a chain store 
of Ayurvedic medicine and also bring some fully residential projects and villas to Tier-I & II cities. Our vision is to be a one-stop solution, a 
strongly trustable one, with everything under one umbrella, which is Jajot.
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Shivang Satya Gupta is born and brought up in Jammu; he belongs to simple family background. He's married and blessed with 

two sons. He is a second-generation entrepreneur and his father, late Satya Gupta wanted to be a doctor but due to some family 

issues he could not achieve his dream; however, he did not let this affect his life passion and he pursued teaching and became a 

teacher in order to help the deprived people achieving their dreams.

With that objective, late Satya Gupta started his private school but during those times private school was not recognized so much 

so he became President of Jammu School Private Association to get his private school recognized. To be brutally honest, 

Shivang's sir father had a reckless attitude when it came to teaching students. He used to give admission to anyone who came 

across. This philosophy is followed by our visionary Prime Minister, Mr. Narendra Modi.   

In 1994, Satya Gupta passed away while Mr. Shivang was still pursuing his studies. After his father's death, Mr. Shivang felt an 

abyss of sadness. He read his father's personal diary wherein his only life purpose was to provide quality education to all. He 

made his father's life mission his driving force and he decided to live his father's dream – To provide education to all, no matter 

what background a student comes from. 

He took over his father's business and by academic qualification, Shivang Gupta is a computer graduate. After 27 years of 

research and studies, he came up with SP Smart Schooling System. He broke all traditional school rules and implemented his 

own rules of learning. Nobody trusted his learning approach, not even his school teachers in fact they resist his teaching 

methods and opposed his learning module. However, In 2004, the transformation made every eye wide open. He proved it by 

showing optimistic results in his students scoring 95% and securing positions. All students' data is secured till date. He not only 

revolutionized the education system but also brought discipline, build character, and refined culture in each of his students. That 

very year, Mr. Shivang was adamant about abolishing tuition & coaching classes, he didn't want any student going to extra 

coaching classes so he made sure to provide quality education in the school itself. “Bringing education back to the schools” is his 

living mantra for life. 

Mr. Shivang is the CEO of 4 schools that are thriving and showing great positive results in children. Furthermore, he owns an Ed. 

Tech company – ESPA Learn Pvt Ltd which is a start-up yet flourishing and it has earned laurel as the “best education start-up of 

the year”. Under ESPA learn there are two other start-ups, the first being an eduentertainment named My Learn Coffee – a 

student-centric library wherein a student can sit and study in a cozy atmosphere while enjoying free coffee.  The company was 

recently accoladed as India's Top 10 Startup. Another company is My Learn Digital Café wherein a student is provided digital 

gadgets to study. 

Not only this but Mr. Shivang also owns Espa line infra & real estate business along with being a promoter in Earth News - daily 

paper  ten network - news portal. 

 His mission is intact and he aspires to inspire students to follow their dream. His future goal is “Bagless education”- providing 

authentic and quality education in school and making education free for all. 

SHIVANG SATYA GUPTA
SP Smart Schooling System
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N. SUGUMAR
Sales & Marketing Head for Anil Foods

ndMr. N. Sugumar is a 2  generation Entrepreneur, who is now taking care of Sales & Marketing for Anil Foods. His professional 

journey started in 2000 immediately after graduating his Masters in Business Administration from GRD Institute of Management. 

He started associating initially in the Flour Milling Business which he was in till 2007 and later from 2008 he involved himself in 

Sales & Marketing of the parent company Anil Foods (Top Anil Marketing Company). The Company then was doing a 70 Crore 

business and due to Mr.Sugumars meticulous planning the turnover of the company surged to 250 Crores in 2021. On the other 

hand he was also focusing on transforming the company's culture into a Structured and Systematic one in which also he has 

proven his perseverance. Anil Foods (Top Anil Marketing Company) is currently producing 37 types of Food Products, of which 

roasted Vermicelli is their prime product and is the Market leader in this category followed by Ragi vermicelli, a unique product of 

this type encompassing 70% market share in this category. 

Anil Foods (Top Anil Marketing Company) is concentrating on Millet category of Food Products wherein 2015 launched Millet 

(Pearl Millet, Finger Millet, Foxtail Millet, Kodo Millet and Sorghum Millet) Vermicelli varieties which was received with great 

welcome by the customers due to its consistent quality & taste. At present Anil Foods (Top Anil Marketing Company) is the Market 

Leader in Millet Vermicelli category. Adding to this, 2 months earlier the company launched Millet (Pearl Millet, Finger Millet, 

Foxtail Millet, Kodo Millet and Sorghum Millet) Dosa flours which was also well received by the consumers.

As a debt free company Anil Foods (Top Anil Marketing Company) promises to deliver good quality food products thereby 

keeping high the trust of the consumers. The company also comprises of satisfied employees managed by professional People 

thereby delivering ecstatic delight to the consumers. 

The company is always futuristic and as an illustration the company intends to manufacture 100 Food products, employing 

10000 employees and marching towards 500 crores target in the next 3 years.
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1. Dr. M Sunil Kumar has completed Ph.D in Computer Science and Engineering, S.V.University, TIRUPATI. M.Tech in 

Computer Science from JNT University Hyderabad. B.Tech in Computer Science & Information Technology from JNT 

University Hyderabad.

2. He is currently working as Professor in the Department of CSE, Sree Vidyanikethan Engineering College, A. 

Rangampet, Tirupati, A.P. 

3. Served as Head of the department for Computer science and Engineering department for Three years, 

Ø As a Head of the department successfully completed 

Ø UG & PG-NBA( 3 years)

Ø NAAC-A, 

Ø Autonomous (5 years), 

Ø JNTUA permanent Affiliation, 

Ø R & D Centre from JNTUA and SRM university.

4. His main research interest includes Software Engineering, Software Architecture, Information Retrieval and Database 

Management Systems. 

5. Published 49 research papers in reputed indexed journals like SCI, Scopus, web of science & presented 40 papers in 

international conference & national conference.

6. Published 8 books & book chapters in reputed publishers.

7. 14 national & international patents filed, published & got grant. 

8. Presently Dr. M. Sunil Kumar guiding 6 research scholars in reputed institutions like, JNTU Anathapuram, KLU 

Vijayawada, VT university, 2 PhD research scholar warded. Guiding PG scholar in upgrad.  Completed 330 online 

courses in coursera, nptel etc.

9. Having 6.5 lakhs consultancy project Japan start-up company which will provide benefit to the farmers, project title: crop 

health monitoring using satellite image data.

10. JNT University Ananthapuram, UG Board of Studies member for CSE (AI), CSE (AL&ML), CSE (IoT), CSE (DS) and AI 

& DS.

11. Got 10 lakhs rupees to establish computer vision lab under AICTE Scheme MODROB in year 2019.

12. AICTE Scheme for Promoting Interests, Creativity & Ethics among Students (SPICES) has been sanctioned by the 

Council and grant of Rs.1,00,000/- in year 2022

13. Excellence in Research Award sponsored by NESIN 2022.

Dr M. SUNIL KUMAR
Professor at Sree Vidyanikethan Engineering College

Andhra Pradesh
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VIMALL DHOKA
Innovate Entrepreneur
Co Founder & COO of TRAAVNOW Holidays

Mr. Vimall Dhoka is an Innovate Entrepreneur, Holiday designer with a graduate degree in Economics and a passion for 

delivering world class Curated Holiday itineraries. He is the Co-founder & CEO of TRAAVNOW HOLIDAYS, a co-founded 

company along with his wife Preeti Dhoka.

Mr. Vimall has an experience of 15 years in creating professionally hand curated Itineraries, working full time to deliver hassle 

free, anything related to Travel. 

An alumnus of India's premier college, Loyola College (Chennai) .He  has been awarded 

EXCELLENCE ICON AWARD 2019 for his contribution to the field of responsible 

entrepreneurship in India. 

Before his foray into entrepreneurship, he has worked for more than a decade across 

various business verticals. In his entrepreneurship avatar, he has held a leadership 

position in Strategy, Sales and Marketing .His areas of expertise include Operations & 

Procurement, Business Development and Management, 

Mr. Vimall has a long and unique experience with various Industry Domains, resulting in clarity on his life's purpose and that was 

instrumental in paving the way for his onward journey to set up multiple entrepreneurship models, volunteering mentorship 

programs 

Mr. Vimall is passionate about Networking and counselling to build a better and robust new age India. He is open to new ideas & 

implementations 
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Antia Interior Pvt. Ltd has pioneered designing first of its kind concept in interior products and solutions for the residential, institution, and commercial 
places at sinner in Nasik, Maharashtra.

Antia Interior Pvt. Ltd is always one step ahead in its business due to its eco-friendly products, which relieve customers from the tension and stress of 
interior designs. The products are most dynamic, modular, and customized, as it contains zero wood hence, providing top-quality Household, Office, 
and Corporate Interior design materials like windows, doors, French doors, railings, etc, and other furniture material items including safety and 
security of interior products.

Antia Interior Pvt. Ltd is a new generation start-up founded in the year 2022 with one young man's vision of providing effective products and solutions 

where “We Innovate Your World”. The products are fully cost-effective and designed as per the customer's requirement. Within a short period, Mr. 

Vinayak S Pagare, the first generation entrepreneur of his family has made a productive business model in Interior Design and has been honoured 
on 28th February 2021 and awarded as one of the 'Multitasking Businessman' of the year 2021 by Reseal market research and company, Nashik; and 

'Start Up' of the year (28th May 2022) from global empire organization; 'Ambassador of Palau' and the list keeps on growing. Antia Interior Pvt. Ltd 

introduces the concept named Experience Centre where customers can test the quality and experience several items under one roof. In near future 

Antia Interior Pvt. Ltd has a plan to expand the product range to new heights to bring a new lifestyle to the people and full fill customers' needs. All this 

purely would not have been possible without the proper guidance and love of family and team members of Antia Interior Studio. 

Mr. Vinayak S Pagare has born and brought up in a simple middle-class family. His life was full of challenges but he overcome all troubles and become 

the Founder and CEO of Antia Interior Pvt. Ltd. In early childhood, he lost his father and the whole family burden came upon his mother's shoulders. 
Mr. Vinayak's mother used to do a job at the bank and she supports him in all ways she becomes an inspiration for him to pursue and achieve his 
dream.

He completed his Elementary education at ZP School; further, he completed his education at Navodaya Vidyalaya; and further has Experienced in 

Architecture. With high determination toward life and to make life easier for his family Mr. Vinayak S Pagare started working and creating ideas on the 
turnkey project construction while pursuing his education. 

While Working on a turnkey construction project, Mr. Vinayak S Pagare come across a lot of interior related product problems where he could not find 
solutions in one place for designing, good quality product, material, loading/unloading, transportation, installation, and after sale's service/warranty,  
which become hectic for both customers and owner. To overcome the above Problem Mr. Vinayak S Pagare thinks out of the box and come up with a 

solution for an Interior Studio where customer can find everything related to its product right from furniture material, size shape, colours, variety, etc.

Mr. Vinayak S Pagare develops a keen interest in Interior Design and started focusing on his dream to establish his business empire as ANTIA 

INTERIOR PVT. LTD. Inspired by his Architectural Background Mr. Vinayak S Pagare come up with comprehensive solutions for interior design-

related problems such as small space, designing, installation, service etc. At Antia Interior Pvt. Ltd. customers have to only select the product and all 

other things care will be carried out by the members of Antia Interior studio. 

Antia Interior Pvt. Ltd. has a major focus on the following things: 

· Quality and Customer Satisfaction

· Flexibility and Reliability of Products

· Highest Quality Designs

· Value for Money

For customers, Antia Interior Pvt. Ltd. wants to be the first and most favored, and most trusted choice. To accomplish our commitment in this area, we 

will strive to develop and discover new Interior Design Products, as well as continue to create long-term relationships by providing the best in quality 
it values for money products and solutions, and world-class products to the reach global market in Nashik, Maharashtra, and India.

ALL the products at Antia Interior Studio are standardized and are of the latest trends following folding and expandable furniture, the product itself 

has its special quality. In the future, customers can get the best deals with Antia Interior Pvt. Ltd. at affordable rates and damage-free delivery of 

goods. For us ANTIA Interior Pvt. Ltd. and Antia Interior Studio, the journey has just begun. We aspire to fly high in the directions of our dreams. To 
build and expand a business one has to be focused.

VINAYAK S PAGARE
Founder: Anita Interior Pvt Ltd
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NANDINI & DHILIP KUMAR
Founders of Shubh cards

Shubh Cards, a brand of Futuristic Print Vision Pvt Ltd., having its base at Chennai, India, was established in the year 2004 with 

the goal of designing and creating personalized wedding cards. At a time when standard, off-the-shelf wedding cards was the 

norm, Shubh Cards revolutionized the market with their pioneering idea of custom-made wedding cards. In 2004 Nandini and 

Dhilipkumar, partners in life and in business, co-founded Shubh Cards. With Nandini as our lead designer and Dhilipkumar as 

head of marketing and sales, Shubh Cards has succeeded in making hundreds of our customers extremely happy and satisfied 

not only all over India but also worldwide. Since then, they have designed and created over thousands of wedding cards and 

accessories. 

At Shubh Cards, Nandini and Dhilip, the creative duo has always strived to help their customers realize their wedding dreams 

through their innovative designs. Shubh Cards was the first wedding card brand to introduce box wedding invitations, a unique 

model that has since gained popularity throughout South India. In 

addition, Shubh Cards designs personalized wedding cards not only 

on paper, but also on a variety of materials such as wood, metal, fabric, 

acrylic, and so on.

The unique experience at Shubh Cards goes beyond merely helping 

customers modify existing wedding invitations. Brides and grooms 

can also work with our team to come up new cards with fresh designs based on their personal styles. First, clients work with Dhilip 

in thinking about new designs and ideas, colours and themes, boards and materials. Together, an idea for a card that embodies 

the customer's personal style is conceptualized. Then, the concept is passed on to the design team headed by Nandini who 

actualizes this idea in the form of a card. Nandini's team brings together their creativity and the customer's desires for their 

wedding card, all designed and developed through state-of-the-art technology. As a final step the newly designed cards are 

printed and created often using multiple steps, both with machines and with hands. The entire Shubh Cards team including 

designers, production and assembly staff, and delivery team, all work together to assure that the customer receives their desired 

card in supreme quality. It is because of this meticulous, patient, responsive process that customers are ensured satisfaction and 

continue returning to Shubh Cards ever so often. 

Aiding the interactions with the Shubh Cards team is the fine ambience of the showroom. The suitable lighting, the festive, yet 

antique décor create the right mood for choosing or designing wedding cards. Together, these make buying wedding invites at 

Shubh Cards a unique and pleasant experience, rather than merely checking off yet another item on customers' wedding to-do 

lists. 

Shubh Cards has had a long, beautiful, and successful journey since 2004, from being a small corporate stationery printing firm 

to a well-established, internationally recognized personalized wedding invitation and invitation accessories designer company. 

We strongly believe the reason for this success is our consistent passion for producing original designs, continuous evolution in 

serving our client base, and fearless approach to incorporating innovative ideas. 
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Myself Rashika Durgvanshi, I am originally from Lucknow. I am married to Anurag Durgvanshi, Lucknow, and we belong to a very 

reputed and decent family background. My life is going very smoothly and happy. For my education and this achievement all 

credit goes to my husband and my both family who always support me and also motivate me towards my goals to achieve it and 

he always push me to do great thing he always said that u are an independent women and u have a capability to do a big thing 

and he also motivate and push me to do a great and unique things and help me a lot to achieve my goals, fulling my all dreams.

I have a 4-year teaching experience and also work as a lecturer in a private institution, subject expertise is research 

methodology, child Psychology, clinical psychology, marketing, business studies, audit, and also work as an auditor in an audit 

firm. Currently, I am pursuing PhD from Amity University, as well as I did my certification course on mental health and positive 

psychology from The University of Sydney and clinical psychology course from fobet. I have many publication in UGC care 

journals as well as highly cited journals and indexes like Publons , Academia etc. Recently 2 books were issued ek soch ek pehl 

this book is falls under motivational category and the other one is iot smart grid management this book is basically suitable for 

Students, academicians and scholars too. And currently working on online based education system and my new start up with 

aim to prove education and knowledge to all the children's and students and another project is started recently names as 

Scholars.in this is basically an news alters and updating site who provide full and depth updates and latest updates regarding 

academic, researches and many more which are happen over all the world, with the purpose to provide a successive path to 

students, and also motivate and help to develop them and also motivate to grow in their life.

RASHIKA DURGVANSHI
Renowned Teacher & Writer
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SHAMA PATEL
Founder & CEO of Shamanta Builders

Mrs Shama Patel is the founder and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Shamanta Builders which is one of the leading and rising 

brands in the field of real estate in Dholera SIR, Gujarat, India's first pre-planned super smart city. She has been active in the real 

estate field for more than 10 years now. Shamanta Builders is engaged in the various real estate activities in Dholers SIR i.e., 

land development, commercial projects, industrial projects, residential projects, hotel & resorts projects and many more. 

The company has been awarded various awards for its contribution towards real estate i.e. An award for “Being fastest growing 

infrastructure company” in Dholera SIR by India News, An award for “Excellence in 

Project Development” in Dholera Sir by 94.3 MY FM by Divya Bhaskar Corporation, 

An award for “Best Developers in Smart City“ by Golden Globe Tigers Awards in 

2017 at Kualalumpur, Malaysia. 

Mrs Patel has been awarded the “Women Achiever Award”: for the most promising 

businesswoman in the real estate industry in Ahmedabad in 2020. Recently she has 

also been awarded as “Best Entrepreneur” honoured by My C.R.Patil, Member of Parliament.

Mrs Patel always wanted to be an entrepreneur and create various opportunities. She has completed her bachelor's in Arts (BA) 

from Saurashtra University and Master's in Computer Application (MCA) from Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU). 

She has been married for 10 years and her husband works with the Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad (IIMA) and has 

supported her throughout this business journey.

Being a mother of two daughters, Mrs Patel is passionate about women empowerment and hence has also formed Shamanta 

Foundation to help society, especially nursing homes and women. She actively participates in seminars at various schools to 

make awareness among girl students about various issues the society. She believes in creating multiple opportunities for 

women. She not only encourages women to have the property to their name so that they can also have a sense of ownership but 

also give them special discounts and perks for having property to their name. She also helps women to generate income sources 

by giving them various work opportunities and 80% of her staff members are female.

Mrs Patel, with her vast experience, business excellence and courage would like to contribute more and more to the field of real 

estate.
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Shalakah Gangal is an Entrepreneur, a Though Leader, Success enabler. In addition to being a PGDBA in Human Resources, a 

double graduate in LLB (Juris Doctor) Shalakah Gangal is also an ICF certified career success coach backed with 18 years of 

leadership & industry experience in the field of Human Resources, Career Management, Performance Improvement, Success 

strategy, leadership development, legal consultation & coaching.  Shalakah Gangal uses these unique & valuable combination 

of skills along with her expertise to help people achieve success in their careers

Shalakah Gangal an internationally accredited & recognized coach and a member coach most esteemed coaching bodies in the 

world like ICF and CCA. 

Shalakah Gangal left the comfortable corporate life because she wanted to make a difference to people who are struggling in 

their careers, hence she formed a sole-proprietary called Jobttalk which offers coaching solutions to 

resolve challenges faced by people at different stages of their career life; 

Shalakah Gangal's Philosophy: “Each of us have our own share of career challenges & struggles. 

well, some are ok living with it but for the others who want to succeed & are willing to work towards it I 

ensure you that I do everything possible to help you achieve success. I have 100% success ratio 

since I work on a scientifically proven model.”

Shalakah Gangal helps people struggling with unemployment, loss of jobs, difficulty in job-search, 

career confusions, failure in interviews, Performance & productivity issues, lack of promotions, career change, entrepreneurial 

challenges and so many more. 

Shalakah Gangal's vision: is to make career success accessible and affordable for everyone, so a common man does not 

have to worry about a burning a big hole in their pocket and peacefully work with a focused approach and achieve that success.

Shalakah Gangal's core belief is Everyone deserve success, all one need is the right handholding at the right time.

SHALAKAH GANGAL
Entrepreneur, a Though Leader & Success Enabler
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AVANTI KOTASTHANE
AVANI SHOPPY BUSINESS

I am Avanti Kotasthane and I am originally from Solapur. I am married to Amol Kotasthane, from Shirdi and we belong to reputed and decent family 

backgrounds. In Shirdi, we had a hotel- 'Hotel Saikrupa'. I and my husband used to run our family business that is the hotel and we had lots of fame and 

respect in Shirdi.  My life was going very smoothly over there. 

But after 13 years my life changed suddenly and because of education of my children, we left Shirdi and came to Pune. At that time, we had very less 

money in our pockets. Brainstorming about what to do in Pune, we initially started making chiwada, laddoo, and all 

other Diwali Faral snacks items and sold them door to door. Then we searched for vendors for papads and products 

like mango pulp, Amla juice, and other famous delicacies. Besides, we started taking catering orders too! But this 

was not enough. We wanted to do something big. 

After lots of discussions with Amol and my parents, we decided to take a shop for rent in Sai Vision Complex in 

Pimple Saudagar, Pune. And the journey of Avanti Shoppy began from here. We started a retail super shopping mall!

The neighborhood was a developing one and, in the beginning, very quiet. Also, people didn't have good access to 

the shop so nobody came for a purchase. I was very tense but my husband always gave me moral support and told 

me not to worry.Within one year, we purchased a commercial shop just beside the rented one. It was a very happy 

moment for all of us. We started manufacturing Diwali faral snacks and sold it in India as well as exported to 

international countries like Singapore, the USA, and Scotland. Before the covid pandemic, we exported over 6000 kg abroad and in India. In 2020, the 

pandemic came and because of covid restrictions, for two years we were not supplying our goods abroad. But from this year we are going to start 

again!

Things changed all of a sudden and there was a short-termed stagnancy in the business. I went into depression and my life was disturbed. My 

husband, children, and my parents always stood behind me and they all took me out of this phase. And gradually, to bring back that excitement and 

effectiveness in business, I restarted the catering business, and slowly looked after the shop as well. 

Apart from Avanti Shoppy business, we are engaged in a regular community service too! We always help orphan and AIDS-affected children. We have 

regularly visited a Pune-based foundation, "Mamta Foundation" and have donated clothes, food, daily supply items to such children. In the pandemic, 

we helped many Purohits and priests across Maharashtra by providing them with a month's grocery. We have helped municipal corporation cleaning 

staff, and the police by providing them with cold drinks, buttermilk, and snacks during the March 2020 lockdown, when they were the only ones working 

in the broad sunlight. We have donated sarees and Diwali faral to Kinnar Community every year in Diwali, since we started the business. During the 

floods in Kolhapur and Sangli in 2020 and Chiplun 2021, we donated water, grocery and clothes to the flood-affected victims.  Also, we have provided 

tiffin service to many covid patients. 

In July 2021 we planned to expand our business and for that, we are decided to start another outlet of "Avanti Shoppy". This time, we chose a prime 

location in the city. At Hinjewadi Phase-3, Pune we rented a 3200 sq. Ft shop. It was not very easy now to manage a big megastore and its costs. We did 

not have much capital to initiate this enterprise. In September 2021, we applied for a loan, and then the work for interior design began with the help of 

this money. But every step was too hard. This was a very huge project and for that, we required fixtures and stock materials worth at least Rs 2 crores, 

and this was very challenging for us. We approached the SBI bank for another business loan under CGTMS Scheme. This procedure consumed a lot 

of time and we ran out of patience. Hence, we decided to close the running business at Pimple Saudagar and shifted to this new outlet so that the goods 

of the previous shop could be used in the new one. We knew this could have halted our incomes. But no matter what, we had decided that on Dussehra, 

we will inaugurate our dream venture. Hurray! Avanti Shoppy's new unit was successfully inaugurated on 17 October 2021 with new hopes and greater 

ambitions. With the same positivity, another good news got added to the list. During Diwali time our loan got sanctioned. 

Now, Avanti has become a brand at Hinjewadi. This has happened only because I and Amol are together and trust each other. With my two children, 

Saideep's and Apurva's support, my parents' and my late father-in-law, Dr Avinash Kotasthane's blessings, we are now running a full-fledged business 

in Hinjewadi. I also would like to show my gratitude towards my dear staff members at Avanti Shoppy, for understanding our problems and standing 

with us. We all believe that one day, Avanti Shoppy will be a national as well as a global success.
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Carry your bridal lock with the most decent yet attractive way

The beauty is about being comfortable in your skin. no matter what it is. Every woman is beautiful and flawless A woman's beauty 

is admired by everyone who watches her on her wedding day People wait for the woman to come on stage and spread the 

plamour all around. So choosing the right Makeup and the right makeup artist is not an easy task to do.

To decorate bride with beautiful Makeup, we have Mahina Jain MUA, the founder of Kmahima Makeover Studio and Academy. 

She is self-inspired self-taught, self-made Makeup Artist from the royal city Jodhpur, Rajasthan, She has done more than 8000 

bridal makeups till now, and the count is still on Mahina has made her city proud of her work and achievements in the beauty and 

makeup industry Not only this much but she has also been awarded as the Best Makeup Artist Of Rajasthan by Madhuri Dixt in 

the year 2018. Women's Day Award for the most inspirational woman of Jodhpur She was also a judge of Miss Thar Beauty 

Rajasthan's Pageant and last but not the least the Indie Royal Queen Beauty pageant held in Dubai

Mahiinaa has provided makeavers to famous Bollywood Tele artists such as Nidhi Uttam, Parul Chauhhan. Cherag Thakker. 

Kanika Maheshwari Prachi Tehlan Anita Hassanandani. Aditi Gevriliker and many others for 

their appearances at various events.

This Jodhpur's very known makeup artist teaches aspiring future makeup artists in her 

academy of Makeover classes She shares her best knowledge to spread the goodness of her art so 

that the tradition of the good Makeover is carried forward by the next generation.

Being from a little conservative environment like Rajasthan. it is not easy for a woman to reach the heights of success, but 

Mahina managed to prove herself among all the other woman She broke the barrier and chosen her talents as a ladder towards 

her success She made a mark of her style with the best available International brands in Jodhpur in fact. Manish Malhotra's 

"MyGlamm" is represented by her She is out to make Jodhpur proud by her academy being the only place where complete 

Makeover is being taught

Mahiinaa is at her prime peak after struggling for many years and grinding herself to become better every coming day. She learns 

daily and teaches her students selfless in distributing her knowledge of art. The Wedding Maantra salutes women like Mahina 

who have proven themselves to the world and supported woman empowerment.

To get best look and lavishing party experience contact with Mahhiinaa Makeovears and get your celebrity makeup by Sangeeta 

Jain .

Mahhiinaa Jain Founding ower :- 

Mahhiinaa Makeovears Studio & Academy

MAHHIINAA JAIN
Founder Mahhiinaa Makeovers Studio & Academy
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MANJARI PRIYA GUPTA
DIRECTOR AT FIS GLOBAL

A lady with a substance, conqueror and an achiever in all facets of life defines the MrsIndiaworldwide Earth 2021 - Mrs Manjari 

Priya Gupta.

Manjari is a corporate leader, working as a Director in a leading Fintech Company FIS Global, winner of Mrs Indiaworldwide 

Earth 2021, Social Activist, Philanthropist, Model, leading actress, Role Model and Influencer and mother of two lovely kids 

Amaira and Yuvaan.

She has been awarded as International Influencer by India Glory Awards, Women Change Maker Award by Dr Kiran Bedi, Young 

women achiever by  Global Triumph, Karnataka Business Award & Bharat Samman Award by Govt of India. She believes every 

women has the capability to do multi tasking and if a woman is determined she can continue to achieve success even after 

marriage. 

Her passion is Women Empowerment and she is working with many NGOs to make her bit to the society. Her dream is to build 

nation where every women is financially and emotionally independent. Being a fashionista and model, being a gold medalist 

during 12th, she has come a long way. Her childhood was spent in the Jharkhand capital city Ranchi, she is presently staying in 

Bangalore working from last 17years in Australia & India. Despite having challenges in her life, she is an achiever and aims to 

work harder for the society and wish to uplift the women.
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Empowerment” is literally referred to as the “process of becoming stronger” However, empowerment is also all about the degree 

of autonomy and enablement – to be equipped with the knowledge, confidence, and ability to make decisions for oneself. But 

what is empowerment?? Is it an outcome? A feeling? An end? Or a means to an end? Or is it a skill to be developed? It could 

mean different things to different people, still something that runs as a common thread is the feeling of being in control of your life, 

when you make your own decisions and own up to your actions. Empowerment is definitely a feeling and can be elusive one for 

someone who experiences oppression, self-doubts and limiting circumstances – circumstances and behaviour that women are 

repeatedly and naturally subjected to, under the pretexts of tradition, well-wishing, safety and what not!!  Women empowerment 

finds a constant place in the agendas of global forums and debate topics and even many literary creations. However, have we 

truly achieved anything concrete in this area? It is this thought that inspired us to gather the different perspectives from our 

esteemed authors and exponents, whose thoughts and views form this rich and vivid collection, and I have the pleasure to 

present this to you!! As contrarian as it may sound, a woman can never be empowered till she looks outward and at others for 

empowerment. She needs to look intrinsically and trust herself. Everything else is the ammunition which she will be able to truly 

utilise only when she believes in herself without any buttress!! The most courageous act is still to think about yourself. For true 

empowerment, one needs to be her own sunshine.

“No one can make you feel inferior without your consent” – Eleanor Roosevelt. 

Manjula Asthana Mahanti

Bhubaneshwar 

Ms. MANJULA ASTHANA MAHANTI
Motivational Speaker
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NISHI JAJODHIA
JAJODIA & ASSOCIATES

WE HAVE SEEN IN OUR HISTORY THAT EVER SINCE WHEN A GIRL OR A LADY STEPS UP AS LEADER, SHE HAS ALWAYS BEEN 

UNDERESTIMATED BY HER OWN FAMILY MEMBERS, SOCIETY AND EVEN HER COLLEAGUES. BUT, IN MY LIFE THE STORY IS A BIT 

DIFFERENT I ALWAYS HAD TO SUPPORT FROM MY PARENTS AND MY FAMILY AS WELL. IT'S BEEN ALMOST MORE THAN 10 YEARS 

THAT I GOT DOWN ON THE FIELD AND WORKED ALL BY MYSELF, FROM ARRANGING FILES TILL RUNNING A WHOLE FIRM AND SIDE BY 

SIDE ACHIEVING MY PROFESSIONAL DEGREES SUCH AS CS AND LAW. I HAVE BEEN IN THE FIELD OF TAX, GST, AUDIT IT RETURN 

FOR YEARS NOW, AND WITH TIME LIFE HAS GIVEN ME ENDLESS EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE AND I JUST WANT TO STOP I WANT 

TO PURSUIT MORE AND MORE.

JAJODIA AND ASSOCIATES IS A PIONEER IN RENDERING CONSULTANCY SERVICES SINCE 1985 IN KOLKATA. THE FIRM WAS 

STARTED BY MY GRANDFATHER SHRI MATADIN JAJODIA B.COM (H) L.L.B HAVING A GREAT KNOWLEDGE OF LAW & TAX. THEN MY 

FATHER SHRI BIJAY KUMAR JAJODIA, B.COM(H), L.L.B AND CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT JOINED THE OFFICE IN THE YEAR 1987. BOTH 

MY GRANDFATHER & FATHER WERE EXPERT IN AREA OF LAW & TAX. THEY BOTH HAD A DRAMATIC AND EYE-CATCHING WAY TO 

SERVE OUR CLIENTS WITH ALL TRUST AND BELIEVE.

I NIDHI JAJODIA BEING A TAX CONSULTANT AND PRACTICING COMPANY SECRETARY TOOK THE CHARGE OF OFFICE FROM 2012 

AND SPREAD BY FIRM'S WINGS IN KOLKATA, BHUBANESHWAR, VISHAKAPATNAM TO DELIVER QUALITY SERVICES IN ASSURANCE, 

ADVISORY AND TAXATION.

WE ARE PROVIDING ALL SORT OF CONSULTANCY SERVICES. WE STRICTLY ADHERE TO STANDARD OPERATIONAL NORMS AND 

PROVIDE THE BEST POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS AND CONSULTANCY FOR THEIR RESPECTIVE FINANCIAL AND TAXATION ISSUES. WITH 

THE ACTIVE SUPPORT OF OUR COMPETENT TEAM OF PROFESSIONALS, WE HAVE MANAGED TO PROVIDE THE EFFECTIVE 

SERVICES TO OUR ESTEEMED CLIENTS.

NIDHI JAJODIA

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES:

· Received Certificate from VIPR FOUNDATION 

· Awarded by VIPR FOUNDATION for involving in Social Activities 

· Honored by ICSI as a Faculty COMPANY SECRETARY.

· Honored by The First Ever Designation Women Award 2021 (Women Empowerment) by Get You At –Digital

· Honored  at Tirupati for performing professional services. 

KEY SKILLS:

· Excellent knowledge in Tally ERP9

· Back office Management. 

· Team Leadership.

· Filling Income Tax Returns. 

· ROC Filling. 

· Preparation of Accounts.

· Preparation of Audit Report, Director Reports, Minutes Drafting etc.

· Theoretical knowledge of Company Laws, Business Management, Audit, Income Tax, ROC, Business Environment and 

Entrepreneurship, Ethics and Communication.

PROFILE AND STRENGTHS:

Possess an analytical mind and also always open towards new ideas.

Excellent communication and inter personal skills.
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Introduction:
I don't understand where to start my own life story. There is so much to reveal and so much to cover. All of us face challenges in our lives, but I believe an 'opportunity' is 
always hidden in that problem. We just need to shift our focus from that problem for finding the opportunity within that problem. I am not particularly aware of from where and 
how I got the strength to overcome all the obstacles which came my way and how I came this far but whatever life offered me, was not acceptable to me and my 
stubbornness of what I want or wanted was always growing inside of me. Even today, it is not easy for a woman to set foot outside the home and succeed, but 25 years ago, 
so it was even more difficult for me. My story begins with the struggle inside and outside the home as of I could not give equal justice or balance my personal and 
professional life. 

Struggles:
In early years of my life, I used to sell cutlery items door to door. Then I started working as a Demo Girl at exhibitions, then started office work as an administrative assistant 
and at the same time took Life Insurance Corporation (LIC) agency under my name and started working for it. My dreams were so big that even during the daytime I 
experienced nightmares. To achieve my goals, I have worked very hard in my life; the universe supported me too alongside but took many tests as well. At the same time, I 
was getting stronger physically and mentally. Faced with many social and family struggles, I reached the highest level within the LIC, which is called the Million Dollar Round 
Table (MDRT) achiever. Soon after, for the second year in a row, I reached that level in just three months. There was contentment inside me, but the ambition was much 
higher.

Commencement of Pinkal Mind Power Training Institute:
At the same time, the idea of doing something good came to my mind and that thought brought a tribal girl into my life, and I got the opportunity to 
work on her Mental Health. And from that experience I was encouraged that society needs someone like me who can help others with their mental 
health by clearing the stigma attached to its notion. Therefore, based in Ahmedabad, Gujarat in December 2014, I founded “Pinkal Mind Power 
Training Institute” with a unique mission to bring positive changes and transformation in the lives of people. I provide Training & Counselling for the 
Personal & Professional Excellence. This is an initiative with a big goal of bettering the lives of people across the world. I have been organising big 
events on bringing positivity in society. I aim to enhance the qualities of all spheres of human lives to make it healthier, wealthier, happier, as well 
as successful and peaceful.

Professionalization:
Over the time, I realized that I still had to do something for a mentally healthy society, and I noticed about pretty good outcomes of hypnosis and became a professional 
clinical hypnotherapist from EKAA institute where I studied Integrated Clinical Hypnotherapy. I have been running the Pinkal Mind Power Training Institute utilizing social 
media positively for the last 7-8 years. I also work on child psychology as well as on mental health as a Counsellor for creating a mentally healthy society. For my desire to do 
better and better, I learned Graphology Analysis and Tarot reading as well. I always listened to my gut and that is why I am here today. If I had listened to others, I would still 
be blaming destiny and luck somewhere for not reaching where I wanted to be. 

Why Hypnotherapy?
In Clinical Hypnosis I relieve people from pain, frustration, despair, anxiety, stress etc. Hypnotic instructions have quick and long-lasting results. Once a person goes into a 
hypnotic state, the gap between the conscious mind and the sub- conscious mind decreases and then the instruction reaches the sub- conscious mind and the result lasts 
longer. Thus, the person in distress and grief follows my instructions given at sub- conscious level and behaves in the desired manner for a long period of time during his 
conscious.

Arena:
Most of the cases I have; are of students; in which the child's attention is not focused on learning, if the child is lying, the child has climbed on the wrong side, etc. I also work 
with women who are clueless or stressed due to Menopause and have tangled relationships with their own selves and their family. Many young people 
who are under stress and cannot find a solution on their own also come to me. People skin-off their minds and talk to me and alleviate their troubles. I treat 
without any medicine only with the immense powers of the mind. I want to teach people to live with the self. A lot of self-satisfaction can be achieved by 
helping others.

Connect:
I strongly feel that it is very important to keep your dreams alive. I wanted to get a degree from a foreign university, but I do not know English, and no one 
teaches in Gujarati/ Hindi there. So, I slowly translated the study material in Gujarati and talked to the head office in EKAA that I would write my exam and 
research essay in Gujarati only. I had to fight a lot but, in the end, I got justice. From this I want to tell everyone that language is just a medium of expression. If you don't know 
a language, then it does not mean that you are not intelligent.

¨ Key Achievements:
1. Featured in 'Hello Gujarat' book by Manisha Sharma & Saraswatichandra Aacharya, 2021.
2. International Women Empowerment Award, Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel Science & Technology Organization (Regd.) Under Govt. of India, New Delhi, 2018
3. Narendra Modi Vichar Manch award at Mahila Jagrut Sammelan, 2017.
4. Launched 'Relaxation Ensure Peace & Bliss' audio CD in three languages (Hindi, English, Gujarati), Published by Adarsh Prakashan, 2016.

You can connect with Pinkal Mind Power Training Institute via Email on pinkalmindpower@gmail.com, Facebook page at pinkalmindpowertraininginstitute, YouTube 
channel on pinkalbhatt, Instagram @pinkalbhatt or WhatsApp on +91 8511695400.

PINKAL BHATT
Best health & Well Being Influencer of the year
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PRIA LUNIYAL SODHI
A Teacher, A Life & Enpowerment Coach

INTRODUCTION:
Charting success strory and breaking stereotypes from a communication trainer and Image Manager to multifaceted sought after Life 
and empowerment coach, working incessantly towards the wellness and upliftment of needy. 
As a life coach Though my coaching, mentoring and wellbeing practices, I support women who have the desire to stand tall in their careers, 
but are lacking in confidence, recognition of their abilities, experiencing imposter syndrome and unsure what direction to take. I guide my 
clients to make transformation in their lives and to shape the careers they truly desire.it is my endeavour to make better the lives of everyone 
who across my path. we have now taken the platforms of social media to spread the message of wellness, empowered living, self care, 
women health.
WORK OVERVIEW/ What we do-
As an educationist from past 15 years,  I understand the challenges faced by women working in this environment. I have experienced first-
hand the frustration of not being listened to; considered a “troublemaker” for simply showing passion in my work, losing roles in favour of 
male counterparts, and not being valued for my true worth.
1. Following my own journey of Life coaching, mentoring and Personal development, you van been carve out a career aligned to values and 
beliefs and create a business of integrity and value.
2. through our invinsible Image consultant services you can mark your presence everywhere you go.
3.wellness -  our aim is to build a stronger sustainable society which starts from the health of women. here we emphasise a lot on the health 
having a sustainable healthy lifestyle and exercising.
4. Corporate training- training the college students in proferssional skills and endeavour, image and communication trainings. training the 
professionals of banks, and other corporate offices in maximising their potential and work 100%  towards the companys profits.
WORK ETHICS:
I totally believe that it is essential for people to understand that life is too short for self doubt and if people do not get the surroundings where 
they can thrive , then they should create one by working upon themselves, stop seeking validation from other people.

I. Face Adversities Head ON- You get in life what you have and the courage to sk for.
II. Live your dream- The greatest thing as an individual we can do is to take a step out of our comfort zone and live our dreams.
III. Keep re-inventing yourself- with every experience you are painting your canvas , thought by thought, choice by choice. 
IV. Empathise and be sincere
V. Let go of the past
VI.  Accept yourself- stop comparing
VII.  Dont react to negativity. take away their only power thats your attention.
VIII.  spread optimism
IX.  take ownership
X.  work hard

ACHIEVEMENTS-
For massive contribution in last 15 years and transforming the lives of more then 5k people, i have been a panelist amongst various 
Government projects like Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao abhiyan, , have been an eminent part of "Digital Yoga Conclave" by Ayush Vibhag, " 
Digital Skill Development conclave in 2021"  by UP Governmrnt Skill development cell.
Earned " 100 -Young Women achiever in India" award, "Beti Bachao Award"by the government of UP in 2019 & 2020 resp.
Banged " Young  women entrpreneur Award" by AICTE and CMAI, TEMA
Achieved Women Leadership Award 2022 by Zee News and Glantor X.
Contact details-

· follow & connect on Instagram- @priaa555
· conncect on facebook - @priyaluniyalsodhi
· call and wats app on - +91 7894394231
· Corporate office-1-  E-1/5,6 Model town Bareilly, A-3/47 Lajpat nagar, New Delhi
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Miss Reena Jain kapoor has had an exceptional carrier in the travel and trade industry for over two decades.  Academically 

qualified in BSC IN COMPUTER SCIENCE BUT HAD THE PASSION FOR TRAVEL AND TOURISM AND EXCELLS IN 

PROMPT TURN AROUND TIMES AND AN EYE FOR DETAIL SERVICE. 

SHE HAS HAD THE WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY TO BE OF SERVICE TO OVER 15000 CUSTOMERS. HER IMPRESSIVE 

ITNER PERSONAL SKILLS HAVE BEEN THE HALL MARK OF HER SERVICE. HER VISION IS TO BE ABLE TO SET UP 

OFFICE ACROSS THE GLOBE BY MINIMUM 10 OFFICES BEFORE THE END OF 2030.HER MAIN FOCUS AREA BESIDES 

TRAVEL HAS ALWAYS BEEN STRIVING FOR THE UPLIFTMENT AND EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS 

AND START UPS. WE WISH HER ALL THE VERY BEST IN ALL HER FUTURE ENDEAVOURS.

REENA JAIN KAPOOR
Expert of Travel & Trade industry
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SAMRITI GARG MITTAL
Fashion entrepreneur, Tarot card Reader, Social activist
and many National awards winner

Ms. Samriti Garg Mittal was brought up in a small town named Sahnewal In Ludhiana. She completed her Masters in English 

Literature and further completed B.ed doing jobof teaching along. After seven and a half years of teaching she quit job to follow 

her passion of Fashion designing. Then finally she started with the business of women ethnic wear with her savings and bought 

on 16 kurtis in wholesale. After that she didn't have to move backwards and today people know her by the name of SAMMY. She 

was one of  the first women who displayed her articles on Youtube and today she has 54k subscribers. She believes that the way 

she stood on her feet with her hardwork other women of the country should also do the same. She motivated women that if she 

can do this with her little baby , why other women cant. Listening to her motivational words on her channel many women today 

are doing reselling business under her. Even after all this the journey still is going on. Ms. Samriti had one more passion that was 

in occult  sciences. She proceeded with the course of Tarot Reading and pursued it and got the precious title of SHIROMANI by 

TAW. 

Last but not the least She believes one should not run behind Throne, a women should have that personality that wherever she 

sits becomes a Throne.
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Introduction

Hi, This Side Tina Phogat Founder of Geetanjali Care and I'm proud to be an important part of the upcoming and developing 

Real Estate industry & Social Responsibilities of our nation - India.

At a very young age I understood that even though this world and our society speak and converse in 100s of different languages 

it only truly understands one and that is hard work.

At the age of 21, I started working with my father and learned the tough lessons of what it's like to be a woman in a world 

supposedly run by men. I made up my mind to work harder than any man and achieve all my dreams and aspirations on my own 

account.

I've been in this industry for the past 7 years now, and I am proud to say that I've successfully taken a step closer to my goal. I'm 

fortunate to be a part of Geetanjali Homestate Pvt Ltd and Geetanjali Care.

Throughout my career of 10 long years, I've taken very different positions in the market, as an entrepreneur working on my 

startup, as a Digital Marketer, and as a HR working hard overtime to fulfil and Understand someone's exceptions.

All these experiences have given me important insight about a very important question that I always asked myself 'who am I' 

what do I want to achieve and where is this life taking me, I never found the true answer but every experience helped me get a 

little closer to finding that answer. Then I chose to become an Entrepreneur which made me realise that no experience ever goes 

to waste and even though we might feel the experience is, it always adds up in the end and teaches us very important lessons in 

our life.

So I am just any other woman in this world trying to be my own hero, and today this award has pushed me a bit closer to me being 

my own hero.

For more you can visit at www.geetanjalihomestate.co.in or www.geetanajlicare.in

My Social Links - https://www.instagram.com/tinaphogat__/ https://www.linkedin.com/in/tina-phogat-525461197/ 

https://www.facebook.com/tina.phogat.522 https://twitter.com/TinaPhogat 

https://studio.youtube.com/channel/UCePM9a8qBI036EJ5Gqm7Y2A

Achievements - https://www.fsia.in/tina-phogat-women-awards-2022-id-25110 

https://www.facebook.com/103065072339203/photos/a.103074129004964/114969997815377/ Most Enterprising 

Entrepreneur Supporting Child Care and Women Empowerment Issued by Brands Impact · Apr 2022 

https://geetanjalicare.in/press-attention/ https://geetanjalicare.in/press-attention/ https://geetanjalicare.in/press-attention/

TINA PHOGAT
Founder of Geetanjali Care
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TAHSEEN MAHMOOD
Administrator, Self Starter, Leader, Motivational Speaker
Director: Educational Consulting Bureau

Ms.Tahseen Mahmood is a multi-talented young woman, aspiring Best Educational Start up of the Year hailing from Calcutta, West 

Bengal. She is an Administrator by profession, a self starter and excellent leadership, Motivational Speaker, and also A Company 

Director name Educational Consulting Bureau. Since childhood, she has been this little girl who was always persistent towards 

achieving her goals and making her dreams come true . She has always been a top performer in school and college along with having 

a keen interest in sports. Her passion and desire to make good bonding with the family members and her company colleagues with this 

thought she can achieving her goals and make her dreams come's true not only her other's also. With this thought she can definitely 

become as a “Success Business Woman”. After finishing up the graduation from Calcutta University she started her journey in Indigo 

Airlines as a Customer Service Officer and then worked in Futuristic Institute of Hotel Management as a Center In Charge cum Student 

Counsellor conducted sessions and workshops to help students make their dreams of getting placed come true. She has also worked 

as a Admin Head in Gd Goenka Public School and Delhi Public School in Calcutta. Supportive and helping with teachers and other 

staff members. She has also organized and manage events like Annual programme, Annual Sports and other such more events in 

school. After with this all journey she now became a Director of a company name Educational Consulting Bureau as Consulting 

agency in 2021. She always remember only one line “Stop Thinking Start Doing” 

ABOUT EDUCATIONAL CONSULTING BUREAU 

ECB is an agency co-powered by Design Centre “The 

Group of Architecture” established in year 2021 and 

located at Pitampura, New Delhi. Educational 

Consulting Bureau (ECB) mainly known as consulting 

agency in which we Creating a world-class school to 

benefit students, families, and our community requires the right expertise. Whether you need the expertise to start a school or to help 

improve your school management, our proven approach for best-in-class international schools can help.

OUR EXPERTIES

“Our Team having a experience in the K-12 education segment in India have an excellence teams of consultants, academicians and 

expertise along with to fine tune the process of identifying the right teachers and human resources for the new school project while 

implementing use of various strategic and effective selection tools. As per the requirement of the projects, availability of resources and 

project budget along with market needs, the HR planning for a new school projects is defined”.

New School Start Up and Management Services provides a comprehensive, customized offering that includes visioning, planning, 

implementation and ongoing  management of your school, which will be opened under your chosen brand name. These various 

contracts provide deep assistance and direct management options to entrepreneurs and future owners who must navigate an intricate 

set of considerations and implications throughout the entire process.

VISION AND MISSION OF EDUCATIONAL CONSULTING BUREAU

 - To be a Finest Educational Consulting Bureau.

- To provide marvellous and superior services with our Client's needs and make the superior Education of our      Kid's with which our 

kid's upcoming become more brilliant.

ACHIVEMENTS

· Rajiv Gandhi Icon Award 2022 for The Innovative Start up of the year 2022

· Global Teaching Excellence Award The Academic Director 2022
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We are a India-based non-profit organization registered under the India Trust Act, 1882 with Registration No. 982.

We have started working in Indian states of Delhi, Bihar, Kolkata, Rajasthan and Uttarakhand since 2018, focusing on Social 
development, Alleviating poverty (tribals, dalits, deprived), Health Camps and Awareness, Education and Welfare of Women and 
Children, Sport's Development, Child rights, Welfare of Old Aged Persons, Gender Equality, Sanitation and Cleanliness campaign, 
Water Crisis Management, Emergency responses, Environment protection (Conservation of Ayurveda, Medicinal Plants, Herbal 
Plants) Agriculture and Food security, etc. Our team is committed to bring about a change in the present scenario through well-
planned and comprehensive programmes in health, education, livelihoods and disaster preparedness and response.

Our Profile

Shining Soul is a national level Non Profit Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO) registered under the India Trust Act, 1982 with the 
head office located in New Delhi. Initiated in the year 2018, with the vision of holistic rural development, the organization is committed 
to working for emancipation and empowerment of the underprivileged section of society. We are a group of Educationalist and Social 
Activists Youth Visionaries with the vision to make a positive change in the society through working in the right direction with change 
makers' team. Working hand-in-hand for the deprived and indigenous communities, our focus is to overcome the socio-economic 
barriers of the rural society marked by unemployment, poverty, health deficiency, human rights violation, gender, and communal 
discrimination and so on. We believe that the role of an organization is to instigate, aware, educate and make indigenous and 
backward communities capable and bring them in the mainstream. With the execution of varied programs, we are determined to bring 
about substantial social development and change by providing support, education, and training.

Our team constitutes dedicated personnel from diverse areas to take care of their variety of programs. The prior parts of our working 
are the areas inhabited by the deprived and socio-economically backward communities and people. We are presently working in 
underprivileged areas in Delhi, Bihar, Rajasthan and Uttarakhand states of India.

Our Goal

Our overall goal is to overcome the socio-economic barriers of rural society marked by unemployment, poverty, health deficiency, 
human rights violation, gender and communal discrimination and protection, conservation and betterment of Mother Nature.

We Believe in

Saving environment and its resources

Human rights for everyone.

Equal opportunities for development of all sections of society, age, religion, culture and caste.

Keep co-ordination in society beyond caste-creed limitation with equal opportunities for employment, education and development.

We Work for

The backward and underprivileged people such as Indigenous Group and Tribal Group.

BPL Families (Weaker Section of Society), Women, Children, Migrant Labours, Farmers, Deprived People of Hilly zones

People with Disabilities (PwDs) and Old Aged People

Bringing Social awareness through various projects to nullify the environmental imbalance caused by us and our society at large.

Our Values and Principles

We encourage Honesty, Transparency and accountability, Mutual respect, Creativity, Gender sensitiveness, Interaction and 
Solidarity at the individual and organisational level.

SHINING SOULS (TRUST)
Non Profit organisation
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AKHIL J MADHU
Founder & CEO - Comet Web Solutions LLP

Akhil J Madhu is an Young Entrepreneur who turned his passion in to profession. He incorporated a firm named  Comet Web 

Solutions LLP in 2018. He was born and brought up in a small town in Kerala. Before starting his  own firm he worked as a 

freelance developer which helped him to gain a lot of knowledge on trends and  technologies set in the field.  Comet Web 

Solutions is a premium design agency that focuses on quality, innovation, & speed. From the  inception of the firm, the executive 

team at Comet understood the role of having a strong technical team. Our  team of in-house developers is well equipped with the 

state-of-the-art tools and methodologies to transform  customer's business by providing the right solutions to their business 

challenges and provide competitive  advantage.  We pride ourselves in 

great work ethic, integrity, and end-results. Throughout the years we were 

able to create  stunning, award winning designs in multiple verticals while 

allowing our clients to obtain an overall better web  presence. We utilizes 

technology to bring results to grow our clients businesses. With our in-house award winning  designers, we recognize the fact 

that usability, functionality and visualization are three of the most important  factors when designing interfaces or web sites. We 

utilizes technology to bring results to grow our clients  businesses and pride ourselves in great work ethic, integrity, and end-

results.  Our team has been delivering innovative, cost effective and timely solutions that drive the growth of small and  medium-

sized businesses worldwide. Comet with strong team of high quality professionals and management  instilling matured 

processes, we help forward-thinking companies achieve and surpass their business goals.  Trained as industrial designers we 

have a deep-rooted belief in rational function and sustainable aesthetics. Our  methodical approach is focused on revealing the 

essence of each design challenge to allow us to create holistic and  durable solutions.  We've designed our entire process and 

products around providing everything a small businesses needs when  they're starting out – ensuring that working with us is 

always a quick, easy and hassle-free experience. We give our  clients full control of their project without a ridiculous price tag, 

and our friendly team offers their expertise even  after their project is live.  Comet Web Solutions got various recognitions within 

this short period of time with the professionalism and the  quality in our works. We were able to win the 'Top Placer Award in 

Information Technology' at Go Global  Awards 2021 organized by International Trade Council.  As we have a strategy of 

constantly learning dependent development through agile method, we deliver most  modern technology to the clients. Our 

products are one of its kind in the industry because of its uniqueness and  reliability. We are currently headquartered in India, and 

are planning our network expansion to Asia Pacific,  Middle East, Europe and North America.  
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Dr. Sanjeev Kumar is an Associate Professor in the Department of English at Dr. Bhim 

Rao Ambedkar College Delhi University. He has 29 years of teaching experience. He 

holds two  M.Phil degrees and one Honorary Doctorate. He also has done Professional 

Doctoral Certificate from East Bridge College Paris. Besides, he holds over a dozen 

national and international awards.

He had been on course revision committees at IGNOU and also been associated with 

academic assignments at HP University Shimla. He had done in the corona period last 

year 230 webinars and 30 workshops on research methodology. 

He has six books published to his credit three of which from Partridge Publishing House 

USA.

He recently had been nominated with the Professor of the year award scheduled to be 

conferred in Bangkok on 12th Nov this year.

He is loved by his students and they recognise him despite their holding good positions and that is what he call his assets that he 

accumulated in his entire teaching career.

Dr SANJEEV KUMAR
Associate Professor, Dr. Bhim Rao Ambedkar College

Delhi University
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ABNEESH MISHRA
Founder & CEO Juvevenile Edventure Pvt Ltd

ABNEESH MISHRA Founder & CEO of  Juvevenile Eduventure Pvt Ltd , Yori Care and  Gruwia Laundary and Dry 

Cleaning  Services . ABNEESH MISHRA is a Young Entrepreneur who turned his passion in to profession. He started his 

journey from 2016 with ADR SALES AND SERVICES (Proprietor). He has Najafgarh (Delhi) Based Boy. Before starting his 

own firm he worked as a Project Coordinator in Skill Industries , He has taking care of 225 trainers of  Delhi and  Haryana   which 

helped him to gain a lot of knowledge  in the  Various operational field. 

ADR SALES AND SERVICES started its work from flip cart and Quotation work from Delhi metro Rail . ADR SALES AND 

SERVICES makes two Brand Yori Care (Sanitary Pads )  and Gruwia Laundary and Dry Cleaning  Services  with the 

dedicated  executive team .

Yori Care (Sanitary Pads) designed and customised by the Our team of ADR SALES AND 

SERVICES  and Product made by the Third party on initial stage  . All product of YoriCare is available 

on yoricare.com , yoricare,s Application and All online platform . Currently Yoricare's sanitary Pads 

available in North India (Delhi, UP, Haryana, Rajasthan, UK , Punjab and Bihar). 

Gruwia (Your Hygiene expert) with utmost care for detail of cleaning combined with superior 

technology enabled practices. Gruwia focused on building a world class seamless customer 

experience platform – Gruwia's aim is to deliver the highest standards in the retail textile laundry world 

and raise the bar for the business of cleaning!

Gruwia's very dedicated team at The Gruwia is on a constant lookout to maximize laundry and dry 

cleaning business opportunities in India. Gruwia's goal is to deliver top-notch laundry and dry 

cleaning service to all the cities and beyond. Not only are Gruwia striving to reach out to more cities, 

but Gruwia are also trying to increase Gruwia's units in each city as well. For this reason, Gruwia have 

a Franchise program, whose aim is to expand to More cities and upgrade the lifestyle of Gruwia's 

guests.

 ABNEESH MISHRA got various recognitions within this short period of time with the professionalism 

and the quality in our works. 

 As we have a strategy of constantly learning dependent development through agile method, we deliver most modern technology 

to the clients. Our products are one of its kind in the industry because of its uniqueness and reliability. 

Currently, ABNEESH MISHRA is working on a Exchange program of Indian students with students of USA, Canada, Australia, 

Korea and Japan. All these Activity is would be done by ABNEESH MISHRA's New Company Juvenile Eduventures Pvt Ltd 

which was incorporated in 2019.   
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Adi Kumar is an advancing and eminent choreographer in Bollywood and wedding industry. Having worked with the likes of 

Shahrukh Khan, Akshay Kumar, Katrina Kaif, Ranbir Kapoor, Ranveer Singh, Salman Khan and many more. he has continued to 

deliver grooving performances which make you sway in your seat and look forward to more.

Adi Kumar started his formal training at the age of 18, and by 19, he was out in the field and performing at award shows and doing 

various gigs. From there, it was only sailing onward. He started off as a dance instructor beside several renowned 

choreographers and also polished his skills as a performer and choreographer at reality shows like Dance Premier League, Just 

Dance, India's Got Talent and award shows like Femina Miss India, Filmfare, screen awards, IIFA Awards and many more. 

But it doesn't stop there. In 2010, he opened his own dance institute by the name of Adi Dance Institute to encourage many 

youngins like he himself was, to explore the art of dance and bring forth their exceptional skills. 

Currently, he's an acclaimed name when it comes to choreographing and designing stunning, luxurious weddings in India and 

even worldwide! 

Wedding day is the one day which is considered a huge milestone and is more often than not, a once in a lifetime moment, and 

who wouldn't want to cherish this day's memory forever? With his team, Adi Kumar makes sure to carry through the promise of 

making a lasting memory of the wedding for everyone. and taking wedding sangeet and the bride-groom entries to the next level. 

He has choreographed wedding events for many prominent business houses like Aarti Steels, Liberty shoes, Trident, City Gold   

Tea, Cremica Food, lifestyle sarees and Darcel.

He continues to challenge himself to one up his own self every time he gets a new project, always on a lookout for improvement 

and to come up with better results than before.  

ADI KUMAR
Eminent Choreographer in Bollywood

and Wedding Industry
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MUKKA OBUL REDDY
Chairman & Managing Director Honeyy Group

It was 24 years ago that I started working as a salesperson and went home-to-home selling products to take care of my education. I 

earned a meagre amount but it was enough to make ends meet. This gave me just enough financial freedom to live on my own. From a 

door-to-door salesperson, I made a shift to the Insurance industry where I witnessed continual growth.

I know the struggle for employment and a roof over the head, so I made it my mission to make the dream of millions come true- 

affordable housing. I wanted to manoeuvre heaven and earth to make my vision come true. This has led me to venture into a job in the 

real estate sector. This gave me enough time to gather knowledge about the sector. 

I strived hard for years and embarked on a journey that was filled with hurdles and obstacles. With my ambition growing too strong, I 

was still thinking of his grand vision in the back of my mind. 

The tangible beginnings of Honeyy Group date back to January 7th, 2016 when a team of 9 people came together to do the 

unthinkable. The initial seeds of thought were to set the stage for an impeccable and exciting collaboration between ourselves and the 

many builders in Visakhapatnam. We put our heads down and continued to work day and night. The team toiled hard, both collectively 

and individually, to make a mark on the real estate landscape.

With a modest office in Vizag, we devised grand ideas for the company that is to be. We wanted to enrich the lives of the millions living 

in the country. we grew our operations from just sales to launching and building our own projects- all from scratch. The company had its 

hiccups in finding its feet, but today we stand tall among our many competitors.  

Our projects are unique and a match to no other. They bear the mark of Honeyy Group, both qualitatively and quantitatively including 

the materials, facilities and amenities. Our organisation is known for its commitment to excellence and we say this not just in words but 

show it in action too. Our on-time project completion and end-to-end assistance are what make Honeyy Group unique in its approach. 

To keep up with the trends, the real estate sector needs to be innovative and focus on the future. It is a sector that is constantly 

changing and adapting to new technologies and new methods. It is also a sector that requires a lot of research and development. We 

are looking at new designs and materials in order to make sure our projects are sustainable and environmentally friendly.

We are taking baby steps towards sustainable and green buildings. We aim to achieve sustainability with the use of quality materials, 

strict adherence to building standards and norms, providing proper ventilation and reducing carbon footprint in our constructions. We 

provide proper vegetation around our constructions irrespective of the plot size. Our designs are eco-friendly and include measures 

for rainwater harvesting.

It is also the need of the hour to get acquainted with the latest technology and implement it for the benefit of the customers. 

Digitalization in the construction industry is going to play a vital role in the development of the construction business.

We aim to bring about a revolution in the sector by introducing a full-time salary system, increased employment for women, and 

encouragement with timely and appropriate recognition of the efforts of each of our employees, irrespective of their cadre.

Honeyy Group has been a household name for home-buying in South India since 2016. Our forte is providing the best residential 

properties at affordable prices. A customer-centric approach and the motto of providing the best of both, luxury and affordability, to our 

customers have been the major driving factors for the company. The key features of a good home are location, connectivity, design, 

affordability and amenities. We offer these features and more to our customers. Updated with the latest technology in construction and 

a promise of on-time project completion, we have launched a plethora of projects.

If you find it hard to believe that the preparation to reach our goals is underway, this day is proof that perseverance is the most loyal 

partner in the path to progress.
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Raghav Seth is a creative person who turned out as an entrepreneur cum fashion designer. Currently, he is an owner and designer for the 
brand "Romeo Juliet". A 42-year-old businessman along with more than 100 employees working. He is a philanthropist too always trying to 
take care of social basic problems like the education of destitute and intelligent students. He is vice president of an NGO "Punjabi Samvad" 
as well as serves as president of the NGO "Maksad Foundation."

Inspiration force persuading him to join the profession!

His father used to supply fabrics to many design houses in Delhi. When he was in class X, he accompanied his father on a business tour that 
was the first time he witnessed fashion being created in manufacturing workshops. It was how he came to know about his passion & 
inclination toward fashion. Thus, he never looked back.  

Remarkable Achievements 

He has procured several awards under the tag of  "best designer" for instance, in 2018, was awarded at an event in Thailand by Madhuri 
Dixit. He has even been prized as the best designer for  "Trendiest outfit " (Page 3 awards,2019) by Lara Dutta and even has been honored 
as the most socially responsible brand by Kiron Kher(2019). 

Continuation of his success 

He is an official designer for PTC channel productions and there are award shows held every 
year for 13 years. Till this time he has designed for various Bollywood & pollywood celebrities 
such as Jasmine Sandlas, Neeru Bajwa, Nooran sisters, Divya Dutta, Satinder Satti, Mana 
Singh, Miss Pooja, Nazia Husain, Japji Khera, Gurpreet K Chadha, Jonita Doda, etc. He also 
contributed his talent by dolling up actors for several movies and some Zee tv shows.

Today Romeo Juliet is a worldwide fashion sensation for its customers. We are putting up 
exhibitions and fashion shows globally for many years out of which our leading markets are the USA, Canada, Australia, England, etc. 
Raghav Seth is a creative person who turned out as an entrepreneur cum fashion designer. Currently, he is an owner and designer for the 
brand "Romeo Juliet". A 42-year-old businessman along with more than 100 employees working. He is a philanthropist too always trying to 
take care of social basic problems like the education of destitute and intelligent students. He is vice president of an NGO "Punjabi Samvad" 
as well as serves as president of the NGO "Maksad Foundation."

Inspiration force persuading him to join the profession!

His father used to supply fabrics to many design houses in Delhi. When he was in class X, he accompanied his father on a business tour that 
was the first time he witnessed fashion being created in manufacturing workshops. It was how he came to know about his passion & 
inclination toward fashion. Thus, he never looked back.  

Remarkable Achievements 

He has procured several awards under the tag of  "best designer" for instance, in 2018, was awarded at an event in Thailand by Madhuri 
Dixit. He has even been prized as the best designer for  "Trendiest outfit " (Page 3 awards,2019) by Lara Dutta and even has been honored 
as the most socially responsible brand by Kiron Kher(2019). 

Continuation of his success 

He is an official designer for PTC channel productions and there are award shows held every year for 13 years. Till this time he has designed 
for various Bollywood & pollywood celebrities such as Jasmine Sandlas, Neeru Bajwa, Nooran sisters, Divya Dutta, Satinder Satti, Mana 
Singh, Miss Pooja, Nazia Husain, Japji Khera, Gurpreet K Chadha, Jonita Doda, etc. He also contributed his talent by dolling up actors for 
several movies and some Zee tv shows.

Today Romeo Juliet is a worldwide fashion sensation for its customers. We are putting up exhibitions and fashion shows globally for many 
years out of which our leading markets are the USA, Canada, Australia, England, etc.

RAGHAV SETH
Entrepreneur cum Fashion Designer
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SHAIK SUBHANI
SAFE SHOP

When Your FAITH Is Larger Than your Fears And Your DREAMS Are Bigger Than Your Doubts,   MIRACLES will Happen In your 

Life.   The Journey of SHAIK SUBHANI, who believed that NETWORK MARKETING-DIRECT   SELLING Is the upcoming 

Future of India and who strongly Believes that Direct selling Industry   will give people: Low risk and Low cost Entrepreneurship 

opportunity, Extra Income or Second   Income source, Time freedom, financial freedom, Family security, Fame, recognition,   

public speaking skills, Personality development, Lifestyle of choice, Quality time with   family, Developing social circle, Early 

retirement, Helping others and most Importantly contributing   for a better country and society.   SHAIK SUBHANI Is From 

SRIKALAHASTI, ANDHRA PRADESH. He belongs to a   middle class family. Since from Childhood he is very passionate about 

his studies. He is a   graduate in AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING and worked as a Trainee in Hindustan   Aeronautics Limited, 

Bangalore.   He always want to Do something big in his life. But By seeing the scenario of jobs, he   realised that it is highly 

impossible to fulfil his dreams and to reach his vision through Job. For   starting 

something big he don't have any financial background. But he never stop 

Dreaming, But   there is a saying that when you truly wants something, All the 

Universe conspire in helping you   to Achieve it.   In 2018, He Got an opportunity 

to enter NETWORK MARKETING-DIRECT SELLING Industry in one of the 

INDIAS Top Ethical and fastest growing companies SAFESHOP. He Came to 

understand that Direct selling Industry has Huge potential in India and Any   background people can easily start this 

Entrepreneurship opportunity. He strongly Believes that   This Direct selling Industry can make an ordinary man to an 

Extraordinary. But here comes the   Biggest challenges in Subhani's life, Daily he met new people and explained about the   

opportunity and he faced Lot Of Rejections and Criticism. His friends, Relatives and everyone   making fun of him. He 

understood that reason behind all this rejections and criticism is people   Don't have knowledge and awareness about Direct 

selling Industry. He added that People forgot   Good also exists in Network marketing Industry.   Beyond all this Subhani never 

give up. His Vision and Dreams are clear. He realised that Most   important weapon to be Successful in Direct selling Industry is 

LEARNING, He took support and   Guidance from his Mentor MR. SATISH YATHI and completely submitted to him like a   

student. He followed the powerful system of SafeShop. He added that His Mentor always says   Ethics and moral values are 

more important in Direct selling Industry to be successful. Moreover He got inspired from the Training sessions of MR. K SOMA 

SHANKAR, one of Indias   leading Direct seller and Motivational coach, helped him to Build good relations with people.   He Also 

Did Worlds second and Asias first Advanced course of PGDDS(Post Graduate   Diploma in DIRECT SELLING) From Shoolini 

university, Himachal Pradesh, under the Guidance   of Network marketing Guru, DR KAMAL KANTH VASISHTH (PHD IN 

DIRECT SELLING).   Subhani says that this is an era of DIRECT SELLING. Government of India has brought new   rules and 

Regulations for this Industry in Dec 2021, Now Subhani is successfully Leading   Thousands of Team In Different states across 

the country. Now he became motivational   speaker, Coach and inspiration to many one for those who want to Achieve Big In Life. 

He   Strongly believes that by the year 2030 Crores of Entrepreneurs will rise through DIRECT   SELLING INDUSTRY. He is 

always Gratitude towards God, His mentors, parents, Safeshop and   His Lovable and excitement Team. His slogan JAI 

BHARATH JAI DIRECT SELLING.   
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Mr Shashikant Shukla was born on 01 September 1964 in Deoria, Uttar Pradesh. He belonged to a middle-class Brahmin family. He has his mother, father and three siblings in the family. Since childhood, He have an 
amazing ability to lead and the desire to do something better for the country's society. His father, the late Shri Kamala Kant Shukla ji, was working as a professor in the University of Sampoornanand Sanskriti and was also 
a well-known astrologer, and he was also conferred with the title of Shastra Chudamani by the University, And many Sanskrit texts were composed by him and they have also been made available in the market in simple 
language, and today these texts are working to show a new mirror to the society. The names of the famous texts written by him are:- Vastu Soukhyam, Jaimini Sutram, Laghuparashari, Vastusar, Collection, etc. 
Kamalakantji was conferred with the President's Award in the year 2002, and was also decorated with the award by the Governor of Uttar Pradesh in 2003, after a few months, he was also adorned with the 
Mahamahopadhyay Shiv Kumar Shastri Award by the All India Vidata Parishad, the Special Award by the Uttar Pradesh Sanskrit Sanstha. His mother, the late Shrimati Girija Devi, was a very spiritual woman and took up 
the responsibility of the rites and education initiation in her children.He completed his schooling from the Government School in Deoria, he went to The Deendayal Upadhyaya University, Gorakhpur for his graduation and 
from here he completed his Bachelor of Science and went to another state for higher education and from there he obtained a Master of Business degree.
Professions achievements 
“Mr S.K. Shukla is management graduate having around 30 years plus experience in the field of commercial & logistics. Currently he is heading Logistics & SCM division at India Glycols Limited, Noida and simultaneously 
holding 'Business Head' position at IGL Gorakhpur Plant, Uttar Pradesh. Additionally he is holding following important positions in reputed organizations:

� 'Director'- of 'Kashipur Infrastructure and Freight Terminals' ICD Kashipur, Uttarakhand.
� Director'- of 'Common Effluent Treatment Plant in GIDA Project Gorakhpur Uttar Pradesh government.   
� 'President' of U.P. Distiller's Association, since Dec-2018 onwards, at New Delhi-110016.

Apart from these, he has been involved in various CSR activities for social works like:
� Adoption of three Govt. Schools by IGL and made them most modern school with various amenities.
� Free distribution of 10 lacs of liters IGL made sanitizer in Gorakhpur & other places in Uttar Pradesh to prevent the pandemic Covid-19
� Organized many 'Road Safety Meets' programs at IGL Kashipur & IGL Gorakhpur Plant and raise his voice towards safety of people as well as minimize organizational economical loss.

He has been instrumented in establishing best effectives, innovative practices across the supply chain management and Gorakhpur Plant. Due to his best efforts IGL's Gorakhpur Plant's supply share is now 26% and 
stand pioneer in liquor industry in U.P.
Shri Umashankar Bhartia, Chairman, IGL, in view of his amazing talent, handed over the command of him as the Business Head in 2016, at that time IGL was struggling for his identity. In such adverse circumstances, 
when he took over the command, he made IGL the number one distillery of the state in the last few years, and also make his big contribution in development in Purvanchal, Gorakhpur. Today, each and every person even 
children of Gorakhpur bears witness to their struggles and fulfilled the expectations of their chairman and also increased the value of the government by giving five oxygen plants to the state government in the covid-19 
pandemic.  Let's know from Mr. SK Shukla what is the source of this energy and inspiration of his:
 Positive and high thinking.
 Getting up early in the morning
 Learning from failure
 Always be full of joy and enthusiasm
 Confident and learning from others
 Meditation and unwavering faith in God 
In his life, a poem by Harivansh Rai sits exactly –

त न थकेगा कभी,ू

त न �केगा कभी,ू

त न मड़गेा कभी,ू ु

कर शपथ, कर शपथ, कर शपथ,

अि�नपथ अि�नपथ अि�नपथ।”

Today, IGL has overtaken its competitors in the market with its quality products and it is the result of this foresight of S. K. Shukla that today IGL has surprised everyone by completion of the construction of Purvanchal's 
largest anaj - based aswani.
Work Initiative's example:
The entire people of Purvanchal and Pradesh give their own example of the work done by them in the society.
 Five oxygen plants built and dedicated to the people of the state 
 A major initiative towards making about 400 women self-reliant by employing about 400 women in Purvanchal 
 Government schools were adopted and made high tech and all facilities were made available to them.
 Moksha Dham was renovated and the statue of Lord Shiva was established there and converted into a tourist spot. 
 Adopting and taking full care of Nalini Tigress in AshfaqUllah Khan Park 
 Distribution of sanitizers worth more than Rs 2 crore free of cost in Covid-19 
 Create history by constructing 65 lakh to 1500 toilets under the Prime Minister's Swachh Bharat Mission.
 In Covid-19, where the institutions were retrenching their employees, the same IGL stood with employees and assured them and paid salaries.  
 To organize more than 30 medical camps every year and ensure free treatment of more than 25,000 people. 
 Provided cheap drinking water to the villagers by installing 150 India Marka hand pumps.
 At the same time, to participate in the implementation of all government schemes and take them to the common man.  
 More than 2 crore donations were made to the Chief Minister's Relief Fund 
 Donations are also made to the Prime Minister's Relief Fund from time to time 
 Distribution of blankets to more than 10,000 needy persons in the month of cold every year 
 Bhandara is held every 10th March.
 To cooperate by the company in kanyadaan of girls of nearby villagers 
 Provided three ventilators at the TB Hospital.

All the above works have been appreciated by the local administration and the State Government on many public forums and have been honoured with commendation cards by the District Magistrate, Gorakhpur, Chief 
Development Officer, Gorakhpur, Chief Medical Officer Gorakhpur, District Court Gorakhpur, Deputy District Magistrate Sahjanwa, Senior Superintendent of Police, Gorakhpur and the Cabinet Medical Minister for their 
wonderful cooperation and have received many state level awards.

Mr Shashikant Shukla 
Business Head & President UPDA

India Glycols Limited, Gida, Gorakhpur   
  	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Mob 9414189963

SHASHIKANT SHUKLA
Entrepreneur cum Writer
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B.S. CHANDANA
Entrepreneur

The Spark is within you…
Dreaming big is easy but materialising that dream is where the challenging part begins.
Every person has a spark of creativity inside them. In a world inundated with “you can do it” quotes how often are it that we see people talk about “how to do it? There are no 
concrete answers as no two life journeys are alike, however, patience, perseverance, and persistence are the golden keys to unlocking the realm of success.
Someone has rightly said that the future belongs to people who believe in themselves and dare to achieve their dreams. People who rule the world and inspire others have 
once dared to believe in their remains and such an inspiring and determined personality is B.S. Chandana is a YouTuber as well as a handicraft artist, she is a student by 
profession and a YouTuber by passion.
They said it would never work out?
Giving up on my dream is something I never dreams something I never believed in even when there was hardly any hope in the dark. I still kept on searching for the light 
within life has always been challenging and I have always tried to rise above those problems and that's what matters. Turn out your weakness into your strength and 
success will be yours.
When there was a thought of starting a YouTube channel. I didn't expect much from it was just a hobby and teaching neighborhood children to craft things something to keep 
them happy and creative in my spare time. where I could not even dream that a hobby can help me to learn something new every time, I have become smarter more 
appreciable and learned It started out as a harmless hobby, there was a time in my life some valuable skills along the way.
I believe that every person has a purpose in life believing in oneself is the best gift for yourself.
Chandana's creative corner (Let's design something great together)
What would be your hidden talent?
Do you think the hidden talent should be just hidden among yourself?
Well, my talent for crafting things is something a gift of blessing which is given by my parents. The way of exploring my creativity in the world should not be hidden in just the 
four walls around me. becoming a YouTuber changed my life well it was started as a harmless hobby and we all cherish hobbies as our favourite part-time activity but the 
only one who is more passionate about creating things and turning out their hobbies as their profession.
Every person has a spark of creativity inside them. It might be small or big, but not every person tries to figure out what is their creativity or what is their hidden talent…...?
Recipe of Life
Crafting is something my passion for creating beautiful things from waste materials that are useful for society…a home is my happy place because there is no place than our 
beautiful home where I love decorating my home with my skills and creativity…
It doesn't matter whether my home is big or small because each and every brick is the hard work of my father who connected every corner out of love. Where I love creating 
crafts and creativity from the plain surface to the wall of memories. The true essence is created when there is hard work dedication and love for whatever you do. That's the 
real taste of success
So, do you think is there any greater place than our beautiful home???
The girl on the magazine cover…
There are only a handful number of people who appreciate every aspect of life gracefully and want to explore it to the core through the undefined art of living in the quest for 
searching for a beautiful life I realized the true essence of life.
I believed that the concept of beauty lies in simplicity and simplicity lives in the beauty is synchronically related the one who understands the balance of these two notions 
can unlock the ultimate path of living a beautiful life…
Featuring me on the cover page of diva planet magazine in the march edition is something that gave me grow confidence and also my dream come true and that was the first 
article that was published in the diva planet magazine…
It was featured as the golden journey of a handicraft artist as a YouTuber…. what is the recipe for success on my YouTube channel? Become a trendsetter in the success 
story of AIWA 2022, flourish prosper and grow, and see the future now these were the contents that were featured… “Believing in oneself is the best gift for yourself”.
Achievements:
Get ready to race…
“The matter of age is just a number if you have the courage and willpower you can go beyond your limit and showcase your excellence”.
Colasc-2018 Awarded first for science model making from best out of waste. In infinitum, the intercollege competition was organized by the department for mathematics, 
Christ PU, and Junior college Residential, on 11 September 2018.
Avishkar 2019 Awarded first in the best out of waste the competition was organized by the department of science, Inter department competition, Christ PU college.
Chandana's creative corner my youtube channel was started in the month of November 2020 the month of my mother's birthday and this channel Chandana's creative 
corner is a gift for my mother.
AIWA 2021 (Aisa's top 100 influential women award) Powered by Diva planet magazine, Times crown, women empowerment legendary league. It was presented to me in 
the category of “Excellence as the Handicraft Artist 2021”.
Diva planet magazine featured me on the cover page 2022 for the March edition also for the month of colors and also for the occasion and also for the occasion of the 
women's day which is being celebrated all over the world…
Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav 2022 first prize in the Best out of waste competition conducted from 19- 02-2022 to 27-02-2022 it was organized by the department of commerce in 
association with NSS and IQAC, Christ college of science and management.
Indian prime icon 2022 in the category of sports and arts as “Handicraft Artist” powered by fox clues, market with technology and also fox story India and media partners are 
zee business 91.1FM radio city.
Icons of Asia India 2022 Awarded as the “Rising star of the year” presented by Global empire events on 28th May 2022, Radisson blu new Delhi India Asian dominance 
through education and entrepreneurship.
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Mrs. Priyadharshini, a former Engineer turned Entrepreneur. She has always been a girl who is determined and 

uncompromising in making her dreams come true despite of any obstacles ahead.

She is a multitasker who is not only passionate about her career and exhibited expectational results and gained more positive 

feedback from her customers in crafts, stitching, jewellery making, costume design, fashion design, makeup. She also spent 

more than six years training many pupils in these sectors and also created a Master Booklet for Crafts and Stitching for easy 

approach to crafts for their students. She is also an articulate and motivational speaker, who has changed life of many from  

credible speaking. She was a standout student, distinct performer in Studies and Extraordinary Performer in sports both in high 

school and college as well.

She was working as an engineer, but from the early age she knew that, she is the one who is born to achieve bigger, than doing 

her routine work like many others do, so then she decided to quit her job and pursue her dreams. She began making terracotta 

jewellery on a modest scale, selling it online across India and exporting it to foreign countries like the United States, the United 

Kingdom, Singapore, Malaysia and many others under the name of Aara's Terracotta Jewellery which received a tremendous 

response and positive feedbacks from her customers which motivated her to go the next level of business which was her one of 

the dream which made never slept.

Although starting a business is difficult, but an entrepreneur must begin somewhere. So then she launched her dream company, 

"Aara's Designer Boutique," which houses all women's clothing, fashion designing and modern stitching, terracotta jewellery, 

parlour all under one roof. Then she decided to give a professional approach to her business and joined fashion designing 

course, gained extra knowledge in FD and attended number of fashion shows and armed everything in her business which then 

added a feather to her crown.

But her greed towards achieving has not stopped and made her to start a new enterprise of "Aara's Tasty World" within a year 

which is a totally different sector which was begun with her own enthusiasm. She has fulfilled many roles in her daily life as a 

loving mother, caring wife, responsible daughter-in-law, as well as an entrepreneur, a good trainer, a great teacher and a 

motivating friend. Apart from all these roles, her desire to accomplish great things has brought her to where she is now. 

“Follow your passion — and if you don't know what it is, realize that one reason for your existence on earth is to find it.” 

—Oprah Winfrey

“Build your business success around something that you love — something that is inherently and endlessly 

interesting to you.” —Martha Stewart, businesswoman, writer, and television personality

Mrs. S. PRIYADARSHINI
Founder & Proprietor: Aras Designer Boutique

and Aras Terracotta Jewellery
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SANGEETA SHARMA
International Life Coach, NLP Practitioner
Blogger, Strategist... many more

Sangeeta is a multifaceted personality who is an international Life Coach, NLP Practitioner, Hypnotherapist, Energy Healer, Youtuber, Speaker, Peak Performance 
Strategist, Blogger and mastermind behind designing sound training programs. She has Authored, a transformational book, named “FOUR LAYERS TO YOUR DREAM 
LIFE” that is available at all leading national and international portals including Amazon. As a Life Coach, she is mentoring internationally to businessmen, women 
entrepreneurs/ house-wives, students, and individuals as well as corporate houses. 
 She has the honor of featuring in Outlook India among Top Ten Personalities who have contributed tremendously to their field of work. She has also been conferred with 
“The Real Super Women Award 2022” in the category of “Best Life Coach & an Author” by Forever Star India on 20  May 2022.th

With a background of IT Industry, she is Masters in Computer Application and is a certified Oracle DBA., and has completed over three decades of working in corporate 
world as well as individually. She has led large and small teams for start-up companies and trained employees in multinational companies.
Sangeeta has developed and diversified her skills as a Self-Mastery Coach to help people improve their overall wellbeing, success and happiness in Life. 
Passion for helping others is a pride within herself. Her professionalism and warmth enable her to connect naturally with people. Her enthusiasm and positivity are 
infectious; thus, her trainings are highly transformational and focused on enhancing the life skills for living a well-balanced and fulfilling life. 
She is a practitioner of meditation using techniques like Vipassana and Kriya Yoga, and is on a mission to help people tap their true potential for creating a life according to 
their respective dreams.
Sangeeta's approach to Life Coaching is to authentically support each individual's growth through thought-provoking questions, attentive listening and empathy. 
She has helped people using her unique modalities for sub-conscious mind programming, Energy healing, EFT, Age regression, Past Life Regression therapies etc. to 
overcome their emotional and mental issues relating to their day-to-day happenings.
She has helped many in overcoming their traumas, fears and phobias at deeper levels as well as has helped for Pain Management, Passive aggressive behavior, and Inner 
child healings etc.
Sangeeta hails from a middle-class family that led her to various hardships which consequently forced her to take up the financial responsibilities of the family at a very 
young age of early twenties. 
She started her first venture in 1987 in IT Training. Married in a small town of Haryana named Sonipat at the very young age of 23, thereby the mundane life had almost killed 
her enthusiasm for professional pursuits, but her dedication & commitment cleared obstacles and made her eager to pursue her dreams in the field of teaching as a young 
college lecturer with a minimal support of family.
Her strength from the motherhood led her go in for higher studies along with working & upbringing both her daughters thus helping in upscale her skills simultaneously. She 
became a corporate trainer at Infosys and then ORACLE DBA in telecom sector due to her hardworking and profound clarity of goals. 
She started her own company in 2010 & generated employment opportunities for fresher college pass outs. By the year 2015 she was running a successful & profitable 
company that's when she asked herself - “Does she want to continue working in the same field throughout rest of her life?” The answer was “No”. 
She realized that in fulfilling her responsibilities as a married woman and running in the race of life she had lost herself. She had reached the saturation point and she got an 
insight that something hidden deep within was seeking expression at a bigger level, so she decided to explore that hidden domain within her and to find her true self. She 
learnt various modalities and experimented them on herself. 
The turning point to rediscover her and choosing a different path was a shift from understanding & learning to the code of machines to understanding & learning to the code 
of humans. Since all through her career she had enjoyed training, mentoring students & her team members hence she discovered her passion for making people's lives 
meaningful.
Then she wrote a book “Four layers to your dream life”. Her thirst for knowledge was always there. She believes that everything in this life comes with an expiry date, nothing 
is permanent. Every situation, every role, every job has a certain part to play in one's life and when that purpose is fulfilled, one should move further towards growth. There is 
no need to stay stuck in the same place, same profession beyond the required time. 
If one stays beyond that time then it steals away the fragrance of life and life stinks like a pond of stagnant water. What a profound thought!
She also has an interesting hobby of poetry/ Shayari and also is author of another book “Taabeer” which is also available globally on all leading platforms. “Taabeer” is an 
attempt to knit emotions of pure relationships and innocent thoughts in a common thread. 
Sangeeta's coaching programs are changing the lives of thousands of people. Those who want to change their life for the better, those who feel stuck in life and are hungry 
for more, those who want to change for the betterment should definitely enroll in her programs.

WEBSITE & SOCIAL MEDIA

h�p://www.coachsangeeta.com/

h�ps://www.instagram.com/coachsangeeta/

h�ps://www.facebook.com/coachsangeeta/

h�ps://www.youtube.com/c/coachsangeeta/

Contact No. + 91 8699124241
Email : lifecoachsangeeta@gmail.com
All my achievements and accomplishments rewards and success earned is dedicated to my beloved parents and also to all of my well-wishers, supporters, and 
subscribers. Because all the encouragement support and love wish, they showered on me are truly a blessing such amazing people in my life who supports me in all the 
aspects of my life.
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Mavi Buildtech Private Limited are industry leaders in the field of Construction & Interiors. They have carved a niche for 

themselves in the architecture and interior design industry as they offer top-notch quality services related to Construction, 

Architecture, Interiors, Engineering, Electrical, Plumbing and HVAC. Mr Harinder Mavi is the Director of Mavi Buildtech Pvt. Ltd 

& son of Mr Bhupinder Singh Mavi who is the founder of the company. 

Having studied at Pestle Weed College in Dehradun, Mr Harinder Mavi started his arduous journey by graduating in Commerce. 

With that mission clear in his mind, he got admission to the Khalsa College in Delhi. But stars did not align in his favour and owing 

to his desire to help expand the Mavi empire, he enrolled himself in an interior design course from Spectrum Institute. After 

graduating, he wanted to work for his father's company, and thus became a regular at architectural sites where he integrated 

himself into the industry by getting familiar with architects and interior designers. His father has been his source of inspiration,  a 

confidante and a mentor throughout his journey. His parents trust him to always make the right decision & have always extended 

their unwavering support. 

Mavi Buildtech Pvt. Ltd. has an impeccable & reputed clientele, and even has an international presence with clients like iWorld 

Apple, Molten Brown, Cred, and Berluti etc. However, their greatest accomplishments was the construction of the Jhandewalan 

Mandir. Expanding on their company's philosophy, Mr Harinder wishes to uphold the high standards of his company by 

delivering consistent, bespoke projects to all his clients. He wishes to convert a monotonous space into a “dream space” for all 

his customers. Mavi Buildtech is the one-stop-shop for anything remotely related to architecture or interior design as they cater 

to plumbers, electricians, and architects. Mr Harinder believes in the power of transformation and acknowledges the fact that the 

built environment around a person can strongly impact their moods, feelings, and behaviours. Personality traits, structural 

requirements, and using sustainable options come together to form the most stunning places which is perfect for their clients. 

The company is also internationally recognized by being awarded as the 'The Most Promising Infrastructure Company 

Excellence Award,' in 2018 at the International Achievers Summit Bangkok, Thailand. Adding another feather to their cap, the 

'Mahatma Gandhi Leadership Award,' was awarded to them in 2018 for being 'Youth Icon of the Year' which was presented at the 

House of Commons, British Parliament, Westminster, London, UK. Recently, Mr. Harinder Mavi also won the 'Leading Turnkey 

Construction & Interior Design Consultant In Delhi'  at The Global Icon Awards 2021.

Mr Harinder Mavi wishes to continue his father's legacy in order to continue to build people's dreams. Under him & his father's 

leadership, Mavi Buildtech Pvt. Ltd have always been up-to-date with all kinds of technological advancements. It is one of their 

core missions to continuously upgrade themselves in terms of everything- be it new building techniques or construction 

equipment or even in the digital space via social media. Mr. Harinder Mavi works diligently & strives to abide by the company's 

motto “Build Your Dreams With Us”. 

Link to Website:  https://mavibuildtechpvtltd.com/in/index.php

Link to Instagram Page:  https://www.instagram.com/mavibuildtechpvtltdofcial/

Link to Facebook Page:   https://www.facebook.com/mavibuildtechpvtltd

Link to LinkedIn Page:  https://www.linkedin.com/company/75382570/admin/

HARINDER MAVI
Mavi Buildtech Private Limited
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KAJAL KUMAR MITRA
Social Activist

Kajal Kumar Mitra is a reputed social activist in Bihar. He is coming from a middle-class family wherein his father was a 

government school teacher as well as  homeopathy doctor. His father used to treat ill and poor people with free medicine and 

treatments from his own dispensary made with his own salary, for which the financial condition of the house used to fall down but 

still he didn't stop doing social work. Getting inspired from the social works of his father Mr. K. K. Mitra (Secretary) established the 

NGO after his father's name in 2013 with an aim of helping the society in any way possible. At this present time, the NGO is 

involved in all type of fields-work such education, health, environment, rural development etc; solving the issues of poor people 

and developing India with small initiatives. Secretary said, he has a clear vision that the rural area or backward area people are 

the base of the country, once their problems and poverty are fixed, we will lead to a transformed and developed India.
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With his unbridled passion for innovative hardware products, Mandeep Arora is reimagining lives with UBON. Mandeep Arora started out 

UBON with a small shop in Delhi, and today his business is present in over 3000 cities across India. Mandeep's success can be attributed to 

two things - his goal-oriented mindset, and his dedication to hard work. He has never been afraid to think big, and he has always strived to 

achieve his goals. This determination has helped him build a successful business empire. Mandeep's story is one of hard work and 

determination. He has always believed in setting high goals for himself and then working tirelessly to achieve them. This mindset has helped 

him grow his business from scratch into a thriving enterprise.

Mandeep Arora was born into a family of traders. His father has been in the business of selling mobile accessories such as earphones and 

headphones for walkmans in one of Delhi's oldest and biggest markets since the early 1990s. When Mandeep joined the business in 1998, 

he quickly realized that there were a lot of gaps in the electronics industry. The quality of electronic products available to consumers was low 

when compared to the prices at which they were being sold. With his father's help, Mandeep gained extensive knowledge and experience in 

the inner workings of this industry.

Mandeep has always been a go-getter. From a young age, he was determined to make the most of life and avoided getting stuck in the rat 

race. He believes in being a tiger – someone who is proactive and takes control of their life. He believes that challenges are opportunities, 

and he has always strived to be clear with his objectives and expectations. Mandeep knows that it's not easy to be a tiger; you have to work 

hard and think big. But he also knows that it's worth it, because tigers are the ones who get ahead in life. He has always tried to be the first 

mover, seizing opportunities as they arise and turning challenges into opportunities. Clear objectives and expectations are essential for 

Mandeep; he wants to make sure that everyone is involved.

The toughest time for UBON was demonetization. Mandeep and his team had to quickly adapt to the "new normal" and find new ways to do 

business. This proved to be difficult, but they managed to pick up the slack and continue growing their company. Then came pandemic Covid 

19 which threw another curveball into their lives. Business operations were disrupted and people were forced to stay at home. However, 

UBON was quick to adapt and found new ways to overcome this hard phase. 

Intriguingly, Mandeep is on a mission. As he sees it, India has become far too reliant on imported electronic goods, and this is something that 

needs to change. He has set his sights on creating a country where people only buy products that are made in India. This may seem like a 

daunting task, but Mandeep is confident that it can be done. With the help of his 'Make in India' initiative, he hopes to create jobs and bring 

pride back to India.

As Mandeep looks back over the past 100 years, he is filled with inspiration. He recalls the great Indian companies that have led the way in 

innovation and ethical business practices. He knows that his company needs to emulate these businesses to achieve the impossible. 

Mandeep and his team set a goal to export their products to 10 different countries within the next 3 or 4 years. They are confident that their 

high-quality, people-centric products will be well-received by consumers all over the world. Thanks to their dedication and hard work, they 

are well on their way to reaching this goal!

Mandeep is a name that is synonymous with success. This young entrepreneur has achieved more in his professional and personal life than 

most people do in a lifetime. From the Mobility Special Award – 2019 to the Economic Times – Promising Brands – 2019, Device Next Award 

2020 to Mobility India's Pioneer & Game Changer Award 2020, Mandeep has received a lot of accolades and awards for his achievements. 

He is not just another businessman who started from scratch and made it big. He is also a family man who puts his loved ones first. 

Mandeep Arora as a final thought blessed our audience with some really great insights, Mandeep says, “If there is one country to watch for in 

the next 5 years, place your bets on India as something big is going to happen and it's because of our fellow Indians, one of the most hard-

working nationals. They are going to run the extra mile.”

MANDEEP ARORA
An Inspiring Leader With A Vision For Dynamic Triumph
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SUMEET CHECHANI
A seasoned entrepreneur, enthusiast and
diehard Granite aficionado.

Mr. Sumeet Chechani is a man with many talents. A seasoned entrepreneur, enthusiast and diehard Granite aficionado.

A visionary man with a mission of exporting Indian granite and natural stone to each and every corner of world. A software 

engineer turned into granite manufacturer and exporter.

A zeel of doing something of his own made him quit his comfortable  9-6 job of Accenture services Pvt Ltd  in 2012, he came back 

home and was facinated by Indian granite and stone , he started working in this sector in 2012 and after 4 year of experience he 

started Manan granites pvt. ltd in 2016

His expertise ranges in customer service, operations management, marketing and business intelligence. 

An alumnus of VIT University, Vellore Campus, Tiruvalam Road, Katpadi, Vellore, Tamil Nadu, Mr. Sumeet Chechani is also a 

member of FIEO.

In an industry that is full of uncertainty and people who usually under deliver their promises, Mr. Chechani delivers on his and 

remains focused on quality & value for money for his clients.

In the pandemic period, he diversified his business into exports and now Manan granites has clients in more than 12 countries. 

He has represented his company at several national and international stone fairs such as Stona Fair 2019 held in Bengaluru 

where he met with many renowned foreign delegates who praised the quality of Indian Stones. Mr. Sumeet Chechani recently 

represented his company at Dubai fair 2022.

Mr. Sumeet Chechani currently lives in Chittorgarh, Rajasthan, India, where he runs his own granite business, Manan Granites 

Pvt. Ltd., with a team of 40 employees.

Manan Granite has been manufacturing and supplying superior quality natural stones and sandstones for several years.  The 

stones are used to embellish gardens, patios, sidewalks, floorings, and many more for various types of projects. Having a vast 

experience in this field, Manan granites have established itself as a reliable player in the stone industry through consistent and 

regular manufacturing and supply of premium stones.

Manan Granites is one of the finest firms who have fully equipped state-of-the-art technology machines and production 

processes for manufacturing the finest quality granite for varied applications like domestic, commercial & industrial uses & we – 

at Manan Granites – can be trustworthy enough in terms of excellent low prices from our end when it comes to manufacturing the 

top quality granite tiles as well.
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Namita Amit Srivastav is the Founder and CEO and is also a Business-women, a Mother, a Homemaker of 2 Children, with 
Handsome & Supportive Husband who has been supporting her in every way in personal and Professional life, She has done her 
Clinical Research Studies in formulation and Masters in Biotechnology and also a IT enthusiast who has acquired knowledge in 
Digital Marketing. 
She has worked with various Hospitals in Government as well as Private. She is always known for his commitment, passionate 
towards the business and a leader who is having a good experience in formulation and wants to take the business on the height 
of where top Notch 5 business group are listed. 
She was born and brought up in Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh; she has completed his Masters in Biotechnology from University of 
Punjab Technical, Uttar Pradesh 
Namita's entrepreneurial journey started after completion of Studies and she used to make formulation during her studies and 
help her class mate. 
Usually, a final-year student is worried about his job, but when Namita first completed her studies in biotechnology then she 
studied Clinical
Research studies after Clinical research studies tries her hands in Hospitals and from there she realised to start her own 
business but Before that she married to Mr.Amit Gyanendra Srivastav who is handsome and supportive and having a good 
knowledge in the market and after marriage she along with her husband started business of household cosmetic goods where 
they tried to their hands in formulation by utilising Namita's knowledge. 
Namita's experience and knowledge and her Supporting Husband took the task and on 28.June 2013 started business for fulfil 
the dreams which was there both ultimate goal to reach on the top Notch companies. 
Initially, they faced many Ups – downs in the business along with various other business into Rubber, silicon, etc. And gradually 
they got success by making their own brand in the Cosmetic, Hygiene, Insecticide Products and got good orders in the Domestic 
and Now Trying hand into International Market, At present Namita is having her own business with the Company Name “Shree 
Maruti Plastorub Industries”, which deals in Insecticide Product mainly with the Brand “ Safe Knight “ and “Maxx Flash” and 
along with that also deals in Household Cosmetic, Hygiene, Aerosol Spray and Pet Preforms and these items are been 
Manufactured in Ahmedabad and recently Company's Brand “MAXX FLASH “ has been Awarded by Caples killer 2022 in 
business event. 
A brief about business of Namita Amit Srivastav with the Name “Shree Maruti Plastorub Industries “ 
M/s Shree Maruti Plastorub Industries 
Introduction: 
Shree Maruti Plastorub Industries is an Ahmedabad-based organization, established in the year of 2011. Since then, the 
company has garnered huge appreciation from the clients nationwide owing to its dedication towards maintaining high quality 
standards.
Manufacturing Unit The Company has built a sound manufacturing unit equipped with advanced machinery and other facilities. 
The company uses the available facilities at their best to come up with products that stand tall on both the factors, i.e., quality and 
utility. Owing to the facilities available, the company has gained expertise in providing consignments within the specified time-
frame. Why Shree Maruti Plastorub Industries? Maruti Plastorub Industries has unequalled reputation in the market owing to 
its unshakable values regarding : 
Transparency, Business ethics, Equality, Contribution to the society, Customer focus, Mutual growth 

NAMITA AMIT SRIVASTAV
(Founder and CEO and Business-women of

Shree Maruti Plastorub Industries, Businesswoman with Master in
Biotechnology, Clinical Research Experts, Digital Marketing)
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SEEMA ABHINAV MALAVI
Founder: Titalee Arts

Titalee Arts: Crafting Ideas with Innovative Designs 
The famous artist Pablo Picasso once said, “There are painters who transform the sun to a yellow spot, but there are others who with the help of their art and intelligence, 
transform a yellow spot into sun.” Art is a journey of ideas and thoughts from imaginary world to the physical world. It is an exhibition of emotions and expressions, with a 
different virtue towards the life.
Many people are blessed with the extra-ordinary skills. They just have to explore their talent in the right direction. Some of them are shy and don't try to express their skills, 
while some are very diligent, who live for their passion. These passionate people achieve something greatest and become forerunner of their own institutes. One of the 
prime examples of this is Titalee Arts, founded by Mrs. Seema Abhinav Malavi.
Titalee Arts is an art institute, which works to support the artistic endeavors, providing the resources and opportunities to make a connection and leave a mark, through what 
people create. The institute works on the principle that people are not a mere visitor, but a real contributor to the life. Titalee Arts welcomes artists, who are interested in the 
intersection of art and civic life, and who wish to explore how the practicing of fine-arts capability can be translated into socio-economically meaningful projects that produce 
a deeper understanding of the cultures.
Unfolding the Journey:
Seema started her journey as a Mehendi artist when she was in the tenth grade. These were the days when people used to make fun of the girls, who went to apply Mehendi 
in other houses. They used to not even call them Mehendi artists but would call them Mehendiwaali and considered the profession to be cheap. 
However, Seema's parents still supported her choice. Soon, she became a popular Mehendi artist in Ahmedabad, thanks to her excellent skills and mouth publicity by the 
customers. She started receiving more and more calls for Mehendi arts from the local customers. When she was in the third year of college, she showed the designs to 
teachers and neighbours, and they appreciated her work. They encouraged her to start teaching classes for drawing. 
So, she started the classes from her apartment and children from the neighbourhood would come to learn, then slowly more people joined them. She used to take the 
classes only on the weekends for one and half hours as she was still studying full time. After completing the graduation in fine arts, she got married and settled in Surat in 
2001. Seema's husband and in-laws supported her wish to start teaching classes again. This passion for the art gave birth to the Titalee Arts at Athwalines, where she 
started teaching art and crafts to people of all age groups. This is how the journey of Titalee Arts began. 
Fostering the Value of Art:
The main goal of Titalee Arts is to make people fall in love with the art. To make them learn the importance and value of art. People have a lot of talent, but they just need to 
bring it out. “Art is a medium to express your feelings, and the mission of the institute is just to nurture one's skills. I want to turn Titalee Arts into franchise-based chain of 
institute,” said Seema.
Till date, art and craft was looked upon as hobby, but there are vast career opportunities in this field now. Art and craft are just not those last two class periods of school but 
have crossed all borders of universe. Seema said, “It is just not limited to beautifying our homes or adding decor to your office – I want my students to paint the sky.”
Artist Behind the Story:
The success story of Titalee Arts is the fruitful achievement of Seema's struggle. She put tireless efforts into teaching her students and helping them to follow their interests. 
It is always said that behind every successful man, there is a woman. But who lies behind the successful woman? It's the family who supports her. Seema's family always 
supported her passion and dreams. 
According to Seema, her friendly nature, honesty and aptitude are intrinsic in the success of Titalee Arts. Many milestones achieved throughout the journey. Prime of them 
is that Seema achieved woman entrepreneur award by Southern Gujarat Chamber of Commerce and Industries for Year 2018. “Consistency is the key. I have not reached 
where I am currently overnight. It is a fruit of years of hard work, dedication, and passion,” said Seema.
Albert Einstein rightly worded, “creativity is contagious – pass it on” and that is what she wants to make 'Art and Craft' viral with Titalee Arts – Academy for Excellence.
Inside the School:
Titalee Arts consists of two Studios, an art-gallery, reception and waiting lounge. The school uses state-of-the-art tools like brushes, rollers, knives, sponges, nib-pens, 
brush-pens, etc. and provides the students an eminent experience to work with. At Titalee Arts, students are gauged as per their calibre, and they are being taught 
accordingly. This way the courses get tailor-made for each student regardless of their age. 
Titalee Arts offers 90 plus courses of vivid art works. The main priority is to make the students feel interested in what they are creating. Titalee Arts wants to create a happy 
and welcoming space for them to practice their art. They keep looking for different inspirations and do not stick with just one form of art. New designs, different forms of arts, 
and techniques of paintings are practiced. 
Seema said, “I like to express myself differently, to constantly re-invent myself. As an example, I have started doing resin art, making resin jewellery. That helps me grow and 
learn as an artist.”
For Titalee Arts, the age doesn't matter but the interest of students does. Other than that, reasonable charges are also a selling point of this school. Titalee Arts is looking 
forward to nurture a greater number of students in the coming times. In addition, teacher training program is being carried out to produce quality teachers.
Career in Fine Arts:
As years went by the school expanded, few of its students who gained enough expertise as artists, started teaching along with Seema. While some of the students went to 
join other schools and teach their own style of art.
Right from academics to corporate world, from teacher to freelancer, people can opt from fashion designing to interior decoration or start their own event management 
company. It is not just restricted to age or gender; one can go for part time or full-time career. Even home makers and students can create opportunities in their convenient 
time frame. “Art is not what you see, but what you make others see.”

Website: , Email: , Facebook Page: Titalee Arts, Twitter: @TitaleeArtswww.titalee.com smalavi@outlook.com
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Ar Harshitha G is a young budding, creative Architect and Urban Planner. Being a new entrepreneur on board she has been motivated by her goals 

and aspirations to succeed in entrepreneurship. She is the Founder and Principal Architect of HYMAA Architects & Planners, Bangalore. She 

is also the Director of PAE Design Consultancy Pvt. Ltd., Gandhinagar. An interdisciplinary firm that provides planning, architecture, and 
engineering solutions under one roof. Ever since the companies has been established they ensure quality design solutions all the way through 
from concept to completion.

She completed her undergraduate degree in Bachelor of Architecture(B.Arch) from MS Ramaiah Institute of Technology, Bangalore. Further 

pursued her postgraduation in Master of Urban and Regional planning at India's most prestigious academic institution, CEPT University, 

Ahmedabad. Additionally, Ar. Harshitha has completed two international programs to her credit in Contemporary Design in Historic Centres at 

the University of Ferrara, Italy, and Planning Smart Cities from Japan.

ACHIEVEMENTS

§ Awarded as Creative Entrepreneur of the Year at Asia renowned - Icons of Asia Business Meet at Radisson Blu, New Delhi 2022.

§ Special Guest for Excellence in the field of Architecture at Jos Alukkas International Women's Day program at Tirupattur, Tamil Nadu 
2022.

§ Gold certification for Alternative Thinking design workshop conducted by ACME DESIGNERS, Bangalore 2020

§ Indian Replenish researcher and speaker at an international flagship event named Replenish at Makers Fest 2017 sponsored by 
Replenish Earth Ltd, Ahmedabad.

§ Awarded President's Scholarship of 2 Lakh Rupees for academic excellence at CEPT University for the batch of 2015 – 2017, 
Ahmedabad.

§ Winner of a national level conference INSIGHT'16 on Marching towards Smarter India at MIT College of Management, Pune 2016.

§ Won the National Award for designing the logo of Kakinada Smart City, Andhra Pradesh, 2015

§ Outstanding Performance for her Architectural Bachelor thesis project entitled Finance and Business Centre at Devanahalli, 
Bangalore, 2014.

§ Represented college team (Christ Junior College) in Zonal and District Level throw ball tournament, Bangalore 2009.
th§ 4  rank in State Level Kannada Prathama Exam, Karnataka 2005.

PROFESSIONAL JOURNEY

Having accomplished her educational pedagogy, Ar. Harshitha is all set to carry forth her success journey to professional field. She has worked 
with various multidisciplinary firms and organizations for abundant years on numerous typologies and scales of projects through which she has 
acquainted valuable exposure and proficiency in her domain. She has a strong commitment to architecture and urbanism, with a particular interest 
in reviving neighbourhoods, housing developments, and master planning. Throughout her career, she has been an active participant in 
independent projects and led the team from design conceptualization to execution. Her unique planning style predominately focuses on creating 
interesting spaces which are user-friendly and adapt to the lifestyle of the individuals. Currently, she is working on luxury residential projects and 
resort developments. She always strives to approach every project in an exceptional way giving a holistic design solution.

She has travelled and lived in various countries such as India, Japan, France, Italy, and Austria which has allowed her to explore the diverse 

architectural practices and understand ample design philosophies. From being a shy little girl to a grown-up independent woman, Ar. Harshitha 

strongly believes that traveling has helped her to look at things from a global perspective and comprehend cultural diversity.She 

believes “Gender is never a barrier to limit your dreams. You can achieve whatever you want if you focus on you goal.”

The most profound tagline which Ar. Harshitha follows is:

'Design with Style, Design with Smile'

She believes to bring a smile every day as it's considered to give off a positive vibe which tends to contagiously spread making people feel 
energized.  She is a firm supporter of women and their causes. She considers proper education to the girl child as the main agenda. Because a 
women needs to be both socially and finally independent to fly great heights.

CONTACT NUMBER:- 9900134409

HARSHITHA G
Architect | Urban Planner
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INDU GUPTA
Founder: Paryavaran Shiksha Prasar Samiti

After completing responsibility of home maker I started my carrier as a teacher being M.A. B.Ed. Later realizing my exploring my 

interest towards Mother Nature and environment, I started study and work towards Nature. I have done certificate course of 

ecology and environment from Indira Gandhi National Open University and Post graduate 

diploma in ecology and environment from Indian Institute of Ecology and Environment 

New Delhi 2002. In 2004 I started a NGO named Paryavaran Shiksha Prasar Samiti. I am 

founder and secretary of that NGO. Till now I organised awareness program to schools 

and Institutions for awareness programs, competition, poster competition and 

conservation of water. Moradabad is brass city. There are so many factories of brass and 

supply of brass articles all over world. There are so many rich exporter and fourth class 

labour in factories. When I saw poor condition of fourth class labour, I decided to help him. 

I have done certificate course and master degree in occupational health, safety, 

environment. But there is no entry for general public in factory. So we are unable to help 

labour class. Students of schools and Institutions taking interest and motivating towards keeping Environment clean, green and 

healthy environment.

Thanks Indu gupta  
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Hi, I'm Kavitha, sole proprietor of Ve Kay Boutique, an enthusiastic person with all positive energy emerging as a young 

entrepreneur in the field of designing a personal desire of a woman. I hold a bachelor degree in commerce and started my career 

in a private concern and then decided to start up my own business in 2013. Since the start up as a small business at home and 

then a shop, a boutique, striving to achieve customer satisfaction as well as fulfilling my passion in the field of tailoring fashion 

designing. Being a mother of two kids, a daughter who is 9 and a son who is 3 now, fulfilling the satisfaction of my customers and 

make their dream design to come true while taking care of my kids too. 

My business – I'm the first employee and the owner, followed by 2 employees in a small shop, received the orders, processed 

and delivered the finished product on time with full confidence. Customers are my backbone to develop my business while 

referring me to their friends and relatives and the chain continued. Over the time period of 8 years, I've established 2 branches in 

Chennai city with 35 employees working with us. And now we have created a group of business under one roof – Ve Kay group of 

companies. 

Over these many years, I've created thousands of satisfied customers and more than 30K followers in the social media. This led 

to achieve many awards in my career and as a successful woman entrepreneur, I would like to expand my business not only in 

my residing city but also throughout India and thereby chance to showcase the women empowerment.

We at vekay Boutique do designer blouse work with Aari Embroidery which is purely handmade. All designs are customized 

according to the customer's needs and requirements. Our designs are non  compromised and we make sure of quality in using 

finest materials for designing to bring the elegance in each design. 

Time, we always keep up time with organized work to deliver the products  in time to the customer. We often become night owl on 

emergency, for urgent work deliveries with no hesitation. We have clients from local residing to all over india and Asia, europe n 

American countries. For customer's convenience everything is taken care over online & offline. 

Unity is the strength of our team when it comes to work. 

KAVITHA
Proprietor: Ve Kay Boutique
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GARIMA BHATNAGAR
SEJA PALIWAL
ARPITA SRIVASTAVA

The year 2010 marked the arrival of various online business groups on social networking websites such as facebook. It was 

indeed a wonderful idea to purvey a platform to the online sellers and buyers who loved to shop online. In the due course of time, 

most of the leading business groups became defunct or succumbed to growing customer complaints because of the influx of the 

re-sellers who compromised on the quality of products merely for profits. It became a routine affair for the sellers started to vanish 

after striking a one-time deal with the customers, leaving them and the admins of the concerned group completely perplexed. In 

2016, three young women entrepreneurs - Garima Bhatnagar, Sejal Paliwal and Arpita Shrivastava decided to form a business 

group on facebook with stringent quality checks, disciplined environment and authentic sellers.

Their vision gave birth to one of the most popular business groups on facebook - Shoppers' Darbar. Long hours of tedious work 

and herculean efforts of these ladies soon fructified and their group made its place amongst the top-most active business groups 

in a span of just one year. In February 2017, Shoppers' Darbar took a concrete shape in the form of a legally registered firm. Their 

tagline 'Reinstating your faith in online shopping' clearly defines these young entrepreneurs' goals. These ladies made it a point 

to utilize the tribulations that came in their way as a means of getting acquainted with their true potential. As a result of which, 

within no time, they established themselves in the realm of event management as well. They have been a part of the many 

exhibitions that are organized in the posh areas of Delhi.

When the pandemic hit the country, the founders decided to start a unique chain of online trading platforms by the name All India 

BusinessWomen's Association, which is now fondly known as AIBA all over the country. AIBA received instant warm welcome by 

the online women entrepreneurs and the community members broke all records touching the viewership of the live shows in 

lakhs. Today, the AIBA community is a rapidly prospering family of women entrepreneurs. The management of AIBA  recently 

launched their app that has simplified the live show hosting process for the vendors to a great extent and has been instrumental 

in giving them a wider exposure.

With ambitious dreams and a glint of hope in their eyes, the three young entrepreneurs intend to waltz ahead on the path they 

have chartered for themselves and have proved to all that how the power of social media can be effectively harnessed and how 

women can become successful entrepreneurs even from the four walls of their homes.
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Daksh Chittora is the founder and owner of the majestic 'Justilla House' located in the heart of Udaipur in Rajasthan. As an aspiring young 

entrepreneur of 21, it was always a dream for Daksh to provide a service to the people that they would keep fondly in their memories as one 

of the best. This dream of his saw light when he pioneered the concept of a fully functional, service-oriented guest villa in 2021 with his 

brainchild 'Justilla House Udaipur'. The Justilla House is unlike any other villa in its vicinity. Completed with four comfortable luxury 

bedrooms, an open terrace for star gazing, an in-house restaurant with mouth-watering dishes, a breath-taking outdoor garden view, and a 

special games area for adults and children with activities like chess, darts, carom, etc is what makes this house a place where families and 

friends nurture unforgettable experiences.

Daksh had always been a careful observer of his surroundings as he was growing up and it is this observation that told him about the growing 

distance between family members and friends as most of them would much rather spend time online 

than in real life with each other. Therefore, to find a solution to this problem, Daksh designed the 

interior of the villa in such a way that it encourages families to spend time in each other's company. A 

few examples of this are the gaming room which has various fun activities for both children and adults 

alike. The living hall is furnished with a large sitting area which is sufficient for all members staying at 

the villa to occupy simultaneously, share stories, and cherish the people that they are surrounded by. 

Similarly, the large dining space also encourages everyone to have a bite together; and in Daksh's 

words “There is nothing more beautiful than seeing friends and family sit together enjoying their time 

building memories that they will look back upon with happiness”.

The Justilla House is extremely close to all major tourist spots nearby being within 3 kms from the 

location. The place is easily accessible to tourists coming in from all destinations without any hassle. It 

also has staff members to cater to all the needs of the customers no matter how big or small. The in-

house staff takes care of everything from maintenance and food to regular cleaning. It has received amazing ratings and reviews on all 

platforms where it is present and is loved by customers for its beautiful vintage rustic look mixed with all modern amenities and polite friendly 

staff present at the villa. The Justilla house is rated 4.4/5 on google maps, 9/10 on booking.com, and 9/10 on planet of hotels too. As per a 

delightful review left by a customer, the Justilla House is a beautiful location for a quiet and homely stay with great amenities, helpful staff, 

and tasty food.

Daksh has been successfully running the Justilla House for about 8 months now but this isn't the first or the only entrepreneurship venture 

that he has stepped into. Daksh had a knack for managing and hosting events from the young age of 15 when he hosted MUNs. He 

managed and curated a wedding on his own at the age of 17 and also started his own café when he was 18 which unfortunately had to close 

down because of the onset of covid-19. Daksh has seen his fair share of ups and downs on his entrepreneurship journey and it is now when 

he has stumbled upon doing something that he absolutely loves which is spreading smiles on the faces of his customers.

Always keeping the agenda of 'Atithi Devo Bhava' in mind the Justilla House Udaipur and its founder Daksh Chittora bring to you an 

experience to indulge in with love and warmth. The Justilla House is a venture started by Daksh to not just promote quality time with fellow 

friends and family members but also initiate and encourage the idea of entrepreneurship amongst the youth of our country. The shift from 9 

to 5 to entrepreneurship is visibly evident in the economy. Thus, it is important that more and more young and aspiring thinkers like Daksh 

take the much-needed initiative in carrying forward the culture of self-made business and entrepreneurship.

The Justilla House Udaipur by Daksh Chittora is yet another example of a profitable business that also aims at bringing positive change to 

society. It is said that all it takes to change the world is an idea and The Justilla House is one such idea that took birth because of the will and 

passion in Daksh to change what he was witnessing for the betterment of society. In Daksh's words, “The Justilla House is your way towards 

the feeling of home” 

DAKSH CHITTORA
JUSTILLA HOUSE UDAIPUR
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JAMES ARULDAS SILVAI

MJ Group is the brain child of MR. James Aruldas Silvia. MJ Group was established in the year 2012 and started his journey with 

a net seed capital of 3Cr and today the group has a turnover of 300 Cr, where 44 percent of our net sales come from the service 

business.

MJ Group is a global supplier of technology and services, which is serving multiple industries today. The group has investments 

with assets worth 500CR in lands, machines and infrastructure rising in MSME.

MJ Aviation and Hospitality Institute: Situated in South India, it is one of the fastest and most trusted Aviation Hospitality Training 

Institutes serving industries for more than a decade.

MJ Infrastructure Company: Adhering to all the guidelines and protocols to deliver the most artistic and modern age 

infrastrucvture to the clients.

MJ Hotels & Resorts: Luxury, Affordability and excellent services are the key features that accommodate entire packages.

MJ Agro-Ecological Organic Farms: Promoting 100% organic farming that includes fruits, vegetables, spices, herbs, poultry, 

dairy products etc., for local and international market EXIM.

MJ Import & Export EXIM: Can you name the goods, we do not export or import? We set a high benchmark for quality packaging 

and delivering services within the stipulated time frame.

MJ Logistics Cargo: We deliver specialized services as an agent for airline booking and maritime cargo handling during import 

and export procedures.

MJ Real-Estate and Land Developers: Leading the competition by providing reliable, authentic and quick services in land 

acquisition, lease, sell, purchase, development, lease, sell. purchase, development and deals.

MJ Fashion Boutique and Designers: You discover the best collections and designers’ handcrafted clothing. The perfect 

amalgamation of Indian and International outfits.

MJ Gems & Jewellery: The MJ Group’s initiative is to support “Make in India” and assist the new startup companies in different 

sectors to skill India Endeavor.

Man and Mind (Behind the trust and success): Mr. James Aruldas Silvia - CEO brings with himself 20 years of tactile and 

variegated experience from his many diverse skilled certifications.

A former scientist at NASA, and a Martial Art Taekwondo Coach (WTF), Mr Silvia marked as an astute visionary who has 

elevated MJ group to exemplary magnitude. His eloquent and exceptional vision has promoted MJ Group to win many awards 

from all the areas of business community.

Founder: MJ GROUP
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“I help you unlock your potential & create the life you deserve”By: Shivanshi Bhutani 

A Few are Tarot, Angel, Oracle, Lenormand Card Reading, Runes Reading, Wax Residue Reading, Akashic Records, Past Life, 

Ethical Spell Casting.A Master in Reiki, Inner child healing , energy healing , Angel Therapy, Mahakali Healing, Pendulam 

Healing, Akashic and more

“The Law of attraction is one of the most fascinating laws of the universe. Some believe it and others don’t. And if you’re familiar 

with this Law, you know that it governs how you create your reality and holds the key to unlocking unlimited potential and 

manifesting anything you want out of life. Today more and more people have become aware of the law of attraction. They now 

know that they can get what they want from the universe. What they don’t know is the HOW part. This is the reason that the 

demand for the law of attraction She guides people to achieve their dreams by using their subconscious minds. She coaches 

people with visualization exercises and manifestation techniques. Also, help clients to transform their dreams into reality. She 

continues, “Implementing manifestation techniques, visualization exercises and other Law Of Attraction habits may seem 

overwhelming at times, especially if you are surrounded by negative energy. I help you change your negative thoughts to positive 

ones. I enable you to learn to be in control of your thoughts, feelings & actions, how to live your life to the fullest and attract your 

desires and align them to manifest anything you want.”Shivanshi helps you understand what you want from your future and 

assists you in making plans to achieve those goals. You can work together collaboratively, figuring out what you need and what 

might be holding you back. This Law Of Attraction coach offers support and encouragement throughout and helps you identify 

negative assumptions, emotional blocks, & limiting beliefs. What sets me apart from other coaches is that I can integrate 

Psychology principles with those of the Law of Attraction. I focus on the “how” of manifestation, also known as the application. It’s 

not difficult to do, as my methods have proved to be successful in helping individuals reach their goals. Manifestation is not 

esoteric; it draws on scientific basing to arrive at tangible results. With confidentiality always assured, I have worked with clients 

around the country delving into the universal nature of psychology, and its integration with the Law of Attraction.”When asked 

about Energy healing she explains, “It is a holistic practice that helps in activating the body’s subtle energy systems to remove 

blocks. By breaking through these energetic blocks, the body’s inherent ability to heal itself is stimulated. The human body is a 

complete energy system in tune with the Universe. Any imbalance in the body obstructs the flow of energy, which results in 

illness. I try to ensure that energies flowing within the body move unobstructed and can help people relax and improve their 

quality of life.”Shivanshi further describes, “There are many ways that an individual can benefit from Reiki and Candle treatment. 

It promotes harmony and balance; breaks down energy blocks and balances the mind, body, & spirit; cleanses the body of toxins 

and supports the immune system; helps spiritual growth and emotional cleansing; and accelerates the body’s self-healing 

ability. It is important to note that these energy healings do not target one particular problem within the body but rather target 

everything at once. Energy transfer is the most powerful tool in healing in this way as it heals all related elements of a particular 

condition.”Username :- @tarotbyshivanshi(Instagram)

SHIVANSHI BHUTANI
CERTIFIED AND TRAINED IN 30+ HEALING

AND READING MODALITIES
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Md FEROZ KHAN

Award Category :
Social Entrepreneur of the Year Md Firoz Khan
MD. FIROZ KHAN (FK)
Honoured by International Book of World Records
A Man with Multifaceted Personality “Social Entrepreneurship”
Chairman & Managing Director (CMD)
FK Group
ISO Certified Organisation www.fkworld.in 
Founder & Chairman
PEACE INDIA (International NGO ) ISO Certified Organisation www.peaceindiafk.com 
Chairman
IndoUG Commerce and Social Council (ICSC) ISO Certified Organisation www.indougcscouncil.com 
About Md. Firoz Khan (FK)
Md. Firoz Khan (FK) has distinguished himself as a Man of Multifaceted Personality. His work has been applauded for his commitment and thorough professionalism.
Firoz Khan is a man with a golden heart and a humble nature, dedicated to serving all people across the globe. Combining in himself traits of an Active Sociologist, 
Administrator, Human Rights Activist, successful Entrepreneur & well-known Philanthropist.
In his career of over 18 Years, He has been associated with numerous Social & Business activities. All of his activities were aimed at improving the conditions of the 
Society. He is best known as the Founder & Chairman of a renowned Social organization namely, PEACE INDIA (International NGO) & Chairman of IndoUG 
Commerce and Social Council (ICSC).
Apart from running various social and philanthropic activities through the organisation namely, PEACE INDIA, he is also associated with many other reputed 
organisation as advisor & honorary member.This was his first step on the ladder of success which led him to embark on his own company, FK GROUP. He is one of the 
best-known Social Entrepreneurs of par excellence. He is Chairman & Managing Director of FK GROUP .
Md. Firoz Khan also appreciates the need for spreading Literacy among socially & economically weaker sections of the Society under the banner of PEACE INDIA 
(International NGO). In sum, he is a man with greater wisdom as he spent his precious life time serving the society of this magnitude & vast. He is a man of principles & 
dedication. Connecting and networking with people is his passion.
Crediting his rich years of experience, Md.Firoz Khan has successfully mastered the art of business over all these years. His astute zeal to learn and his detail-oriented 
acumen guided him in building the fortune he has today. He has been regarded as a role model in the young business community due to his outstanding achievements 
and create a successful business in a short span of time.
His humble nature and competence have helped him connect with top people from different walks of life including influential people from political & Corporate circles in 
India and worldwide.
A child with a sharp mind, Md. Firoz Khan aced the game of Chess. Imperative qualities including endurance, teamwork, responsibility, and commitment were 
inculcated in him at an early age- shaping the core of his character.
Md. Firoz Khan's humble nature wins everyone's heart with his down-to-earth persona. He has also been invited to speak in eminent business forums and elite events 
regularly. In recent years, he has been diligently working towards expanding his business empire into many business sectors.
Md. Firoz Khan has made his name as a successful businessman, inspiring today's young generation. For his tremendous achievements, he has been accredited with 
prestigious social and business awards.
His works speak a lot and have even helped him bag several national & International awards including ASIA LEADERSHIP AWARDS 2019, Dr.BabaSaheb Ambedkar 
NOBEL AWARDS, NATIONAL ACHIEVERS AWARD, NELSON MANDELA INTERNATIONAL PEACE AWARDS, MOTHER TERESA AWARD, SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEUR of the Innovation & Achievement Award, “The Golden Star icon Awards ”in the category of MOST INFLUENTIAL PERSONALITY OF THE YEAR, 
Bengal Excellence Award, Global Human Rights Award, SOCIAL ENTREPRENEUR & got many other awards & Certification in many corporate & Social sectors for his 
contribution and unconditional services.
He also Honoured by International Book of World Records, A Man with Multifaceted Personality “Social Entrepreneurship”.
Addressing the virus-stricken world, Md. Firoz Khan shares, “We are committed to rise above all business matters and profits to serve the people. We are reaching 
outto people in need and providing food material as well as educating them on how to be a part of the government's effort to combat the Coronavirus Pandemic.”
Md. Firoz Khan believes that he is different from others in many ways. His sheer determination, work ethic, stubbornness for not to lose, passion for building and fixing 
things, being assertive and humble at the same time— set him apart from the rest of the people. He is accustomed to seeking out and accepting challenges, not being 
afraid to try different thighs since it is an essential part of the process that leads to success, as he says. Md. Firoz Khan places his foundation on the core values of 
Diversity, Corporate Social Responsibility, Philanthropy, and Trustworthy Computing. Led by his vision to create local opportunity, growth & impact in every community 
and country around the world, he continues to strive and empower every person to achieve more.
He is a man of principles & dedication. Connecting and networking with people is his passion.
During his long career, Md. Firoz Khan has traveled widely across the Country. He has also visited many countries

Founder: FK GROUP
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Dare, Dream, Determination

Dhwani Vani is a young space scientist and researcher who believes in innovation and equality. She has a mindset of passion with 

the drive and determination to keep on learning, growing, and achieving. She was an overachiever from a young age in many areas of 

her life. These areas included sports where she has been nurtured to be a blue belt in karate and has played multiple other sports on 

various levels including the district level where she represented her institution.

Being an athlete at a young age made her a visionary and a challenger. At the same time, her love and passion for astronomy 

and research grew; at the age of 15, she gained her first Diploma in Cosmology and started working in research groups at the 

age of 14. Dhwani soon realized the inequality and discrimination done by society against a young working girl making her realize 

that “ A woman is like a tea bag: she does not know how strong she is until she is in hot water.” Hence she started taking 

part in women empowering clubs where she motivated and encouraged women to not only start working on their passion but also 

demand the rights they deserve. “Never settle for mediocrity, never settle for average”

Following this statement, Dhwani has now published approximately 10 publications which include NASA Space Apps, Sagan by 

Nasa, French National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS), and Society for Space Education, Research and Development 

(SSERD), and many more. She is currently 16 years old and has approximately 3 years of working experience that varies from 

content writing to research apprenticeship. Her curiosity and adaptability have allowed her to be the founder of 2 non-profitable 

organizations.

One.Step, is a youth-serving organization that aims to provide help to a passionate learner who has the desire to reach for what all lies 

beyond the lines of average. EvoRevo is previously known as One.Tree.India is another such organization that focuses on some of 

the UN SDGs goals including Climate Action, Responsible Consumption and production, and Sustainable Cities and Communities.

She has been invited by Global Youth Parliament to the Global Youth Leadership Summit of 2022 held in Bangkok where she will 

be one of the chosen few to represent India on an international platform. Being already awarded the Rising Leaders Award for the 

dedication and efforts that she has put into the community she is now also an awardee for the Young Female Child Prodigy Award by 

Icons of Asia but for her, this is all just the beginning.

In the future Dhwani wants to pursue her education at the University of British Columbia where she will be studying astronomy and 

working on international research increasing the platform of India wherever she goes.

Some of her projects that she has done till now vary from particle physics to space debris and outer space sustainability to host stars 

and exoplanets and the list goes on from here on forth. Due to her dedication, analytical, and problem-solving skills she has been 

awarded Bronze Honour in the International Astronomy and astrophysics Competition held in 2021. Only a short span of time ago 

she was invited to speak about herself and her experience at Vellore Institute of Technology as a guest speaker to empower 

students.

She has a mindset that believes everybody wants to be a BEAST until it is time to do what the beast does, and that is the falling point for 

many.

All her achievements have gone hand in hand with her basic education which was given to her by Ajmera Global before and is now at 

Fravashi International Academy. None of these things could have been possible without the mentoring of so many people who have 

helped pave the path for her success.

DHWANI RUPALI VANI
Young Space Scientist & Researcher
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AMPLIFY CAPITALS

Offering over a decade of experience, currently working as Managing Partner with Amplify Capitals.

Ÿ Track record of meeting & exceeding the assigned targets; proficient in all areas of client management, 

relationship building, Wealth Management & Investment Advisory activities including providing Financial 

Modeling, Financial Analysis, Risk-Tolerance Assessments services along with portfolio suggestions for HNI & 

Ultra HNI clients.

Ÿ Blend of leadership with functional expertise & execution orientation to lead strategic planning; proficiency in 

managing teams for effectively executing business strategies that profitably increase business revenue.

Managing investment advisory, private equity, project financing, working capital financing, succession planning, 

taxation planning, estate planning, family office among others for large Corporates and UHNIs.

Amplify Capitals is India's first Exclusive Human Touch Wealth Platform where we make your money work hard.

We are on a mission to continuously better the lives of all our clients through customised financial solutions .

At Amplify Capitals client comes first and we strive to make the best curated financial planning to meet the expectations 

on all investment parameters .

Founder: FK GROUP
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Dr. Ashok Azad has the qualities of Sahitya Sadhna since childhood, he started the work of writing literature from 1992 

and the first book Shabab-o-Shayari was published in 1997, Azad's writing work continues even today.

Dr. Azad has given more importance to education in life, and constantly explains the importance of education in his 

lectures, the main qualities of social service are present in him since childhood, he is also constantly doing social 

service, apart from writing. He has also got many awards for social service. Dr. Azad, who is rich in versatility, is always 

ready to work hard and choose the path only where the path is difficult. Dr. Azad is an extraordinary inspiration for 

literature and social service.

Let us know the biography of Ashok Azad and the main achievements that he has achieved.

Life introduction

Name: Dr. Ashok Azad

Place of birth: Seoni, Madhya Pradesh

Education: BE Electrical, MBA Corporate Communication, LLB, LLM Criminology,  Ex. research scholar Ms

Job: Advocate

Writer Workplace: Bhopal, Jabalpur

Published books: Shabab-o-Shayari, Kavya Nagri,  Kalam-E-Azad,  Mera Kya Dosh,  Mastishk Taranginee, shringarika

Books to be published soon: Guru Mahima,  Kahani Ek Raat ki,  Kshirsagar,  Vijay Rathi,  Dalit Ka Jhootha Abhimaan,  

Badlen Zindagi, Harady Raginee.

Received main prize:  Golden Book Award 2022

Inspiring Indian 2022 International Kabir Award

2022 Corona Warrior Award

Tagore commemorative samman 2022

Recognised for literary work and contribution Honour 2022

Sahitya Kosh Samman

Sahitya Ratna Samman

Literary Icon Samman

Honored by the Chief Minister, Madhya Pradesh Government, and Union Minister, Government of India, for literature 

and social service. Poetry from the Forum From time to time, received respect from many forums and published poetry 

and motivational articles in many magazines. Contact no.: +91 9584555307, 7771897086 Mail Id: 

kaviashokazad@gmail.com

Dr. ASHOK AZAD
Advocate & Writer
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RAHMATHUL BARI

Coffee table book

Rahmathul Bari - a SHE-E-O to look out for!

Rahmathul Bari is the founder of not one, but three startups. All of 23 years old, she stands tall as the Founder and CEO of 

Plantreats Private Limited, a plant-based meat solution provider that has completely rethought the way people view vegan food. 

She is also the founder of Diet Medic Private Limited,  a company that is dedicated to preaching the sustainable way of life in 

terms of what people eat and how they eat it. In addition to that, she has been heading NutroGeek, a one-of-a-kind platform that 

provides end-to-end solutions for nutritionists. 

Bari's story is far from the average run-of-the-mill startup founder stories. She is a 23 year old who is set to revolutionise the field 

of nutrition while still pursuing her Masters degree in Clinical Nutrition from  Sri Ramachandra Institute Of Higher Education and 

Research. She did her Bachelors degree in Clinical Nutrition from the same institute, but her quest for making the world a better 

place for the next generation started when she was but a child. She has always been someone who has been seeking out 

problems to solve and it is safe to say that Young Bari would be proud of the person she has become today.

The sky's no limit for her, since she has been running out of shelf space trying to fit all her awards on the display case. A few of her 

accolades include having been awarded the 1st runner up position for the BEST POTENTIAL GROWTH AND SCALE UP 

BUSINESS, BEST POTENTIAL IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT and the BEST IDEA in the Idea to Business International 

Competition 2021 hosted by Esa Unggul, Indonesia, in collaboration with the Academy of Entrepreneurs, Australia. What's more 

is that she was also bestowed with the first runner up position in the 54-hour hackathon hosted by 'Techstars Startup Weekend- 

Siliguri 'in partnership with Google for startups, on the 30 - 31st October & 1st November 2021. 

These are a few feathers in her cap. Her other accomplishments include a series of publications in renowned journals and 

certifications. She also has a strong track record of being active in co curricular activities. But her real passion lies in building 

businesses that 'healthify 'the world.

In short, in her own words, Bari is now living the dream that the younger version of herself thought would one day come true. She 

is on her way to becoming a role model to millions of young girls out there. She is now the winner of the prestigious Startup Icon of 

The Year award, bestowed by Global Business Icons. In what can only be perceived as the first of hundreds of future accolades 

to come her way, Bari walks proudly as an example of the statement that if you put your dreams first and relentlessly work 

towards them, nothing is impossible.

Coffee table Book
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Career 
Mr. Jigar Narola was born and brought up in Surat, (Gujarat), India. He completed his education till H.S.C. in small village in Guajarati medium school. At 
the age of 23 in the month of May, year 2012, he entered in the business of diamond Jewelry as a fresher and started working in one of the multinational 
company at Mumbai (Maharashtra). Almost for 3 consecutive years 2012-2014 worked without being paid for the job. Though he was not being paid for 3 
long years then also he worked in the sales and production department to gain knowledge for the jewelry business. In year of 2012- 2014 during his 
training period he used to dedicate 15 to 18 hours at the office to gain more knowledge about the jewelry business. Inspite of the language barrier in 
English faced by him, he tried to sale products in abroad countries and kept trying the same. Towards the end of the year of 2015-2016 he did tremendous 
sales and among the 1100 staff of the company and achieved the target given by the company from 100% to 300%. In the year 2016 for his excellent 
performance in the sales, company offered him not only the job but a quarter to stay with the family and shift to Mumbai. He discussed the same with his 
family members and decided to shift with entire family to Mumbai. Regarding the same his father and brother suggested him if it's feasible instead of 
shifting to Mumbai with entire family, he alone get shifted and during every weekends he can come to Surat to meet and spend time with the family.  He 
thought sooner or later he has to stay with the family in Surat. So, inspite of delaying in taking the decision immediately, he gave 30 days notice period to 
the company in Mumbai where he was working and at the end of the year 2017 he left Mumbai and he shifted to his home town Surat. 

Journey as an Entrepreneur 
His journey of entrepreneurship began in the year 2018 on 14th February, it was a valentine day he borrowed 1 
lakh rupees from one of his relative and purchased 2 computers of Rs. 60 thousand and rented an office of 150 
square feet for the amount of Rs. 30 thousand and established The Diamond Jewels with merely 10 thousand on 
his hand. In the initial years of the company due to lack of investment the people who started running the 
business were 1 designer, Jigar Narola himself and his father. Though the manpower were less still the 
company got response in terms of orders but due to monetary issues company was unable to complete the 
orders and targets. Therefore, with a heavy heart The Diamond Jewels decided to complete the target by 
making the product on labor work in some other companies production department. But this decision back fired 
them, as the company lost their business with 2 big companies due to poor quality and finishing of the product 
and one of the customer even stopped their payment which in turn affected their rolling of money. After the 
devasted situation, the pillar of The Diamond Jewels Mr. Jigar Narola himself did not loose hope and thought of initiating own production as because of the 
previous decision made by the company somewhere affected the goodwill of The Diamond Jewels. So, he thought in future this should not happen with the 
existing and the new customers as well, company can serve good quality and finishing product to the customer. And one of feather got added with The 
Diamond Jewels, it was their own production house in Surat with merely 750 square feet of place. After that for 6 months he personally focus to set their 
production system, Quality and finishing to serve more and more better products to their valuable customers. Today the Diamond Jewels has own 
production unit and modern office in area of 8000 square feet. Presently The Diamond Jewels is one of the progressive company and exporting diamonds 
and diamond jewelry in entire globe. 
As well said by Mr. Jigar Narola in today's fast pace and digital world for any person it's quite easy to gain success and can be more successful in the 
business of their choice, what's needed is only and only belief in yourself. In life whenever you feel helpless in your difficult times never be scared just be 
positive and keep going and put it your hard & smart work.
The team members, those who are part of The Diamond Jewels also been taught that don't let yourself down and feel demotivated just keep pushing 
yourself and move ahead with a positive mind and give your best. As, how in cardiogram a person heartbeat goes up and down and make us feel alive in 
the same manner ups and downs is the part of any business. 

Social Responsibilities 
Ÿ The Diamond Jewels in a short period of time of 4 years being social acclaimed by planting 6200 trees. 
Ÿ During covid-19 pandemic distributed around 10-12 thousand mask sanitizers and important medicines. 
Ÿ Very often they provide foods in the orphan age, old age home and needy people.
Ÿ They are also helping to provide free education for the poor children's.
Ÿ Arranged free eye checking camps, blood camps for the needy people. 
Ÿ Taking care of cow shades.
Ÿ Provide New homes construction materials for Poor people. 
Ÿ Provide daily free food to all the employees. 
Ÿ Regularly arrange seminars motivate people for clean India. 

JIGAR NAROLA
The Diamond Jewels
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